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INTRODUCTION





Introduction

It was in 1954 that I first met Henry Hazlitt. I was a young
instructor at lona College in New Rochelle, New York, lecturing on
the principles of economics and conducting a seminar in German con-

versation. In both my assignments I relied heavily on FEE publications

which I distributed in large quantities to my students, such as Clipping

ofNote and small pamphlets called /« Brief. In my language colloquium

I spoke of German philosophers and economists and frequently re-

ferred to Ludwig von Mises' Omnipotent Government, which FEE
made available at bargain prices. When, upon Leonard Read's invita-

tion, I attended the fall Board meeting and reported about my use of

FEE material, Henry Hazlitt questioned me with great interest and

insight. He was a senior member of the Board having participated in

the very inception of FEE. In the world of the written word he was

the renowned associate of Newsweek and the columnist of "Business

Tides."

I watched with awe and admiration how Henry Hazlitt, in the

years that followed, never failed to fmd eloquent words and lucid

composition to dwell upon economic subjects. He, more than any

other English writer I knew, wrote as the common people speak, but

thought as wise men do. Proper writing, to Mr. Hazlitt, was but a

different name for lucid conversation. His guide was truth which made

him write powerfully, naturally, and convincingly. He wrote until he

was four-score-and-ten because he liked to write and liked himself

better when he did.

The spoken word soon perishes; the written word remains; it may
survive for many decades or even centuries. Henry Hazlitt's writing

may point the way for generations to come. Of all that he wrote, he

wrote most candidly and forcefully for The Freeman. After all, he was

instrumental in the rebirth of the journal after World War II. He had

read it with great interest ever since it made its first appearance in

1920, edited by Albert Jay Nock, the great libertarian journalist. It had

folded, as most new periodicals do, a few years later; re-emerged under

the editorship of Suzanne LaFollette in 1929, and perished again dur-
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ing the Great Depression in 1931; reappeared in 1938 and folded

again during World War II. In 1950, Henr\' Hazlitt together v\ith

Suzanne LaFollette and John Chamberlain re\ived The Fnenum again

like the Phoenix of Egv^ptian m\tholog\', lifting it rene^^'ed from the

ashes to start another long life. When it again ran into economic turbu-

lence, they steered it to Leonard Read's Foundation uliich became its

sole owner in 1954 and its publisher in 1956. With FEE as the perma-

nent base. The Freeman was to soar to new heights.

Henry Hazlitt's name is fore\'er carved in the annals of The Fret-

man. He served it as co-editor and then editor-in-chief from 1950 to

1954; when it joined the Foundation, he became its most illustrious

and industrious contributor. He penned sixt)' major essa^-s and articles

as well as dozens of book re\'iews. All along, he wrote immortal books

which are the full-length mirrors of his active mind.

He was still an editorial v^-riter for the New Tark Times when he

wrote his most popular and influential book, Economia in One Ixssan.

Since its first printing in 1946 it sold more than cmc million copies in

numerous editions and continues to sell at a rate of soeral thousand a

year. It is probably the best "little book** on the fallacies of popular

economic notions and policies e\er written.

One source of the numerous fallacies which haunt ccontxnics, ac-

cording to Hazlitt, is the endless pleadings of self-interest. Everv- eco-

nomic group has interests which are antagtmistic to tfKwe of all other

groups. Many of these groups argue plausibly and persistenth' for

special policies which benefit them at the expense of all other groups.

They either convince the public that the special policies are sound, or

so befuddle it that confusion pre\aiLs.

Another source of the countless fallacies which plague economics

more than any other field of knowledge is the persistent rendenc>' to

see only the immediate, short-run etVects of a polia- and ignore its

long-run effects. Hcnr\' Hazlitt was convinced that this inclination is

an important difference bervscen gcxxl econcxnics and bad.

Economics in One Lesson cxpkxies both fallacies. From automation

and unemploNTnent to rent contn)l and price fixing, it confronts and
refutes them all. Ba.sed on classical economic pnnciples, the book was
hailed around the world as the best "lesson" in economics for an>'one

who seeks truthful answers to the burning economic issues ofour time.

Despite the popularity' of Eamomta in One Lesson the search for
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economic truth was becoming increasingly difficult because two im-

portant groups, professional economists and economic policymakers,

were falling under the influence of John Maynard Keynes. The politi-

cians were persuaded by his simple explanation of the Great Depres-

sion, laying all blame on businessmen, in particular their "failure to

invest." Many economists were dazzled with a whole new holistic,

nationalistic vocabulary: "aggregate demand," "national income,"

"gross national product," etc. His counsel was as easy to understand

by economists as it was enticing to policymakers: proceed with the

most pleasant of all political activities, government spending, and run

budgetary deficits as long as there is stagnation and unemployment.

Henry Hazlitt demolished the whole Keynesian structure in his

The Failure of the '^ew Economics^': An Analysis ofthe Keynesian Falla-

cies (1959) and his The Critics ofKeynesian Economics (1960). He ex-

ploded one pillar after another, cutting the ground from under all its

notions and doctrines. Above all, he laid bare the autocratic nature of

Keynes, his ominous call for political force and coercion. Lord Keynes,

according to Hazlitt, was the Karl Marx of the twentieth century, a

demagogue who sought popularity by pleasing the holders of political

power and denouncing the money lenders. In the Keynesian system,

the money lender replaced the capitalist of the Marxian system as the

villain.

Faulty economic doctrines may give rise to erroneous moral con-

demnation. Although morality is of a fixed nature, eternal and immuta-

ble, popular notions of morals may differ from the given principles

carried to dubious conclusions and misguided by popular economic

doctrines. Where the Marxian doctrine of labor exploitation holds

sway, the capitalist is not only an exploiter of labor but also a wretched

evil-hearted monster who feasts on the sweat and blood of innocent

victims. In countries where Keynesian thought is taught on every level

of education, the consumer is a great social benefactor, the saver and

investor a greedy egotist deserving public censure and rejection.

Henry Hazlitt saw the urgent need of a thorough discussion of

systems of ethics resting on faulty economic doctrines. In 1964, at the

age of 70, he wrote The Foundations ofMorality, building on the foun-

dation laid by David Hume, Jeremy Bentham, Immanuel Kant,

George Santayana, and his good friend, Ludwig von Mises. In the

Hazlitt system of refined utilitarianism, benevolence, social coopera-
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tion, egoism, and altruism create a viable communit)-. Hazlitt is at his

best when he discusses the ethics ofa capitalist country. His conclusion

is a powerful brief in defense of the private propcrt)' order.

The system of capitalism, according to Hazlitt, assures freedom,

justice, and productivity. In all these respects it is infinitely superior

to socialism, communism, and fascism. But these three N-irtucs arc

inseparable. Each builds on the other. Only when men arc fr«c can

they choose between right and wrong. Only when the\' arc free to cam
and keep the fruits of their labx)r do they feel treated jusdy. WTicn tho'

understand that their reward depends on their outi acti\it\' thc>' have

greater incentive to maximize their efforts, and all have an incentive to

cooperate in helping each other. Justice builds on the freedom it in-

sures; economic producti\it)' grows out of the justice of the rcu'ards

it provides.

Freedom, justice, and producti\ it\' differ diametrically from the

principles which guide the welfare state. Mr. Hazlitt explained and

elucidated die difference in his 1970 book, Man vs. The Weifinr State,

which is a masterly study of the absurdity' of transfer policies. He is at

his best when he punctures the welfare pretensions uith a single telling

thrust. What politicians like to call **the public sector," to Hcnn'
Hazlitt actually is the "ccxrrcive sector"; to him, the pnvatc sector is

the 'Voluntary sector." In the welfare-transfer state, nobod>' pavs for

his or her education, medical care, retirement, etc.; but c\nvbod\' is

forced to pay for everv'one else's education, medical care, and retire-

ment. Everyone has to live at the expense of oerNxxTc else; the effect

of such a system on individual incentives is obvious.

Henr\' Hazlitt was 90 years old when he, together with his uifc

Frances, published a small collection of passages from the great writ-

ings of the Roman Stoics. It undoubtedly sheds some light on the

Hazlitt thought and conduct at their particular stage of life. Old age

has a great sense of calm and riches. But it also bnngs aches and pains,

and ever)' little illness is thought to be the beginnmg of the end. Yet,

a man of 90 is a great comfort to all his ekderh friends for he is the

vanguard in front of the line. His friends of 60 and 70 are convinced

that the enem\' must reach him first before he will reach their lines.

At the age of 90, many an individual finds his way to Stok answers

to the calamities of life. Suffenng bodily frailrics and ailments and
encountering misfortune, the>' seek consolation m natural austerity and
divine power. They con\ incc themselves that suffering is merely a
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divine instrument of training designed to strengthen their power and

stress the unimportance of the external conditions. It is this idea of

virtue by experience and exercise wliich is distinctly Stoic.

The Wisdom ofthe Stoics (Lanham, Md.: University Press ofAmer-

ica, Inc., 1984) presents selections from the Roman philosophers Se-

neca, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius. The Hazlitt introduction as well

as the selection itself point at the Hazlitt philosophy which is both

critical and laudatory of the Stoic position. Appealing to the noblest

among the ancients, and holding that appeal for more than two thou-

sand years, it is one of the permanent philosophies of life. In fact, the

Hazlitts were convinced that it is still an indispensable element in any

rational philosophy. For all men must eventually die; and before that

we are bound to experience the loss of loved ones. And no matter how
prudently or wisely we try to manage our lives, we at some time suffer

disappointment, hardship, accident, defeat, ingratitude, rejection, af-

fronts, humiliation, pain, and even periods of agony. We need pa-

tience—the companion of wisdom, endurance—for what can't be

cured must be endured, and fortitude—which conquers all things.

These are the great virtues that the Stoic philosophy teaches and incul-

cates. When the Hazlitts needed these virtues most, they liked to turn

to the calm wisdom of Seneca, the stern admonishments of Epictetus,

or the lofty serenity of Marcus Aurelius to renew their own courage

and strength.

Stoicism bore abundant fruit in the lives and teachings of many

Romans. The earnesmess of the national character during the Roman
republic was receptive to the Stoic doctrine which became the philoso-

phy of many great men. But it did not become the creed of Frances

and Henry Hazlitt who were too knowledgeable of the history of

philosophy to be swayed by the Stoic world of thought. To them.

Stoicism gives far too grim an impression of the bulk of the writings

of the Stoics whose advice on the conduct of life does not differ widely

from that given to this day by many non-Stoic philosophers. Henry

Hazlitt is keenly aware of a glaring contradiction in the Stoic system:

if it is true that happiness as ordinarily understood is not necessary,

and pain is no evil, what is the point in morality or in any human

striving whatever?

To Henry Hazlitt, happiness is to be desired and pain is in itself

an evil. The end of human action, indeed, the only right and proper

and universally desirable end, is the greatest happiness of all. Human
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life is a wonderful mystery in which he loved to lose himself, a mvstcry

of infinite space and infinite time. But these mysteries do not obscure

the validity and truth of the inexorable principles by which man is

destined to live.

—Hans F. Sennholz
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A Man for Many Seasons

Bettina Bien Greaves

Henry Hazlitt, author, journalist, editor, reviewer, economist, has

written or edited 18 books and coundess articles, columns, editorials,

and book reviews. He has gained renown in at least three areas: as a

popularizer of sound economic thinking, as a critic of John Maynard
Keynes, and as a contributor to moral philosophy. His Economics in

One Lesson (1946), a long-time best seller, is one of the fmest introduc-

tions there is to sound economics. His critique of Keynes, The Failure

of the '^^ew Economies'^ (1959), and his explanation of moral philoso-

phy. The Foundations ofMorality (1964), are valuable contributions to

knowledge and understanding, to economic theory and the principles

of social cooperation. Henry Hazlitt is a man for many seasons. His

writings will live for generations.

Early Childhood and Youth

Henry Stuart Hazlitt was born in Philadelphia on November 28,

1894, the son of Stuart Clark Hazlitt and Bertha (Zauner) Hazlitt.

His father died when Henry was a baby. His first years in school were

spent at Girard College, a school in Philadelphia for poor, fatherless

boys.

When Henry was 9, his mother remarried and their fortunes re-

vived. The family moved to Brooklyn, New York, and it was there, at

Public School 11 and Boys' High School, that Henry received most

of his formal education.

Henry has apparendy always had a gift for writing. His high

school English teacher recognized his talent and appointed him "chief

critic" of his fellow students' test papers. This was "not an entirely

November 28, 1992 marked the 98th birthday of the noted author and economist

Henry Hazlitt who has served with great distinction as a Trustee of The Foundation for

Economic Education since FEE was founded in 1946, and whose personal papers and library

are now housed at FEE. To mark his 95th birthday in 1989, Bettina Bien Greaves, a member

of the Senior Staff ofFEE and long-time admirer of Hazlitt, wrote this essay.

11
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gratifying distinction,"* Henry' wrote later, for it did not endear him

to his classmates.

When Henry finished high school, he entered New York City's

free-tuition City College of New York (CCN\'), but was forced to

drop out after a few months. His stepfather had died and he had to

support his widowed mother.

An inexperienced high school graduate wasn't worth much on the

job market. The only work for which Henry was then qualified was as

an office boy at $5 a week. He was fired from his first job after onh'

two days. But that didn't faze him. He simply went out and got an-

other job.

At that time there were no legal obstacles to hiring and firing—no

minimum wage with which an employer had to compiv, no Social

Security or unemployment taxes to pay, no income taxes to withhold,

no restrictions on hours or working conditions. Anv wt>ukl-bc em-

ployer could hire anyone who wanted to uork. If the arrangement

didn't work out, the empkjyer could let the employee go without

penalty. Or the employee could leave, confident that he could easih'

find other employment.

Henr\' had a succession of jobs at S5 per week. WTien he learned

that secretaries could earn S 1 5 per u cck, he determined to Icam short-

hand and typing. For several weeks he attended a secretarial school.

With his newly acquired skills, he could command $10 to $12 per

week. But again none of his jobs lasted ven- k>ng—he hadn't vet found
his niche. Finally he decided he wanted to be a newspaper reporter.

He applied for a job and was hired by The Wall Strert JoumtU.

The Journal at that time was much smaller than it is now, and it

reported primarily Wall Street news. Hazlin's bosses at The /ounuU
dictated editorials to him on the typewnter and reporters called m their

stories to him over the phone. Gradual!) he learned through on-the-

job training.

Although he still knew \er\' little about economics or the market,

he was assigned to be the reporter in charge of fblkn^ng a half dozen
small companies. VVTien he anended one annual meeting, he learned

how ver)' little he knew. The management \oted unexpectedly to

"pass" its di\ idend, that is to pass over or to omit it. Haziitt assumed

Phrases within quotamm nurks attributed to Hazim are uJwn dcher from hit autobio-
graphical notes or from rranscnpts of intcrvicuA ^Mth him
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"passing" a dividend meant "approving" the dividend. Fortunately for

him, however, when he turned in his report he used their term; he said

the dividend had been "passed." His on-the-job training proceeded

apace; he prompdy learned the investment definition ofthat word, and

no one was the wiser.

The Journal at that time had a "By-the-Way" column, composed

of brief quips about current events. Members of the staff were encour-

aged to submit entries anonymously. To collect payment if an entry

was used (75 cents per published entry), the author turned in the

carbon copy of his entry. With Henry's gift for expression, he soon

became a persistent contributor and in time almost doubled his income

with what he received for his short, clever "By-the-Way" paragraphs.

Hazlitt's Do-It-Yourself Education

Henry Hazlitt was energetic, ambitious, and industrious. On-the-

job training wasn't enough for him. He was determined to get the

education he had missed when he had to drop out of college. So he

started his own reading program. He read about Shakespeare and the

Marlowe controversy. He learned about evolution and the role of the

state by reading Herbert Spencer. He began to read about economics

and the stock market. In time, the depth and breadth of his reading

gave him a broad liberal arts education. A book tided The Work of

Wall Street made him realize the importance of economics and philo-

sophical reasoning. From then on he read with a purpose—concentrat-

ing on economics. He read a couple of college texts. Although he

lacked sophistication in economics, his natural good sense warned him

to be on guard against socialist ideas.

One book he ran across while browsing in a library. The Common
Sense of Political Economy (1910) by Philip H. Wicksteed, a British

Unitarian minister, had a profound influence on him. Wicksteed had

become acquainted with the Austrian School of Economics, the first

school of economics to recognize that "value" is subjective and that

market prices stem from the subjective values of individuals. This in-

sight helped to shape Hazlitt's intellectual development and led him

to a firm understanding of market operations and the marginal utility

theory of economics.

In addition to reading, young Henry also devoted some time every
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day to writing. He set out to write a book on a vcn- ambitious subject.

Thinking as a Science, and before many months had passed, it was

finished. He submitted the book to five publishers, received five rejec-

tions, and got discouraged. Then a friend urged him to send it out

once more. He did—and this time it was accepted by the well-known

firm of E. P. Dutton & Co. In 1916, at the age of 22, Henr\' Hazlitt

became a published author.

In 1916, Hazlitt left The Wall StreetJournal and moved to the New
York Evening Post, where he put his Wall Street experience to use

writing 'Wall Street Paragraphs." He was working at the Post in 1917

when the United States entered World War I.

World War I

Henry wanted to volunteer, as some of his friends were doing, but

he couldn't afford to do so. The Army paid only $30 per month, not

enough for him to support his mother. Then the Air Force announced

that it was offering enlistees $ 100 per month. Henr>' \-oIuntccrcd, onh'

to discover that, in spite of their published offer, the Air Force paid

enlistees no more than the Army did. But once m the Air Force, he

couldn't get out. Henri's mother had a rough time financialh' Mviiilc

he was away.

The Air Force sent HcnrN' to Texas, to Pnnceton for ground

school studies, and then back to Texas for tlying instruction; he didn't

get overseas. Hazlitt uas still in Texas when the u ar ended.

A few days after the Armistice was signed, the Sew Torit EvrfW^
Post wired Hazlitt that his successor in uTinng "Wall Street Para-

graphs" was lea\ ing. He could have his old job back if he could be

there in five days. Hazlitt tcx)k off almost immediately for No%' York
by train, went dircaly to the office, suitcase in hand, and WT)rked in

uniform his first day back on the job.

Hazlitt soon returned to his old rcgimcn of reading and vMiting

for his own education and edification. Before long he had >%Tittcn a

second book. The Way to Will Power, pubhshed m 1922. At diat time.

Who's Who had a polio- of automatically listing anv author u-ho had
had two books published by reputable firms. So at 28, Hcnrv- was a

two-time author and his name appeared in Who's Who.
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Benjamin M. Anderson

After Hazlitt returned from the Air Force, he continued his pursuit

of economic understanding. Among other books on monetary theory,

he read Benjamin M. Anderson's The Value ofMoney (1917). Hazlitt

considered that book "profound and original" and he learned a great

deal from it. Anderson, then teaching at Harvard, later became econo-

mist with the Bank of Commerce and then with the Chase National

Bank. When Hazlitt was fmancial editor for the New York Evenin£f

Mail (1921-1923), he occasionally interviewed Anderson in connec-

tion with articles he was writing, and the two men soon became

friends. Hazlitt wrote the foreword to Anderson's important work,

Economics and the Public Welfare: Financial and Economic History ofthe

United States, 1914-1946 (1949).

In The Value ofMoney, Anderson had reviewed a large number of

writers, American and foreign, most of them rather critically, on the

subject of money. But when he came to the Austrian economist

Ludwig von Mises, he wrote that he found in his work "very notewor-

thy clarity and power. His Theorie des Geldes und der Umlaufsmittel

[later translated into English as The Theory ofMoney and Credit] is an

exceptionally excellent book." This was the first time Hazlitt had heard

of Mises, but he remembered his name and Anderson's comment.

Years later when Mises' works became available in English, Hazlitt

made it a point to read them.

A Career of Reading and Writing

Throughout his life, Henry Hazlitt has spent most of his time at

the typewriter and with books. From age 20, he wrote something

almost every day—news items, editorials, reviews, articles, columns.

By his 70th birthday, he figured he must have written "in total some

10,000 editorials, articles, and columns; some 10,000,000 words! And
in print! The verbal equivalent of about 150 average-length books."

Hazlitt has also written or edited 17 books. (See the list at the end of

this article.) His early works were literary and philosophical, his later

books largely economic.

After leaving The Wall Street Journal, Hazlitt worked in various
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capacities—as economic commentator, financial editor, book rc\icu'cr,

editorial writer, literary^ editor, columnist, and editor—for five differ-

ent newspapers including The New Tork Times (1934-1946), a

monthly financial letter, and three magazines, including Newsweek

(1946-1966) for which he wrote the "Business Tides" column. In

1950, while still writing for Newsweek, Hazlitt and John Chamberlain

became editors ofthe newh' founded biucekly magazine. The Freeman,

predecessor of this journal. (See the note at the end of this article for

a list of the publications with which Hazlitt has been associated.) After

he left: Newsweek in 1966, he became an internationally SNudicatcd

columnist.

Hazlitfs reading and studying over the years to satis(\' his own
intellectual curiosit\' spanned a broad spectrum of subjects. His V2st

reading, especialK' uhen he was a litcrar\' editor and bcK>k rcNicurr, is

evident in The Anatomy ofCriticism ( 1933), in which he discussed the

critic's role, the influence of the critic on the pubUc, and the mfluciKC

of the times on the critic. Hazlitt's prodigious reading and prolific

writing throughout these years were preparing him for the important

contributions he was to make to the understanding ofeconomic tha>n'

and social cooperation.

As a result of Hazlitt's various assignments u-riting about financial

and stock market news, his interests had been graduallv directed to-

ward business and economics. He read man> btx>ks on eaMKxnics, and

he became knowledgeable as an economist But he did noc \%Titc a

book on the subject until 1946.

The New York Times

As a patriotic gesture. The New Tork Times had made a promise
not to fire anyone during the IVpression. This pnned a ven* costly

promise to keep. It meant for one thing that Hh Tunes did no hiring

for a couple of years. By 1934 they were in dire need of someone u'ho
knew economics. Thus, in the midst of the IVpressKKi, Hazlitt was
hired by The Times as an editorial writer.

The Times was then being run bv Arthur Sulzberger, son-in-law
of die fairly "conser\atiN c" publisher and contn>lling owner, Adolph
S. Ochs. Management seldom interfered with HazJitt's editonak, al-

though Ochs' daughter, Mrs. Sulzberger, would txcasionallv call

Hazlitt and suggest some 'Mettist" idea. Ha/Jin uould explain. The
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trouble with that, Mrs. Sulzberger, is . .
." She would reply, 'Well, you

know best." Thus, The Times pretty much published what Hazlitt

wrote—at least until 1944. More about this later.

Mises and Hayek

Hazlitt is proud of his role in helping to introduce two economic

giants to readers in this country—Ludwig von Mises, leading spokes-

man for the Austrian school of economics for many years, and Fried-

rich A. Hayek, also an Austrian economist, Mises' protege, and Nobel

Prize Laureate in 1974.

As mentioned above, Hazlitt first heard of Mises through Ben-

jamin Anderson's The Value ofMoney. Years later when Hazlitt came

across Mises' Socialism, he reviewed it in The New Tork Times. His

review appeared in the January 9, 1938, Book Review Section: "[T]his

book must rank as the most devastating analysis of socialism yet

penned. Doubtless even some anti-Socialist readers will feel that he

occasionally overstates his case. On the other hand, even confirmed

Socialists will not be able to withhold admiration from the masterly

fashion in which he conducts his argument. He has written an eco-

nomic classic in our time."

Mises was then living and teaching in Switzerland. As a courtesy,

Hazlitt mailed a copy of his review to the author and the two men
exchanged a couple of brief letters. Two years later Mises came to the

United States to escape the strife of World War II. Hazlitt was one of

Mises' few contacts in this country and Mises telephoned him. To
Hazlitt, Mises was a "classic," an author from a previous era. Mises'

call, Hazlitt recalled later, was almost as much of a surprise as ifhe had

heard from such a legendary economic figure as Adam Smith or John

Stuart Mill.

In 1944, Hazlitt reviewed F. A. Hayek's The Road to Serfdom in

TheNew Tork Times. As a young man in his native Austria, Hayek had

come to know Nazism firsthand. In England where he was living and

teaching just before the start of World War II, he observed the same

interventionist trends that he had seen on the Continent. In 1944, in

a devastating critique of Nazism, The Road to Serfdom, he warned the

British that they were heading down the same path.

The book stunned academia and the political world. Hazlitt's re-

view, featured on page one of The Times' Book Review Section (Sep-
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tcmber 24, 1944), compared Hayek's The Road to Serfdom to John

Stuart Mill's On Liberty. Hazlitt described it as "one of the nx>st im-

portant books of our generation." The University- of Chicago Press

had printed only 3,000 copies, and when the book made the bcst-scUcr

list the publisher's stock was soon exhausted, and they had to begin

reprinting right away.

Bretton Woods

When John Maynard Keynes' scheme for the International Mone-

tary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and E)c\'d-

opment (World Bank) was under discussion in Bretton Woods, New
Hampshire, The Times offered to send Hazlitt to the conference. But

Hazhtt saw no reason to go. He was opposed to the discussions. He
said he could learn more by reading about them than he couid by going

there and talking with participants. Besides, if he stayed in Ncu- York

he could also write editorials on other subjects. So he didn't go.

While editorial opinion across the nation was largely fa\x)rablc to

the Bretton Woods discussions, Hazlitt uas cnticizmg them. His edi-

torials were the only "sour note." VNTien it was announced that 43

governments had signed the "marvelous" Bretttxi Woods Agreement,

Sulzberger called Hazlitt to his office. "Now, Henry, u'fien 43 gov-cm-

ments sign an agreement, I don't see how The Tmus can any longer

combat this."

"All right," Hazlitt said. "But in that cxsc I can't unte an\thing

fiirther about Bretton Wcxxls. It is an inflationist scfieme that will end

badly and I can't support it." After that Hazlitt wrote no more editori-

als on the subject for The Times. HoweNer, Hazlitt was also uiiting a

Monday column for the paper's financial page, and there he continued

to criticize Bretton VWxxis. At that point, Sulzberger suggested he

might include a line at the end of Hazlitt's Monday column: *The
opinions of Mr. Hazlin are not necessanly those oif The Sew Tark

Times."

**You can do that, Mr. Sulzberger. But," Hazlitt warned, **one

consequence of such a disclaimer will be that, if nthi don't print a

similar line on other columns, the assumption will be that tfio' are

necessarily in agreement with the sieus of the editor of The Times."

Sulzberger understood Hazlitt's reasonmg and dn^ped the idea.
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Economics in One Lesson

For some time Hazlitt had been mulling over the possibility of

writing a "little book" on the fallacies of short-run economic interests.

He discussed the idea with Mises, by then a close friend. He also told

Harper's editor for economics books about his idea. The editor offered

to publish the book when it was written. The New York Times, for

which Hazlitt was still working as an editorial writer, agreed to give

him every other day off without pay to write the book. Economics in

One Lesson was the result.

To Hazlitt, writing that book "came so easily," he said later, "that

I couldn't take it very seriously "[WJriting these chapters was al-

most like writing daily editorials It took . . . about three months

of alternate days off." On the in-between days he was thinking about

the book. 'That meant one and a half months of actual writing."

Reader's Digest published two excerpts before the book's publica-

tion, and the book promptly became a best seller. Hazlitt had sug-

gested that the print run be increased to satisfy the additional demand
anticipated from the Reader's Digest publicity. Yet the publisher

printed only 3,000 copies. The first week the book was out it was

fifteenth on the New York Times best-seller list for non-fiction; the

second week it was fourteenth, and then the third week it was seventh,

disappearing from the list altogether in ensuing weeks—there just were

no more books to be sold. After some time, when it had been reprinted

and was available once more, it began to sell again, although it didn't

make the Times list again.

Writing Economics in One Lesson may have come easily to Hazlitt,

but its impact has been enormous. It has been translated into eight

languages. By 1977 it had sold 50,000 copies in hard cover, 700,000

in all editions, and it still sells at the rate of a few thousand per year,

attracting new readers to economics with its delightful style and its

simple explanations and illustrations of economic fallacies.

Economics in One Lesson is clearly Hazlitt's most popular book. It

established him as an economic journalist par excellence, the modem
counterpart of the Frenchman Frederic Bastiat (1801-1850), author

oiThe Law. H. L. Mencken was quoted on the book jacket of the first

edition as saying that Hazlitt was "the only competent critic of the arts

. . . who was at the same time a competent economist, of practical as
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well as theoretical training, . . . one of the icw economists in human

history who could really write." The book has introduced countless

individuals to sound economic theor\'.

Harper & Brothers published the first 1946 hardcover edition of

Economics in One Lesson. Harper arranged for later paperback editions,

and kept the book in print until 1974. Then, without telling Hazlitt,

it let the book go out of print and canceled the contraa with the

paperback publisher.

When Hazlitt learned this, he approached Harper and asked about

reprinting in paperback. The\' hesitated but said, "If you bring it up

to date, we'll publish a ne^\' edition in hardback.*" Hazlitt roiscd the

book. Still "they dilly-dallied," Hazlitt said, and didn't publish it in

either hardback or paperback. According to Hazlitt, The>' said thc>'

didn't think it would sell in paper. Hazlitt belioed their real objection

must have been ideological, since the book had been selling sorral

thousand paperback copies a year. In time Hazlitt obtained the rights

to the book, and in 1979 Arlington House put out a paperback edi-

tion.

Hazlitt left The Times for Newsweek about the time Eamemia m
One Lesson came out. In Hazlitt's vieu his situarion was imprmed; his

"Business Tides" columns in Sewsvrek woukl be signed; he would

no longer be writing anonNinously.

Critique of Keynes

Hazlitt had been impressed with John Ma>Tiard Ke^-nes' The Eco-

nomic Consequences of the Peace ( 1919) when it first came txit. At that

point, Hazlitt t(X)k cventhing Ke^-nes said xs "gcwpel." But in 1923,

Hazlitt read Keynes' A Triut on Monetary Refbrm. Bv that time Hazlitt

had done a fair amount of reading in monetary thetin- and could

recognize economic errors when he read them. He was "appalled** b>'

how "bad" a bcx^k it was and from that time on, Hazlin "distrusted

every statement Keynes made."

B. M. Anderson commented to Hazlitt later that vk'hcn Ke^Tics

discussed the quantity- theorv' of mone>' in A Traet on Monetttn Reform,

"he even states that upside down." VVTiich he did! The actual reason

prices go up is that the government pnnts neu- mone>' and distributes

it to people v\ ho spend it. As the spenders compete for goods and
services by bidding against other would-be spenders the>' make pnccs
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go up. Yet Keynes had said that when prices go up, the government

must print more money to keep pace with the prices. The great Ger-

man inflation was then raging (1923) and this was precisely what the

German authorities were saying, that there was (as Hazlitt later para-

phrased the Germans' position) "no real inflation because the present

volume of currency . . . had actually a smaller purchasing power than

the former volume of currency because the depreciation per unit was

greater than the multiplication of units." Keynes agreed with the Ger-

mans "that it was necessary for them to keep printing marks to keep

pace with the rising prices."

Whether Keynes' success was due to personal charisma, his prestig-

ious positions with the British government, or to the "scientific" sanc-

tion his works gave politicians to do what they wanted to do anyway

—

that is to spend without taxing—is immaterial. The fact remains that

from the 1930s on Keynes' influence was enormous. And through it

all, Hazlitt continued to be amazed by Keynes' growing reputation.

In Economics in One Lesson, Hazlitt demolished various Keynesian

programs in a rather low-key manner. Then in 1959, in The Failure of

the '^ew Economics," he critiqued Keynes' major work, The General

Theory ofEmployment, Interest, andMoney (1936) in detail, citing chap-

ter and verse. The Failure ofthe '^ew Economies'^ (1959) is much more

scholarly than Economics in One Lesson, its market narrower, but it is

by no means less important.

To refute each Keynesian error, Hazlitt expounded sound eco-

nomic theory in a way academia couldn't ignore. John Chamberlain,

who reviewed the book in The Freeman, titled his review, "They'll

Never Hear the End of It." The dean of the Department ofEconomics

at a leading university questioned Hazlitt's credentials for critiquing

the noted Keynes. Mises came to Hazlitt's defense. Hazlitt, Mises re-

sponded, was "one of the outstanding economists of our age," and his

anti-Keynes book was "a devastating criticism of the Keynesian doc-

trines."

Moral Philosophy

Henry Hazlitt was a personal friend of Mises. But he was also a

student of Mises in the sense that he carefully studied his work. He
attended Mises' seminar at New York University quite regularly for

several years. Although Hazlitt was himself an economist and author
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ofnote by then, he said about the Mises seminars that he alwa\'s found

that "no matter how many times I would go, no matter how often I

heard in effect the same lectures, there would alwa\'s be some sentence,

some incidental phrase that threw more light on the subjca."

One remark by Mises which impressed Hazlitt was that questions

of morality and justice always refer to social cooperation. Hazlitt

agreed. But he thought the statement needed elaboration. This was a

subject close to Hazlitt's heart, for he had longed to vrnxc a book on

ethics since he was a youngster.

As he pondered the subjea he was struck by the insight of a

statement by Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832): "Legislation is a circle

with the same center as moral philosoph>', but its circumference is

smaller." This idea became the theme of Hazlitt's book on ethics. The

Foundations ofMorality ( 1964).

In this book, Hazlitt sought to unifv' law, ethics, moralit\', and

manners, and to show their relation to social cooperation. FoUowing

Bentham, Hazlitt presented law, ethics (moralit)'), and manners as

three aspects of the same thing. "[B]oth manners and morals rest on
the same underlying principle. That pnncipic is symptuhy, kmdmto tarn-

sideration for others.

.

. . Manners arc minor nx)rals." Law, he main-

tained, might be called "minimum ethics" uith "the same center as

moral philosophy." Ethics and mt^ralit)' cover more tcmtorv than law;

they have a "far wider sphere (than law] Moralirv," he wrote,

"certainlv calls for aaivc bene\()lencc bo-ond that called for bv the

law."

In The houndatums ofMorality, Hazlitt discussed the htcraturc on
ethics and morality' throughout the ages. .\nd he described the way
ethical and moral principles had been put into practice. He pointed

out that the moral codes of many religions are similar and consistent

with peacefiil social relations. Yet their differences, as urll as the cru-

elty and suffering infliaed on men in the name of organized rchgion,

raise doubts as to the reliability' of religious faith as a guide to ethical

conduct.

Thus, Hazlitt offers a utilitarian basis for moralit>\ The moral
philosopher, he writes should seek a "foundanon" for moralit>' that

does not rest on a particular religion. "(I]t is not the ftinction of the

moral philosopher, as such," Hazlin concludes, "to proclaim the truth

of this religious faith or to tr>' to maintain it. His function is, rather,

to insist on the rational basis of all moralit)- to point out that it docs
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not need any supernatural assumptions, and to show that the rules of

morality are or ought to be those rules of conduct that tend most to

increase human cooperation, happiness and well-being in this our pre-

sent life."

Summing Up

In the course of his career, Hazlitt met many of the great and near

great. As has been mentioned, he knew the economist, B. M. Ander-

son. He knew H. L. Mencken personally, and it was Mencken who
recommended that Hazlitt succeed him as editor ofAmerican Mercuty

in 1933. Hazlitt was a frequent guest on the radio, debating face-to-

face such socialist luminaries as former Vice President Henry A. Wal-

lace, the late Secretary of State Dean Acheson, former U.S. Senators

Paul H. Douglas and Hubert Humphrey. He is a Founding Trustee

ofThe Foundation for Economic Education. He was, ofcourse, a close

friend of Mises and Hayek, but he also knew well all of the important

personages in the libertarian/conservative movement—Leonard E.

Read, Isabel Paterson, Rose Wilder Lane, John Chamberlain, William

F. Buckley, Ayn Rand, Lawrence Fertig, and others.

Over the years, Hazlitt perfected a clear and lucid writing style.

Writing so many editorials and short columns disciplined him to ex-

press himself succinctly and simply. Even his most important and pro-

found books are composed of short, easy-to-understand chapters.

Everything he writes may be read with pleasure and profit.

Throughout his career, Hazlitt has been an advocate of a minority

point of view. He has been a constant critic of government interven-

tion, inflation, and the welfare state, and he wrote books attacking

them. His anti-Keynes, anti-Bretton Woods editorials, first published

in The New York Times, also appeared later as a book (From Bretton

Woods to World Inflation, 1984).

Hazlitt has spoken out repeatedly and untiringly in behalf of the

freedom philosophy, limited government, free markets, and private

property. At a banquet in 1964, honoring him on his 70th birthday,

he spoke of the freedom movement and his part in it:

Those of us who place a high value on human liberty . . . fmd

ourselves in a minority (and it sometimes seems a hopeless

minority) in ideology We are the true adherents of lib-
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erty We are the ones who bclic\'C in limited government,

in the maximization of libert\' for the indiWdual and the mini-

mization of coercion to the lowest point compatible with law

and order. It is because we are true liberals that we bclioc in

free trade, free markets, free enterprise, private propcrt)' in the

means of production; in brief, that ue are for capitalism and

against socialism

I will confess . . . that I have sometimes repeated m\'5clf.

In fact, there may be some people unkind enough to say I

haven't been saying anything nev^' for 50 years!

And in a sense they would be right Fvc been preaching

liberty as against coercion; Fve been preaching capitalism as

against socialism; and V\c been preaching this doctrine in

every form and with any excuse. And Net the uorid is enor-

mously more socialized than when I began. . .

.

Is this because the majorink' just won't Usten to reason? I

am enough of an optimist, and I have enough faith in human
nature, to believe that people will listen to reason if thc\' arc

convinced that it is reason. Somevsherc, there must be some
missing argument, something that ue ha\en't seen ciearlv

enough, or said clearly enough, or, perhaps, just not said oitcn

enough. A minorit)' is in a ven' awkward positKm. The indi-

viduals in it can't aftbrd to be just as gixxl as the individuals

in the majorit)'. If they hope to convert the majonrv the\' have

to be much better; and the smaller the mmonrv, the better

they have to be. They have to think better. The\' have to know
more. They have to write better. Thev' have tt> have better

controversial manners. Above all, thev- have to have tar more
courage. And they have to be infinitely patient

Yet, in spite of diis, I am hopehil. . . . (We are) still free to

write unpopular opinion So I bnng you this message: Be
ofjfood heart; be ofjfood sptnt. Ifthe battle u not ret woti, it ts not

yet lost either.
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Henry Hazlitt's Journalistic Career

19U-1916—The Wall StreetJournal

1916-1918—2y^w Tork Evening Post

1919-1920—Mechanics & Metals National Bank (montiily financial

letter)

1921-1923

—

New Tork Evening;Mail (financial editor)

1923-1924

—

New Tork Herald (editorial writer)

1924-1925—r/;^5«»
1925-1929—r/;^ Sun (literary editor)

1930-1933—The Nation (literary editor)

1933-1934

—

American Mercury (editor)

1934-1946

—

The New Tork Times (editorial staff)

1946-1966

—

Newsweek (associate & "Business Tides" columnist)

1950-1952

—

The Freeman (co-editor)

1952-1953

—

The Freeman (editor-in-chief)

1966-1969—Columnist for the international LosAn^ieles Times Syndi-

cate

A Bibliographical Sketch

Thinking as a Science (New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1916; 2nd ed.,

Los Angeles: Nash Publishing Corp., 1969)

Thinking clearly and logically is the secret of learning, Hazlitt says.

He offers the reader many ideas for developing his powers of think-

ing—by concentrating, talking, and keeping a notebook handy to jot

down ideas. He recommends books on how to reason and think.

In Hazlitt's 1969 epilogue, he said if he were to revise the book

he would further stress, among other things, the importance of lan-

guage, perseverance, learning what has already been discovered, and

writing. "Good writing is the twin," he wrote, "of good thinking. He
who would learn to think should learn to write." Again he recom-

mends books.

The Way to Will Power (New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1922)

After asserting that there is no such thin^f as the "will," young

Hazlitt proceeds to offer a sensible guide for developing "will

power"—by choosing worthy goals, aiming at them with determina-

tion, and developing good study and work habits.

ProDiedad da io Bibllotectf
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A Praaical Pro£[ram for America, ed. by Henn- Hazlitt {New York:

Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1932)

When this book was published, the economy was in the midst of

depression and Franklin Delano Roose\elt was governor of Nc^*' York

and had not yet run for President. Hazlitt was then editor of The

Nation, from which these essays were taken. Except for Hazlitt, the

authors were all looking for ways to improve the economy b\' amend-

ing national legislation. Hazlitt advocates free trade and recommends

the repeal of all barriers to trade.

TheAnatomy ofCriticism (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1933)

Written at a time when Hazlitt was doing many book ro'ion's, this

book presents his philosophy of criticism. The discussants in a tria-

logue, a three-sided conversation, present their rationales for criticizing

books, novels, poetr)', paintings, sculpture, and the like. After discuss-

ing the relative merits of seeking objectise standards, or rching exclu-

sively on a critic's subjective values, the discussants rcaignizc rfiat cer-

tain standards evolve on the basis of tradition, public opinion, ideas,

ethical and moral views, and so on.

A New Constitution Now (Neu' York: Whittleso* House/ McGraw-Hill

Book Co., 1942; 2nd ed., rc\iscd, Neu' R(Khelle, NY.: Arlington

House, 1974)

Hazlitt deplores our constitutional checks and balances that di\idc

power and authority' and make it difficult to assign rcsponsibilirv. He
prefers a parliamentary' form of government unth executi\-e and legisla-

tive powers combined more or less as in the Bntish cabinet svstcm,

not fiilly developed until u cll after our Cxwstitution was u-rittcn. With
no fixed period of office in a parliamentarv' form of gtnemment, the

people may throw the "ins" out if the>' are dissatisfied. Hazlitt suggests

various changes in the franchise, the make-up of Cxmgress and the

Supreme Court, methods for amending the Cxxi-stitution, and so on.

He quotes John Stuart Mill, Walter Bagehot, James Br>ce, and other

thinkers.

In 1974, when Hazlitt revised this Ux^k, he dropped some of the

minor reforms he had suggested in order to concentrate on his advo-

cacy of a parliamcntar>' form of government. With a parliamentan*'

form of government, popular disaffeaion with an administration at

any time would require it to face the eleaorate prompth'. Then if the
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voters expressed a lack of confidence, that administration would fall

and have to relinquish control. Hazlitt contends that this would have

saved us the "nightmare" of Watergate and Richard Nixon's near-

impeachment. Control would have passed from Nixon's hands without

a serious crisis. Whether or not one agrees with Hazlitt, his views are

worth studying.

Economics in One Lesson (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1946; Pocket

Books, 1948; special edition for The Foundation for Economic Edu-

cation, 1952; revised and updated paperback. New York: MacFadden-

Bartell Corp., 1962; Westport, Conn.: Arlington House, 1979)

An economic "classic." The role of an economist, Hazlitt says, is

to consider not only the consequences of an action that are "seen," but

also its "unseen" consequences. Hazlitt proceeds to analyze the "un-

seen" consequences of various government programs such as legally-

fixed minimum wage rates, price controls, government spending, and

the like.

Will Dollars Save the World> (Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y.: The Foun-

dation for Economic Education, 1947)

After World War II, when the productive machinery of the war-

ring nations was in a shambles, the world clamored for U.S. grants and

loans. But, Hazlitt points out, the harm had been done not only by

enemy bombing but also by inflation and economic controls. Hazlitt

gives 17 reasons why Marshall Plan dollars will not save the world.

To restore production, radical policy changes must be made to

repeal government interventions. 'The supreme irony is that the only

country in the world today that is really producing anything—and for

whose goods the rest of the world is therefore clamoring—is almost

the only country that does not have government production 'targets,'

but merely turns out goods in the volumes and proportions deter-

mined by supply and demand, free prices and free profits." (p. 53)

Hazlitt oudines a positive program to restore production in the devas-

tated countries.

The Great Idea (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1951; rev. ed.,

published as Time Will Run Back: A Novel About the Rediscovery of

Capitalism, New Rochelle, N.Y.: Arlington House, 1966; Lanham,

Md.: University Press of America, Inc., 1986)
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A fictional account set in the future when the entire world is under

a single Communist dictator. His only son, Peter, heir to the dictatCM'-

ship, had been raised b)' his mother who opposed Communism. When
Peter's father dies and he takes over, he encounters problems due to

central planning. Conser\'atives in the Politburo oppose changes. But

with the support and advice of one sympathetic Politburo member,

he succeeds in introducing prixate property-, free market prices, compe-

tition, and freedom of opportunity-. Step-by-step the\' dismantle the

controls. Fighting erupts between the two factions and there is a mild

love storv'. A delightful wa\' to learn some economics. The ending of

the 2nd edition is modified slighdy to make it somewhat more optimis-

tic.

The FreeMan's Library (Princeton, N.J.: D. \'an Nostrand Co., 1956)

An annotated bibliography of books that Hazlm recommends to

gain an understanding of the philosophy of the free market, limited

government, prisatc propert)' system.

The Failure ofthe ^Wnr Economies'': An Analysts oftin Keynaism Failm-

cies (Princeton, N.J.: D. V^an Nostrand Cx)., 1959; Lanham, Md.:
Universit)' Press of America, Inc., 1983)

John Maynard Kevncs' The Gemral Tinory cfEmpioypmmt, Interest

and Money (1936) became the "gospcP tm which praaicallv all post-

depression economic instruction has been based. Yet e\en Kcmks*
followers found it "a badly uritten b(x>k, piK)rlv organized . . . not

well suited for classr(X)m use." (Paul Samuelsim, qwKed b>' Hazlitt,

p. 2.) Moreen cr, when Hazlitt anaKvxrd it, he wxs *^lnable to find in

it a single important dtKtrinc that is both true and onginal. WTut is

original in the btxjk is not true; and what is true is not onginal.'' (p.

6) Nevertheless the b<x)k has had a tremendous inHucnce. Hazlitt,

therefore, prcKecded to do something that had nc\ er been done before,

to critique the Keynes book, chapter b\ chapter, on the basis of subjec-

tive, marginal utilit)- (Austrian) economic thet>n-.

The Critics ofKeynesian Economic, ed. by Henrv Hazlitt. (Princeton,

N.J.: D. Van Nostrand Q)., 1960; Lanham, Md.: Universit\' Press of
America, Inc., 1984)

In the course of writing The Failure ofthe 'Wnr Ecomamus, " Hazlitt

encountered se\cral noteuorthN articles that criticized Kcmics' ideas.
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This anthology of the best ofthose includes essays by such well-known

economists as B. M. Anderson, Arthur F. Burns, F. A. Hayek, W. H.
Hutt, Frank H. Knight, and Ludwig von Mises. As if to underline

Keynes' lack of originality, two papers by pre-Keynes critics—^Jean

Baptiste Say (1767-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) are

included.

What Tou Should Know About Inflation (Princeton, N.J.: D. Van
Nostrand Co., 1960; 2nd ed., with statistics and tables updated to

1964, D. Van Nostrand Co., 1965)

Hazlitt defines inflation as an "increase in the supply ofmoney and

credit." (p. 1) A general increase in prices, he says, is "made possible

. . . only by an increased supply of money." (p. 6) To dramatize the

unreliability of governments to "manage" money and maintain its

value, Hazlitt quotes 12 denials by Chancellor of the Exchequer Sir

Stafford Cripps that the British government would devalue the pound

(pp. 22-24), denials made during the 20 months immediately prior

to the British government's September 18, 1949, devaluation. Hazlitt

then proceeds to attack one inflationist fallacy after another.

The Foundations ofMorality (Princeton, N.J.: D. Van Nostrand Co.,

1964; 2nd ed., Los Angeles: Nash PubUshing, 1972)

"[MJorality is older," Hazlitt says, "than any living religion and

probably older than all religion." (p. 352) The role of the moral phi-

losopher, therefore, is not to proclaim or maintain any particular reli-

gious faith. "His function is rather, to insist on the rational basis of all

morality." (p. 353)

Hazlitt sees a common denominator in law, morals (ethics), and

manners. Manners are "minor morals"; they rest on the same prin-

ciples as do morals or ethics

—

sympathy, kindness, consideration ofothers.

fp. 75) Law is a "minimum ethics," a circle with the same center as

moral philosophy, (p. 69)

Hazlitt covers a great deal of material in this book. He reviews the

classical literature on morality and ethics, and examines the teachings

of the various religions. He discusses social cooperation and the need

for general rules. The moral philosophy he sets forth is "utilitarian . .

.

[i]n the sense that all rules of conduct must be judged by their ten-

dency to lead to desirable rather than undesirable social

results." (p. xii)
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Man vs. the Welfare State (New Rochcllc, N.Y.: Arlington House,

1969; Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, Inc., 1983)

The welfare state encompasses a mix of popular government inter-

ventions. In this book Hazlitt analN'zcs many of them—government

spending, social security, progressise taxation, foreign aid, price con-

trols, negative income taxes, planning, guaranteed emploN-mcnt—and

he describes their devastating effects on inccnONCs, saNings, in\'cst-

ment, and production.

As a warning of what can happen, he points to Uruguay, a "Svcl-

fare state gone wild." He writes also of Herbert Spencer's prescient

warning of "the coming slaven'" (1884) due to Britain's incipient

government intervention. In his fmal chapter, '*W'hat We Can Do
About It," he recommends among other things that persons on relief

be denied the vote so long as the>' remain on relief.

The Conquest ofPoverty (New Rochelle, N.Y.: Arlington House, 1973;

Lanham, Md.: Universit)' Press of America, Inc., 1986)

"The history of po\'ert>' is almost the historv' of mankind

[U]ntil about the middle of the eighteenth centun*, mass po\-cm' was

nearly everywhere the normal condition of man." (pp. 13, 178) At-

tempts to alleviate po\ert>' by go\emrnent welfare and poor relief

failed wherever and whenoer tried—m Rome, m England, in France,

in Germany, and in the United States. The "conquest of po\"cm'*' is a

product of the capitalistic system which protected pnvatc propcm' and

enabled people to "save and invest their savmgs m industries pro-

ducing goods for the masses." (p. 214)

The Inflation Crisis, andHow to Resolve It ( Ne%%' Rochelle, N. Y. : Arling-

ton House, 1978; Lanham, Md.: Universit>' Press of America, 1983)
Part I incorporates several of the more important chapters of WhtU

Tou Should Know about Inflatum. In Pan II Hazlitt analv-zes and criti-

cizes additional inflationist fallacies. Here are some of the chapter ti-

des: "What Spending and Deficits Dt^" "WTiat Spending and Deficits

Do Not Do," "Where die Monetansts Go Wmng," ''Inflation and
Unemployment," 'The Speaer of 'Unused Capacitv,'" ''Indexing:

The Wrong Way Out," "VVTiy Inflation Is Worlduide," The Search
for an Ideal Monev," "Free Choice of Currencies."
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From BreUon Woods to World Inflation: A Study of Causes and Conse-

quences (Chicago: Regnery Gateway, 1984)

Hazlitt's New York Times editorials, written at the time of the 1944

Bretton Woods Conference, form the nucleus of this book. Hazlitt

pointed out then that the International Monetary Fund (IMF), estab-

lished at Bretton Woods, would be inflationary, hamper world trade,

and retard economic recovery. Hazlitt was distrustful of any state or

bank, including the IMF, which was empowered to issue paper money.

Also included in this book are several later articles by Hazlitt which

amplify his 1944 conclusions.

The Wisdom of the Stoics: Selections from Seneca, Epictetus and Marcus

Aurelius. Edited and with an introduction by Frances and Henry

Hazlitt (Lanham, Md.: University Press ofAmerica, 1984)

In the course of Hazlitt's lifelong studies, he was impressed by the

philosophy of the Stoics. Mrs. Hazlitt, Frances, researched their writ-

ings. Stoicism, founded by Zeno (c. 320-250 B.C.), a Phoenician, the

editors write in their introduction, "is one of the permanent philoso-

phies of life an indispensable element in any rational philosophy."

Stoicism deals with the good and virtuous life. This book is a collection

of aphorisms by three great Stoics from vastly different backgrounds.

Seneca (c. 4 B.C.-65 a.d.), bom in Spain, studied in Rome, gained

favor, fame, fortune, then the enmity of Emperor Nero and was or-

dered to commit suicide. Epictetus (c. 55-130 a.d.), an ex-slave, be-

came a favorite of Nero's, received his freedom, and later was expelled.

Marcus Aurelius (121-180 a.d.) was an Emperor. The maxims assem-

bled here offer guidance to everyday living and are suitable for daily

reading.
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A True Polymath

Edmund A. Opitz

Henry Hazlitt's Economics in One Lesson may be the most popular

economics text ever written. It has sold more than a million copies in

its numerous editions, and has been translated into all the major Euro-

pean languages. Hazlitt has one of the keenest economic minds

around, but he's really a philosopher, one of whose specialties happens

to be economics. His first two books, uxitten before he was out of his

20's, dealt with the workings of the mind. His \olume on ethics,

written when he was nearly 70, is a superb expedition of utilitarian

theory. He has authored a major work on constitutional theon*, and

produced a no\ el whose dialogue sparkles with sound eccxKxnic teach-

ings. Literar\' criticism is the subjea of another volume. He has edited

several books and contributed to many symposia WTien H. L.

Mencken retired from ihcAnurican Mercury in 1933 he chose Hazlitt

as his successor. A multi-faceted mind indeed, and a true poKinath!

It was Hazlitt's good fortune—and ours—that he nexrr took a

college course in economics. Thus, he became a lifekMig student of

economics, and not just another academic "ccorHXTiist.** He read \t>ra-

ciously, beginning in his early years, in the fiekls of histon-, literature,

and philosophy. His \icws on the nature of man and «K-iet>' ^^rrc

derived mainly from those great V^ictt^rians, T H Huxle\', and Her-

bert Spencer.

It was another and quite different Engli.shman, Philip H. Wick-

steed, who inspired Hazlitt's lifelong interest in ec^oncxnics. Wickstccd

was a celebrated lA)ndon clergyman, Martineau's successor in 1874 at

Little Portland Street Chapel, a medio alist and Dante scholar uith a

normal scholar's interest in economics. His huge tome entitled The
Commoft Sense ofPolitual Economy was published in 1910. It was the

young Hazlitt's first lesson in marginal utility theon-, a lesson u+iich

was never lost, and w hich grew oxer the years as Hazlin pondered the

This tribute was u nttcn «mi the (xcasKm <if Mr Hizlitt't 95«h bmhday.
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works of Ludwig von Mises. It was Hazlitt's 1938 review of Mises'

Socialism in The New York Times that first brought the Mises name
before a fairly large audience. It would be gratifying to report that

Mises, from then on, became the economist's economist; the truth is,

however, that the Misesians even today are far oumumbered by the

Keynesians and the Marxists.

And there's more. In 1959 Hazlitt took Keynes' General Theory

apart, almost line by line, and demolished Keynesianism with devastat-

ing logic. What was true in Keynes' book was not new, he showed,

and what was new was not true! Then there are his works on inflation,

his critique of the welfare state, his book on poverty and wealth and,

finally, an anthology of Stoic philosophy edited by Frances and Henry
Hazlitt. Mrs. Hazlitt will be fondly remembered for her Concise Bible,

well chosen passages from the King James skillfully knit together. I

was honored to provide a dust jacket endorsement.

Hazlitt was a business and fmancial columnist for several New
York newspapers during the twenties; during the next decade and

beyond he was associated with The New York Times, specializing in

matters relating to the economy. He wrote a weekly business and

economics column in Newsweek from 1946 to 1966. Economics in One
Lesson appeared in 1946 and continues to attract readers in increasing

numbers. I was teaching two college courses in American government

at this time and assigned Mr. Hazlitt's book as the best exposition of

the only kind of economics compatible with the political ideals of the

Declaration and the Constitution.

I was a faithful student of Hazlitt's Newsweek column from its early

days; his 1949 review of Human Action persuaded me to become a

student of Mises as well. It was at a Mises seminar in San Francisco in

1952 that I first encountered Hazlitt in person. Slim and aristocratic

in bearing and manner, he gave off an air of precision which seemed

to reflect the way he thought and wrote. But never did a man of so

much scholarship wear his learning more lightiy; he was affable, articu-

late, charming, and witty. He was companionable, appreciated a jest,

and possessed a ready laugh. For many of us he is the ideal mentor.

It was inevitable that Adam Smith's invisible hand would arrange

for the paths of Henry Hazlitt and Leonard Read to cross, and cross

they did before the mid-Forties. An idea was developing in Leonard's

mind for a novel kind of educational institution teaching sound ideas

about government and the economy. Henry had suggestions and be-
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came a Founding Trustee of The Foundation for Economic Educa-

tion—die only Founding member still ali\'e, at age 95.

The body is older, but HenrN-^s mind is still at work, following

world events and thinking about his next book. He has taught millions

over the course of his long life; and he's a teacher still.
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Indefatigable Leader

Ludwig von Mises

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gendemen and first of all you, our

distinguished fi-iend Hazlitt.

We are here assembled tonight to celebrate your 70th birthday.

We are only a small group out of the great number of your admirers.

But our meeting is not simply a private affair because you do not

belong only to us, you belong to the nation and to the world. In this

age of the great struggle in favor of freedom and the social system in

which men can live as free men, you are our leader. You have indefati-

gably fought against the step by step advance of the powers anxious

to destroy everything that human civilization has created over a long

period of centuries.

Last week I lectured on economic policies and economics in a

foreign city. After my lecture, as usual, there was a question period and

a discussion ofthe problems which I had touched in my lectures. There

was one question that startied me. It said, "You are building your

reasoning upon the prejudice that freedom is something to be aimed

at. Why? What is this prejudice?" I mention this fact in order to show

how difficult the task is that faces today a champion of freedom. But

you have successfully fought against all these prejudices and errors

established for more than a hundred years in all countries of the West.

In a long series of books and essays, books on philosophy, economics,

and on literary criticism, and also in your brilliant novel. The Great

Idea, you have demonstrated to the world the value of freedom and

of the free market economy.

You have demonstrated again that the economic policy recom-

mended by the liberal economists of the nineteenth century is the only

policy fit to improve the material conditions of all of the people. There

is no other method available for this purpose than to accelerate the

accumulation of capital as against the increase in population figures.

Remarks by Ludwig von Mises on the occasion of Henry Hazlitt's 70th birthday, on

November 28, 1964.
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Only when the per head quota of capital invested is increasing arc the

material and ideal conditions of the masses improving. One has to

repeat this truth again and again because, as an eminent author once

said, the liars are repeating again and again their lies.

You have not only written eminent books and cssav-s, you arc also

a journalist and you are N\Titing e\er\' week in Newsweek a column

which deals with all the important issues of our age. You arc the

economic conscience of our country' and of our nation. And what \xm

are saying in this country' is repeated again and again in other countries

and will remain viaorious, repelling all the criticism IcNclJcd against it

from the "left."

Edwin Carman, the last in the long line of eminent British econo-

mists, considered as his most important contribution the articJe \%iuch

he had written in the press, again and again criticizing the cccxKMnic

policies and fallacies of his own country'. He colkxted these writings

in which he had "protested," as he said, against cxcnthing that had

been done In his country, in a volume under the title An Ecomcmuti

Protest. We hope that you uill colica in the same way \xHir weekly

contributions and that this volume will one day, together with the

volume of Edwin Cannan and with the immortal ccxitnbutions of

Frederic Bastiat, form the most precious unit in The h'retMtm's Ltbrmy

which you have so lucidly described and analNixd.

Ever)' friend of freedom may tcxlay, in this post-election month,

be rather pessimistic about the ftiture. But let us mx forget that there

is rising a new generation of defenders of freedom. There is a real

resurrection of the idea of libert)- on the campuses. There is a steadily

growing organization. Young Amencans For Frecdtxn, cxi the advi-

sory board of which we both, you and I, and some of our friends

present in this r(X)m are serving. \xx us hope that these \txmg men
will succeed where wc in our generation failed. But if the\' succeed,

this will be to a great extent your merit, the fruit of the \%x>rk that )'ou

have done in the first 70 vears of vcxir life.
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Reflections at 70

When I look- back on my life, what strikes me is that I have been

on the whole a very lucky man—and, above all, lucky in my friends.

My luck began, perhaps, in the year in which I was born, 1894.

1

-have the advantage over most of you in knowing what it was like to

live in the 19th century. Of course, I only had about six years of it, and

I confess 1 may not even have been aware that it was the 19th century.

But, speaking more seriously, my first 20 years were spent before the

outbreak of World War I in 1914. Looking back at it, it seems now
an idyllic world. There had been no major international wars for a

century. There were no revolutions every week and riots every day.

People could even trust their currency. There was no nuclear bomb
hanging over us. There was no Communist government and not even

an important organized Communist movement. Even socialism was

merely a matter of academic discussion.

It was an age ofinnocence. How innocent it was, I well remember.

At that time none of us knew, or needed to care, what was happening

in such far-off places as China, or Vietnam, or the Congo. In fact, to

tell the truth, we didn't pay much attention to anything that was going

on outside of our own borders.

I remember those astounding days when World War I broke out.

I was working at The Wall StreetJournal. We used to get down to the

job at about 8:00 in the morning and stay until about 4:00 in the

afternoon. I remember the shocking day when the New York Stock

Exchange failed to open its doors. It was to remain closed for many

months afterward. I remember a day or two later, when England de-

clared war on Germany. The excitement of that day, and the amount

of work and confusion it imposed on myself, as a young fellow who
was part stenographer and part reporter, proved exhausting. I didn't

get away until about 7:30 P.M.—a day of 12 exhausting hours. As I

was walking back to the trolley in the darkening streets

—

The Wall

On November 29, 1964, Henry Hazlitt was honored at a 70th birthday celebration at

the New York University Club in New York City. His remarks on that occasion are repro-

duced here.
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StreetJournal was then at 44 Broad Street—the newsboy's were all out

on the streets shouting their extras. I can still hear the voices in my
ears. They were shouting, "Extra! Extra! Giants win!" I do not exag-

gerate or invent. That was it. That N\'as how the news of World War I

came to the great metropolis ofNew York.

Beginnings

Perhaps you uonder how I got on The Wail Street JourmU. Like

everything else in m\' life, it seems to ha\'c been the result of a scries

of accidents.

In the last year of high school, I dc\'ck>pcd uhat I suppose might

be called intellectual awareness. I got interested in philosophy and

psychology. My great gcxis were Herbert Spencer and William James.

I was going to go to Har\ard, and major in psychok)g>', and become

a professor of psNcholog)', writing a little phikwophv on the side, like

William James. But none of this was to be, because of something called

a shortage of funds. So I had to compromise b>- going to the College

of the Cit)' of New York, u here the tuition was free. But exm after a

few months there I had to face the fact that I had U) quit college and

go to work to support my mother as \scll as mvsclf

Howe\ er, I hadn't given up the idea of bemg a UTiter. I thought

the best way to be that and still cam a hMng u as tt) get on a ne%%'spaper.

Well, for some reason or other, none of the major New York neu-spa-

pers seemed to be ver\' eager for my sen ices, and the onlv place I could

find an opening was on The Wall Street Journal. So I grabbed it.

The Wall Street Journal at that time (if I seem now to speak in

somewhat derogators tcmis of it) was ctMiiparativcly obscure, and not

the great national new spapcr that it is ttxlaN , under the editorship of
Vermont Ro\ster. I \n as supjx)sed to know something about business

and finance. I knew nothing alx)ui business or finance—and, more-
over, I hadn't the slightest ambition to learn. Mv head was in the

clouds, dreaming of philosoph)-. Ever\ e\ening—m all the tune I could
spare, anN'way, from dancing and cntenng dance contests—I was se-

cretly writing a btxik with the ambitious title of ThtfUn^^ at a Saena.
Yes, the thing was published—and it sold, ttx). In faa, it outsold

an\TJiing I ha\ e since written except Ectmomta m One I^esson and WiU
Dollars Save the World ? And that reminds me of a uonderfiil piece of
advice that was given by the celebrated editor Arthur Brisbane to a
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friend of mine who was in his first year in the newspaper game, when
he asked the great man for some words ofwisdom. "Young man," said

Arthur Brisbane, "remember one thing. Never lose your superficial-

ity." It was very wise advice, and every time I have forgotten it I have

got into trouble.

In order to hold my job, I finally did get around to reading books

on business and finance, and I began to read the standard economic

textbooks of the period. Then I made the amazing discovery that eco-

nomics required just as much hard thought, subde thought, precise

thought as the most abstruse problems of philosophy or psychology

or physical science. A while later I stumbled upon a wonderftil book

in the public library. (As I say, when I look back everything important

that has happened to me seems to have been accidental.) I thought it

was my private discovery, and it practically was at that time. The book

was titled The Common Sense ofPolitical Economy by Philip H. Wick-

steed. For the first time, the world of economics really opened up to

me, and I caught my first glimpse of the fact—which Ludwig von

Mises was later to make much more explicit—that the world of eco-

nomics is almost coextensive with the whole world of human action

and ofhuman decision.

The Influence of Friends

I started to say how lucky I've been in my friends: but I have time

to talk of only three or four of them.

The first one I want to talk about is Benjamin M. Anderson, who
died in 1949. He was first the economist of the Bank of Commerce

and later of the Chase National Bank. I was, at that time, in the early

1920s, financial editor of the New York Evenin£f Mail. I used to go to

see him about once a week to talk about economic developments. I

read his magnificent book. The Value ofMoney, which is one of the

classics of American economic writing and world monetary literature.

Through his incisive mind, in my discussions with him, my thought

was enormously stimulated.

But here comes another set of accidents. I got sort of pushed into

the job as the book editor of the New York Sun. Five years later I

became literary editor oi The Nation, and so I spent the ten years from

1925 to 1934 writing on general literature.

In those ten years, among others whom I met was the British
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philosopher Bcrtrand Russell. I first admired him through his books,

and later got to know him personally. In fact, there was a time when

he and his then publisher, W. W. Norton, suggested that I do a biogra-

phy of him. I spent a good deal of time with him, in Nc>\' York and

London, in the period of 1928-1929, until one day, while reminiscing

for my benefit, he suddenly said, *Tou know, I have had a vcn- inter-

esting life; I think Fd like to do my own autobiography." And he

did—25 years later!

I come now to H. L. Mencken. I had admired and almost idolized

Mencken as a writer long before I got to meet him, about 1930 or so.

Three years later he astonished me by making the big mistake of his

life: He asked me to succeed him as editor of TheAmniam Mercury,

which for a while I did. In 1934 I got back into the economic field

again. I went from my short editorship of The American Mercury to

The New Tork Times, for which I wrote most of the financial and

economic editorials for the next t>%'elve years.

I got to know, then, first through his books and then by the great

honor of meeting him personally, Ludwig von Miscs. His thought has

had more influence on me than the thought of any other single person

in the last 25 years.

When I recall some of these great ftiends, when I Vxk asxx this

wonderfiil gathering and sec friends uho have come fixjm abroad espe-

cially for this occasion, when I sec, here and there and >'onder, fiicnds

of national and international fame, when, to name cxily those on this

dais here, I see Ludwig von Mises, William Buckle>', Ixonard Read,

Milton Friedman, Karl Brandt, Laurence Fertig, and Kenneth Wells,

I realize how incredibly fortunate I have been in my fiicnds.

Progress or Retrogression?

I have been, indeed, a verv' lucky man. But whether our generation,

as such, is luck)', is another question. We live m an extraordinary ^c.
an astonishing age by any standard. So far as any of us knows, it may
even be the final age of mankind! In any case, it's ver\' hard to say

whether this is an age of unparalleled progress, or unparalleled retro-

gression, disintegration, and decadence. It seems to depend on where

you look.

Let us look at the arts, for example. Take painting. There are
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probably more people painting today than ever before in the history

ofmankind. There is a more widespread spectator interest in painting;

there is more sophisticated knowledge about it. And yet we find a

complete anarchy of standards in painting. We find revolt for revolt's

sake, a resdess struggle for "originality" that has led to mere freakish-

ness, to ugliness and to a pretentious unintelligibility that in most cases

covers incompetence and an essential emptiness.

Much the same thing might be said about music and other arts.

But each of these fields is complicated. Ifwe take the field of architec-

ture and engineering, for example, we are appalled by the ugly and

freakish buildings that are being put up. But, on the other hand, just

last week we witnessed the completion and opening of the magnificent

Verrazano-Narrows Bridge.

When we come to the realm of morality we fmd an appalling

disintegration of moral values and moral standards. But I've already

written a 400-page book on that

—

The Foundations ofMorality—and

won't go into it further here.

Perhaps the darkest pages in the history of our era will be in

politics. We find either degenerate democracy and demagogy or dicta-

torship. We find a constant spread of lawlessness, a constant resort to

mob action, a cancerous growth in the power of the state, a turning

toward more and more socialism and regimentation, and constant

threats to and restrictions of liberty.

Over everything hangs the shadow of the nuclear bomb. Nobody
knows what the outcome of that will be, or whether the problem is

even soluble.

But when we look at the world of science, the world oftechnologi-

cal progress and production, the creation of the necessaries and ameni-

ties of life, the achievements of today exceed anything that mankind

has ever known or dreamed of in the past. We cannot dismiss this as a

merely material progress. Even "mere" material progress means an

immense gain in human, cultural and spiritual values. Look what it has

meant in human longevity alone! A baby boy bom in ancient Rome
had a life expectancy of22 years. Bom in 1900, he had a life expectancy

of 47 years. Born today he has a life expectancy of 70 years. I don't

think any of us can afford to be ungrateful to the present age. If it

hadn't been for the enormous progress that began in the Industrial

Revolution 200 years ago, I doubt whether most of us in this room
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would ever have been bom. And, if I had been one of those luck)-

enough to be bom, I doubt that I would today be celebrating my 70th

birthday, in good health and, as I like to think, not yet senile

Great Science, Great Scientists

Our present material progress is the result, moreover, of great

triumphs of the human mind, of great triumphs in theoretical sciences,

of unprecedented precision, profimdirk', and boldness of thinking.

This is an age not only of great science; it is an age of great

scientists. I have heard it said that nine-tenths of all the scientists \%'ho

ever lived are living toda\'. I don't know whether that's true or not,

but it may ver\' well be. I know that in the field I know best and u'hich

many ofyou know best, the field ofeconomics, it could be prett\' safely

said that of all the economists who ever hvcd, good or bad, ninc-tcnths

of them are alive today.

But this brings us to our problem. Those of us u-ho pbcc a high

value on human libert)', and who arc professionally engaged in the

social sciences—in economics, in politics, m junsprudcnce—find our-

selves in a minority- (and it sometimes seems a hopeless minont>') in

ideolog)'. There is a great vogue in the United States today for **libcral-

ism." Every American leftist calls himself a liberal! The irony of the

situation is that wc, we in this room, are the true liberals, in the

etymological and onh' worthy sense of that noble u-ord. Wc are the

tme adherents of libert\'. Both words—liberal and libern*—cocnc from

the same root. Wc arc the ones who belic\e in limited gtnrmmcnt, in

the maximization of libert)' for the individual and the minimization of

coercion to the lowest point compatible with law and order. It is

because we arc tme liberals that wc belioe in fire trade, fire markets,

free enterprise, private propcrn* in the means of production; m brief,

that we arc for capitalism and against stKialism. Yet this is the philoso-

phy, the tme philosoph)' of progress, that is now called not only con-

servatism, but reaction, the Radical Right, extremism, Birchism, and
only Bill Buckley here knows how many other tembk thmgs it's called.

Now this is no pett>- or narrow issue that ties us in this room
together. For on the outcome of the stmggle in which u-c are engaged
depends the whole fiimrc of civilization. Our ftiend, Fnednch Havek,
in his great b(X)k, The Road to Serfdom, which was published 20 >'ears

ago, pointed out that it was not mcrelv the viev^-s of Cobdcn and
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Bright that were being abandoned, or even ofHume and Adam Smith,

or even of Locke and Milton. It was not merely the liberalism of the

18th and 19th centuries that was being abandoned; it was the basic

individualism that we had inherited from Christianity and the Greek

and Roman world, and that was reflected in the writings of such

figures as Pericles and Thucydides. This is what the world is in danger

of abandoning today. Why.> Why, if, as we like to think, reason is on
our side." Why are we drifting deeper and deeper into socialism and the

dark night of totalitarianism? Why have those of us who believe in

human liberty been so ineffective?

''We Haven't Been Good Enough"

I am going to give what is no doubt a terribly oversimplified

answer to that question. In the first place, we are almost hopelessly

outnumbered. Our voices are simply drowned out in the general tu-

mult and clamor. But there is another reason. And this is hard to say,

above all to an audience of this sort, which contains some of the most

brilliant writers and minds in the fields ofeconomics, ofjurisprudence,

of politics, not only of this age but of any age. But the hard thing

must be said that, collectively, we just haven't been good enough. We
haven't convinced the majority. Is this because the majority just won't

listen to reason? I am enough of an optimist, and I have enough faith

in human nature, to believe that people will listen to reason if they are

convinced that it is reason. Somewhere, there must be some missing

argument, something that we haven't seen clearly enough, or said

clearly enough, or, perhaps, just not said often enough.

A minority is in a very awkward position. The individuals in it

can't afford to be just as good as the individuals in the majority. If they

hope to convert the majority they have to be much better; and the

smaller the minority, the better they have to be. They have to think

better. They have to know more. They have to write better. They have

to have better controversial manners. Above all, they have to have far

more courage. And they have to be infinitely patient.

When 1 look back on my own career, 1 can find plenty of reasons

for discouragement, personal discouragement. I have not lacked indus-

try. 1 have written a dozen books. For most of 50 years, from the age

of 20, I have been writing practically every weekday: news items,

editorials, columns, articles. I figure I must have written in total some
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10,000 editorials, articles, and columns; some 10,000,000 words! And

in print! The verbal equivalent of about 150 average-length books!

And yet, what have 1 accomplished? I will confess in die confidence

of these four walls that I have sometimes repeated m\'sclf. In fact, there

may be some people unkind enough to say I haven't been sa\ing any-

thing new for fifty' years! And in a sense the\' would be right. I have

been preaching essentially the same thing. Fve been preaching libcm'

as against coercion; I've been preaching capitalism as against socialism;

and I've been preaching this doctrine in e\er\' form and >»ith any

excuse. And yet the world is enormously more socialized than when I

began.

There is a charaaer in Sterne or Smollett—was it Unck Toby?

Anyway, he used to get angr)' at politics, and e\en- year found himself

getting angrier and angrier and politics getting no better. Well, cxny

year I fmd myselfgetting angrier and angrier and politics getting worse

and worse.

But I don't know that I ought to brag about my o^n-n ineflfccti\-e-

ness, because I'm in Ner\' good company. Eugene L^-ons has been

devoting his life to wTiting brilliantiy and persistcndy against Commu-
nism. He now even has the tremendous circulation of the RemsUri

Digest behind him. And yet, at the end of all these years that he has

been writing. Communism is stronger and covers enornxxish' more
territory than when he started. And Max Eastman has been at this

longer than an)' of the rest of us, and he's been unting a poetic and

powerful prose and throwing his tremendous ekx^uence into the cause,

and yet he's been just as incffcaive as the rest of us, so far as political

consequences are concerned.

Yet, in spite of this, I am hopeful. After all, I'm still in good health,

I'm still free to write, I'm still fire to u'nte unpopular opinions, and I'm

keeping at it. And so arc many of you. So I bnng vou this message: Br
of^ood heart: be ofjfood sptnt. If the battle u not yet won, a u not yet Imi

either.

Our Continuing Duty

I suppose most of you in this room have read that powerful book,
George OrN\'cll's 1984. On the surface it is a profoundly depressing

novel, but I w as surprised to find myself strangeh encouraged b>' it. I

finally decided that this encouragement arose finom one of the final
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scenes in it. The hero, Winston Smith, is presented as a rather ordinary

man, an intelligent but not a brilliant man, and certainly not a coura-

geous one. Winston Smith has been keeping a secret diary, in which
he wrote: "Freedom is the freedom to say that two and two makes

four." Now this diary has been discovered by the Party. O'Brien, his

inquisitor, is asking him questions. Winston Smith is strapped to a

board or a wheel, in such a way that O'Brien, by merely moving a

lever, can inflict any amount of excruciating pain upon him (and ex-

plains to him just how much pain he can inflict upon him and just how
easy it would be to break Smith's backbone). O'Brien first inflicts a

certain amount of not quite intolerable pain on Winston Smith. Then
he holds up the four fingers of his left hand, and says, "How many
fingers am I holding up?" Winston knows that the required answer is

five. That's the Party answer. But Winston can't say anything else but

four. So O'Brien moves the lever again, and inflicts still more agoniz-

ing pain upon him, and says, 'Think again. How many fingers am I

holding up?" Winston Smith says, "Four. Four. Four fingers." Well,

he finally capitulates, as you know, but not until he has put up a

magnificent battle.

None of us is yet on the torture rack; we are not yet in jail; we're

getting various harassments and annoyances, but what we mainly risk

is merely our popularity, the danger that we will be called nasty names.

So, before we are in the position ofWinston Smith, we can surely have

enough courage to keep saying that two plus two equals four.

This is the duty that is laid upon us. We have a duty to speak even

more clearly and courageously, to work harder, and to keep fighting

this battle while the strength is still in us. But I can't do better than to

read the words of the great economist, the great thinker, the great

writer, who honors me more than I can say by his presence here

tonight, Ludwig von Mises. This is what he wrote in the final para-

graph of his great book on socialism 40 years ago:

"Everyone carries a part of society on his shoulders; no one is

relieved of his share of responsibility by others. And no one can find a

safe way out for himself if society is sweeping towards destruction.

Therefore, everyone, in his own interests, must thrust himself vigor-

ously into the intellectual battle. None can stand aside with unconcern;

the interests of everyone hang on the result. Whether he chooses or

not, every man is drawn into the great historical struggle, the decisive

battle into which our epoch has plunged us."
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Those words—uncannily prophetic words—were u-rittcn in the

early 1920's. Well, I haven't any neA\' message, any better message than

that.

Even those of us who have reached and passed our 70th birthda\'s

cannot afford to rest on our oars and spend the rest ofour \\vcs dozing

in the Florida sun. The times call for courage. The times call for hard

work. But if the demands are high, it is because the stakes arc e\'cn

higher. They are nothing less than the fiiturc of human Iibcrt\', u^iich

means the future of civilization.
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The Art ofThinking

I have left the text of the first edition of this book practically

unaltered. But I promised in the Preface that I would outline in an

epilogue the changes I would make today if I were writing an entirely

new book on the same subject. Here is that outline.

As thinking is primarily an activity, an art, the new book would

probably not be called Thinking as a Science, but, perhaps. The Art of

Thinking Scientifically, or, simply. TheArt ofThinking!

.

There would be one or two major changes from the present book,

at least in emphasis. I am more and more impressed, as I grow older,

with how little the individual could accomplish in any direction what-

ever if he had to depend entirely on his own unaided efforts. He could

not survive his first few years of life without the help of his parents or

guardians. He could not think at all (or only at the level of a chimpan-

zee) if he did not inherit from the society and civilization in which he

was born the priceless gift of an already created language. Without this

he would not only be unable to reason logically, he would have noth-

ing worthy to be called a "concept." He could not frame a sentence;

he could not even name things. We think in words, even in conversa-

tions. Our language, concepts, and logic are part of the social inheri-

tance of all of us.

This has several important corollaries. One of them is that before

the individual can even dream of "thinking for himself," or solving a

simple problem, he must first acquire at least an elementary knowledge

of what mankind has already learned, discovered, or invented before

him. Even if he receives what is called a good modem education, it

will take him till the age of eighteen or more to acquire even the

rudiments ofwhat he needs to know.

When he was 21, Henry Hazlitt's first book had been published under the title Thinking

as a, Science. It was written, he explains, because "I primarily wanted to teach myselfhow to

think more efficiently, independently, and, if possible, originally. I had already sensed that

'he who teaches, learns.'" When the book was republished 53 years later, in 1969, by Nash

Pubhshing Corporation, Los Angeles, California, instead of extensively revising the original

text, the author prepared an Epilogue, which was published in the August 1970 issue o(The

Freeman, and is reproduced here.

49
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So my new book would emphasize far more than my prcNious one

the need ofextensive reading and study before the reader can profitably

launch on "thinking for himself or arri\'ing at "independent" conclu-

sions. That, of course, should always be his goal; but the road to that

goal is long, hard, and often roundabout.

How to Study

My new book would therefore have a chapter on "How to Study."

One of the topics considered in it would be the possibility' of increasing

one's reading speed, and the methods of achie\ ing this. But my new

book would emphasize what some of the teachers of the new *^pccd

reading" methods unfortunately do not—the neccssit>' that the student

learn to "change gears," i.e., to learn to read different matter at differ-

ent speeds depending on its nature, importance, and difficult)', as well

as on the reader's purpose in reading it.

One of the chief problems of study, in ii^^ is how often the

student should reread a textbook or a particular passage of it, or how
often he should go over substantially the same material m other books.

In studying a foreign language, for example, the reader may hax-c to

come across the same word or phrase again and agam before he is able

to translate it on sight, and he may have to see or hear it many more

times before he can use it unprompted in a sentence framed b>' himself.

Knowledge of a foreign language, in short, is ncK really knowledge

until it has been thoroughly assimilated, or worked m This is no doubt

widely recognized. But what is much less vMdely recognized is that this

is not merch' true of a language but of practically any other subject. A
doaor is seldom a gcxxi dcKtor uhen he has just graduated ftxxn

medical schcx)l, even though he may already havr been o\er much
verbal material Nsith drcar\ repetition. Not until he has served as an

intern, or been in pri\ ate practice a couple of years, and so gi>ne still

more o\ cr the same ground and again and agam encountered the same

or similar problems, is he likely xo achiex e a quick and confident recog-

nition and interpretation of sN-mptcMTis.

A student of algebra may be taught how xo extraa the square root

of a polynoniinal, and may be intelligent enough to foUou the demon-
stration the first time, but it will probably not be until he has extracted

many square roots of man>' poh-nominals that he will realh- feci confi-

dent he knows ho\s . The student of languages, as well as the student
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ofmath, or a doctor, or a pianist, soon finds himselfslipping backward
if he ceases to study or practice. Our memories are not what they

should be. A little ofour knowledge is constantly oozing away. Knowl-
edge and skill cannot be retained, let alone increased, except by con-

stant addition, renewal, and refreshment.

I might also in this "How to Study" chapter give some hints to

the reader on how to set up a study program to teach himself a particu-

lar subject, but in this epilogue I am postponing that to a later point.

I may say here, however, that there are already some excellent books

or pamphlets on how to study. The reader should fmd a wide range

of choice in a college bookshop.

Language and Thought

My new book would have a chapter on "Language and Thought."

I pointed out earlier that without language we would hardly be able

to think at all. As the great nineteenth-century philologist Max Mueller

put it: 'To think is to speak low. To speak is to think aloud."

The corollary of this is tremendously important. A man with a

scant vocabulary will almost certainly be a weak thinker. The richer and

more copious one's vocabulary and the greater one's awareness of fine

distinctions and subde nuances of meaning, the more fertile and pre-

cise is likely to be one's thinking. Knowledge of things and knowledge

of the words for them grow together. If you do not know the words,

you can hardly know the thing. We are told that the Tasmanian

method of counting is: "One, two, plenty." This points to a very

significant truth. Man could not even count, certainly not beyond the

number of fingers on his hands, until he had invented names and

symbols for numbers. For in speaking of the need for language for

thought, we must, of course, include symbols as an integral part of

language. It is amazing how recent in human history are even the

Arabic numerals, the denary system, and the elementary signs for addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division—not to speak of the

myriad symbols now constantly used in algebra, geometry, trigonome-

try, differential and integral calculus, vector analysis, and other

branches of higher mathematics. A single tiny symbol or formula—^like

that for zero, ot pi, or a fiinction, or the square root of minus one, or

dyldx, or Einstein's famous E = mc^ (energy equals the quantity of

matter multiplied by the square of the speed of light)—can condense.
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sum up, fix, and hold forever a disco\'cn' that it may have taken man-

kind centuries to arrive at.

Words Sharpen Observation

A vocabulary increases and sharpens our obscrvatioa, as sharp

okservation in turn leads us to increase our vocabulan*. The student

of nature who is learning to recognize bushes and trees finds his obser-

vation increasingly sharpened as he is told ho\^' to identifv' respcctiN'cly

an oak, maple, elm, beech, pine, spruce, or hemlock. The name both

fastens down the results of obsenation and tells him uhat distmguish-

ing traits to look for. As a result of his knowledge, a countninan very

seldom calls a specific tree simply a tree. The professional forester or

nurseryman habituall)' makes even finer distinaions, such as that be-

tween red oaks, black oaks, and white oaks, or bctuecn Norv%'ay ma-

ples, Schwedlcr maples, and sugar maples.

Once again, when a student of nature has a leaf described to him,

or wants to describe one, he finds himself immeasurably aided b\' a

specialized vocabulary' of description for certain characteristics of edge

or form—dentate, crenate, serrate, oNatc, obovate, lanca>Ute, ob-

lanceolate, sagittate, orbicular, and st) on. The more names that are

mastered, the more is obser\ation sharpened.

This intimate interdependence of language and thought exists in

all fields of knowledge, from the simple and concrete to the most

abstruse and abstract.

The highest thrill of the amateur bird watcher comes when he

identifies a ncu species for the first time. He usually does this by

comparing the new bird he has just seen u ith the pictures or -deschp>

tions in a bird b(X)k. But to be able to do this he has to observe x-eiy

sharply ever\thing he can—its size, shape, color, and markings, down
to the minutest details, like the cok)r and shape of its bill, its peculiari-

ties of flight and song, and so forth.

When the bird student knows the nanu of the new species or its

verbal description in a book he knows what tti look for. His observa-

tion becomes keener not only ft>r that time, but tor the next time. By
this process he finds his observation becommg e>er more acute as his

knowledge becomes fiiller. The professional omithobgist, b>' a refine-

ment of the same methcxl, knows when he has discovered a species
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hitherto unrecognized by anyone. Whereupon he preserves his discov-

ery, and makes it accessible to all, by giving the new species a name,

accompanied by a full and precise pictorial and verbal descriptipn.

, Identifying the Parts

Let us turn to still another field. The first thing the student of

medicine is asked to do is to study anatomy. This means, at the begin-

ning, to learn to recognize and name the hundreds of parts of the

human body, from the anulus in^fuinalis profundus to the vesicula semi-

nalis. It requires the dreary memorization of hundreds of names even

to master what is cdllcd £fross anatomv. When the student comes to

some special part, like the nervous system (not to mention microscopic

anatomy), he must learn hundreds of more names. And he must learn

this special vocabulary if for no other reason than to know what his

professors are talking about. Later on, as, say, a medical researcher, he

must know this vocabulary not only to explain his findings in a medical

journal, but to make them in the first place.

One of the things that used to puzzle me as a youth was why even

the greatest painters and sculptors, like Leonardo da Vinci and

Michelangelo, thought it necessary to study artistic anatomy. Their

eyes were sharp enough: couldn't they have painted just what they

saw? The answer, as I have now come to realize, is that by learning the

names, position, and description of the muscles, tendons, and veins in

the normal human body they knew what to look for and where to lookfor

it, and their naturally acute vision was sharpened still more.

What is true for the supreme genius is true for those of us who are

less gifted. In a charming introduction to his book on birds, John

Kiernan tells the reader that he had never seen a white-breasted nut-

hatch until he saw, on a bird card, a picture ofone going down a fence

post headfirst. The next day he saw five different nuthatches at differ-

ent places. They had always been around, but he had never before

looked for them. He had been blind!

The reader has perhaps had the experience of looking at some

object through binoculars or a magnifying glass and seeing details that

he could not previously see with his naked eye; but on removing the

glass he could still see them, because now he knew they were there. The

Arabian Nights story, telling how Ali Baba could not open the door
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to the robbers' den until he had learned to say "open sesame," contains

a profound moral. To be admitted to the realms of knowledge we

must learn the right passwords.

Symbols of Communication

I remarked earlier that when I speak of ^'language" I do not ha\T

in mind merely words and sentences, but symbols, signs, and signals

of all kinds used in human intercommunication. There arc special snto-

bols in every science; but I base particularly in mind numbers, nota-

tion, and other symbols of mathematics by v^-hich the results of mathe-

maticians are made knouTi to each other and v^ithout uliich, in fict,

the mathematicians themselves could not e\en think mathcmaticaUy.

One authorit)', Tobias Dantzig, has urittcn a book called Kumber: The

Language ofScience.

There arc still further corollaries to be dra>%'n from the inextricable

interdependence of thought and language. He who seeks to be a dear

and precise thinker must also seek to be a clear and precise UTitcr.

Good writing is the t\\'in of good thinking. He who uxxiki learn to

think should learn to write.

One of the most important steps, to repeat, is to enlarge one*$

vocabular)'. The way most often consciously adopted for doing this is

to study long lists of assorted words, usualk poh-syllabic. This may be

better than nothing, but it is not the meth<xl ro be preferred. It is

generally more advisable to go fn>m things and awKepts to the names

for them than to go from miscellaneous names to things and concepts.

Vocabularies tend to grow with knowledge m general, and particularly

with increasing knowledge of special subjects. Each science, discipline,

art, sport, or branch of know ledge has its ou-n special \'ocabiilar\\

which is acquired with study or cxpenence of that branch of knowl-

edge or activity'.

An abundant \(Kabularv' is usually a b>'-prtxluct of wide kno>%i-

cdge. One gocxi rule, both m thinking and \%Titing, is never to use a

word ifyou have only a vague and uncertain knowledge of its meaning.

Look it up first in the dictionarv- to find its exaa denotations and
connotations—not to speak of its correa pronunciatKxi!
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Writing Improves Thinking

The reader who seeks to write well and think well should aim first

at the essential qualities—coherence, clarity, precision, simplicity, and

brevity. Euphony and rhythm are of course also desirable, but they are

like the final rubbing on a fine piece of fiirniture—fmishing touches

justified only if the piece has been soundly made.

As a method of procedure, the apprentice writer may ofiien find it

advisable first of all to root out his faults. He should try to acquire the

Five Virtues of Coherence, Clarity, Precision, Simplicity, and Brevity

by vigilant abstention from the Five Vices of Incoherence, Obscurity,

Vagueness, Pedantry, and Circumlocution.

For those who ask why writing is important to the thinker, one

reply would be that it may be of crucial importance when the thinker

wishes to present the results of his thinking to his professional col-

leagues or directly to the public. Newton and Leibnitz each invented

the calculus independently, and Newton's discovery was earlier. But it

was the calculus as presented by Leibnitz that other mathematicians

began to use, mainly because Leibnitz devised a better notation.

The Abbe J. G. Mendel's biological experiments and theories on

heredity, propounded in 1866, were of epoch-making importance,

comparable to Darwin's theory of evolution published in The Origin

ofSpecies in 1859. Darwin's book brought him instant world fame, but

neither Mendel nor his contribution received any recognition until

1900, thirty-four years aft:er he had published his results and sixteen

years afi:er his death. Recognition came only when other botanists

independently obtained results similar to Mendel's and in searching the

literature found that both the experimental data and the general theory

had been published by him a third of a century before. Mendel's origi-

nal paper had reached the principal libraries in Europe and America.

But it was so sparely and obscurely written that even eminent botanists

at the time failed to grasp its implications.

A book on the art of thinking is not the place to dwell in detail

on the art of writing. The most illuminating discussion of its length

written on the subject is still Herbert Spencer's essay on 'The Philoso-

phy of Style" published in 1871. (Unfortunately, its own style is some-

what stilted and pompous.) A helpfiil little manual is The Elements of
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Style by William Strunk, Jr., first published in 1918 and then repub-

lished with a delightful intrcxiuction and added chapter by Strunk's

former student, E. B. White, in 1959.

Every professional writer ought to ha\e, in addition to at least one

good diaionary, four st)'le books in his stud)-: The Kin^s En^ish, by

H. W. Fowler and F. G. Fowler, A Dictionary ofModem English Usa^e,

by H. W. Fowler, Usa^fe and Abusage, by Eric Partridge, and Modem
American Usapfe, by Wilson Follett.

A Notebook or Journal

And every serious thinker, especially if he hopes to be a profes-

sional writer, should keep a notebook or a journal. I pointed out, in

the first edition of this book, that gocxd ideas are often elusive and

must be captured in flight—in other words, that it is excellent practice

always to ha\c a pencil and pad handy, so as to j<x down a good

thought the moment after it lights up your mind. The complacent

assumption that once a bright idea or happy phrase cKCurs to \txj it is

a permanent acquisition, to be called upon only when ncedecL, too

of^en proves false. Even Nietzsche, one of the great semmal minds of

the nineteenth centun', found that: "A thought comes when it >Mshcs,

not when I wish."

Wlien we write out our ideas, ue are at the same time testing,

developing, arranging, crystallizing, and completing them. We imagine

ourselves not onl\' making these ideas clear to others, but making them

seem as important to others as they do to oursches. So we tn' to make

what was vague in our minds precise and definite; what was unpliat,

explicit; what was disconnected, unified; what was fragmcntar>\

whole. We frame a generalization, then tn to make it as plausible as

we can; we tr)' to think of concrete illustrations of it. And as v^r do
this, we also expose it to ourselves—and sometimes, alas, find that it

is empt)', untenable, or sheer nonsense.

A lot of ideas that cannot be tested h\ formal experiments can be

at least partly tested h\ writing them out. A great teacher of my ac-

quaintance, w hen a student bt)thered him once too often by persisting

in some silK- proposal of his ou n on a subjea, would suggest that the

student write a pajx-r on his idea and bring it in at the next semmar.

The student seldom did so; perhaps because he was mentally laz>', but
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more likely because, when he attempted to write it out and to prove its

validity, he found it to be hopelessly vague or a self-contradiction.

; Writing Aids Concentration

One incidental advantage of the habit of writing out one's ideas is

that it promotes concentration as almost no other practice does. As

one who has written daily newspaper editorials or weekly magazine

columns for many years, I can testify that nothing forces one to pull

one's thoughts together more than deciding on a topic, sitting before

the typewriter, feeding in a clean sheet of paper, and then trying to

frame one's exact theme, tide, and opening paragraph.

Francis Bacon summed it up with unsurpassable conciseness:

"Reading maketh a full man, conference a ready man, and writing an

exact man."

If the reader wants to know what the best and most stimulating

notebooks and journals are hke, I suggest, for a starting assortment:

The Meditations ofMarcus Aurelius, Pascal's Pm^m, The Heart ofEmer-

son's Journals, Samuel Butler's Note-books, and Charles Horton Cooky's

Life and the Student. All of these, of course, can be sampled rather than

read through; they are admirable bedside books.

[ How to Solve a Problem

In the first edition, I remarked that all thinking is problem-solving.

My new book would contain a special chapter on "How to Solve a

Problem."

It would begin, perhaps, by raising the problem: how to recognize

a problem when you see it. The better informed, more intelligent, and

more intellectually curious you are, the more problems you will be-

come aware of In his Voya0e of the Bea^fle, Darwin describes how the

savages, at one harbor in which the Bea^fle anchored, immensely ad-

mired the small boats in which his party landed, but paid no attention

whatever to the big ship. They took it for granted, like a fact of nature.

It was too far out of their experience.

Feebleminded barbarians, no doubt. But most of us civilized lay-

men daily switch on the lights, or turn on our television set, without

the slightest curiosity regarding the cause of the miraculous result.
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A question akin to this, which my chapter would raise, is "What

is the problem?" Our modem social reformers arc constant!)- preoccu-

pied, for example, with the problem of povert)'. But povcrt)' is the

original condition of man, from which he has sought to escape b>' the

sweat of his brow, by work, production, and sasing. It ^^'as u'hcn

Adam Smith asked himself not what causes the povcrt>' but u'hat

causes the wealth ofnations that real progress on the problem began to

be made. For centuries, in the same way, doctors took health for

granted and assumed that the only problem is what causes disease. It

was not until surgeons tried to transplant kidne>'s, hearts, and other

organs that they became acutely troubled by the problem of N^-hai

causes immunity. There is always the possibility' of learning more by

asking ourselves the opposite question. There arc hundreds of books

on How to Play Chess. Znosko Borowsk)- created a mikl sensation by

writing one called How Not to Play Chess.

Rules for Discovery

I suspea that my chapter on problcm-solvmg uxHild be hca%ily

obligated to a littie book by George Polya, first published in 1945,

called How to Solve It.

Polya's book is devoted pnmarily to the pn>blem of soKing prob-

lems in mathematics; but it is applicable over the whole field of inven-

tion, discover)', and independent thinking.

"A great discover)," the author tells us in the preface, "$t>l\'es a

great problem but there is a grain of disctn erv* in the soiuaon of any

problem. Your problem may be modest, but if it challenges \xxir curi-

osit)' and brings into play your inventive faculties, and if n-ou sohx it

by your own means, nou may expenencc the tension and enjov* the

triumph of discover)'. Such cxpcnences at a susceptible age may create

a taste for mental work and lca\ e their impnnt on mind and character

for a hfetime."

Polya has all sorts of instructive things to say about what questions

to ask
—"What is the unknown?"—about the uses of analogy, about

"decomposing" and "rccomposing" problems, about Descartes' rules

for invention, about the indispcnsabilirv' of good sMnbols and good
notation for mathematical thinking. He tells h<iw, memight or after a

longer interval, our subconscious mind uiU often soK-c problems for

us, but warns that "conscious effort and tension seem to be necessary
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to set the subconscious work going"—otherwise everything would be

too easy.

Polya calls his whole book an effort to teach Heuristic: 'The aim

of heuristic is to study the methods and rules of discovery and inven-

tion The most famous attempts to build up a system of heuristic

are due to Descartes and to Leibnitz, both great mathematicians and

philosophers."

Polya's own illustrations and application are confined entirely to

mathematics, for which his own enthusiasm is contagious. The reader,

he says, should at least try to find out whether he has a taste for

mathematics, and he may find out that "a mathematics problem may
be as much ftin as a crossword puzzle, or that vigorous mental work
may be an exercise as desirable as a fast game of tennis. Having tasted

the pleasure in mathematics he will not forget it easily and then there

is a good chance that mathematics will become something for him: a

hobby, or a tool of his profession, or his profession, or a great ambi-

tion."

Specialization, Perseverance, Analogy

My new book would contain a chapter on 'The Dilemma of Spe-

cialization." The dilemma is this. In the modern world knowledge has

been growing so fast and so enormously, in almost every field, that the

probabilities are immensely against anybody, no matter how innately

clever, being able to make a contribution in any one field unless he

devotes all his time to it for years. If he tries to be the Rounded

Universal Man, like Leonardo da Vinci, or to take all knowledge for

his province, like Francis Bacon, he is most likely to become a mere

dilettante and dabbler. But if he becomes too specialized, he is apt to

become narrow and lopsided, ignorant on every subject but his own,

and perhaps dull and sterile even on that because he lacks perspective

and vision and has missed the cross-fertilization of ideas that can come

from knowing something of other subjects.

I do not know the way out of this dilemma, or the exact compro-

mise, but I hope to find it by the time I write my new book.

My new book, like the present one, will have a chapter on concen-

tration, but it is more likely to be called "Concentration and Persever-

ance," for it will put far more emphasis on patience, plodding, perspi-

ration, pertinacity, determination, effort, work — on again and again
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returning to an obstinate problem until it is solved. Scientists talk

much nowadays of "serendipitN'"—the facult\- of making desirable dis-

coveries by accident. An example often cited is how Sir Alexander

Fleming discovered penicillin because one of his laboratorv' technicians

had carelesslv left the top off" a dish in which a \irulcnt infectious

organism, staphylococcus, was growing; a number of ftingi had floated

into the open dish, oNergrown the baaeria—and killed it. The accident

led Fleming to his discover)-. But these "accidents" only seem to bear

fi^t when thev happen to alert indefatigable scientists \%'ho have al-

ready been working for \'ears on a projea. As Pasteur put it: "Chance

favors the prepared mind."

In mv new book I Nsould treat Anak^ less cavalierly than I did

earlier in this one, and perhaps have a separate chapter uith that tide.

I did mention analog)- in m\' first edition as a constructive method of

making discoveries, but then went on to talk almost exclusiveh' about

its dangers and pitfalls. A. Wolf, in his Textbook ofLofnc ( 1938), em-

phasizes its achievements:

"One need onh- think of the most important disaneries in the

history of science, in order to realize the enormous value of aiulog\\

Our conception of the solar system (the heljo-centnc thcorv') owts a

great deal to the anak)g>' of the miniature svstem of Jupiter and the

Medicean satellites. Some of the most important disan-erics in modem
mathematics arc due to the analog) , discovered b\- Descartes. ber\%-een

algebra and gcomctr)-. The NNa\e-thet>r\- of sound was suggested b\- the

obser\'ation of water-waves; and the undulaton theoo- of light was

suggested by the analogous air-wa\es w hich transmit sound. The the-

ory of natural selection by the struggle for existence was suggested to

Darwin by his knowledge of the artificial sekxtion \y\ which brecden

have produced the man\' vancties of domestic animals. And so forth."

Like the first edition of the present volume, mv ne^^• bcx>k would

contain chapters on "Subjects Worth Thinking About" and on '*Books

on Thinking."

Subjects Worth Thinking About

But the former chapter, instead of attaining a list of important

but ver\' miscellaneous problems, would call the reader's attention to

some of the innumerable sciences or disciplines in u-hich he couid

enjoyably and profitably interest himself^agriculture, astronomy.
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atomic physics, biology, building, chemistry, crystallography, elec-

tricty, engineering, fossils, gardening, geography, geology, mathemat-

ics, medicine, metallurgy, meteorology, minerology, pathology, phys-

ics, physiology, and zoology. These are all physical sciences. I name
so many here because my first edition rather neglected them in its

emphasis on social questions. But, of course, in my new book the

reader would still be invited to consider the attractions of the social

disciplines—political science, jurisprudence, economics, ethics, psy-

chology, anthropology, or archeology.

In choosing subjects to think about or problems to solve, I must

confess a personal preference for those that are useful. I admire disin-

terested curiosity and the achievements of "pure" science and "pure"

research as much as anyone; but I cannot share the snobbery of those

who seem able to express their esteem ofpure science only by disparag-

ing its practical applications. Both are admirable; and they are mutually

dependent. The partisans of pure science chronically talk as if there

were only a one-way dependency, and as if inventors were men of a

lower order than pure scientists. They never tire of reminding us how
the inventions ofMarconi in wireless telegraphy and de Forest in radio

were dependent on the previous theoretical discoveries of Clerk

Maxwell and Hertz. All very true. But how far would pure research

have been able to go in a hundred fields if it had not been for the

invention, say, of the microscope? Or, for that matter, of the printing

press?

As Karl R. Popper has pointed out, in his Poverty ofHistoricism

(1957), one need not espouse a narrow pragmatism in order to appre-

ciate Kant's saying: 'To yield to every whim of curiosity, and to allow

our passion for inquiry to be restrained by nothing but the limits of

our ability, this shows an eagerness ofmind not unbecoming to scholar-

ship. But it is wisdom that has the merit of selecting, from among the

innumerable problems which present themselves, those whose solution

is important to mankind."

The Study of Econoniics

The reader ofmy new book would receive some guidance in how

to take up a subject new to him, and there would be some specific

illustrations. Suppose, for example, that he wanted to take up econom-

ics in a systematic way. He would be advised to begin with some short
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elementary text. An excellent one for the beginner today would be,

say. Essentials of Economics, a book of only one hundred pages by

Faustino Ballve (Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y.: Foundation for Eco-

nomic Education). A collection of essa\'s. Planning for Frtedomty by

Ludwig von Mises, is less systematic but enormoush' stimulating. (I

would be less than mercenary' if I failed to mention here also my own
Economics in One Lesson.) The next step would be to read a book of

intermediate length. One of the best is A Humane Economy by the late

Wilhelm Roepke (Regnen).

The student would now be ready to tackle one of the most com-

prehensive and advanced books on the subjea, of uhich I uiU mention

only three. Human Action: A Treatise on Economus b\' Ludwig von

Mises (Regnen', 907 pages) extends the logical unit>' and precision of

economics beyond any other work. Some readers seem to find this

excessively difficult. For these I can strongly recommend Mmh, Econ-

omy, and State, by Murray N. Rothbard (D. \'an N<»trand, twx> xcX-

umes, 987 pages) which is equally comprehensive, and along Miscsian

lines, but in which the reader may fmd the arrangement and exposition

easier to follow. Finally, I would include in this triad an older book,

Philip Wicksteed's The Common Sense ofPoluical Economy (1910, new
edition 1933, two volumes, 871 pages), as remarkable for the ease and

lucidity of its st)'le as for the penetration and power of its reasoning.

When the reader has finished e\en one of the books in this ad-

vanced triad, perhaps after a couple of introducton- volumes, he will

be prepared to choose his o\%ti further reading m economics, and may
browse among the great uTiters and thinkers u-ho created the sci-

ence—Hume, Adam Smith, Ricardo, Mill, Jocxis, Menger, Bohm-
Bawcrk, WickscU, Marshall, John Bates Clark—an enviable feast.

Adam Smith's Wealth cfNations, though published in 1776, can still

be ardcntl)' recommended no less for its literarv' seducti\-eness than for

the brilliant light it still can thn^w oen on the eamomic life of today.

General Rules for Exploring Any New or Strange Subject

Of course, my book could only include such specific recommenda-
tions on one or ruo subjects. For others there wouki ha\r to be general

rules. One would be to ask an expert in the subyea. Another would
be to consult the article on the subjea m an enc\'clopedia and to tee

whether that included, as it ought to, a good list of references. A third
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rule would be to consult such a book as Good Readin£f, a paperback

pulished by The New American Library. This is a volume sponsored

by the College English Association and prepared by the Committee
on College Reading. I happen to have the 19th printing which came
out in 1964, but revisions have been appearing every year or two. The
volume lists selected books on every conceivable subject—history, fic-

tion, poetry, drama, biography, essays, philosophy, religion, and all the

leading arts and sciences. There is also an instructive list of "100 Sig-

nificant Books."

One last general piece of advice. No practice excels that of brows-

ing along a library shelf containing books on the subject that has

awakened your interest, and sampling them.

IfI may be permitted a personal note, it seems to me, looking back,

that the hours of purest happiness in my own youth were spent in just

this way. I would avidly sample one book after another, and when the

bell rang, and the library closed for the night, and I was forced to leave,

I would leave in a state of mental intoxication, with my new-found

knowledge and ideas whirling in my head. I would speculate eagerly

on what solutions the authors I had read had come to in the passages

I hadn't had time to fmish. I think now that these unpremeditated

efforts to anticipate an author's conclusions stimulated my thinking far

more than any continuous uninterrupted reading would have done.

In fact, when I came back to one of these same books the next evening,

I most often felt let down. The night before, the author had seemed

on the verge of some marvelous breakthrough, opening new vistas to

the soul, and now he seemed to fizzle out in a truism.

Books on Thinking

The final chapter in my new book, like the fmal chapter in the first

edition of this one, would be about "Books on Thinking."

My new references would supplement, rather than displace, those

in my first edition. For example, I cited there only two "classics" on

the art of thinking—John Locke's Condua of the Understandin£f, and

Arthur Schopenhauer's Thinkin£i for Oneself I should also have in-

cluded the three classics mentioned in my present preface: Bacon's

Novum Or£ianum, Descartes' Rules for the Direaion of the Mind, and

Spinoza's Improvement of the Understanding!. My new bibliography

would of course also include a handfiil of good books written specifi-
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cally on the art of thinking since the original edition of Thinking as a

Science appeared. One of these would surely be The Art of Thougbty

by Graham Wallace (1926). Another would be Thinking to Some Pur-

pose, by the late British logician L. Susan Stebbing. Her chief empha-

sis is on how to detea illogicalities in other people's thinking and how
to avoid them in our own.

In addition, my new bibliography would refer the reader to pas-

sages, paragraphs, and e\'en single sentences, widely scattered through

the works of many authors, that throw light on the art of thinking.

Some of these can be found in the biographies or autobiographies of

great thinkers. My first edition cited material of this nature from the

autobiographies of John Stuart Mill and Herbert Spencer. But there

are illuminating passages in many uxiters less well known.

I quote here a few lines, for example, from Charles Horton

Coole/s admirable notebook. Life and the Student (1927):

Let our struggle be with facts, with life, rather than with other

writers. We cannot have the spint of truth and the spirit of

controversy at the same time. A writer uhosc aim is to be

unlike others is liable to a subservience of contradiction. That

is, he after all gets his cue frxxn them, takes the other end of

the same rope. Originalit>' raises ne%*' questions.

Though it starts apparendy in contradicticxi, the adMCC of Morris
R. Cohen in the preface to his Reason and Saturt (1931) reinforces

thatofQx)lcy:

The philosopher \n hose pnmarv- interest is to attain as much
truth as possible must put aside as a snare the effort at onginal-

it)'. Indeed, it seems to me that the mcKiem penchant for nov-

elt)' in philosoph) is symptomatic of restlessness or k>w inrel-

lectual vitalit> The principle of polant>' calls attennon to

the fact that the traditional dilemmas, t>n which people have
for a long time taken opposite stands, generally rest on difficul-

ties rather than real contradictions, and that positive gains in

philost)ph\ can be made not by simply tr>'ing to prove that

one side or the odier is the truth, but b\' tnmg to get at the

difficult)' and determining in what respea and to what extent

each side is justified. This may depnve our results ofswcq> and
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popular glamour, but will achieve the more permanent satis-

faction of truth.

Lessons in Logic

The art of thinking, like engineering or medicine, is based on
several distinct sciences. One of these is psychology. I referred in the

first edition of this book to John Dewey's How We Think which is still

usefiil. But great experimental as well as theoretical progress has been

made since Dewey's book was published. The reader could bring him-

self abreast of this by consulting the article on Thinking and Problem

Solvin£i, Psychobgy ofin the 1965 edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica.

The article itself includes an extensive list of books for further reading.

Logic, the study of the general conditions of valid inference, is of

course the chief established science on which the art of thinking must

be based. My recommendation for initial reading in my first edition

was Stanley Jevons' Elementary Lessons in Lo^fic. Because Jevons was an

excellent writer as well as a first-rate thinker, this can still be read with

pleasure and profit. But today I would prefer to recommend as an

introductory volume A. Wolfs Textbook ofLo^ic (first edition 1930,

but ofi:en republished). More advanced, but still not too difficult, is

L. Susan Stebbing's Modem Introduction to Logic (1940). Still more

advanced, longer, and more difficult is An Introduction to Logic and

Scientific Method, by Morris R. Cohen and Ernest Nagel (1934).

Scientific method is closely connected with logic. In fact, it is usual

for modern books on logic (and this is true of the three just men-

tioned—the last explicitly in its tide) to treat traditional logic in the

first half of the book as "formal" or "deductive" logic, and then to

devote the second half to "inductive" logic and to "scientific method"

in general. This second subject includes discussions of such subjects as

circumstantial evidence, the evolutionary and comparative methods,

the simpler inductive methods (Mill's "five canons"), the statistical

method, the deductive-inductive method, probability, laws of nature,

scientific explanation, and so on. Long established as a standard work

in this field is F. W. Westaway's Scientific Method (1919), but the

literature is now very extensive.

A brilliant and penetrating book, for those who have the intellec-

tual background, capacity, and ambition to read it, is The Logic of

Scientific Discofvery by Karl R. Popper (1961 edition).
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Digression on Mathematics

It was one of the shortcomings of my first edition that it did not

contain any explicit discussion of the cnonnousl)' important field of

mathematics. Yet at least an elementary knowledge of mathematics is

essential for solving most of our daily practical problems as well as for

most scientific thinking. We need arithmetic to buy and sell, to count

our change, to read the time or the temperature, or to perform a

hundred other daily operations. Mathematics has been called the

"queen" and even the "mother" of sciences, because e\er\' science has

its mathematical aspca. The accclerative de\ elopment of mathematics

in the last centur)' has been both cause and consequence of the tremen-

dous progress in the same period in the uhole realm of the sciences,

physical and social.

And—what was strangely not recognized until the last centurv*

—

there is an inextricable connec-tion bctv^ecn k)gic and mathematics.

Mathematics may be called the quantification of kupc. Mathematical

logicians consider it a branch of k>gic. A formidable literature has

grown up in the last few decades on "mathcmancal bgic," *\he algebra

of logic," and "symbolic logic."

I do not mean to discourage or fnghten the nonmathematical

reader at this point by any implication that unless he masters higher

mathematics and symbolic logic he cannot hope to contribute an>thing

to science, philosophy, or the higher realms of thought. Great contri-

butions to science and other knowledge will be made in the future, as

they have been made in the past, by persons iniKxent of mathematics

beyond simple arithmetic. But I do u ant to suggest that, other things

being equal, the more >-ou know of mathemancs the more \txi will be

likely to accomplish in science or ongmal thought.

And mathematics can be tun. Fc\% things can give greater enjoy-

ment than mathematical problems, in fact, to those who relish mental

exercise for its o\\ n sake.

The reader may txr, like mN-self, one \\ ho gren up ^ith a deep
aversion to mathematics. This was chietly, I am now con\inccd, be-

cause of the wa>' it was then taught. Algebra u as thrown at most of
us who arc now en er 40 simply as something that had to be learned if

we didn't want to tlunk. I noer remember any teacher telling me
anything about the engrossing historv' of algebra, or exm explaining

why algebra u as nccessar>' in soix ing an> problem except the arbficial
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ones that were specially invented for the textbooks. The course in

algebra seemed to me mainly a malicious contrivance to cut down the

time I could give to handball.

But now, I can assure any reader who doesn't know, all is changed.

There are now so many fascinating introductions to mathematics (at

least for adults) that it seems almost invidious to name only a handfUl.

For a short introduction covering the whole field, I would especially

recommend David ^trgZimirvLS Mathematics (1963) in the admirable

Life Science Library series. Mathematician's Deli£[ht by W. W. Sawyer

(1943) is a charming introduction available in paperback. Two single

volumes that teach the actual operations of the conventional part of

the field are Mathematics for the Praaical Man by George Howe
(1957), and Lancelot Hogben's bcst-scWm^Mathematicsfor theMillion

(1937) —ifyou don't mind its belligerent Marxism. There is an excel-

lent five-volume set on Mathematics for SelfStudy (1931, 1962) by J.

E. Thompson, covering in separate volumes arithmetic, algebra, ge-

ometry, trigonometry, and calculus. Finally there are the magnificent

four volumes ofThe World ofMathematics edited by James R. Newman
(1956).

Science, Philosophy, and Logic

I am still talking, the reader will remember, about studies that are

directly likely to help him in the art ofthinking—though the discussion

inevitably splashes over into the domain of the chapter on "Subjeas

Worth Thinking About."

To continue with aids to the art of thinking: The reader will get

both knowledge and stimulation from reading histories of science, lives

of great scientists and inventors and discussions of their methods;

histories of engineering, and histories of inventions and discoveries.

Again I can mention only a few books. Two more from the hand-

somely illustrated Life Science Library series: The En£[ineer, by C. C.

Furnas, Joe McCarthy and others (1966), and The Scientist, by Henry

Margenau, David Bergamini, and the editors ofLife (1964). The latter

book will introduce the reader to a wide variety of sciences. In the

realm of technology the reader may consult anything from the five-

volume History of Technohpfy (1954-58), edited by C. Singer to the

Popular History of American Invention (1924), edited by W.

Kaempffert.
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Of course I should include philosophy also among the subjects

whose study would contribute directly to the stimulation and improve-

ment of one's thinking. But my list of recommendations has already

grown so long that I shall here mention only two. The first is Bertrand

Russell's brilliant History of Western Philosophy ( 1945). The second is

An Introduaion to Philosophical Analysis (second edition, 1967), by

John Hospers. This text will bring the reader abreast of the kind of

problems that professional philosophers no>\' discuss.

At this point some reader may ask, eamesdy or skcpdcalh': But if

I do some or all of this reading, will it really make me a better thinker

than if I devote my leisure wholly to detective stories or golf> To this

I can confidendy reply: Yes. But to the further question: How mmh
will it help me?, I can not reply uith any confidence at all. The ansHxr

depends on the native intelligence of the indi\ idual reader, the nature

of his gifts and interests, and a score ofother factors.

Improving the Prospects

Is it really necessary to study formal k>gic, for example? Tristram

Shandy, Lawrence Sterne's hen), commentmg t>n the gap betv^ren his

father's argumentative powers and his ignorance of formal logic, says:

"It was a matter of just wonder with my worthv tutor, and two or

three fellows of that learned s<Kiet>', that a man who kncu' not so

much as the names of his tcx)ls, should be able tt) uxxk after that

fashion with them." In 1685, in the great hall of Dublin University,

the young Jonathan Suift, havmg failed once before to take his bache-

lor's degree on account of his ignorance of k)gic, came up again uith-

out having condescended to read k>gic. He was asked how he couki

reason well without rules, and replied that he did reason pretty well

without them. Reluctantly, though as the outcome proves, justifiably,

his examiners ga\ c him the degree. On the roerse side of the coin we
may cite examples of even great professional ktgKians, like John Stuart

Mill, sometimes falling into logical howlers.

The only reph- I can think of to these examples is that though
ignorance of logic may not pre\ent correa reasoning, or knowledge
of it guarantee correa thinking, that knowledge nonetheless helps.

The probability' is that in the long run a man v^-ho has studied formal

logic will reason better, and make feuer errors, than if he had not.
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Remembering the technical names and descriptions of the more com-
mon fallacies, for example, will help him to detect such fallacies in the

reasoning of others and avoid them in his own.

I have much less doubt about the usefulness of mathematics. True,

even a prolonged study of higher mathematics will not make a man
into an original or even effective thinker ifhe lacks the innate qualities.

But a study of mathematics is of great importance in training a man
to think mathematically about a problem or a subject.

On the negative side the importance ofmathematical study is over-

whelming. Without a knowledge of at least elementary arithmetic none

of us would be competent to manage his daily affairs. Without a

knowledge of double entry bookkeeping and cost accounting, a busi-

ness firm would never know just how much money it was making or

losing. And without a knowledge of higher mathematics, few modern

physical scientists could hope to make contributions to their subjects,

or even understand what had already been discovered. Morris R. Co-

hen tells us that in dealing with experimental physics, the lack of ad-

vanced mathematical knowledge discomforted the acute and powerful

mindof Hobbes.
Even if the case for the usefulness of mathematics were not so

overwhelming, its study could still be infinitely rewarding. In a famous

15-page essay, 'The Study of Mathematics," included in his Mysticism

and Logic (1918), Bertrand Russell writes:

Mathematics, rightly viewed, possesses not only truth, but

supreme beauty . . . sublimely pure, and capable of a stem

perfection such as only the greatest art can show

For the health of the moral life, for ennobling the tone of

an age or a nation, the austerer virtues have a strange power,

exceeding the power of those not informed and purified by

thought. Of these austerer virtues the love of truth is the chief,

and in mathematics, more than elsewhere, the love of truth

may fmd encouragement for waning faith. Every great study

is not only an end in itself, but also a means of creating and

sustaining a lofty habit of mind; and this purpose should be

kept always in view throughout the teaching and learning of

mathematics.
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The Joy ofThinking

But I ought not to tn' to proschiizc for any one subject, among

the hundreds, indeed (as encyclopedias and great Ubraries remind us)

the thousands, that compete for the interest of the inquiring mind.

Some ofthe world's most brilliant intellects ha\e had no gift for mathe-

matics. Most of us, moreover, have neither the surplus time nor encrg\'

to divert from the interests that already preoccupy our attention. And
most of us, also, will feel less ftnstrated if we dootc ourschrs to less

abstraa and abstruse subjects which are nonetheless rewarding and

absorbing. Not e\'er\'one can be a Neuton or a Darwin, but e\er\'onc,

by a litde effort and persistence, can improve his intellectual attain-

ments and satisfactions—and his enjov-ment of life.

I would like to end this epilogue where I began, and to repeat that

if I were writing a new book on the art of thinking I would emphasize,

as I failed to do in my first edition, that no man can hope to do onginal

work or even profitable thinking in an>' science or branch of knowl-

edge until he has gone to the trouble to learn vhta has tUready been

discovered in that branch of knowledge. He must know the previom

state ofthe question. Then he uill sec whether he can make any contribu-

tion of his own. VVTien the great Isaac Neuton was asked how he had

been able to make such tremendous contnbunons to human knowl-

edge and thought, and to sec so much farther than other men, he

answered modestlv': "I stood on the shoulders of giants.** In other

words, he was able to build on what his predecessors had discovered.

We who li\ c today arc in one respect m a more enviable position

than any other generation in histon . We stand on the shoulders of

giants, like Newton and his successors, who sttxxi on the shoulders of

other giants before them. A thousand professional mathematicians to-

day, though they have nothmg approaching his gemus, knov^- more
mathematics than Newton, who invented the calculus. And they know
it because Newton, Ixibnitz, the BcmouUis, Euler, Lagrange, Gauss,

Ricmann, Hamilton, and a hundred lesser figures have taught them.

So an intelligent college student today is in a position to kam more
about calculus than Newton, more about economics than Adam
Smith, more about evolution than Darwin.

The present generation has been privileged be>ond all others in

acquiring this great intellectual hentage. It is a cardmal sm for any

individual to neglect to acquire at least some small pan of it for himself.
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It is more than a sin; it is a folly. It is a failure to take advantage ofone

of the greatest sources ofhuman enjoyment.

For we may say of thought in general what Tarrasch said of chess:

Thinking, like Love, like Music, has the power to make men happy.

The way to this happiness is what I have tried to show in this book.





OF THE MARKET ORDER





The ABC of a Market Economy

There are basically only two ways in which economic life can be

organized. The first is by the voluntary choice of families and individu-

als and by voluntary cooperation. This arrangement has come to be

known as the free market. The other is by the orders of a dictator. This

is a command economy. In its more extreme form, when an organized

state expropriates the means of production, it is called socialism or

communism. Economic life must be primarily organized by one system

or the other.

It can, of course, be a mixture, as it unfortunately is in most na-

tions today. But the mixture tends to be unstable. If it is a mixture of

a free and a coerced economy the coerced section tends constantly to

increase.

One qualification needs to be emphasized. A "free" market does

not mean and has never meant that everybody is free to do as he likes.

Since time immemorial mankind has operated under a rule of law,

written or unwritten. Under a market system as any other, people are

forbidden to kill, molest, rob, libel or otherwise intentionally injure

each other. Otherwise free choice and all other individual freedoms

would be impossible. But an economic system must be dominantly

cither a free or a command system.

Ever since the introduction and spread of Marxism the great ma-

jority of people who publicly discuss economic issues have been con-

fused. Recendy a very eminent person was quoted as denouncing eco-

nomic systems that respond "only to the forces of the market place,"

and are governed "by the profit motive ofthe few rather than the needs

of the many." He warned that such a system could put "the world's

food supply into even greater jeopardy."

The sincerity of these remarks is beyond question. But they show

how phrases can betray us. We have come to think of "the profit-

motive" as a narrowly selfish drive confined to a small group of the

already-rich whose profit comes at the expense of everybody else. But

in its widest sense the profit-motive is one that all ofus share and must

From the February 1985 issue of The Freeman.
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share. It is our universal motive to make conditions more satisfactory

for ourselves and our families. It is the motive of self-preservation. It

is the motive of the father who is not only tning to iced and house

himself but his wife and his children, and to make die economic condi-

tions of his whole family, if possible, constandy better. It is the domi-

nant motive of all productixe actiN'it)'.

Voluntary Cooperation

This moti\'e is often called "selfish." No doubt in part it is. But it

is hard to see hou- mankind (or any animal species) could have sur\ived

without a minimum of selfishness. The individual must make sure he

himself sur\'ives before the species can surxive. And the so-called profit

motive itself is seldom solely selfish.

In a primitive societ)' the '^unit" is seldom the individual but the

family, or oen the clan. Dis ision of labor begins uithin the family.

The father hunts or plants and harvests crops; the mother cooks and

bears and nurses children; the children coUea fircuxxxl, and so forth.

In the clan or the wider gn)up there is c%en nx>re minute subdivision

and specialization of labor. There are farmers, carpenters, plumbers,

architeas, tailors, barbers, dcKtors, lauyers, clerg>'men, and so ad infi-

nitum. The)' supply each other by exchanging their services. Because

of his specialization, prtxluction increases more than proporti<xiateh'

to numbers; it becomes incredibly efficient and expert. There dexrlops

an immense system of \oluntar>' productive ciK>peration and voluntary

exchange.

Each of us is free (within cenain limits) to chcxise the occupation

in which he himself specializes. And in selecting this he is guided by

the relatix'c rewards in this <x:cupation, b\' its relative ease or difficult)',

pleasantness or unplcasanmcvs, and the special gifts, skills, and training

it requires. His rewards arc decided by how highly other people value

his ser\'ices.

Free-Market Economy

This immense cooperative sN-stem is knoMvn as a free-market econ-

omy. It was not consciously planned by anxixxly. It e\olved. It is not

perfea, in the sense that it leads to the maximum possible balanced

produaion and/or distributes its rewards and penalties in cxaa pro-
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portion to the economic deserts of each of us. But this could not be

expected of any economic "system." The fate of each of us is always

affected by the accidents and catastrophes as well as the blessings of

nature—by rainfall, earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, or what not.

A flood or a drought may wipe out half a crop, bringing disaster to

those growers directly hit by it, and perhaps record-high prices and

profits to the growers who were spared. And no system can overcome

the shortcomings of the human beings that operate it—the relative

ignorance, ineptitude, or sheer bad luck of some of us, the lack of

perfect foresight or omniscience on the part of all of us.

But the ups and downs of the market economy tend to be self-

correcting. Over-production of automobiles or apartments will lead

to fewer of them being produced the following year. A short crop of

corn or wheat will cause more of that crop to be planted the following

season. Even before there were government statistics, producers were

guided by relative prices and profits. Production will tend to be con-

stantly more efficient because the less efficient producers will tend to

be weeded out and the more efficient will be encouraged to expand

output.

The people who recognize the merits of this system call it the

market economy or free enterprise. The people who want to abolish it

have called it—since the publication of The Communist Manifesto in

1848—capitalism. The name was intended to discredit it—to imply

that it was a system developed for and by the "capitalists"—by defini-

tion the disgustingly rich who used their capital to enslave and "ex-

ploit" the "workers."

The whole process was grossly distorted. The enterpriser was put-

ting his accumulated savings at risk at what he hoped was an opportu-

nity. He had no prior assurance of success. He had to offer the going

wage or better to attract workers from their existing employments.

Where the more successful enterprisers were, the higher wages also

tended to be. Marx talked as if the success of every new business

undertaking was a certainty, and not a sheer gamble. This resulted in

his condemning the enterpriser for his very risk-taking and venture-

someness. Marx took profits for granted. He seemed to assume that

wealth could never be honestly earned by successful risk-taking but had

to be inherited. He ignored the record of constant business failures.

But the label "capitalism" did pay unintended tribute to one of the

system's supreme merits. By providing rewards to some of the people
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who risked investing their capital, it kept putting into the hands of the

workers more and constantly better tools to increase per capita produc-

tion more and more. The system of private property and capitalism is

the most productive system that has e\er existed.

The Communist Manifesto was an appeal to "Mie masses" to envy

and hate the rich. It told them that their only sahadon was to "expro-

priate the expropriators," to destroy capitalism root and branch by

violent revolution.

Marx attempted a rationalization of this course, built upon what

he saw as ine\'iuble deductions from a doctrine of Ricardo. That doc-

trine was in error; in Marx's hands the error became fateful. Ricardo

concluded that all value was created b)* "labor" (which might almost

be true ifone counted labor from the begin ning of time—all the labor

of everybody that went into the production of houses, land clearing,

grading, plowing, and the creation of faaories, tools and machines.

But Marx chose to use the term as applying onh' to current labor, and

the labor only of hired employees. This completely ignored the contri-

bution of capital tools, the foresight or luck of mvcston, the skill of

management, and many other factors.

The Errors of Marx

The theoretical errors of Marx have since been exposed b\' a score

of brilliant writers. In faa, his preposterous conclusions could also

have been proved uxong e\en at the tunc Dm KMpUmt appeared by a

patient examination of the available contcmporan' knowledge of in-

comes, payrolls and profits.

But the day of organized, abundant, and even "official" sutistics

had not yet come. To cite only one of the figures we now know: In the

ten years from 1969 to 1978, inclusixT, American "nonfinancial" cor-

porations were paying their empkn'ecs an average of 90.2 percent of

the combined total available for division berueen the tu-o groups, and

only 9.8 percent to their stockhokiers. The latter figure refers to profits

after taxes. But only about half of this amount—4.1 percent—was on
the average of those ten years paid out m diMdends. (These figures

compared with public-opinion polls taken at the time which showed a

consensus of most Americans that corporate empbvees got only 25
percent of the total available for division and the stockhokJers 75 per-

cent.)
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Yet the fierce diatribes of Marx and Engels led to the Russian

Revolution of 1917, the slaughter of tens of thousands, the conquest

and communization by Russia of some half dozen neighboring coun-

tries, and the development and production of nuclear weapons that

threaten the very survival of mankind.

Economically, communism has proved a complete disaster. Not
only has it failed to improve the welfare of the masses; it has appall-

ingly depressed it. Before its revolution, the great annual problem of

Russia was to fmd sufficient foreign markets for its crop surpluses.

Today its problem is to import and pay for less than adequate food-

stuffs.

Yet The Communist Manifesto and the quantity of socialist propa-

ganda which it inspired continue to exert immense influence. Even

many of those who profess themselves, quite sincerely, to be violendy

"anticommunist," feel that the most effective way to combat commu-
nism is to make concessions to it. Some of them accept socialism

itself—but "peaceful" socialism—as the only cure for the "evils" of

capitalism. Others agree that socialism in a pure form is undesirable,

but that the alleged "evils" of capitalism are real—that it lacks "com-

passion," that it does not provide a "safety net" for the poor and

unfortunate; that it does not redistribute the wealth "justly"—in a

word, that it fails to provide "social justice."

And all these criticisms take for granted that there is a class of

people, our officeholders, or at least other politicians whom we could

elect in their place, who could set this all right if they had the wiU to

do so.

And most of our politicians have been promising to do exacdy

that for the last half century.

The trouble is that their attempted legislative remedies turn out

to be systematically wrong.

It is complained that prices are too high. A law is passed forbid-

ding them to go higher. The result is that fewer and fewer items are

produced, or that black markets develop. The law is ignored, or finally

repealed.

It is said that rents are too high. Rent ceilings are imposed. New
apartments cease to be built, or at least fewer of them. Old apartment

buildings stand vacant, and fall into decay. Higher rents are eventually

legally allowed, but they are practically always set below what market

rates would be. The result is that tenants, in whose supposed interest
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the rent controls were imposed, eventually suffer as a body even more

than landlords, because there is a chronic shortage of housing.

Wages are supposed to be too low. Minimum wages are fixed. The
result is that teen-agers, and especialh' black teen-agers, are throuTi out

of work and on the relief rolls. The law encourages strong unions and

compels employers to "bargain coUectiveh'^ uirfi them. The result is

often excessive wage-rates, and a chronic amount of unemploxxd.

Unemployment relief and Social Securit>' schemes arc put into

effect to provide "safety nets." This reduces the urgcnc>' for the unem-

ployed to find new or better-paid work and reduces their incentiN-c to

look. Unemployment paN-mcnts, Social Security' and other such safety

nets continue to grow. To pay for these, taxes arc increased. But thc>'

do not raise the expcaed rc\'enuc because the taxation itself, reducing

profit incentives and increasing k)sses, reduces enterprise and produc-

tion. The spending and safm- nets arc increased. Deficit spending

appears and increases. Inflation appears, demoralizing productKW fur-

ther.

Sad to relate, these consequences ha\'c appeared in counirv' after

country. It is hard to find a single countrv- ttxlay ttut has noc become
a bankrupt Welfare State, its currcrKT constandy depreciating. Nobod)'

has the courage to suggest dismantling it or to pn)posc reducing its

handouts or safct)* nets to affordable Icxcls. Instead tlK remedy pro-

posed everv'whcre is to "tax-the-nch" (which turns out cNcn'wfKrc to

include the middle-classes) still more, and tt) redistribute the wealth.

Guided by Profit

\xx us return to our point of beginning. The eminent person that

I quoted then is mistaken when he tells us that \%'e arc governed b>' the

profit-motiNc of the few rather than the needs of the manv. The profit

motive is simpK' the name for the practically universal mcxivc of all

men and all families—the motive to survive and to impnnc onc*s

condition. Some of us arc more successful at this effort rfian others.

But it is precisely the profit-motive of the many that must be our main
reliance for supplying the needs of the many.

It is strange that so little recognitMw is given to the faa tfut a man
cannot grou richer u ithout making others ncher, x^-hetfier that is his

intent or not. If he invests and starts a new and successful busmcss, he
must hire an increasing number of workers, and raise wages by his own
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increased demand. He is supplying his customers either with a better

product than they had before, or as good a product at a cheaper price,

in which case they have more money left to buy other things. Even if

he uses his own receipts only to increase his own consumer demand,

he helps provide more employment or higher pay; but if he reinvests

his profits to increase the output of his business, he direcdy provides

more employment, more production, more goods.

So let us be thankftil for the successful profit-motive in others. Of
course, none of us should respond "only to the forces of the market

place." Fortunately few of us do. Americans are not only among the

richest people in the world today but among the most generous. It is

only when each of us has provided for more than his own needs that

he can acquire a surplus to help meet the needs of others. Voluntary

cooperation is the key.
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Private Ownership: A Must

If capitalism did not exist, it wouJd be necessan' to invent it—and

its discovery would be righdy regarded as one of the great triumphs

of the human mind. But as "capitalism" is mereh' a name for frecdiom

in the economic sphere, the theme might be stated more broadh': The
will to freedom can noer be permanendy stamped out.

Under complete world totalitarianism (in \\-hich there was no free

area left from which the totalitarian area could appropriate the fruits

of previous or current discover)' and in\'ention, or in u'hich its own
plans could no longer be parasitic on knowledge of prices and costs as

determined by capitalistic free markets) the uorld would in the long

run not only stop progressing but actually go backward technicallv as

well as economically and morally—as the world umt backward and

remained backward for centuries after the collapse of Roman civiliza-

tion .

A centrally direaed economy cannot soKc the problem of eco-

nomic calculation, and without private prt>perT>', fire markets, and

freedom of consumer choice, no organizational solution of this prob-

lem is possible. If all economic life is dircaed from a single center,

solution of the problem of the cx2a amounts that should be produced

of thousands of different ccxnnKxlities, and of the exact amount of

capital goods, raw materials, transport, ac, needed to produce the

optimum Noiumc of gcxxls in the proper pn>portion. and the solution

of the problem of the coordination and syndmmtzMtum of all this diverse

produaion, becomes impt>ssible. No single person or board can possi-

bly know what is going on eNen-N^herc at the same time. It cannot

know what real costs are. It has no way of measuring the extent of

waste. It has no real way of knowing hou- inefficient any particular

plant is, or how inefficient the whole s)-$tcm is. It has no way of
knowing just what goods consumers u-ould want if they were pro-

duced and made available at their real costs.

Hcnn Hazlin's ncncl. i>ngm4llv appcinng m 19S I a> Thr Cftm Idem, was rrvned mkJ
republished in 1966 as T$me H'dl Rum Bmdt %«th a ncm Prefer fracn winch dm mxk wat
drawn and published in the lune 1967 issue oCThtFt
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The System Breaks Down

So the system leads to wastes, stoppages, and breakdowns at innu-

merable points. And some of these become obvious even to the most
casual observer. In the summer of 1961, for example, a party ofAmeri-

can newspapermen made an 8,000-mile conducted tour of the Soviet

Union. They told of visiting collective farms where 17 men did the

work of two; of seeing scores of buildings unfmished "for want of the

proverbial nail"; of traveling in a land virtually without roads.

In the same year even Premier Khrushchev complained that as of

January 1 there were many millions of square feet ofcompleted factory

space that could not be used because the machinery required for them
just wasn't available, while at the same time in other parts of the

country there were the equivalent of hundreds of millions of dollars

worth ofmachinery ofvarious kinds standing idle because the factories

and mines for which this machine was designed were not yet ready.

At about the same time G. I. Voronov, a Communist party Presid-

ium member, said: "Who does not know that the national economy

suffers great difficulties with the supply of metals, that the supply of

pipes is inadequate, that insufficient supplies of new machinery and

mineral fertilizers for the countryside are produced, that hundreds of

thousands of motor vehicles stand idle without tires, and that the

production of paper lags .""^

In \96^ Izvestia itselfwas complaining that the small town ofLide,

close to the Polish border, had first been inundated with boots, and

then with caramels—both products of state factories. Complaints by

local shopkeepers that they were unable to sell all these goods were

brushed aside on the ground that the factories' production schedules

had to be kept.

Such examples could be cited endlessly, year by year, down to the

month that I write this. They are all the result of centralized planning.

The most tragic results have been in agriculture. The outstanding

example is the famine of 1921-22 when, directly as a result of collec-

tivization, controls, and the ruthless requisitioning of grain and catde,

millions of peasants and city inhabitants died of disease and starvation.

Revolts forced Lenin to adopt the "New Economic Policy." But once

more in 1928 more "planning" and enforced collections of all the

peasants' "surpluses" led to the famine of 1932-33, when more mil-

lions died from hunger and related diseases. These conditions, in vary-
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ing degree, come do^\Tl to the present moment. In 1963 Russia again

suffered a disastrous crop failure. And in 1965, this agrarian nation,

one of whose chief economic problems in Tsarist da^-s was how to

dispose of its grain surplus, was once more forced to buy millions of

tons ofgrains from the Western capitalist world.

Problems in Industry

The industrial disorganization has been less spectacular, or better

concealed—at least if we pass over that in the initial phase bct>\'ecn

1918 and 1921. But in spite of extravagant claims of unparalleled

"economic growth," Russia's problems of industrial production have

been chronic. Since faaorv' output goals are either laid down in weight

or quota by the planners, a knit-wear plant recently ordered to produce

80,000 caps and sweaters produced only caps, because the>' were

smaller and cheaper to make. A factory' commanded to make lamp

shades made them all orange, because sticking to one color was quicker

and less trouble. Because of the use of tonnage norms, machine build-

ers used eight-inch plates when four-inch plates would easily haxr

done the job. In a chandelier factor)-, in u-hich the workers were paid

bonuses based on the tonnage of chandeliers produced, the chandeliers

grew heavier and heaxier until the>' started pulling ceilings down.

The system is marked b>' confliaing orders and mcxmtains of pa-

perwork. In 1964 a Supreme So%'iet Deputy' cited the example of the

Izhora faaorv', which received no fewer than 70 different official in-

struaions from nine state ctwrimittees, four ecomxnic councils, and

two state planning committees—all of them authorized to issue pro-

duction orders to that plant. The plans for the Novo- Lipetsk steel mill

took up 91 Nolumcs comprising 70,000 pages, specifying precisely the

location of each nail, lamp, and washstand.

Yet in 1964, in Russia's largest republic alone, deliveries of 257
faaories had to be suspended because their goods were not bought.

As a result of the consumer's stiffening standards and increased inclina-

tion to complain, S3 billion worth of unsellable junk accumulated in

Soviet inventories.^
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Remedial Measures

Such conditions have led to desperate remedial measures. In the

last couple of years, not only from Russia but from the communist
satellite countries, we get reports of massive decentralization pro-

grams, of flirtations with market mechanisms, or more flexible pricing

based on "actual costs of production" or even on "supply and de-

mand." Most standing, we hear that "profits" is no longer a dirty

word. The eminent Russian economist Liberman has even argued that

profit be made the foremost economic test. 'The higher the profits,"

he has said, "the greater the incentive" to quality and efficiency. And
equally if not more miraculous, the Marxian idea that interest repre-

sents mere exploitation is being quietiy set aside, and in an effort to

produce and consume in accordance with real costs, interest (usually

at some conventional rate like 5 percent) is being charged not only on
the use of government money by shops and factories, but against the

construction costs of plants.

On the surface all this looks indeed revolutionary (or "counter-

revolutionary"); and naturally I am tempted to hope that the commu-
nist world is on the verge of rediscovering and adopting a complete

capitalism. But several weighty considerations should warn us against

setting our hopes too high, at least for the immediate future.

The '*New Economic Policy"

First, there is the historical record. This is not the first time that

the Russian communists have veered toward capitalism. In 1921,

when mass starvation threatened Russia and revolt broke out, Lenin

was forced to retreat into his "New Economic Policy," or NEP, which

allowed the peasants to sell their surplus in the open market, made

other concessions to private enterprise, and brought a general rever-

sion to an economy based on money and pardy on exchange. The NEP
was actually far more "capitalistic," for the most part, than recent

reforms. It lasted till 1927. Then a rigidly planned economy was re-

imposed for almost 40 years. But even within this period, before the

recent dramatic change, there were violent zigs and zags of pohcy.

Khrushchev announced major reorganizations no fewer than six times

in ten years, veering from decentralization back to recentralization in

the vain hope of finding the magic balance.
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He failed, as the present Russian imitation of market mechanisms

is likely to fail, because the heart of capitalism is private property',

particularly private property in the means of production. Without pri-

vate property, "free" markets, *'free'' wages, "free" prices arc meaning-

less concepts, and "profits" are artificial. If I am a commissar in charge

of an automobile factory, and do not o^^'n the mone>' I pay out, and

you are a commissar in charge of a steel plant, and do not own the steel

you sell or get the mone>' you sell it for, then neither of us rcalh' cares

about the price of steel except as a bookkeeping fiction. As an automo-

bile commissar I will want the price of the cars I sell to be set high and

the price of the steel I buy to be set tow so that my ou-n "profit" record

will look good or my bonus will be fixed high. As a steel commissar

you will want the price of your steel to be fixed high and \XHir cott

prices to be fixed low, for the same reason. But uith all means of

produaion owned by the state, how can there be anything but artificial

competition determining these artificial prices in such ''markets'*?

In faa, the "price" system in the USSR has alwa\'s been duodc.

The bases on which prices are determined hy the planners seem to be

both arbitrary and haphazard. Some Western experts have told us (e.g.,

in 1962) that there were no fenrr than five diflfercnt price le\el$ or

price-fixing systems in the Soviet Union, u-hile others \*-crc putting the

number at nine. But if the Soviet planners are forced to fix prices on
some purely arbitran* basis, the>' cannot know what the real "profits'*

or losses are of any individual enterprise. Where there is no private

ownership of the means of production there can be no true economic

calculation.

Elusive Costs of Production

It is no solution to say that prices can be ''based on actual costs of

produaion." This overkxiks that costs of production arc themsch^s

prices—the prices of ra\%' materials, the wages of bbor, etc. It also

overlooks that it is precisely the diffrrmca between prices and costs of

production that are constandy, in a fire market regime, redirecting and

changing the balance of production as among thousands of different

commodities and ser\'iccs. In industries where prices are well above

marginal costs of production, there uill be a great incentive to increase

output, as well as increased means to do it. In industries where prices
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fall below marginal costs of production, output must shrink. Every-

where supply will keep adjusting itself to demand.

But in a system only half free—that is, in a system in which every

factory was free to decide how much to produce ofwhat, but in which
the basic prices, wages, rents, and interest rates were fixed or guessed

at by the sole ultimate owner and producer of the means of produc-

tion, the state—a decentralized system could quickly become even

more chaotic than a centralized one. If fmished products M, N, O, P,

etc. are made from raw materials A, B, C, D, etc. in various combina-

tions and proportions, how can the individual producers of the raw
materials know how much of each to produce, and at what rate, unless

they know how much the producers of fmished products plan to pro-

duce of the latter, how much raw materials they are going to need, and

just when they are going to need them.> And how can the individual

producer of raw material A or of fmished productM know how much
of it to produce unless he knows how much of that raw material or

finished product others in his line are planning to produce, as well as

relatively how much ultimate consumers are going to want or demand?

In a communistic system, centralized or decentralized, there will always

be unbalanced and unmatched production, shortages of this and unus-

able surpluses of that, duplications, time lags, inefficiency, and appall-

ing waste.

Private Property the Key

It is only with private property in the means of production that

the problem of production becomes solvable. It is only with private

property in the means of production that free markets, with consumer

freedom of choice and producer freedom of choice, become meaning-

ful and workable. With a private price system and a private profit-

seeking system, private actions and decisions determine prices, and

prices determine new actions and decisions; and the problem of effi-

cient, balanced, coordinated, and synchronized production of the

goods and services that consumers really want is solved.

Yet it is precisely private property in the means of production that

communist governments cannot allow. They are aware of this, and

that is why all hopes that the Russian communists and their satellites

are about to revert to capitalism are premature. Only a few months ago
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the Soviet leader, Kos\'gin, told Lord Thomson, the British newspaper

publisher: "We have never rejected the great role of profits as a mecha-

nism in economic life . . . [But] our underhing principle is in\iolate.

There are no means of production in private hands."^

The communist rulers cannot permit private o\Miership of the

means of production not merely because this would mean the sur-

render of the central principle of their system, but because it wxHiki

mean the restoration of individual liberty' and the end of their despotic

power. So I confess that the hope that some da)' an idealistic Peter

Uldanov, miraculously finding himself at the pinnacle of power, will

voluntarily restore the right of propcrt>', is a dream likely to be fulfilled

only in fiction. But it is certainly not altogether idle to hope that, with

a growth of economic understanding among their ov>i\ people, the

hands of the communist diaators may some day be forced, more vio-

lently than Lenin's were when the mutiny at Kronstadt, though sup-

pressed, forced him to adopt the New Econcxnic Polic)'.

Yet any attempt to decentralize planning while retaining central-

ized ownership or control is doomed to failure. As a recent writer

explains it:

If the state owns or contrt)b the ma)or resources of the econ-

omy, to allow for kxal autonomv' in their utilization invites

utter chaos. The Son ict planners, then, are caught on the homs
of a serious dilemma. Thev- find that their economy is becom-

ing tcx) complex and di\ ersc to contn>l minutely irom above;

yet they cannot really achieve the tremendous prtxiuctivencss

of a decentralized economv' vvithout relinquishing complete

ownership or control of the nation's resources.*

1. Sec iVnr York Tama. CXtubcr 29. 1961

2. For the foregoing and other examples, icc Tmm, Febnuo' 12, 196S.

3. Nnr York HeruUTnimm, Septemher 2?. 1965

4. G. William Tnvoli in Smtimml Rmnr. March 22. 1966.
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Rights

The concept of Rights is in origin a legal concept. In fact, in most

European languages the term for Law is identical with the term for

Right. The Latin jus, the French droit, the Italian diritto, the Spanish

derecho, the German Recht signify both the legal rule that binds a

person and the legal right that every person claims as his own. These

coincidences are no mere accident. Law and Right are correlative

terms. They are two sides of the same coin. All private rights are

derived from the legal order, while the legal order involves the aggre-

gate of all the rights coordinated by it. As one legal writer puts it: 'We
can hardly defme a right better than by saying that it is the ran0e of

action assi^fned to a particular will within the social order established by

law:'^

In other words, just because every person under the rule of law is

divested of an unlimited liberty of action, a certain liberty of action

within the legal limits is conceded and guaranteed to him by right.

When a man claims something as a right, he claims it as his own or

as due to him. The very conception of a legal right for one man implies

an obligation on the part of somebody else or of everybody else. If a

creditor has a right to a sum of money owed to him on a certain day,

the debtor has an obligation to pay it. If you have a right to freedom

of speech, to privacy, or to the ownership of a house, everyone else has

an obli£iation to respect it. A legal right for me implies a legal duty of

others not to interfere with my free exercise of it.

Among legal rights almost universally recognized and protected

today are the right to freedom from assault, or from arbitrary arrest

or imprisonment; the right to be protected from arbitrary intrusion

into one's home; the right to freedom of speech and publication

(within certain established limits); the right to hold property; the right

to compensation for damages inflicted by trespassers; the right to de-

mand fulfillment of a contract; and many others.

The notion of legal right has its counterpart in legal duty. In their

legal relations men either claim or owe. If A exerts an acknowledged

This article was published in the September 1964 issue oiThe Freeman.
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right, he has the legal power to require that B (or that B, C, D, etc.)

shall aa or forbear to act in a certain way—shall do something or

abstain from doing something.

Neither legally nor morally can "property' rights'* be propcriy con-

trasted with "human rights":

The right of ownership is, stricth' speaking, quite as much a per-

sonal right—the right of one person against odicr persons—as a right

to service, or a lease. It may be convenient for certain purposes to speak

of rights over things, but in realit>' there can only be rights in rapea of

things against persons Relarions and intercourse arise exclusively

between live beings; but goods as well as ideas arc the objca and the

material of such relations; and u'hen a right of ou-ncrship in a u'atch

or a piece of land is granted to me by law, this means not onh' that the

seller has entered into a personal obligation to deliver those things to

me, but also that ever)' person uill be bound to recognize them as

mine.2

"Ever)' single legal rule may be thought of as one of the buhvarks

or boundaries ereaed by societ)- in order that its members shall not

collide with each other in their actions."^ As ocn- legal rule appears

as a neccssan' ad juna to some relation of social inrercoursc, it is often

difficult to sa)' whether the rule precedes the nghts and duties in\x>lvcd

in the reladon, or vice versa. Both of these sides of law stand in con-

stant cross-relations with each other.

Constitutional Guarantees

In the last three centuries there has been an expansion of legal

rights and an increasingly explicit recognition of their existence and

importance. To prtnect the indi\ idual against abuses m statute law or

by law-enforcement officials, '^ills of nghts" have been ina>rporated

into uxittcn constitutions. The most famous of these is the Bill of

Rights adopted in 1790 in the American Consritution.

The Bill of Rights is another name for the first ten Amendments.

It guarantees freedom of worship, of speech, and of the press; the right

of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government

for a redress of gnevances; the right of the people to be secure in their

persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and

seizures; the right of e\en' person not to be compelled in any criminal

case to be a N\'imess against himself; nor to be deprived of life, liDcrty,
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or property, without due process oflaw; nor to have his property taken

for public use, without just compensation; the right of the accused, in

all criminal prosecutions, to a speedy and public trial by an impartial

jury; the right to be protected against excessive bail and excessive fines,

and cruel and unusual punishments.

This list is not complete. To the rights specified in the first ten

Amendments, additional rights were later added in the Fourteenth

Amendment. Some rights, in fact, are specified in the original Consti-

tution. The privilege of the writ oi habeas corpus cannot be suspended

unless in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may require it.

Congress is prohibited from passing any bill of attainder or expostfaao

law. Any state also is prohibited from passing any bill of attainder, ex

postfaao law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts.

We shall return later to fiiller consideration ofsome ofthese rights,

and of their scope and limitations.

Natural Rights

Especially in the last two centuries, there has been a broadening

of the concept of legal rights to the notion of "natural" rights. This

was already implicit and sometimes explicit, however, in the thought

of Plato and Aristode, of Cicero and the Roman jurists, and becomes

more explicit and detailed in the writings of Locke, Rousseau, Burke,

and Jefferson.*

The term Natural Ri^fhts, like the term Natural Law, is in some

respects unfortunate. It has helped to perpetuate a mystique which

regards such rights as having existed since the beginning of time; as

having been handed down from heaven; as being simple, self-evident,

and easily stated; as even being independent of the human will, inde-

pendent of consequences, inherent in the nature of things. This con-

cept is reflected in the Declaration of Independence: "We hold these

truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among

these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness."

A Goal or Ideal

Yet though the term Natural Rights easily lends itself to misinter-

pretation, the concept is indispensable; and it will do no harm to keep
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the term as long as we clearly understand it to mean ideal rights^ the

legal rights that e\'ery' man ou^ht to enjoy. The histcnic function of the

doctrine ofNatural Rights has been, in fact, to insist that the indi\idual

be guaranteed legal rights that he did not have, or held only uncertainly

and precariously.

By a further extension, we are justified in talking not onh' of

"natural" U^al rights but of moral rights. Yet darit\' of thought de-

mands that we hold fast to at least one part of the k£ial meaning of

"rights." We have seen that e\'er\' right of one man implies acorrc-

sponding obli^atum of others to do something or refrain from doing

something so that he may be protcaed in and e\en guaranteed that

right. If we abandon this two-sided concept the term rtfiht becomes a

mere rhetorical flourish w ithout definite meaning.

Pseudo-Rights

Before u e examine the real nature and function of "^tural" or

moral rights it will clanf\' our ideas to look at stimc lUegitinutc exten-

sions of the concept.

These have been rife for the last generation. An outstanding ex-

ample is the Four Freedoms announced by President Franklin D.

Rcx)scvclt in 1941. The first two of these
—

**t"rccdom of speech and

expression," and ''freedom of oen* perstMi to u-orship God in his outi

way"—arc legitimate freedoms and legitimate nghts. Thc>' ^tre, in

fact, alrcad)- guaranteed in the Con.sntutK)n. But the last two—**fTee-

dom from want . . . c\cr\'\^he^e in the world" and **frecdom from fear

. . . an\'v\ here in the world" arc illegitimate extensKms of the concept

of freedom or the concept of nghts.

It will be noticed that the first two arc freedoms of (orlv>, and the

second ruo arc frcedt>ms fn>m. Had Rcx>sc\elt used the $>'non\'m

"libcrt)'," he would still have been able to pnmuse "hbem* to," but

English idiom would hardly have alk)wed him to pn>misc **liberT>'

fivm."^ "Freedom to" is a guarant>' that no t>ne, includmg the govern-

ment, will be alknvcd to interfere with one's freedom of thought and

expressit)n; but "freedom yhww" means that it is axuidercd the dut>'

o(someone else to supply one's uants or tt) remoir one's fears. Asxk from

the fact that this is a demand impovsible of fulfillment (in a wxxkl of

daily dangers and in a world m which we have not collectively pro-

duced enough to meet all our wants), just how docs it become some-
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one else's duty to supply my wants or to banish my fears? And how
do I decide just whose duty it is?

Human Rights and the U.N.

Another outstanding example of a demand for pseudo-rights is

found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the

General Assembly of the United Nations in 1948. This declaration

states, for example, that "everyone has the right to rest and leisure,

including reasonable limitation ofworking hours and periodic holidays

with pay." Assuming that this is even possible for everyone (in South

America, Asia, Africa, and in the present state of civilization), whose

obligation is it to provide all this? And how far does each provider's

alleged obligation extend?

The same questions may be asked of all the rhetorical demands for

alleged rights that we now hear almost daily
—

"the right to a minimum
standard of living"; "the right to a decent wage"; "the right to a job";

"the right to an education"; and even "the right to a comfortable liv-

ing"; "the right to a satisfaaoty job," or "the right to 2i£iood education."

It is not only that all these alleged rights have vague quantitative

boundaries—^that they do not specify how high a wage is considered

"decent" or how much education "the right to an education" implies.

What makes them pseudo-rights is that they imply that it is somebody

else's obligation to supply those things. But they do not usually tell us

whose obligation, or precisely how it comes to be his. My "right to a

job" iplies that it is somebody else's duty to give me a job, apparendy

regardless ofmy qualifications or even whether I would do more dam-

age than good on the job.

Absolute vs. Prima Facie Rights

Unfortunately, disposing of some of the more obviously pseudo-

rights does only a litde to simplify our problem. Natural rights or

moral rights are not always self-evident, are not necessarily simple, and

are seldom if ever absolute. If legal rights are the correlates of legal

rules, moral rights are the correlates ofmoral rules. And as moral duties

may sometimes conflict with each other, so may moral rights. My legal

and moral rights are limited by your legal and moral rights. My right

to freedom of speech, for example, is limited by your right not to be
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slandered. And "^oui right to swing your arm ends \%'hcrc my nose

begins."

The temptation to simplify- moral rights is great. One moral phi-

losopher, Hastings Rashdall, tried to reduce them all to one single

right—the right to equalit)' of consideration:

Not only does the principle of equal consideration not

necessarily prescribe any actual equalit)' ofWell-being or of the

material conditions of Well-being: ulien properh' understood,

it does not favor the attempt to draw up a priori any detailed

list of the "rights of man.*' It is impossible to discover any

tangible concrete thing, or e\en any specific "Libem' of action

or acquisition,'' to which it can be contended that oen.' indi-

vidual or human being has a right under all circumstances.

There are circumstances under which the satisfiction of any

and e\er>' such right is a phx-sical impossibility'. And if e>ery

assertion of right is to be conditioned b>' the clause *Sf it be

possible," we might as well boldly say that e\er\' man, \%'oman,

and child on the earth's surface has a nght to £1000 a >'car.

There is o'cr\' bit as much reason for such an assertion as for

maintaining that e\en' one has a nght to the means of subsis-

tence, or to three acres and a cow, or to life, or to libcm\ or

to the Parliamcntarv' franchise, or to propagate his species, or

the like. There arc conditions under u-hich none of these rights

can be given to one man without prqudice to the equal rights

of others. There seems, then, to be no *^ght of man" \%'hich

is unconditional, except the nght to consideration—that is to

say, the right to have his true Well-being ( whatever that true

Well-being be) regarded as of equal importance m all social

arrangcmcnt.s with the Well-being of e\*crvbody else.

Elaborate cxposititms of the nghts of man arc, at best,

attempts to formulate the most important actual or legal nghts

which an application of the pnnciple of equality- would require

to be conceded to the generalit>' of men at a particular state of

social dcNclopment. The>' arc all ultimately resokable mto the

one supreme and unconditional right

—

the r^ht to amsuUru-

tion; and all parricular applications of that principle must be

dependent upon circumstances of time and place.*
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A Vague Criterion

In its negative contention—in emphasizing how many devoutly

to-be-wished-for conditions may be falsely called rights—^this passage

is highly instructive. But in its affirmative contention—in its effort to

prove that all rights may be subsumed under equality of considera-

tion—the passage cannot be called successful. No doubt "equality of

consideration" is one moral right. But it is a very vague one. Suppose

we think of it for a moment as a claimed le0al right. Suppose a chair

of philosophy falls vacant at Harvard and M, N, and O are among
those who secredy aspire to be appointed to the post. And suppose,

instead, that A gets the appointment and M, N, and O discover that

A was, in fact, the only man even considered for the post? How could

any one of the unsuccessful hopefuls go about legally provin0 that he

did not get equality of consideration? (And in just what would "equal-

ity of consideration" have consisted?) He could say that the appointing

group was influenced by irrelevant considerations—by considerations

apart from what were strictly A's qualifications for the post—or that

his, M's, qualifications for the post were not even considered. But

could the appointing group reasonably be expected to consider equally

everybodfs qualifications for the post? Or is Rashdall's criterion merely

another form of Bentham's "everybody to count for one, nobody to

count for more than one"? And just how would either criterion help

a man to decide a specific moral problem—such as, in a ship-wreck at

sea, whether to save his wife or a stranger? Or even (if conditions

made this the only alternative) whether to save his wife or two strang-

ers?

We must try to think ofmoral rights with at least as much care and

precision as legislators, judges, and jurists are compelled to think of

legal rights. We cannot be satisfied with any vague and easy rhetorical

solutions. Legal rights actually constitute an intricate and interrelated

structure of rights worked out by centuries of judicial reasoning ap-

plied to centuries of human experience. Contrary to Justice Holmes's

facile epigram: "The life of the law has not been logic; it has been

experience,"'^ the life of the law has been both logic and experience.

The law is the product of logic and reason brought to bear on experi-
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Few Rights Arc Absolute

As everyone's rights arc conditioned by the equal rights of others,

as the rights of each must be harmonized and coordinated with the

equal rights of all, and as one right may not alwaN-s and e%'erN'>\'here be

compatible with another, there are feu' if any absolute rights. Even the

right to life and the right to freedom of speech are not absolute. John

Locke often wrote as if the rights to life, libert)', and property' war

absolute, but he made exceptions and qualifications in the course of

his discussion: "Even' one as he is bound to preserve himself ... so

by the like reason, when his own preservatum coma not in competition^

ought he as much as he can to preserve the rest of mankind, and not

unless it be to do justice on an offender, take away or impair the life, or

what tends to the preservation of the life, the libert)', health, limb, or

goods of an other. "^ (My italics.)

Even the right to freedom of speech does not extend to libel,

slander, or obscenit>' (though there may be difficult problems of defini-

tion concerning the latter). And nearly oenxxK will ccxKcdc the limits

to free speech as defined by Justice Holmes in a celebrated opinion:

The most stringent protection of free speech would not

protea a man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre, and causing

a panic. It d(Ks not e\cn pnnect a man from iniunctKMi against

uttering words that may ha\ e all the effect of force. The ques-

tion in CNer)' ca-se is whether the x^ords arc used in such cir-

cumstances and are of such a nature as to create a dear and

present danger that the\' will bnng aKnit the substanti\e eN-ils

that 0)ngre.ss has a nght to prexent. It is a question of proxim-

ity' and degree.*'

Adherence to Principle the Ultimate Foundation

The suggestion has been made, foUo\%ing the analog)' of the con-

cept of "prima facie duties" (which we owe to Sir Da\Td Ross), that

though we have no absolute nghts, we do have^hmm/oar nghts. That

is, we have a prima facu nght to life, liberty, property, etc., which

must be respected in the absence of some conflicting right or other

consideration. But just as the law must be more precise than this, so

must moral philosophy. Legal nghts arc of course sub^ea to certain
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conditions and qualifications. But within those necessary qualifica-

tions, legal rights are or ought to be inviolable. And so, of course,

should moral rights be inviolable.

This inviolability does not rest on some mystical yet self-evident

"law of nature." It rests ultimately (though it will shock many to hear

this) on utilitarian considerations. But it rests, not on ad hoc utilitism,

on expediency in any narrow sense, but on rule utilitism, on the recog-

nition that the highest and only permanent utility comes from an

unyielding adherence to principle. Only by the most scrupulous respect

for each other's imprescriptible rights can we maximize social peace,

order, and cooperation.

1. Paul VinogradofF, Common-Sense in Law (Home University Library; New York:

Henry Holt, 1914), pp. 61-62. I am indebted to VinogradofFs whole discussion of the

nature of rights in positive law.

2. Ibid., pp, 68-69.

3. Ibid., p. 70.

4. A scholarly and illuminating history can be found in Leo Strauss, Natural Right and

History (Uiversity of Chicago Press. 1953 ).

5. See George Santayana, Dominations and Powers (New York: Scribner's, 1951 ), p.

58n.

6. The Theory ofGood and Evil ('Oxford University Press, 1907), p. 1,227.

7. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, ]rj'he Common Law (1881).

8. Two Treatises ofCivil Government (1689), Book 11, Chap. 2, sec. 6.

9. Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 52.
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The Case for the Minimal State

Since at least as far back as Plato, many of the world's great minds

have devoted themselves to the problems of politics. But the>' have not

come up with any answers that have satisfied more than a narrow and

transient majority in some countr\' here or there. Today there are about

150 national governments in the world; but no two operate on exactly

the same principles. If a free expression of opinion could be obtained

in any one countrv', it would probably be found that at least a substan-

tial minorit)' was unhappy with some important part of the existing

political arrangement or its operation.

We may distinguish at least three major political problems, which

have existed since the beginning of time:

1

.

Should there be a government at all, and if so, exactly what

should be the extent and nature of its permitted powers? Should these

powers be precisely specified and limited, or is there an tndeterminare

area between certain minimum and maximum pou-ers that may safely

be left to popular choice?

2. Once the proper limits to the proxincc and powers of the sutc

have been decided upon, hou- can we stop the politiaans in office from

using their existing powers to extend and increase their powers?

3. By what mcth<xl should the holders of office and power be

chosen? For what temis, and so forth? How should their individual

powers be allotted and delimited; and what provision should be made
to assure that xhcy- responsibly execute those powers and no others?

It will be noticed that the political problem is twofold. It is not

only to find what the best arrangements would be for choosing or

changing political leaders or their powers, but for assuring that these

arrangements arc adhered to. This is one of the chief reasons (if not

the chief) why the political problem has almost nowhere been better

than temporarily solved. The ambition of men for polincal power has

immemorially led them not only to demagoguen' and deceit, but to

force, war and murder, to achieve and increase it. It is because of this

that I have elsewhere raised the question whether the principal prob-

Fnim the Ncn-cmbcr 1979 issue of Tkr Frmmm
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lems of politics are in fact solvable. ("Is Politics Insoluble?" Modem
Age, Fall 1976.)

This is not on its face an encouraging quest. But the answer is so

important for the future of mankind (let alone the immediate future

of our own country) that we are bound to extend every effort to try

to get as near to a workable solution as we can.

One promising procedure is to examine the answers that have been

offered historically by the great political thinkers of the past to try to

determine where they went wrong or what important problems they

neglected to answer. We could do this chronologically beginning with

the earlier answers, but I think it would be more interesting if we
began with one of the latest answers and tried to fmd whether it

satisfied us, and if not, why.

So I shall begin by examining the answer offered by Professor

Robert Nozick of Harvard in 1974 in his book Anarchy, State, and

Utopia. This book has attracted more attention than any other in the

last five years that attempted to solve the problem of the proper prov-

ince of the state. It won the National Book Award in 1975.

Away from Anarchy

Not least interesting about it is that it begins with a patient and

open-minded discussion of an anarchy—of the possibility of getting

along with no government at all. It considers the suggestion of the

New Anarchists, for example, that honest and peaceable citizens could

solve the problem of protecting their property and persons by joining

and paying dues to private protective associations. Nozick shows how
there would tend to grow up competing protective associations, that

some of these might be little better than gangster associations, that

some would be stronger than others, that it would not give anyone

adequate protection to become a member ofone ofthe weaker associa-

tions, and that in time one association would tend to establish a mo-

nopoly. But if such an association had the power of excluding some

people from membership, or failed to act with complete morality and

impartiality, it would be intolerable. Hence society would be forced

to adopt a "minimal" state.

Nozick announces his main conclusions on the very first page of

his Preface:
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Our main conclusions about the state arc that a minimal state,

limited to the narrow functions of protection against force,

theft, fraud, enforcement of contracts, and so on, is justified;

that any more extensive state uill \iolate persons' rights not

to be forced to do certain things, and is unjustified; and that

the minimal state is inspiring as well as right. Two notcu-orthy

implications are that the sute may not use its cocrdNX appara-

tus for the purpose of getting some citizens to aid others, or

in order to prohibit activities to people for their own good or

protection.

Now, this conclusion, though it u'ould be regarded as extreme not

only by popular opinion but by the great majority' of political writers

in ever\' countn*' today, is one that has a respectable historv', and uill

be regarded sN-mpathetically by a large number of declared libertarians.

But I am troubled, most of the time, b\' the kind of arguments by

which Nozick reaches his conclusion. Going a httic further, I am frc-

quendy troubled b\' Nozick's st\lc. It seems at times almost dchbcr-

ately obscure. It is interrupted by di\ersions, digrcssKKis, parentheses,

involutions, excessive fix)motcs—b\' a son of self- heckling. He con-

stantly confronts us with logic-chopping, with technicalities, and with

abstractions without any helpftil concrete references or lUustrations.

Natural Law

Coming to problems of substance, I am bothered b\' his explicit

rejeaion of any form of utilitarianism, and his attempt to substitute

"natural law** justifications of his positKxi. Here he seems to have been

influenced by his Harvard colleague John Rawls—though he rejects

Rawls' conclusions in many other respects. But as not only Nozick but

an astonishing number of young libenanans has-e recendy been taking

this natural-law position, it is worth examining in some detail.

Nozick dismisses utilitarianism because his conception of it, like

that of Rawls and others, is essentially a caricature. He sees the utihtar-

ian as a fellow uho judges condua b>' its immediate effea on the

balance of pain and pleasure, and makes a mechanical pain pleasure

calculus of the results of a particular aaion, >%ithout considering "jus-

tice" and other values. One or xy,x> of the older utilitarians may have
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been guilty of giving such an impression, but this has little to do with

the doctrine in its modern form.

I have suggested in my book. The Foundations ofMorality (1964,

1972), not only that the utilitarianism of Bentham, and even of Mill

and Sidgwick, has been in important respects superseded, but that it

would increase clarity of thought to abandon the old term entirely. I

have recommended substituting the term "rule-utilitism" because it

comes much closer to describing a satisfactory moral system.

We should not take or judge an action in accordance with what

we think would be its consequences considered as an isolated act. Not
only can we never be certain what such consequences would be, but

with such a moral code (or lack of code) we would never be able to

depend on each other's conduct, and we would fall far short of that

social cooperation by which we most fully promote our own and each

other's ends. Moral action, for the most part, is action in accordance

with accepted principles or rules. It is only when each of us can be

depended upon to act consistendy in accordance with such principles

or rules that we can depend on each other. It is only when we can rely

on each other to keep our promises, to tell the truth, to refrain from

theft, fraud and violence, and to help each other in emergencies, that

we can best promote that social cooperation so essential to attaining

our individual ends.

These moral rules evolved during the centuries, long before they

were explicidy formulated or codified, and certainly long before any

moral philosopher explicidy formulated any single rationale or test by

which good rules could be distinguished from bad ones or the best

from the second best. But the doctrine of utility, first put forward by

David Hume and later elaborated by Bentham, Mill, Sidgwick, and

others, was the first test that unified and clarified the whole area of

morals.

The Pleasure-Pain Balance—^An Unsolved Problem

Thefirst attempts to generalize the proper aim of all moral rules

—

such as rules conducive to promoting "the greatest happiness of the

greatest number," proved to have some awkward shortcomings. Was

the goal of "pleasure" or "happiness" sufficientiy inclusive? Or suffi-

ciently noble? And when an action promoted one man's happiness—or
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even a hundred men's happiness —but at the cost of another man's

pain or misery, by what kind of moral arithmetic could we detennine

the net balance? The utilitarians have noer satisfactorily solved this

problem—but neither has anybody else. FortunatcK', because an ac-

ceptable moral code prescribes principles or rules of acrion rather than

particular acts, there arc ver)' few occasions when the need for such

moral arithmetic seriously arises.

More important than this, rule utilitists arc not necessarily bound

by any pain-pleasure principle, or e\ en any happiness-maximizmg prin-

ciple. They can simply accept as the principles of moral action those

rules that would lead to the most satisfacton* or desirable results for

society, without trying to be more explicit as to the cxaa way of

measuring such results. Anti-urilitists, rejecting such a criterion, would

then be obliged to contend that their subsritutc critenon should be

applied instead, e\en though it admmedly prescribed moral rules that

would lead to less satisfactor)' or less desirable results for soact)'.

Justice and Utility

One favorite contenrion of some anti-uhlitists is that the utilitist

criterion must be abandoned because it docs not mcludc **ju$ticc."

That this contention is being seriously pressed today is odd histori-

cally, because John Stuart Mill dootcd the whole last third of his

famous essay Uhlttanantsm in 1863 to discussmg The Connection

Bcrween Justice and Utilit>." He concluded that: ''Justice is a name
for certain moral requirements, which, regarded coUcctixrly, stand

higher in the scale of stxial unlit)-, and arc therefore of more para-

mount obligation, than any others."

But those who make **justicc" the supreme if not the sole criterion

of moral judgment regard it as a requirement that must be met for its

own sake, regardless of what consequences it may lead to. The motto

of these people is: Fuu jusntm, mat aulum: "Let there be justice,

though the heavens fall.** But the real reason for insisting on jusricc is

to prcN'cnt the heaNcns from falling.

Those who insist that justice is solely an end in itself, and never a

means to social peace and cot>peration or other ends bevtxid itself, are

also nearly alvvaNs those >\ ho take a simplistic vievk' of it. Evcnixxly is

supposed to know uhat ''jusoce" is: it is simply **faimc$$," and we all

know what is 'iair.'' But through the centimes it has been the main
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function of thousands of legislators and jurists to decide what is justice

both in abstract types of cases and in particular cases and circum-

stances.

Most of the non-utilitists and anti-utilitists in the past have been

champions of Natural Law. The doctrine of Natural Law, it is true,

has a very respectable history. It was promulgated or accepted by Plato

and Aristotle, by the Stoics, by St. Thomas Aquinas, by Hugo Grotius

and Samuel Pufendorf, by John Locke, by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and

by some of the Founding Fathers when they drafted or defended the

American Constitution. But it has always owed a large part of its

appeal to its ambiguity. The physical laws ofnature, ofcause and effert,

determine everything, including, in one sense, human action. But this

is something quite different from "natural laws" that are supposed to

prescribe how men should conduct themselves.

A Nebulous Concept

The central difficulty with Natural Law is that no two of its vota-

ries seem to have been able to agree regarding precisely what it enjoins.

For Aristode it sanctioned the subordination of women to men and

of slaves to Athenian citizens. For the Stoics it prescribed equalitarian-

ism. For many it meant the plain dictates of "right reason," though

nobody could quite agree regarding what right reason prescribed. For

others it meant the "divine will," with even more disagreement regard-

ing what this commanded. Still others derived Natural Law from the

law that existed in a "state ofnature." But for some this meant savagery

and for others a sort of Garden of Eden. According to the Declaration

of Independence "the Laws of Nature" made certain "unalienable"

rights "self-evident."

Finally, Jeremy Bentham, toward the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury, was moved to exclaim that Natural Law was "nonsense on stilts."

In his Principles ofMorals and Legislation (1780), he wrote (Ch. 2):

"A great multitude of people are continually talking of the Law
of Nature; and then they go on giving you their sentiments about

what is right and what is wrong: and these sentiments, you are to

understand, are so many chapters and sections of the Law of Nature."

This is not too unfair a description of those who are trying to

revive the doctrine of Natural Law even today. They try to deduce its

prescriptions from certain moral "axioms" taken from Locke or of
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their own devising. A typical one goes: "Even' man owns himself;

therefore " It is also dear that some of the rules that the natural-

law champions "deduce" are, in fact, disguised or cr>pto-utilitist rules.

Thus John Rawls, an avowed anti-utilitarian, in tning to deduce the

principles of justice (in hisi4 Theory ofJustice), begins by assuming a

society of persons "who in their relations to one another recognize

certain rules of condua as binding;" and "these rules specif)^ a s)'stcm

of cooperation designed to advance the good of those taking part in it

(p. 4)." He goes on to remark that "social cooperation makes possible

a better life for all than any would have if each were to live solely b>'

his own efforts" and so on. But rules designed to "advance the good"

and make possible "a better life for all" arc precisely utilitist rules. The

ideal of justice is an inherent part of rule utilitism, not a separate or

competing concept.

No Firm Foundation

The great difficult)' uith Natural I^w, ar\ the other hand, is not

only that there is no agreed-upon code, but no agreement on the

principles upon which such a code could be constructed. The greater

part of the Natural Lau- Notaries arc really intuitKxusts in their moral

philosophy.

I apologize for ha\-ing given so much space to a sccmingh' irrele-

vant discussion of the relative merits of utilitut versus Natural Law
standards. But it is ntK only Nozick who explicidy rejects utilitist tests

in favor of Natural Law, but an increasing number of )-oung libertan-

ans who have apparently been intlucnccd b\' him.

So far practically all I have \%Tittcn on Nozick*s book has been

negative. VVTiy, then, am I discussing his bonk at all?

I do this because, while I think that Nozick often fails to base his

reasoning on genuine first pnnciples, and while his logic often seems

to me unduly technical or irrelevant, he more than makes up for this

by many brilliant arguments on speaal points. I shall ate a fcu' of

these.

Nozick is especially gtxxi in anal>-zing the rhetorical nonsense be-

hind many of the leftists' recent objections to capitalism. A fashionable

objection today is that workers k>$e their self-esteem b\' being frc-

quendy ordered about, under the authont>' of others unsclectcd by
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them, and by having to work at tasks that they do not regard as

"meaningful." Nozick points out that even members of a symphony
orchestra are constantly ordered about by their conductor, and not

consulted about the overall interpretation of their work, but neverthe-

less retain a high self-esteem.

More seriously, he points out that fragmentation and specializa-

tion of tasks are not problems peculiar to capitalist modes of produc-

tion, but would go with any industrial society. The reason is that they

tend to lead to the lowest costs and the highest efficiency and produc-

tion. Suppose (which is most probable) that dividing a firm's work
force into "meaningful" segments, rotating the workers into different

tasks, and so on, could only be accomplished at the cost of less effi-

ciency and production (as judged by market criteria) ? Would the work-

ers be willing to accept lower pay in order to do this more "meaning-

ful" labor? Or would consumers be willing to pay higher prices for the

same goods, or get less of them, in order that this more "meaningful"

work could be provided .> Who would be willing to pay for such a

reform, and how much? Would a socialist government forbid "non-

meaningful" work?

Labor Theory Refuted

As a more important example, let us take Nozick's refutation (on

pages 253 to 262) of Marx's labor theory of value and his general

exploitation theories. Similar refutations have been made before, not

ably by Bohm-Bawerk, but Nozick's is an especially compact one.

Marxist theory, he concedes "does not hold that the value of an object

is proportional to the number of simple undifferentiated labor hours

that went into its production; rather, the theory holds that the value

of an object is proportional to the number of simple undifferentiated

socially necessary labor hours that went into its production."

But then, it turns out (though Marx himself never got around to

seeing or acknowledging this clearly) that the amount of labor that

really is "socially necessary" is determined by the utility and value of

the particular commodity that is made! As Nozick concludes: '^What

is socially necessary, and how much of it is, will be determined by

what happens on the market! There is no longer any labor theory of

value; the central notion ofsocially necessary labor time is itselfdefmed
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in terms of the processes and exchange ratios of a competitive market!

. . . One might be left with the view that Marxian exploitation is the

exploitation of people's lack of understanding of economics."

"Distributive Justice"

I come to my final example. This is Nozick's theor>' of "entitle-

ments.** He has argued that ''the minimal state is the most extensive

state that can be justified,** and that "any state more extensive \iolatcs

people's rights." He then addresses himself to the argument that a

more extensive state is justified in order to achio-e "distributive jus-

tice."

One trouble with this whole concepdoa, he points out, is that it

implicidy assumes that goods have alrcad\' been "distributed" b>' some

central source or according to some single principle, and that the dun-

of the state is to redistribute them accordmg to some other "patterned"

principle. But this overiooks the whole histon' of hoMV- the present

"distribution" of goods came about. Things come into the worid

already attached to people having entitlements o\-er them. From the

point of N'ieu' of the histoncal entitlement conception of jusdoc in

holdings, those who start afresh to complete "to each according to his

' treat objects as if the>' appeared from nofc-hcrc, out of noth-

ing."

How did the existing "distribution" of things come about? It came

about because some people modi the things the>' now hold, or because

the\' were paid their marginal contnbution to output in wages, or

because the\' inherited pn>pert>', or the objects (<x mono) were given

to them by their parents, their spouses, or their friends. So eN-cn if the

state made some "patterned" rcdistributKxi of wcahh—^•*lo cadi ac-

cording to his needs," or to each equaih'—that pattern would vcn'

quickly be upset b>' some pa>plc continumg to create more than oth-

ers, or some people gi\ing frrcly to others, or some people voluntanly

paying well for certain services, or to see or hear a particular profes-

sional athlete or performer, and so on. As Nozick sums up: *The

socialist societ\' would ha\e to forbid capitalist acts between consent-

ing adults."

The system of entitlements is defensible, he argues, "u'hen consti-

tuted by the indi\idual aims of individual transactions. No overarching

aim is needed, no distributional pattern is required."
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He goes on later to contend persuasively that: 'Taxation of earn-

ings from labor is on a par with forced labor (p. 169)."

Unfinished Arguments

But in spite of many excellences, Nozick's argument for his mini-

mal state is in the end not quite convincing. A good part of the reason

for this is revealed in his own description of his procedure in his

Preface:

"Part I justifies the minimal state; Part II contends that no more
extensive state can be justified. I proceed by arguing that a diversity

of reasons which purport to justify a more extensive state, don't.

Against the claim that such a state is justified in order to achieve or

produce distributive justice among its citizens, I develop a theory of

justice (the entitlement theory) which does not require any more ex-

tensive state, and use the apparatus of this theory to dissect and criti-

cize other theories of distributive justice which do envisage a more
extensive state Other reasons that some might think justify a more

extensive state are criticized, including equality, envy, workers' control,

and Marxian theories of exploitation

But his book, he goes on, is not "a political tract" but a "philo-

sophical exploration." It does not pretend to be "a finished, complete,

and elegant whole," but "a less complete work, containing unfmished

presentations, conjectures, open questions and problems, leads, side

connections, as well as a main line of argument. There is room for

words on subjects other than last words."

No doubt there is. But it is precisely because Nozick has elected

to write a book with a rambling and "unfinished" argument, with so

many digressions, that many readers will fmd it unsatisfying and even

occasionally irritating, that they will lose the thread of the main argu-

ment, and though fmding it often persuasive, will in the end not find

it quite conclusive.

I am not saying that it could not have been made so. Nozick does

convincingly make his argument against anarchy. Others before him

have advocated precisely his minimal state, "limited to the narrow

functions of protection against force, theft, fraud, enforcement of con-

tracts, and so on." It is an attractive ideal. But it has never been held

by more than a tiny minority. If its appeal is ever to be widened to

reach an effective number of thought leaders it must be by a broadly
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understandable but orderly chain of reasoning, \^ithout ccMifusing di-

gressions and without serious missing links, that makes its ccxKlusion

seem inescapable.
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The Sphere of Government

Nineteenth-Century Theories

1. John Stuart Mill*

I remarked in 'The Case for the Minimal State" (The Freeman,

November 1979) that we might get some help in dealing with the

central problems of government power by examining the answers of-

fered over the years by the great political thinkers. But I suggested it

might be more interesting to do this rather in the reverse of their

chronological order, and begin with the latest answers first. We ac-

cordingly began with the recent book by Robert Nozick, Anarchy,

State, and Utopia. I should like now to turn to some of the answers

offered in the nineteenth century.

To try to present the whole of nineteenth-century thought on this

subject would in itself require at least a full-length book and probably

a repetitious one. So I shall confme myself to the answers offered by

three or four outstanding writers who seem to me to offer representa-

tive approaches, beginning with John Stuart Mill and Herbert

Spencer.**

Mill's main discussion of the problem occurs in Volume II (Book

V, Chapters I and IX) of his Principles ofPolitical Economy, first pub-

lished in 1848. When one recalls that Mill was brought up in the

laissez-faire tradition, some of his conclusions may seem surprising.

He begins by distinguishing between the "necessary" and the "op-

tional" functions of government. The first are those which "are either

inseparable from the idea of government, or are exercised habitually

and without objection by all governments." The second are those func-

tions of which the "expediency of its exercising them does not amount

to necessity" and "on which diversity ofopinion does or may exist."

From the January 1980 issue oi The Freeman.

**Mr. Hazlitt's treatment of Herbert Spencer begins on page 114.

109
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Mill's Extended list of Necessary Functions of Government

The necessary functions of government, he insists, arc "consider-

ably more multifarious than most people are at first aware of The
contention, for example, that ^^governments ought to confine them-

selves to affording protection against force and fraud," and '*that, these

two things apart, people should be fire agents," is much too narrow.

What about, for example, the laws of inheritance? Not onh' is the

government obliged to decide uliat happens to an estate when there

is no will; it must pass on the \alidit>' of a uiU; it must decide among
litigants.

Again, the government must enforce contracts. It must decide

what contracts arc fit to be enforced. (A contraa to do something

contrary to law? A contraa to sell oneself into slax-erv'?) The state must

also establish civil tribunals to settle disputes. It must keep a registry'

of facts, such as births, deaths, maniages, x^iUs and contracts, and

judicial proceedings.

It must decide on the legal competency- of children, or ailegol

lunatics, and provide for guardians. It may undertake the function of

coining mone>', and of prescribing a set of standard urights and mea-

sures. It may make or improve harbors, build lighthouses, make sur-

veys for accurate maps and charts, raise d>'kes to keep the sea out, or

embankments to keep rivers m. Naaonal go\-cmmcnts may build

roads, and municipal governments may pave, light, and clean the

streets. '"Examples might be indefmitcly multiphed uitixxit incniding

on any disputed ground."

In a later chapter. Mill considers some of the reasons for limiting

government power. *Thcrc is a pan of the life of oen' person who
has come to years of discretion, uithin v^-hich the indi\idualit>' of that

person ought to rcign uncontrolled cither b\ an\' other indisidual or

by the public coUeaivcly— A second general objection to govern-

ment agcnc)' is that e\er\' increase of the functions devx)King on the

government is an increase in its pou-er—u-hich may soon become 'arbi-

trar>'.' ... A third general objection to gtnrmmcntal agenc>' rests on
the principle of the division of labcx. Even- addinonal function under-

taken by the government is a fresh occupation imposed upon a body
already overcharged unth duties. A natural consequence is that most
things arc ill done; much not done at all."

There follou's a long description of the reasons why, in general.
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private enterprise and initiative are more efficient than government in

carrying on any enterprise. In every instance these reasons are more
than sufficient, Mill concludes, to throw "the burden of making out a

strong case, not on those who resist, but on those who recommend,

government interference. Laisser-faire, in short, should be the general

practice: every departure from it, unless required by some great good,

is a certain evil." He supplements this with a recital of the incredible

restraints on business imposed historically in seventeenth-century

France and elsewhere.

But then Mill turns to what he regards as the "exceptions" to the

generally beneficent rule of laissez-faire:

The proposition that the consumer is a competent judge of the

commodity, can be admitted only with numerous abatements

and exceptions The uncultivated cannot be competent

judges of cultivation. Those who need most to be made wiser

and better, usually desire it least, and if they desired it, would

be incapable of fmding the way to it by their own lights

Education, therefore, is one ofthose things which it is admissi-

ble in principle that a government should provide for the peo-

pie....

With regard to elementary education, the exception to or-

dinary rules may, I conceive, justifiably be carried still further

It is therefore an allowable exercise of the powers of gov-

ernment, to impose on parents the legal obligation of giving

elementary instruction to children. This, however, cannot

fairly be done, without taking measures to insure that such

instruction shall be always accessible to them, either gratui-

tously or at a trifling expense.

The one safeguard Mill insists on is that "the government must claim

no monopoly for its education."

More Exceptions

Mill continues with his "exceptions" to the principle of laissez-

faire. "Insane persons are everywhere regarded as proper objects of the

care of the state." "It is right that children and young persons . .

.

should be protected, as far as the eye and hand of the state can reach.
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from being overworked." "Cruelt\' to animals" should be forbidden.

"The law should be extremeK' jealous" of all "engagements for life"

—

including marriage. If it grants a monopoly for a private road, canal,

or railway, the state "should retain, and freely exercise, the right of

fixing a maximum of fares and charges."

The state should have the right to diminish the hours of adult

labor.

Mill approves the Poor Lau-s, and endorses the principles of the

Poor Lau' of 1834. The claim to help, created b>' destitution, is one

of the strongest that can exist." But the problem is "how to give the

greatest amount of needfril help, with the smallest encouragement to

undue reliance on it." For "if the condition of a person receixing relief

is made as eligible as that of the laborer N^-ho supports himself b\' his

own exertions, the s>'$tem strikes at the root of all indixidual mdustr>'

and self-government." Yet we cannot depend on "N-oluntarN* charity";

"In the first place, chant)' almost alwax-s does too much or too little:

it laN'ishes its bount)- in one place, and leaves people to starve in an-

other. Secondly, since the state must necessanh' proidc subsistence

for the criminal poor while undergoing punishment, not to do the

same for the poor u+io have not offended is to give a premium on

crime."

Mill gtxrs on to recommend government subsidies for a)loniza-

tion, for "scientific researches," and fcx other modes "of insuring to

the public the services of scientific disanerers."

And as a final argument for extending goxerment power still fur-

ther, he adds: *The inter\ention of goxcmmcnt cannot always practi-

call)' stop short at the limit which defines the cases intnnsicallv suitable

for it. In the particular circumstances of a given age <x nation, there is

scarcely ansthing really important to the general interest, u'hich it may
not be desirable, or oen necessar)', that the government should take

upon itself, not because private individuals cannot effcctualh' pcrfoim
it, but because the>' will not."

An Open-Ended Formula

This last argument is capable of serving as an excuse for almost any

arbitrarv' go\cmment interventitxi whatoer. Mill ends b>' granting

most of the contentions of the present-day starists. As he keeps addmg
to his list of "exceptions" to the general rule of laisscz-furc, he gradu-
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ally seems to forget all his earlier warnings against piling an unmanage-
able number of functions on the state and building excessive powers

that can more easily be abused. In many of his exceptions he uncon-

sciously takes it for granted that the state will necessarily do better than

private initiative. He overlooks the possibility that scientists may be

subsidized on the basis of favoritism or that the subsidized projects

will be selected on the basis of political rather than scientific appeal.

After having warned us that the state may carry out its delegated

powers very badly, he assumes in particular instances that they will

carry out these powers very well. He righdy approved the restrictive

principles of the Poor Law of 1834, which required from the applicant

for relief, as Nassau Senior put it, "monotonous and uninteresting"

toil in a workhouse, so that he would retain an incentive to become

again as soon as possible an independent laborer. What Mill did not

foresee was the immense political difficulty of retaining such a discipli-

nary system once relief was embarked upon. He did not foresee that

this disciplinary system would soon come to be regarded by a large

part of the public as needlessly harsh and even heardess. The sentimen-

tal but powerful pen of Charles Dickens, for example, was shordy to

make the retention of the workhouse system impossible. The almost

inevitable tendency in any relief system is for demagogic politicians to

remove one by one all the original restraints and safeguards and to load

the relief rolls to the point where work incentives are destroyed, the

national budget becomes chronically unbalanced, and a progressive

inflation sets in.

Even more broadly, what Mill overlooked was that once these

broad powers of control were put in the hands of the state, under a

popularly-eleaed government, that government would be very un-

likely to adhere to the sound economic (and anti-interventionist) prin-

ciples that Mill, and other economists of his school, were recommend-

ing in their textbooks, but would enact popular prejudices leading to

inflation, to price controls, to "soak-the rich" taxes, to the redistribu-

tion ofwealth and income, to anti-capitalistic and anti-productive poli-

cies of every other kind, and incidentally to the eventual destruction

of liberty.

In his essays on Liberty, on Representative Government, and on The

Subjeaion of Women, Mill made important contributions to political

theory. But on the central question of what ought to be the limits of

government power, he clearly granted too much. He left unanswered
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the great problem: How can we retain interventionist denxxradc gov-

ernment and yet prevent majority rule from degenerating into mob
rule?

2. Herbert Spencer*

Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) was the 19th centun^'s philosopher of

evolution. He aspired to universal knowledge. Wliat he called his Syn-

thetic Philosophy ran to ten volumes. Thc\' included Fmt Primapla

(1862), followed by volumes on The PrindpUs ofEkitgi, The Prirn^

cf Psychology, The PnnapUs of Soaolcfiy, and The PrmeipUs tf Ethia.

Spencer also uTote at least eight other books.

But his earliest published N%x)rk was a pamphlet. The Proper Sphere

ofGovernment, which he wrote at the age of 22, and his first important

book was Social Statia, published in 1851. These publications ad\x>-

cated what would tcxiay be called, and was in fact called at the time,

"an extreme form of laissez faire."

The limitation of state pourr remained one of Spencer's dominant

interests till the end of his life. In a later edition of Soeml Stmtia he

omitted a chapter entitled: *Thc Right to Ignore the State," but essen-

tially his ideas on the subject of state pourr changed ver\' little as he

greu' older. In 1884 he published a small \x)lume entitled The Mtm
Versus the State. In 1891 appeared Part IV of The Prtmapies ofEthia:

*The Ethics of Social Life: Justice," and he declared this to represent

his definitive vieu-s on the subject. Ixt us summarize and anah-ze them.

After some prior discussion, Spencer amx-cs at what he calls **a

formula of justice: . . . Even* man is free to do that u-hich he wills,

provided he infringes noi the equal freedom of any other man." This

is almost exaaly the maxim that he had laid down in his Sodai Statia

40 years earlier, but I regret that it seems to me vague and unsatisfactorv'

In The PnnapUs ofEthta Spencer uas aware of cnticisms that must

in the meantime have been made of it bv' octiers, for he immediarely

proceeds to deal with tme of them:

A possible misapprehension must be guarded against.

There are acts of aggression u-hich the formula is presumably

intended to exclude, which apparenth' it does not exclude. It

'From the August 1980 ismk ofTV fr
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may be said that if A strikes B, then, so long as B is not

debarred from striking A in return, no greater freedom is

claimed by the one than by the other; or it may be said that if

A has trespassed on B's property, the requirement of the for-

mula has not been broken so long as B can trespass on A's

property. Such interpretations, however, mistake die essential

meaning of the formula It does not countenance a super-

fluous interference with another's life, committed on the

ground that an equal interference may balance it ^

Now this will hardly do. If a formula does not in fact countenance

actions that it docs countenance on its face, then it has not been

satisfactorily formulated. It is not a satisfactory rule or guide to policy,

and it must be revised or rejected. It must clearly exclude aggression

against or harm to others.

But it must also carefully delimit the nature of the "aggression"

or "harm." IfA and B are applying for the same job or courting the

same girl, and A is the successful competitor, the prospects of B may
be correspondingly damaged. But as long as A "played fair," and did

not resort to violence or fraud, no one would consider that B had any

just cause for complaint. There are many similar cases, but there are

also border line cases. IfA and B have neighboring properties and A
puts up an ugly house that B considers an eyesore threatening his

property value, has B just cause for suit? IfA puts up a fire hazard or

a chemical factory that pollutes B's air or water, nearly everyone would

consider B's case much stronger. It is problems like these that legisla-

tors and courts have to try to solve by passing scores of laws and

making thousands of decisions in individual cases.

More a Formula for Liberty than for Justice

Spencer's formula strikes me more as an attempted defmition of

liberty than as a maxim of justice. And if it is so, then I much prefer

the formula of John Locke in 1690: "Freedom of men under govern-

ment is to have a standing rule to live by, common to every one of

that society, and made by the legislative power erected in it; a liberty

to follow my own will in all things, where the rule prescribes not: and

not to be subject to the inconstant, uncertain, unknown, arbitrary will

of another man."2
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Montesquieu stated essentially the same formula nnxc bhefh' in

1748: "Liberty is the right to do what the iau-s allow. If a citizen had

a right to do what thc\' forbid it would no longer be libem', for

everyone else would have the same right."^

So all practicable libert)- is libert>' under law. But the shortcoming

of both Locke's and Montesquieu's formulas is that the\' fiil to state

explicidy that the restraints that the lau-s impose must be just, definite,

and minimal. But oen a formula that embodied these specifications

would again fall short unless it spelled out what these just and minimal

restraints would be. This is the dilemma that confionts all eflfbrts to

ft-ame a concise definition of either justice or liberty'.

The nearest to a good, short specification that I can at present

remember is Thomas Jefferson's call for "a >%'ise and frugal govern-

ment, which shall restrain men from injuring one anodicr, which shall

leave them otherwise free to regulate their ou-n pursuits of industrv'

and improvement, and shall not take from the mouth of labor the

bread it has earned.'^

But I have perhaps allowed mx-self to be earned too far astray on

this point. Spencer's case for the minimal state docs not rest solely or

even mainly on his oun '^formula for justice." Though he docs not

embrace the doctrine of Natural Law, he does belio-c that man has

certain inherent nghts which u-c recognize b\- "a pnon intuioon" or

"a priori cognition." He proceeds to untc a series t>f ten chapters on

The Right to PhN'sical Integnt>', The Rights to Free Mooon and Loco-

motion, to the Uses of Natural Media, The Right of Propcrt\', of

Incorporeal Propcrt\', of Gift and Bequest, of Free Exchange and Free

Contraa, to Free Indu$tr>', of Free Belief and Worship, and of Free

Speech and Publication. No government, he argues, has any legitimate

power to violate or abndgc these nghts.

A Modem Ring

At the end of Pan I\' Spencer comes to so-en chapters (23 to 29)

on the nature, constitution, and duties of the state, and on the limits

of state duties. When he discusses the consntution of the state, he

might have been wnting about one of the chief problems that disturb

us todav:
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If it is true that a generation ago landowners and capitalists

so adjusted public arrangements as to ease themselves and to

press unduly upon others, it is no less true that now artisans

and laborers, through representatives who are obliged to do
their bidding, are fast remolding our social system in ways

which achieve their own gain through others' loss. Year after

year more public agencies are established to give what seem

gratis benefits, at the expense ofthose who pay taxes, local and

general, and the mass of the people, receiving the benefits and

relieved from the cost of maintaining the public agencies, ad-

vocate the multiplication of them.

It is not true, then, that the possession of political power

by all ensures justice to all. Contrariwise, experience makes

obvious that which should have been obvious without experi-

ence, that with a universal distribution of votes the larger class

will inevitably profit at the expense of the smaller class. Those

higher earnings which more efficient actions bring to the supe-

rior, will not be all allowed to remain with them, but part will

be drafted off" in some indirect way to eke out the lower earn-

ings of the less diligent or the less capable; and insofar as this

is done, the law of equal freedom must be broken."^

He sums up:

One conclusion, however, is clear. State burdens, however

proportioned among citizens, should be borne by all. Every

one who receives the benefits which government gives should

pay some share of the costs of government and should directly

and not indirecdy pay it

Had each citizen to pay in a visible and tangible form his

proportion of taxes, the sum would be so large that all would

insist on economy in the performance of necessary ftinctions

and would resist the assumption of unnecessary ftinctions,

whereas at present, offered as each citizen is certain benefits

for which he is unconscious of paying, he is tempted to ap-

prove of extravagance; and is prompted to take the course,

unknowingly ifnot knowingly dishonest, ofobtaining benefits

at other men's expense.
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During the days when extensions of the franchise were in

agitation, a maxim perpetually repeated was—^^axation with-

out representation is robberv'." Experience has since made it

clear that, on the other hand, representation without taxation

entails robbery, (pp. 219-20)

A Duty to Protect

In his chapter on The Duties of the State," Spencer concludes

that there is in effea just one: to protect the citizcnn*' against external

and internal aggression—against foreign enemies and against its law

breakers. And in the following chapter on The Limits of State Du-

ties,'' he asserts:

The question of limits becomes the question whether, be-

yond maintaining justice, the state can do anvthing else with-

out transgressing justice. On consideration we shall find that

it cannot

If justice asserts the liberty of each limited only by the like

liberties of all, then the imposing of any further limit is unjust;

no maner whether the pourr imposing it be one man or a

million ofmen We do not commonly see in a tax a diminu-

tion of freedom; and m it clearly is ikk. The xwyncs taken

represents so much labor gone through, and the produa of

that labor being taken away *Thus much of \xxir \fctxk

shall be dc\-otcd, not to vxHir oun purposes, but to our pur-

poses," say the authonties to the atizcns; and to whate\'er

extent this is carried, to that extent the atizcns become sla\'es

of the government, (pp. 241-43)

Examples Galore

Though Spencer insisted constantly on the priority and necessity

of deductive reasoning, feu* political u-ritcrs ha\T been so industrious

and specific in citing and piling up concrete examples of the bungling,

contradictions, and abuses of po\**er in carrying out the multitudinous

funaions that governments have taken on. Long before he got to The

PrinctpUs ofEthta, he had detailed scores of these not only in SocuU
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Statics, but in such essays as "Over-Legislation," "State Tamperings
with Money and Banks," 'The Collective Wisdom," and many others.

So in the Principles he continued to cite case after specific case. Of
drafting laws, for example:

'The judges themselves exclaim against the bungling legislation

they have to interpret: one judge saying of a clause that he 'did not

believe its meaning was comprehended either by the draftsman who
drew it' or 'the parliament that adopted it,' and another declaring that

'it was impossible for human skill to fmd words more calculated to

puzzle everybody.' As a natural consequence we have everyday appeals

and again appeals—decisions being reversed and re-reversed." (pp.

252-253) One would think Spencer was writing of conditions in

America today, rather than those of England in 1890.

Of the coinage: "In this we have frequent changes where changes

are undesirable. We have mixed systems: decimal, duodecimal, and

nondescript. Until recendy we had two scarcely distinguishable pieces

for threepence and fourpence" etc. (p. 253)

Socialistic Legislation

In a discussion on "socialistic legislation," Spencer excoriates the

then Prime Minister, Lord Salisbury, for sneering at basic principles

and saying: "We ought first to discuss every subject on its own mer-

its." This is the method, comments Spencer,

which has been followed by those legislators who, throughout

past thousands ofyears, have increased human miseries in mul-

titudinous ways and immeasurable degrees by mischievous

laws. Regard for "the merits of the case" guided Diocletian

when he fixed the prices of articles and wages of workers, and

similarly guided rulers of all European nations who, century

after century, in innumerable cases, have decided how much

commodity shall be given for so much money, and in our own
country guided those who, after the Black Death, framed the

Statute of Labourers [to hold down wages], and presendy

caused the peasant revolt. The coundess acts which, here and

abroad, prescribed qualities and modes of manufacture, and

appointed searchers to see that things were made as directed.
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were similariy prompted by considerations of **the merits of

the case": evils existed which it was obnouslv needful to pre-

vent

Each one of those multitudinous regulations enforced bv

swarms of officials, which in France nearh' strangled industrv,

and was a part cause of the French Roolution, seemed to

those who established it, a regulation which 'lie merits of the

case** called for; and no less did there seem to be called for the

numberless sumptuary- lau-s which, generation after genera-

tion, kings and their ministers tried to enforce, (pp. 260-61

)

The Remarkable Contrast

After citing many more such examples, Spencer sums up the con-

trast between the amazing accomplishments of free and spontaneous

social cooperation and the immense harm wrought b\' multitudinous

government inter\'entions:

The average legislator, equally unih the average citizen, has

no faith whate\ er in the beneficent working of stKial fi>rce$,

notwithstanding the almost infinite illustratiom of this benefi-

cent working. He persists in thinking of a socict>' as a manufac-

ture and not as a gnmth: blind to tlK i^ci tfut tfK vast and

complex organization b>- which its life is carried on, has re-

sulted from the spontaneous c(x>peratK>ns of men pursuing

their pnvate ends. Though, when he asks how tfic surface of"

the earth has been cleared and made fertile, how towns have

gn)wn up, how manufactures of all kmds have arisen, how iJk

arts have been de\eloped, how knowledge has been accumu-

lated, hou' literature has been produced, he is fbreed to recog-

nize the faa that none of these are ofgovernmental ongin, but

have many of them suffered fnKTi governmental obstruaion;

yet, ignoring all this, he assumes that if a good is to be aduexed

or an oil pre\ented. Parliament must be invx)kcd. He has

unlimited faith in the agenc\' which has achie\-cd multitudi-

nous failures, and has no faith in the agcno' which has

achieved multitudinous successes, (pp. 266-67)
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In expounding these views, Spencer, so far as the bulk of public

opinion was concerned, was an isolated figure. Similar ideas were be-

ing voiced by a handful of others, notably Auberon Herbert (1838-

1906), but the vigorous opposition of Thomas H. Huxley (1825-

1895) probably came much nearer to expressing the political philoso-

phy of the great mass of the British public in the 1880s and 1890s, to

the extent that they bothered to formulate any philosophy.

1. Principles ofEthics, Vol. II (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics), Ch. 6, p. 62.

2. Two Treatises ofCivil Government (Everyman's: E. P. Dutton), Second Treatise, sec.

21, p. 127.

3. The Spirit of the Laws, XI.

4. First Inaugural Address (March 4, 1801).

5. Principles ofEthia, II, pp. 2 12- 1 3.
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How Should Prices Be Determined?

**How should prices be determined?" To rfiis question we could

make a short and simple answer: Prices should be determined by the

market.

The answer is correct enough, but some elaboration is ncccssan*'

to answer the practical problem concerning the uisdom ofgoN-cmmcnt

price control.

Let us begin on the elementar>' lc\el and say that prices arc deter-

mined by supply and demand. If the relative demand for a product

increases, consumers uill be willing to pay more for it. Their competi-

tive bids will both oblige them indi\idually to pay more for it and

enable producers to get more for it. This uill raise the profit margins

of the producers of that produa. This, in turn, uill tend to attraa

more firms into the manufacture of that produa, and mducc existing

firms to invest more capital into making it. The increased pnxluction

will tend to reduce the price of the produa again, and to reduce the

profit margin in making it. The increased investment in neu- manufac-

turing equipment may lower the cost of pnxluction. Or—particularly

if we arc concerned uith some cxtractixr industry' such as petroleum,

gold, silver, or copper—the increased demand and output may raise

the cost of production. In any case, the price uill ha\r a definite efl^

on demand, output, and cost of produaion just as these in turn uill

aflta price. All four—demand, suppk, cost, and price—arc inter-

related. A change in one uill bring changes in the ochcn.

Dirca and Indirca Price Interrelationships

Just as the demand, supph', cost, and price of any single commod-

ity are all interrelated, so arc the prices of all commodities related to

each other. These relationships arc both dirca and indirca. 0>pper

mines may yield silver as a b>'-produa. This is connexit\' of production.

If the price of copper goes too high, consumers may substitute alumi-

From the Fcbnun 1967 mac of Tlr fi
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num for many uses. This is a connexity of substitution. Dacron and
cotton are both used in drip-dry shirts; this is a connexity ofconsump-

tion.

In addition to these relatively direct connections among prices,

there is an inescapable interconnexity of all prices. One general factor

of production, labor, can be diverted, in the short run or in the long

run, directiy or indirectiy, from one line into any other line. If one

commodity goes up in price, and consumers are unwilling or unable

to substitute another, they will be forced to consume a littie less of

something else. All products are in competition for the consumer's

dollar: and a change in any one price will affect an indefmite number
of other prices.

No single price, therefore, can be considered an isolated object in

itself. It is interrelated with all other prices. It is precisely through these

interrelationships that society is able to solve the immensely difficult

and always changing problem of how to allocate production among
thousands of different commodities and services so that each may be

supplied as nearly as possible in relation to the comparative urgency

of the need or desire for it.

Because the desire and need for, and the supply and cost of, every

individual commodity or service are constantiy changing, prices and

price relationships are constantiy changing. They are changing yearly,

monthly, weekly, daily, hourly. People who think that prices normally

rest at some fixed point, or can be easily held to some "right" level,

could profitably spend an hour watching the ticker tape of the stock

market, or reading the daily report in the newspapers of what hap-

pened yesterday in the foreign exchange market, and in the markets for

coffee, cocoa, sugar, wheat, corn, rice, and eggs; cotton, hides, wool,

and rubber; copper, silver, lead, and zinc. They will fmd that none of

these prices ever stands still. This is why the constant attempts of

governments to lower, raise, or freeze a particular price, or to freeze

the interrelationship of wages and prices just where it was on a given

date ("holding the line") are bound to be disruptive wherever they are

not futile.

Price Supports for Export Items

Let us begin by considering governmental efforts to keep prices

up, or to raise them. Governments most frequentiy try to do this for
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commodities that constitute a principal item ofexport fix)m their coun-

tries. Thus Japan once did it for silk and the British Empire for natural

rubber; Brazil has done it and still periodically does it for coffee; and

the United States has done it and still does it for cotton and wheat.

The theory is that raising the price of these export commodities can

only do good and no harm domestically because it uill raise the in-

comes of domestic producers and do it almost wholly at the expense

of the foreign consumers.

All of these schemes follow a t>pical course. It is soon discovered

that the price of the commodit)' cannot be raised unless the supph' is

first reduced. This may lead in the beginning to the imposition of

acreage restrictions. But the higher price gives an incentive to produc-

ers to increase their average yield per acre b\' planting the supported

produa only on their most productive acres, and b>' more intensive

employment of fertilizers, irrigatioa, and labor. VNTicn the government

discovers that this is happening, it turns to unposuig absolute quantita-

tive controls on each producer. This is usually based on each pro-

ducer's pre\'ious produaion over a scries of vrars. The result of this

quota system is to keep out all new competition; to kxk all existing

producers into their proious relative position, and therefore to keep

produaion costs high by removing the chief mechanisms and incen-

tives for reducing such costs. The necessary' readjustments arc therefore

prevented from taking place.

Meanwhile, howe\'er, market forces are still functioning in foreign

countries. Foreigners objea to paying the higher pnce. They cut down
their purchases of the valonzed commodity from the vak)nzing coun-

try, and search for other sources of supply. The higher pnce gives an

incentive to other countries to start producing the vaionzcd commod-
ity. Thus, the British rubber scheme led Dutch producers to increase

rubber prtxiuction in Dutch dependencies. This not only kjwercd rub-

ber prices, but caused the British to k>se permanently their previous

monopolistic position. In addition, the Bntish scheme aroused resent-

ment in the United States, the chief ccxisumcr, and stimulated the

eventually successful development of synthetic rubber. In the same

way, without going into detail, BraziPs coffee schemes and America's

cotton schemes gave both a political and a price incentive to other

countries to initiate or increase production of aifFee and cotton, and

both Brazil and the United Sutes k»t their previous monopolistic

positions.
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Meanwhile, at home, all these schemes require the setting up of

an elaborate system of controls and an elaborate bureaucracy to formu-

late and enforce them. This has to be elaborate, because each individual

producer must be controlled. An illustration of what happens may be

found in the United States Department ofAgriculture. In 1929, before

most of the crop control schemes came into being, there were 24,000

persons employed in the Department of Agriculture. Today there are

109,000. These enormous bureaucracies, of course, always have a

vested interest in fmding reasons why the controls they were hired to

enforce should be continued and expanded. And of course these con-

trols restrict the individual's liberty and set precedents for still further

restrictions.

None of these consequences seem to discourage government ef-

forts to boost prices of certain products above what would otherwise

be their competitive market levels. We still have international coffee

agreements and international wheat agreements. A particular irony is

that the United States was among the sponsors in organizing the inter-

national coffee agreement, though its people are the chief consumers

of coffee and therefore the most immediate victims of the agreement.

Another irony is that the United States imposes import quotas on

sugar, which necessarily discriminate in favor of some sugar exporting

nations and therefore against others. These quotas force all American

consumers to pay higher prices for sugar in order that a tiny minority

ofAmerican sugar cane producers can get higher prices.

1 need not point out that these attempts to "stabilize" or raise

prices of primary agricultural products politicalize every price and pro-

duction decision and create friction among nations.

Holding Prices Down

Now let us turn to governmental efforts to lower prices or at least

to keep them from rising. These efforts occur repeatedly in most na-

tions, not only in wartime, but in any time of inflation. The typical

process is something like this. The government, for whatever reason,

follows policies that increase the quantity of money and credit. This

inevitably starts pushing up prices. But this is not popular with con-

sumers. Therefore, the government promises that it will "hold the

line" against further price increases.

Let us say it begins with bread and milk and other necessities. The
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first thing that happens, assuming that it can enforce its decrees, is that

the profit margin in producing necesssities faUs,—or is eliminated,

—

for marginal producers, while the profit margin in producing luxuries

is unchanged or goes higher. This reduces and discourages the produc-

tion of the controlled necessities and reladveh' encourages the in-

creased production of luxuries. But this is exactly the opposite result

fi-om what the price controllers had in mind. If the government then

tries to prevent this discouragement to the production of the con-

trolled commodities by keeping down the cost of the raw materials,

labor and other faaors (^production that go into them, it must start

controlling prices and wages in e\er-uTdening circles until it is finally

trying to control the price of e\'er\thing.

But if it tries to do this thoroughly and consistently, it will find

itself trying to control literally millions of prices and trillions of price

cross-relationships. It uill be fixing rigid allocations and quotas for

each producer and for each consumer. Of course these controls will

have to extend in detail to both importers and exporters.

Necessary Price Flexibility

If a government continues to create more currency on the one

hand while rigidly holding dou-n pnces unth the other, it vkiU do

immense harm. And let us note also that o-cn if the go\'emment is not

inflating the currency', but tries to hold either absolute or relati\r prices

just where the>' were, or has instituted an "incomes polio-" or "u'age

polic)'*' drafted in accordance >%ith some mechanical tbrmula, it will

do increasingly scnous hami. For in a fire market, c\cn when the

so-called price "locP » not changing, all prices arc constandy chang-

ing in relation to each other. The\' are responding to changes in asfir

of production, in suppK', and of demand for each commodity' or ser-

vice.

And these pncc changes, both absolute and relative, are in the

overwhelming main bcxh ncccssan- and desirable. For the>' are draw-

ing capital, labor and other resources out of the production of goods

and services that are less wanted and into the production ofgoods and

services that are more wanted. The>' are adjusting the balance of pro-

duction to the unceasing changes in demand. They are producing

thousands of gcxxls and services in the relarix-e amounts in which the>'

are socially wanted. These relative amounts are changing every day.
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Therefore the market adjustments and price and wage incentives that

lead to these adjustments must be changing every day.

Price Control Distorts Production

Price control always reduces, unbalances, distorts, and discoordi-

nates production. Price control becomes progressively harmful with

the passage of time. Even a fixed price or price relationship that may
be "right" or "reasonable" on the day it is set can become increasingly

unreasonable or unworkable. What governments never realize is that,

so far as any individual commodity is concerned, the cure for high

prices is high prices. High prices lead to economy in consumption and

stimulate and increase production. Both ofthese results increase supply

and tend to bring prices down again.

Very well, someone may say; so government price control in many
cases is harmful. But so far you have been talking as if the market were

governed by perfect competition. But what of monopolistic markets.^

What ofmarkets in which prices are controlled or fixed by huge corpo-

rations? Must not the government intervene here, if only to enforce

competition or to bring about the price that real competition would

bringif it existed?

Unwarranted Fears ofMonopoly

The fears of most economists concerning the evils of "monopoly"

have been unwarranted and certainly excessive. In the first place, it is

very difficult to frame a satisfactory definition of economic monopoly.

If there is only a single drug store, barber shop, or grocery in a small

isolated town (and this is a typical situation), this store may be said to

be enjoying a monopoly in that town. Again, everybody may be said

to enjoy a monopoly of his own particular qualities or talents. Yehudi

Menuhin has a monopoly ofMenuhin's violin playing; Picasso of pro-

ducing Picasso paintings; Elizabeth Taylor of her particular beauty and

sex appeal; and so for lesser qualities and talents in every line.

On the other hand, nearly all economic monopolies are limited by

the possibility of substitution. If copper piping is priced too high,

consumers can substitute steel or plastic: if beef is too high, consumers

can substitute lamb; if the original girl ofyour dreams rejects you, you

can always marry somebody else. Thus, nearly every person, producer.
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or seller ma\' enjoy a quasi monopoly uithin certain inner limits, but

very few sellers are able to exploit that monopoly bc\ond certain outer

limits. There has been a tremendous literature within recent vears de-

ploring the absence of perfect competition; there could have been

equal emphasis on the absence ofpcrfea monopoly. In real life compe-

tition is ne\'er perfea, but neither is monopoly.

Unable to find many examples of pcrfea monopoh', some econo-

mists have frightened themschcs in recent years b>' conjuring up the

specter of "oligopoly," the competition of the feu*. But tho' have

come to their alarming conclusions only by inserting in their oun
hypotheses all sorts of imaginan- secret agreements or tacit understand-

ings between large producing units, and deducing u-hat the results

could be.

Now the mere numbfr of ccMupctitors in a particular industry may
have ver\' little to do with the existence of effective competition. If

General Elearic and VVestinghousc effcctix cly compete, ifGeneral Mo-
tors and Ford and Chnsler effeaively compete, if the C^asc Manhat-

tan and the Hirst National C>in' Bank effectively compete, and so cxi

(and no person who has had direct experience with th«e great cxHnpa-

nies can doubt that thc> dominantly do), then the result iot amsum-
ers, not only in price, but in quality- of prcxlua or service, is not only

as g(xxl as that uhich would be hnnighi about b\- attxnistic a>mpcti-

tion but much better, because consumers ha\r the advantage of large-

.scale economics, and of large-scale research and doclopmcnt that small

companies could not aft()rd.

A Strange Numbers Game

The oligopoly theorists havr had a banctui influence on the Ameri-

can antitrust division and on court dccisKms The prosecutors and the

courts have rcccntiv been playing a strange numbers game. In 1965,

for example, a Federal distnct c^ourt held that a merger that had taken

place between two Neu- York Cit)' banks four years prcsiously had

been illegal, and must now be dissob-cd. The combined bank was not

the largest in the cm , but only the third largest; the merger had in faa

enabled the bank to compete more effectively wxxh its rv%'o larger axn-
petitors; its combined assets were still onh' one-eighth of those repre-

sented by all the banks of the cit\ ; and the merger itself had reduced

the number of separate banks in New Yofi from 71 to 70. (I shouM
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add that in the four years since the merger the number oi branch bank

offices in New York City had increased from 645 to 698). The court

agreed with the bank's lawyers that "the general public and small busi-

ness have benefited" from bank mergers in the city. Nevertheless, the

court continued, "practices harmless in themselves, or even those con-

ferring benefits upon the community, cannot be tolerated when they

tend to create a monopoly; those which restrict competition are unlaw-

fijl no matter how beneficent they may be."

It is a strange thing, incidentally, that though politicians and the

courts think it necessary to forbid an existing merger in order to in-

crease the number of banks in a city from 70 to 71, they have no such

insistence on big numbers in competition when it comes to political

parties. The dominant American theory is that just two political parties

are enough to give the American voter a real choice; that when there

are more than this it merely causes confusion, and the people are not

really served. There is this much truth in this political theory as applied

in the economic realm. If they are really competing, only two firms in

an industry are enough to create effective competition.

Monopolistic Pricing

The real problem is not whether or not there is "monopoly" in a

market, but whether there is monopolistic pricing. A monopoly price

can arise when the responsiveness ofdemand is such that the monopo-

list can obtain a higher net income by selling a smaller quantity of his

product at a higher price than by selling a larger quantity at a lower

price. It is assumed that in this way the monopolist can realize a higher

price than would have prevailed under "pure competition."

The theory that there can be such a thing as a monopoly price,

higher than a competitive price would have been, is certainly valid.

The real question is, how useful is this theory either to the supposed

monopolist in deciding his price policies or to the legislator, prosecu-

tor, or court in framing antimonopoly policies? The monopolist, to

be able to exploit his position, must know what the "demand curve"

is for his product. He does not know; he can only guess; he must try

to find out by trial and error. And it is not merely the unemotional

price response of the consumers that the monopolist must keep in

mind; it is what the effect of his pricing policies will probably be in

gaining the goodwill or arousin^f the resentment of the consumer. More
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importantly, the monopolist must consider the effect of his pricing

policies in cither encouraging or discouraging the entrance ofcompeti-

tors into the field. He may actually decide that his wisest polic)' in the

long run would be to fix a price no higher than he thinks pure competi-

tion would set, and perhaps e\'en a little lower.

In any case, in the absence of competition, no one ltpum>s what the

"competitive" price would be if it existed. Therefore, no one knows

exactiy how much higher an existing *'monopol\'" price is than a "com-

petitive" price would be, and no one can be sure u-hether it is higher

at all!

Yet antitrust polic\', in the United States, at least, assumes that the

courts can know how much an alleged monopoly or "conspirac\'" price

is above the competitive price that might-have-been. For u-hen there

is an alleged conspiracy' to fu prices, purchasers arc encouraged to sue

to recover three times the amount the\' were alicgcdlv forced to "ox-cr-

pay."

Avoid Price-Fixing

Our analN'sis leads us to the conclusion that gtn-cmments should

refrain, wherever possible, fn>m trying to fu cither maximum or mini-

mum prices for an>thing. UTierc the>' have nationalized any service

—

the post office or the railn)ads, the telephone or electric power—thc>'

will of course ha\e to establish pncing policies. And v^'herc they ha\T

granted nv^nopolistic franchises—for subv^av-s, railroads, telephone or

pou'cr companies—the>- will of course have to consider \^i\2t price

restrictions ihc\- will impose.

As to antimonopoly poIic\', whatoer the present condition may
be in other countnes, I can testify' that in the United Sutcs this polic>'

shows hardh' a trace of consistency-. It is uncertain, discrimnatoTN,

retmacti\c, capricious, and shot through with contraditxms. No com-

pany today, even a moderate-sized company can know when it uill be

held to have violated the antitrust lau-s, or why. It all depends on the

economic bias of a particular ctxirt or judge.

There is immense hN-pcxrisy aKxit the subjca. Politicians nuke
ckxjucnt speeches against **monopoly." Then they will impose tanffs

and import quotas intended to prtxca monopoly and keep out compe-

tition; the\' will grant monopolistic liranchises to bus companies or

telephone companies; thc\' uiU apprme monopolistic patents and
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copyrights, they will try to control agricultural production to permit

monopolistic farm prices. Above all, they will not only permit but

impose labor monopolies on employers, and legally compel employers

to "bargain" with these monopolies; and they will even allow these

monopolies to impose their conditions by physical intimidation and

coercion.

I suspect that the intellectual situation and the political climate in

this respect is not much different in other countries. To work our way
out of this existing legal chaos is, of course, a task for jurists as well as

for economists. I have one modest suggestion: We can get a great deal

of help from the old common law, which forbids fraud, misrepre-

sentation, and all physical intimidation and coercion. "The end of the

law," as John Locke reminded us in the seventeenth century, "is not

to abolish or restrain, but to preserve and enlarge freedom." And so

we can say today that in the economic realm, the aim of the law should

not be to constrict, but to maximize price freedom and market free-

dom.
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Market Prices vs. Communist Commands

A correspondent recently asked me u-hy it was that Soviet Russia

seemed to be suffering in recent xears from chronic "crop failures," and

found itself forced to import increased quantities of foodstuffs from

the United States and other capitalistic countries. She understood, she

wrote, that the most frequent explanation offered for this was that

Russia operated under '*communism'' and that the countries exporting

food to her were "capitalistic." But she uanted to know more in detail

just why these different results came about.

I started to answer on the assumption that my explanation uxHild

be simple and brief, but s<x>n found mv-self getting into complications.

In its simplest form, of course, the explanation am be brief. Under

"capitalism" (Karl Marx's vocabulary)—<hat is to say, under a free

market system—the mdividual farmer is regarded b\' earning a profit

if he grows the nght things in the nght amounts, and is penalized by

a loss if he grous the wn)ng things. He is daily guided in his plans and

operations by the pnces of farm commcxiities in the "market." (Some-

times this ma>' mean the national speculative markets on the commod-
it)' exchanges, u here prices change fnxTi minute tt) minute, and some-

times it may mean merely the Uxal market in his ou-n district.)

The average farmer, of course, has little conception of how many
prices of hou- man\ comnKxlities, and grades of commodities, this

involves. We could begin b\' citing such leading U.S. crops as com,

oats, barle\', sorghum, wheat, ne, flaxseed, cotton, cottonseed, to-

bacco, hay, beans, peas, peanuts, soybeans, potatoes, seed crops, sugar

cane, sugar beets, pecans, almonds, walnuts, filberts, oranges, tanger-

ines, grapefruits—but the list goes on and cxi.

We can get an inkling of the number of commodiries from the

daily newspapers. The Wail Srrrrt Journal, for example, daily lists

"C^ash Prices" of more than 90 ctMnmtxiities, of which the ma|orit\' arc

farm comm<xlities. In that paper's k>ng list of "Futures Prices" on the

commcxim exchanges, there are some 350 prices listed of a single

Fnxn the Fchruan 1983 usuc of rhr fi

132
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grade ofabout 45 different commodities with six to ten different deliv-

ery dates.

Ifwe add to these "national" prices the prices in local markets, we
get a total that can run into the millions.

; How Many Prices?

How many prices of all different commodities and services are

there, in fact, at any given moment in an economy like the United

States? Nobody knows. But in 1943 Chester Bowles, then head of the

Office of Price Administration (OPA), was asked this question by a

Congressional committee. He came up with an estimate of 8 million.

A few days later this answer was withdrawn as much too low. It

depended on how you defined a "commodity" and how you defined

a "price." No definite answer was ever substituted.

But if, for the sake of argument, the figure were only 8 million

prices, how could any bureaucracy, without previous actual market

prices to guide it, go about safely fixing even one of them.> For such

prices, and their interrelationships—which would reach 8 million times

8 million, or 64 trillion—would reflect the past production and de-

mand, absolute and proportional, for the 8 million commodities and

services; they would embody everybody's expectations at the moment
based on individual scraps ofknowledge; and would largely determine

the future absolute and relative supply and demand. No computer

could solve this problem. Without a set of previous real and recent

market prices, without informed expectations, the bureaucracy would

have to make 64 trillion blind guesses.

Each farmer in planning his next year's acreage ofeach ofthe crops

he plans to raise, is guided by the current or expected market price of

each commodity. So thousands of different commodities and grades

of commodities are planted in the proportions decided upon by each

farmer on his assumptions regarding which will bring him the maxi-

mum profit (or, it may be, the minimum loss). In each case, to repeat,

he is rewarded by the success of his estimates or penalized for his

mistakes. He can change his plans any day, up to the actual day of

plowing or planting.

We have been talking about the workings of an ideal free market

system. This unfortunately does not exist in the United States. For

many years, for example, the federal government has been subsidizing
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the production of milk by guaranteeing minimum prices, and diercby

bringing about huge wasteful surpluses paid for b\' the taxpayers

But that is another story.

Working in the Dark

Let us turn now to the problem confronting a communist nation.

Such a nation, in the present world, is not totally \%ithout price guides.

It is parasitic on capitalism, because it knou-s the prices being quoted

for various commodities in capitalist countries. It can make plausible

guesses (by figuring presumptive transportation costs in the same uay)

concerning how to convert these into equivalent prices in its own
country. (Much depends on whether it allou's a free exchange rate for

its currency in the foreign exchange market.

)

Apart from this, a communist bureaucracy" is u-orking in the dark.

It must make blind guesses concerning the size and proportions it

wants of the thousands of comnxxlities to uiiich it assigns pttxluction

quotas for individual farmers. If by oversight or intention it omits

some commcxiities from its production schedules, those commodities

will not be prcxiuced at all.

The situation is slightly allocated ulKn the bureaucrac>' aUows

individual farmers to dootc a certain proportion of their acreage to

raising crops for their oun consumpnon. But from the bureaucrac\'*s

standpoint, this has a disadvantage. It allou-s cheating on the pan of

individual farmers who tn* to get as much 'irce" acreage as the>' can

in the hope of ha\ ing s*)me surplus fcxxbtuffs to sell oflf on a black

market. These farmers, of course, are foaed to guess how much the>'

can succcsshiUy cheat, and just what surplus production of each com-

modity' would pay the maximum rctum.

But OS the farmers under communism, b\' and large, do not indi-

N'idually pn>fit from raising the "nght" amount of a given crop, and

are not proportionately penalized for raising the '*vsTong" amount,

both bureaucrats and farmers arc u-orking m the dark. The individual

farmers arc depnved of the incentives and deterrents that wouki guide

them in a market economy. The bureaucrats* merall plan must chroni-

cally go wrong. Thc\ do not know the absolute amount of each com-

modity' that it would be nx^t productive to raise nor the reUutve size

of each crop. Any relative surplus m the size of one crop must—with
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a given working force, acreage and capital—force a corresponding

shortage in the production of another.

The communists, in short, cannot engage in what the late Ludwig
von Mises labeled "economic calculation." Their production plans,

therefore, must be unbalanced, haphazard, and wasteful. If they put

their emphasis on producing "enough" of commodities A, B, and C,

for example, they will almost certainly do so only at the expense of a

corresponding shortage of commodities D, E, F, and G.

The Inevitable Errors

The inevitable errors in the communists' overall plans of produc-

tion must occur as well in their methods of production. In a country

operating with a free-market system, of course, individually mistaken

and costly methods of production can also be pursued, but through

the play of individual profit or loss the more efficient producers will

be constantly increasing their share in production and the inefficient

will be forced out of the field. Every year something new will be

learned. In a non-inflationary free economy there will be a tendency

for production methods to be constandy improved and costs to be cut.

So when we examine closely how the two systems, communism
and free market economy, work in detail—the one controlled by bu-

reaucrats imposing by fiat a single overall production plan from the

top, the other operating through the free and flexible production and

consumption choices of millions of individuals, with their individual

decisions constantly modified and coordinated by a system of free

market prices—we can see why the capitalistic system is so enormously

productive, and why the overall production plans of the communist

bureaucrats must go wrong chronically and necessarily, and not merely

because of bad luck or bad weather.

It remains to ask why the communist bureaucracies have not rec-

ognized this, or even, apparendy, acknowledged it to themselves. The

most obvious answer is that they have a vested interest in not acknowl-

edging it: they would be overthrown. But a full answer goes much

deeper. They did not originally adopt their doctrines through mere

analysis and reason, but through an appeal to hatred, envy, vindictive-

ness, and cupidity: To quote the conclusion of the Communist Mani-

festo (1848): 'The workers have nothing to lose but their chains.

They have a world to win. Workers of the world, unite!"
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Wrong Theories by Marx

Das Kapitaly which purports to give the cccMKMnic reasoning which

led to the Manifesto's conclusion, did not begin to appear until a quar-

ter centurv' later—1873 for the first volume, 1885 for the second, and

1894 (ele\'en Nears after Marx's death) for the third and final volume.

Kapital is obscureh' uritten and nearly unreadable. It is built on a

distortion of the errors of Ricardo. It ascribes the creation of all eco-

nomic goods solely to "labor," overlooking or explaining auay the

contribution of nature, land, capital, human intelligence, or any other

faaor. It tries to ignore, also, the thousands of different degrees of

specialized labor skills by reducing them all to a single homogenized

goo called "the [average?] stKially necessar)' working time** required

to produce different comnxxlities and serv ices.

It is only, Marx tells us, the number of hours of this ''socialK'

necessarv' working time'' that has gone into a commodity' that deter-

mines its comparative value in the market. Any profit that gixs to an

employer above his payroll is in effea stolen from his "cxpk>itcd''

workers.

I shall not go on to explain or expose all the fallacies and contradic-

tions embodied in Marx's theones. That was magnificendy done b\'

Eugen von B<>hm-Bawcrk in his bcK)k Kari Marx and the Chse ofHis

System, originally published in 1896. Only the emergence of "Austrian

economics" (beginning about 1870) made such a conclusive refutation

of Marx possible. If my reader has not yet read Bohm-Ba>%-erk's book,

I recommend that he make up his k)ss without socially or personally

unncccssar\' dclav.
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The Distribution of Income

For more than a century socialist writers have leveled two main
charges against capitalism: 1. It is not productive (or only wastefully

productive, or far less productive than some imaginable socialist sys-

tem would be). 2. It leads to a flagrantly unjust "distribution" of the

wealth that it does produce; the workers are systematically exploited;

"the rich get richer and the poor get poorer."

Let us consider these charges. That the capitalist system could ever

have been accused ofbeing unproductive, or of being very inefficiently

productive, will seem incredible to most economic students of the

present day, familiar with the record ofthe last generation. It will seem

even more incredible to those familiar with the record since the middle

of the eighteenth century. Yet the improvement in that early period

remained hidden even from some astute contemporary observers.

Thomas Malthus in 1798 (the date of the first edition of his Essay on

Population) seemed hardly aware of the productive transformation

already achieved in the first half of the Industrial Revolution. ^

Yet much earlier, in 1776, Adam Smith had shown keen awareness

of improvement: 'The uniform, constant, and uninterrupted effort of

every man to better his condition ... is frequently powerful enough

to maintain the natural progress of things toward improvement, in

spite of the extravagance of government, and of the greatest errors of

administration .

"^

Smith righdy attributed this progress to the steady increase of

capital brought about by private saving—to the "addition and im-

provement to those machines and instruments which facilitate and

abridge labor."

'To form a right judgment" of this progress, he continued, "one

must compare the state of the countr)^ at periods somewhat distant

from one another. [So as not be deceived by short periods of reces-

sion.] . . . The annual produce of the land and labor of England, for

example, is certainly much greater than it was a littie more than a

century ago at the restoration of Charles II." And this again was cer-

From the October 1971 issue of The Freeman.

U7
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tainly much greater *'than we can suppose it to have been about a

hundred years before, at the accession of Elizabeth.'' Quite early in The

Wealth cfNations we find Smith referring to the conditions of his onnti

period as being comparatively, as a result of the increasing division of

labor, a period of'\miversal opulence which extends itselfto the lowest

ranks of the people."^

If we leap ahead another ccntur>', we find the economist Alfird

Marshall writing in the 1890s:

"The hope that povem- and ignorance may gradualh' be extin-

guished, derives indeed much support fixxn the steady progress of the

working classes during the nineteenth centun*. The steam engine has

relieved them of much exhausting and degrading toil; wages ha\*c

risen; education has been improved and become more general. A great

part of the artisans ha\ e ceased to bek)ng to the 'tower classes' in the

sense in which the term uas originally used; and stxne of them lead a

more refined and noble life than did the majont)- of the upper classes

even a centun' ago.***

Statistical Comparisons

For more recent xrars we have the great ads antage of getting

be)'ond more or less impressionistic comparisons ofeconomic progress

to fairly reliable statisrical compansons. Our chief care here must be

to avoid making such comparisons in terms of dollar income at current

prices. Because of the continuous monetan mflation in the United

States since the 1930s, this \%(Hild gnc a ver>- misleading impression.

To get a true picture of the real impnn emeni m produaion and wel-

fare, in so far as these are measurable, alkmance must be nude for price

increases. Statisticians do this b>- deflating recent prices and incomes

in accordance u ith index numbers of average pnces—in other words,

by making their compansons in terms of so-called •'constant" dollars.

Ixx us begin uith some o\er-all figures. In the 59 xxars between

1910 and 1969 it is estimated that the real gross national produa of

the United States (the GNP) increased at an average rate of 3. 1 percent

a year compounded. '^ At such a rate the production of the country has

been more than doubling e\er>' 24 years.

Let us see how this has tooked expressed in billions of 1958 dol-

lars:
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Year GNP

1929
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Which Groups Gain Most?

The foregoing figures do nothing, it is true, to answer the charge

that capitalism distributes its gains unjustly—that it benefits only the

already rich, and leaves the poor, at best, no better off than the>' were

before. These charges are at least parti)' answered, howoer, as soon

as we compare the median incomes of families in constant (1969)

prices:
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So, far from wages falling to keep pace with increases in living

costs, real wages rose 108 percent in this thirty-year period.

Was the worker getting his "fair share," however, in the general

increase in production—or was he getting a smaller share compared
with, say, the owners of industry?

Dividing the Pie

Let us begin by looking at the sources of personal income. Of the

nation's total personal income of $801 billion in 1970, $570.5 billion,

or 71 percent, was in wages and salaries and other labor inome. In-

come from farming came to $16.2 billion, or 2 percent; business and
professional income was $51.4 billion, or 6.4 percent. Rental income
received by persons was $22.7 billion, or 2.8 percent; dividends came
to $25.2 billion, or 3.1 percent; interest received by persons was $65.2

billion, or 8.1 percent. (Source: Economic Indicators, June, 1971,

Council of Economic Advisers.) If we total these last three items we
get $113.1 billion, or 14.1 percent, of "unearned" income. (The in-

come from farming and from business was partly "earned" and partly

"unearned," in undeterminable proportions.)

It is doubtful how much all this tells us about the distribution of

income between the "rich" and the "poor." Total wage and salary

disbursements include the salaries of high-paid executives and oftelevi-

sion and motion-picture stars. On the other hand, rentals, dividends,

and interest payments include many millions of moderate-sized indi-

vidual sums that may represent the major part or the sole means of

support ofwidows and orphans and persons too old or too ill to work.

(There are some 30 million American stockholders, for example, and

25 million savings-bank accounts.)

A very significant figure, however, is the comparison ofhow much
the employees get from the corporations with how much the owners

get. Let us look first at a few facts about profits. In the five-year period

1965 to 1969 inclusive, all manufacturing corporations of the United

States earned profits after Federal income taxes of only 5.2 cents per

dollar of sales. Manufacturing corporation profits afi:er taxes as a per-

centage of stockholders' equity look a litde better—they averaged 12.3

percent for the same five years. (Source: Economic Report of the Presi-

dent, February, 1971, p. 284.)

Both of these figures, however, overstate the real profits of the
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corporations. In a period of continuous inflation like the present, the

corporations are forced by the tax laws to make inadequate deductions

for depreciation of plant and equipment, based on original cost, and

not sufficient to cover replacement costs. Profits as a percentage of

equity are o\erstated for still another reason: the>' arc stated in dollars

of depreciated purchasing pouer compared ^ixh the dollars that were

originally in\'ested.

Lion's Share to Employees

What is more significant (and constanth' forgotten) is that the

employees of the corporations drau- far more ft^m them than the

owners. This is exactiy the opposite of u-hat is commonly beliexed.

Sur\'e)'s b>' the Opinion Research Corporation have found that the

median opinion of those polled was that the empkn-ccs of American

corporations receive only 25 cents out of each dollar available for

division between the empknecs and the ou-ncrs, and that the remain-

ing 75 cents goes to profits. The facts arc quite the opposite. In 1970,

for example, of the U. S. corporation income available for distribution

bers^een the uorkers and the t)u-ners, nine-tenths umt ro the v^-orkcrs

and only one-tenth to the ou-ncrs. Here is hou*, in billions of dollars,

the division appeared oxer a scries of xrars:

DIVISION OF U.S. CORPORATE INCOME
BETWEEN EMPLOYEES AND STOCKHOLDERS
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If we average out the five years from 1966 to 1970, we find that

compensation to employees came to 88.2 percent of the corporation

income available for division, and only 11.8 percent, or less than an

eighth, went to profits available for share owners.

So if American workers are being "exploited" by the capitalists it

is certainly not evident from the figures. One important fact that the

anticapitalist mentality so often forgets is that corporation earnings

do not constitute a common pool. If manufacturing corporations earn

an average of 12 percent on their equity, it does not mean that every

corporation earns this average profit margin. Some will earn 20 per-

cent on equity, some 10 percent, some 3 percent—and many will suffer

losses. (Over a 40-year period an average of45 percent ofcompanies

—

by number—reported losses annually. As a general rule, small compa-

nies suffered losses more frequendy than did the large corporations.)

Another point to be kept in mind: When profits are large, it does

not mean that they are at the expense of the workers. The opposite is

more likely to be true. In 1932 and 1933, for example, the two years

when the nation's corporations as a whole showed a net loss, the

workers also suffered their worst years from unemployment and wage

cuts. In a competitive capitalistic economy, aggregate profits and ag-

gregate wages tend to go up or down together. It is to the long-run

interest of the workers as well as of stockholders for profits to be high.

A Look at Family Incomes

Turning from the sources of income, we come now to increases

in family incomes over recent years and to the division of income as

between various segments of the population. Because of rising prices,

comparisons between different years of family incomes in current dol-

lars have little meaning. Here is a comparison, however, of the percent

distribution of white families by income level, in constant (1968) dol-

lars, between 1950 and 1968:
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Family
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in terms of dollars, wc look at the comparative gains of the poor that

have been brought about by the technological progress that has in turn

to so large an extent been brought about by capitalism and capital

accumulation. As Herman P. Miller has pointed out:

Looking back, there is good reason to wonder why the

1920s were e\'er regarded as a golden age Take for example

a simple matter like electric power. Today electricity' in the

home is taken for granted as a more or less inalienable right

of ever)' American.

Practically cvcvf home—on the farm as utU as in the

cit\'—is electrified. Even on southern farms, ninet\'-eight out

of exerv' hundred homes have electricity'. In 1930, nine out of

e\'er\' ten farm homes were uithout this ''necessit)'." And the

countT)' was much more rural than it is now.

A more striking example is proNided b\' the presence of a

toilet in the home As recendy as 1940, about 10 percent '

of cit>' homes and 90 percent of farms lacked toilet facilities

within the structure. This is not Russia or Chma that is being

described, but these United States onh' thirt>' \Tars ago.

Even the skeptical Paul Samuelson conceded in 1961 that "ihc

American income pyramid is becommg less unequal."*

Technological Progress

Tlicrc can be little doubt that the technological pn>gre$$ of the last

t%M) generations hxs meant more to the families at the bottom of this

pyramid than to those at the top. It is the overwhelming majority of

Americaivs that now enjoy the ad\ antages of running water, central

heating, telephones, auti>nK>biles, refngeratt)rs, >%ashing machines,

phonographs, radios, tcle\ision sets—amenities that millionaires and

kings did not enjo) a feu generations ago.

Here are some of the figures of the percentage of American house-

holds owning cars and appliances in 1969:
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ANNUAL INCOME GROUPS
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Serving the Masses

The long-run historical tcndeno' of capitalism has been to benefit

the masses even more than the rich. Before the Industrial Re\olution

the pre\'ailing trades catered almost exclusively to the v^ ants of the

well-to-do. But mass production could only succeed by catering to the

needs of the masses. And this could be done onh' b)- dramadcallv

reducing the costs and prices ofgoods to bring them within the bunng
power of the masses. So modem capitalism benefited the masses in a

double way—both b)' gread)' increasing the wages of the masses of

workers and greatly reducing the real prices the\' had to pay for what

was produced.

Under die feudal system, and nearly e\en'wherc before the Indus-

trial Re\olution, a man's economic position was largely determined

by the economic position of his parents. To what extent is this true in

the United States of the present day? This is a difficult question to

answer in quantitative terms, because one ofthe intangibles a man tends

to "inherit" from his parents is his cducatKmal le\el, which so largely

influences his adult earning power. But some of the pardal ansx^rrs

we do have to this question arc surpnsing. Herman P. Miller tcUs us:

"In 1968 fewer than one famiK* (Hit of a hundred in the top income

gn)up lived entirely on unearned income—mtcrcst, dividends, rents,

royalties, and the like. The other ninct>-nine did paid work or were

self-employed in a business or pn>fession. Nearly all ot" these families

were headed by a man who worked at a hill time fob. In 1968 oxrr

four-fifths of these men worked hill time throughixit the year."*®

The)' also secnwd to work longer hours than the ax-erage >%x)rker.

Among the rich, also, "relatively few admit ti> haxing mhented a sub-

stantial proportion of their assets. Hven among the very nch—those

with assets of $500,000 or more—only one-third reported that thc\'

had inherited a substantial pn>portK)n oftheir assets; 39 percent claimed

to have made it entirely on their oun, and an addinonal 24 percent

admitted to having inhcntcd a small proporoon of their assets."'*

International CompariKMU

I have said nmhing so far of the comparison of American incomes

with those of other nations. In absolute figures—in gross nadonal

prcxiua per capita, in ou-nership of passenger cars and TV sets, in use
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oftelephones, in working time required to buy a meal—these compari-

sons have been all heavily in favor of the United States. In 1968, the

per capita gross national product of the country came to $4,379, com-
pared widi $3,315 in Sweden, $2,997 in Canada, $2,537 in France,

$1,861 in die United Kingdom, $1,418 in Italy, $1,404 in Japan,

$566 in Mexico, and $80 in India. 12

More immediately relevant to our subject is a comparison of the

distribution of income in the United States with that in other coun-

tries. In this respect also the result has been largely in favor of the

United States. A comparison of conditions in the 1950's made by

Simon Kuznets found that the top 5 percent of families received 20

percent ofthe U.S. national income. Industrialized countries like Swe-

den, Denmark, and Great Britain showed approximately the same per-

centage. It was in the "underdeveloped" countries where the greatest

internal disparities existed in incomes. For example, in El Salvador the

top 5 percent of families received 36 percent of the national income,

in Mexico 37 percent, in Colombia 42 percent. This comparison is one

more evidence that capitalism and industrialization tend to reduce in-

equalities of income.

I have entided this article 'The Distribution of Income," and have

been using that phrase throughout; but I have done so with reluctance.

The phrase is misleading. It implies to many people that income is first

produced, and then "distributed"—according to some arbitrary and

probably unjust arrangement.

A Misleading Phrase

Something like this idea appears to have been in the back of the

minds of the older economists who first began to arrange their text-

books under these headings. Thus, Book I of John Stuart Mill's Prin-

ciples ofPolitical Economy (1848) is entided "Production," and Book II,

"Distribution." Mill wrote, at the beginning of this second book:

The principles which have been set forth in the first part

of this Treatise are, in certain respects, strongly distinguished

from those on the consideration of which we are now about

to enter. The laws and conditions of the production of wealth

partake of the character of physical truths. There is nothing

optional or arbitrary in them
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It is not so with the Distribution of Wealth. That is a

matter of human institution solely. The things once there,

mankind, individually or collectively, can do uitii them as they

like The distribution of wealth, therefore, depends on the

laws and customs of society.

This distinction, if not altogether false, is greath' overstated. Pro-

duction in a great society- could not take place—on the farms, in the

extraction of raw materials, in the many stages of processing into fin-

ished goods, in transportation, marketing, saxing, capital accumula-

tion, guidance by price and cost and supply and demand—u ithout the

existence of securit>', law and order, and recognized property' rights

—

the same rules and laws that enable each to keep the fiiiits of his labor

or enterprise. Goods come on the market as the property of those who
produced them. The\' arc not first produced and then distributed, as

they would be in some imagined socialist societ>'. The '*things" are not

"once there." The period of prtxluction \s norr ct>mpletcd, to be

followed by some separate period of distribution. At any gixen mo-

ment production is in all stages. In the automobile industr\\ for ex-

ample, some material is being mined, some exists in the form of raw

materials, some in finished or semifinished parts; some cars are going

through the assembly line, some are on the facn>rv' kxs awaiting ship-

ment, some arc in transport, stxne arc in dealers' hands, some are being

driven off b\- the ultimate buyers; most are in use, in various stages of

depreciation and wear and need of replacement.

Everyone Gains

In brief, pnxiuction, di.stnbution. and consumption all go on con-

tinuously and ct>ncurrently. UTiat is produced, and how much of it,

and by uhat mcth<xl, and b\' whtim, depends at all times on the rclati\x

sums that those engaged in the process are receiving or expert to

receive in pn>fits or wages or other compensation. Prtxluction depends

no less than distribution on **the lau-s and customs of $ocict\'.'* If

firmer Smith raises 100 bushels of potatoes and farmer Jones 200

bushels, and both sell them for the same pnce per bushel, Jones does

not have rv\'icc as much inct>me as Smith because it has been "distrib-

uted" to him. Each has gtK the market value of u-hat he produced.

It would be better to speak of the vtiruuum betu-een individual
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incomes than of their "distribution." I have used the latter term only

because it is customary and therefore more readily understood. But it

can be, to repeat, seriously misleading. It tends to lead to the prevalent

idea that the solution to the problem of poverty consists in finding

how to expropriate part ofthe income ofthose who have earned "more

than they need" in order to "distribute" it to those who have not

earned enough. The real solution to the problem of poverty, on the

contrary, consists in fmding how to increase the employment and earn-

ing power of the poor.

1. See "The Problem of Poverty" in The Freeman, June 1971, pp. 325-6.

2. The Wealth ofNations, Book II, Ch. III.

3. Book I, Ch. I.

4. Principles ofEconomia, Eighth edition, pp. 3-4.

5. Based on estimates by the Department of Commerce expressed in "constant"

(1958)doUars.

6. The estimate that families with earned incomes of less than $2,000 a year paid a

total in taxes of 50 percent of their income seems on its face extremely high, but I cite the

conclusions of the study as given.

7. Rich Man, PoorMan (New York: Thomas Y. CroweU Co., 1971), pp. 44-45.

8. Economics: An Introduaory Analysis, 5th edition (New York: McGraw Hill Book

Co.), p. 114.

9. Author's source: Rose D. Friedman, Poverty: Definition and Perspective (Washing-

ton: American Enterprise Institute, 1965), p. 11.

\Q. Rich Man, PoorMan, p. 150.

W.Ibid.,^. 157.

12. Statistical Abstract ofthe United States, 1970, p. 810.
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The Road Not Taken

The Foundation for Economic Education, which publishes The

Freeman, was set up in 1946. This seems to me as appropriate a time

as any to review what has happened since its establishment in the realm

of the government interventions and economic controls—^the prohibi-

tions and compulsions—that FEE was set up to combat.

In 1946, of course, these controls were already established over a

wide-ranging area. A formidable network of what might be called

"traditional" controls was already in existence in the early 1930s; but

this was enormously extended and tightened by the advent of the New
Deal, It was then established that the government could repudiate with

impunity its most solemn pledges —the gold clause, for example; that

it could abrogate contracts containing or assuming this clause; that it

could allow labor unions to resort to violence and vandalism with

relative immunity (as in the Norris-LaGuardia Act of 1932); that the

government could act as a union organizing agency, and force employ-

ers to "bargain collectively" with such unions—that is, to make at least

some concessions to their demands—as in the Wagner Act of 1935.

And so on.

But let us now come to 1946, the year FEE was founded. That

was the year when the International Monetary Fund, which had been

set up by the Bretton Woods Agreement of 1944, began to operate.

The IMF had been set up ostensibly—believe it or not—to "stabilize"

currencies. And this was to be done by phasing that absurd and tyran-

nical thing, the gold standard, out of the monetary system. Instead, the

member countries pledged themselves to keep their currencies convert-

ible at a fixed rate only into the dollar. If the dollar were kept convert-

ible into gold, it was assumed, that would be sufficient to stabilize the

whole world currency system and make the value of each national

money unit dependable.

Of course none of the Fund's general rules were expected to be

obeyed too stricdy. That would have interfered with the freedom of

each country's monetary authorities to manipulate their currency in the

From the February 1979 issue oiThe Freeman.
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way that seemed to them most expedient at any given moment. There-

fore, it was explicitly pro\ided in the Fund's Articles of Agreement

that any countr\' could de\'alue its oun currency' at least 10 percent in

any one step, and it was explicitly stipulated that "the Fund shall raise

no objection." In addition, it ^^'as understood that the Fund uas to

come to the rescue of any countn- whose currency- got into trouble,

even through its own inflationar>' policies. The stronger currencies

were to support the weaker ones, thus insuring that the stronger would

also be ueakened.

The Results of Brctton Woods

We all know now what this finally led to. The American monetary'

authorities could not bring themselves to take seriously the grave re-

sponsibility' the)' had assumed in agreeing to make the dollar the

world's anchor currency' . Keeping the dollar ccxivertible mto gold,

even if only at the demand of foreign central banks, seemed to them a

mere technical requirement, an unnecessar>' annoyance and burden

imposed upon them b>- some still persisting superstitions about gokl.

As the U.S. increased its paper-mone>' issue, con\rrsion became in-

creasingly inconvenient. It practically stopped dc facti> m 1968, and

in August 1971, it was stopped openly and oflfkially. Since then practi-

cally ever) nation's currenok- has become an irredeemable paper cur-

rency. Even' currency- fluctuates c\er>' day in terms of o-erv' other.

Mone)' values, world trade, and capital fl<»\%-s become more and more

disorderly and unpredictable.

And all this has happened because the wt)rld'$ so-called statesmen

and national nK)nctan managers, x^hen the>' met at Brettim Wcxxls in

1944, were thinking only t)f their cm-n immediate pn>blems, and had

no understanding of what the consequences of their patched-up

scheme uould be in the long run.

The same kind of shortsightedness has been the common charac-

teristic of nearly all the government inten entions of the last 30 years.

We may selea our examples almost at random.

Minimum Wage Laws

Take minimun wage lau's. A national minimum wage was first

enacted in this countn- in 1938. At that time the average hourly wage
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in American manufacturing was about 63 cents. Congress set a legal

minimum of 25 cents. In 1945, the year before FEE was set up, the

average factory wage had risen to $1.02 an hour, and Congress raised

the legal minimum to 40 cents.

It all seemed very reasonable, very compassionate, very necessary,

to those who urged and those who voted for it. Could the country

tolerate ruthless exploitation of unskilled workers with no bargaining

power? Could it tolerate "starvation" wages? The obvious remedy
seemed to be to prohibit such wages. Employers were forbidden to

offer jobs at wages below the new legal minimum.

An ironic thing happened. As increased capital investment, in-

creased productivity, and competition among employers (all with a

little help from inflation) kept raising the average hourly dollar wage,

and making each existing legal minimum wage level obsolete. Congress

acted as if its prescribed minimums had brought this rise about. It

kept amending the law every few years. It kept raising its minimum
wage faster than the market was raising the average wage. It acted on
the principle that whatever average wage the market produced, it

would never be high enough. Congress has acted as if by constandy

boosting the legal minimum it could hurry the market along. The
minimum wage, at $2.65 an hour in 1978 and $2.90 in 1979, is

scheduled to keep going up to $3.35 an hour on January 1, 1981.

Is this helping the poor? Is it helping the unskilled worker? The

results show that it is doing exactly the opposite. Minimum wage laws

overlook the obvious. It should be obvious that the first thing that

must happen when a law prescribes that no one shall be paid, say, less

than $106 for a 40-hour week, is that no one who is not worth $106

a week to the employer will be employed at all.

And if statistics can show anything they show this. The minimum
wage laws were passed to help especially the unskilled, the teen-agers,

and the blacks. We have no comparative figures on the unskilled as

such, but we do have comparative figures on the teen-agers and the

blacks. There has always been a tendency for teen-age unemployment

to run at a somewhat higher rate than that ofmen and women 20 years

old and over, but it took the minimum wage levels and their successive

increases to make the contrast a starding one.

It is difficult to get comparative statistics going back beyond 1948.

In that year the unemployment rate for both white and non-white

teen-agers stood at 10 percent. But as the minimum wage rate was
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jacked up year by year, not only did the overall teen-age rate of uncm-

plovincnt keep rising, but it kept rising much more for black teen-agers

than for white. In 1954 unemployment for black teen-agers stood at

14.9 percent against 13 percent for white. By 1968 the black teen-ager

unemployment rate had risen to 26.6 percent against 1 1 .6 percent for

whites. In 1977 it rose to 37 percent for black teen-agers against 15

percent for white. Between 1977 and 1978 unemploN-ment for 16- to

17-year-old blacks rose from 38.7 percent to 50.4 percent.

So the minimum wage law and its successixT hikes has simpK'

driven into unempbNTTient the ven- people it was most designed to

help. The potential production of these people has been k»t to the

economy.

And what is the response to this consequence b>' the Congressmen

who voted for the law and for the annual increases? Thc\' haxr simply

ignored it. The>' would consider it political suicide, in hcu to oppose

the minimum wage lau-.

Unemployment Insurance

A similar histon- can be traced for unemployment insurance. This

was one of the great Ne>*' Deal ''reforms'* adopted in 1935. The argu-

ment for it was appealing. Workers suffered temfK hardships \%'hen

the)' vsere laid off. Even when thc>' were workmg, the>' liN-cd in dread

of sudden unemplox-ment. Certainly thex* shcxild be assured of uncm-

ploNTnent compensation u'hcn the>' were forced to look for ne>%' jobs.

The first State-Federal unemplovment insurance programs, begin-

ning about 1940, were surrounded uith safeguards. Uncmpkn-ment

compensation was to be abcxit one-half of the u-orker's prcMoas earn-

ings, but it was to run topically for only 16 weeks, and there was to

be at least a t\%o-week waiting penod for the uxxtcr, after k)sing his

job, before he woukl be eligible for that compensation. But gradually,

all these safeguards were weakened or remo\-cd. The typical waiting

pericxl was reduced fn^m vkq %%reks tt> one, and in some Sutes to

none at all. The pencxi for pa\ing the compensation was extended

from 16 weeks to 20, then to 26 weeks, then to 39 (in an emergeno',

of course), then in some States ro 65 u*ecks. In 1969 President Nixon

called upon the States to proMde for maximum weekly benefits of

tu'o-thirds of the proious aN-erage u-eckly wages instead ofone-half

The result of prolonging and increasmg unempknment compensa-
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tion, naturally, has been to prolong and increase unemployment. It

was found a year or so ago by a committee of the State Senate ofNew
York that a number of New Yorkers repeatedly worked the minimum
20 weeks required and then collected 65 weeks of unemployment
benefits. Though unemployment compensation may be only one-half

of previous working salary, the unemployment compensation is tax-

free, so the net loss from not working is sometimes quite tolerable. In

a typical case in Pennsylvania, for example, a man whose previous

weekly take-home pay was $140 can draw $96 a week in tax-free

compensation. A study made by the U.S. Department of Labor itself

found that "an increase in unemployment benefits leads to an increase

in the duration of unemployment." This country can have as much
unemployment as it wants to pay for.

Rent Control

Still another example ofour shortsighted legislation is rent control.

This is usually imposed in the early stages of an inflation. As the

inflation goes on, the discrepancy between the rent the landlord is

allowed to charge, and the rent necessary to yield him a return compa-

rable with that in other investments, becomes greater and greater. The
landlord soon has neither the incentive to make repairs and improve-

ments, nor the ftinds to make them.

When the rent control is first imposed, the government promises

that new buildings will be exempt from it; but this assurance is soon

repudiated by a new law. It becomes unprofitable to build new rental

housing. New mortgage money for it becomes increasingly difficult

to obtain. Landlords of old housing oft:en can no longer supply even

heat and other essential services. Some cannot even pay their taxes;

their property has in effect been expropriated; they abandon it and

disappear. Old rental housing is destroyed quicker than new housing

is built.

Some favored tenants, already in possession, are momentary bene-

ficiaries, but tenants or would-be tenants as a whole, in whose interest

the legislation has been professedly passed, become the final victims.

The irony is that the longer rent control is continued, and the more

unrealistic the fixed rents become as compared with those that would

yield an adequate return, the more certain the politicians are that any

attempt to repeal the rent control would be "politically suicidal."
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The Energy Crisis

The limits of space compel me to pass over any anal>'sis of a score

of other government interventions in recent years in the economic

field, and to come immediately to the tuo or three that mainly charac-

terize the economic situation today, not only in our oun countrv*, but

throughout the world.

In 1974 the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries—the

OPEC quadrupled crude oil prices. It is instructive to nodcc that this

was done by a combination of governments. The\' did what private

industrv' is always accused of doing—forming a monopolistic conspir-

acy—but \%'hat the hundreds of private oil-uell ou-ncrs and companies

would nc\'er ha\c been able to impose and enforce no matter how
much most of them might have wanted to do so.

This OPEC acrion produced a profound economic shock through-

out the world. And what was the response of our o^j\ goxemmcnt?

Did it retain or insist on a free market tt) give the greatest possible

incentive to petn)leum prtKJuctKMi and exploratuMi on the tMie hand

and economy in consumption on the tKhcr? No It did the exact opptv

site. It imposed an elaborate and incredibly complKatcd set t>f pnce

contn)Ls on domestic crude oil and on natural gas, to encourage con-

tinued wasteful consumprion and to reduce the incentives to output

and exploration. It preferred to pnKect the short-term interest of

American consumers at the ct>st of their real long-term interest, and at

the cost of btKh the short-term and long-term interest of American

prtxlucers.

Rampant Inflation

Now let us turn to the gcnemment policies that most obviously

affect us in all our daily activities—giivemmeni finances and monetan*

inflation. Thn>ughout our histor>- as a nation, \%'hen we wrre on the

gold standard, federal goxemmeni surpluses were the rule. l>eficits

—

except in the two world wars —were rare and comparatively small.

But in 1931, we began to run chrtnuc deficits—in the first few years

by accident, and then by deliberate polKT. In the last ten years or so,

these deficits have been acceleranvely larger. These deficits—again

since the early 1 930s—have been accompanied b\' mounnng monetarx'
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inflation. The dollar's purchasing power has been reduced, for ex-

ample, to about 22 cents compared with that of 1940.

To bring this inflation to an end, what policy must we follow in

the immediate future." Obviously what needs to be done is to bring the

budget back to balance at the earliest possible moment. Obviously

what needs to be done is to halt the accelerative increase in money and

credit, to stop printing more paper dollars. But the situation is now
so bad that practically no politician dares to suggest this course.

About half of our Federal expenditure programs consist in the

transfer of income from the wealthy or the middle-classes to the so-

called needy. In other words, they force the productive to support the

unproductive. In the official budget these programs are not gathered

under a single head. But there is a table, on page 191 of the official

budget for fiscal 1979, called "National Need: Providing Income Se-

curity," which estimates the total of such expenditures for fiscal 1979

at $160 billion. Who is there—among our officeholders—who is go-

ing to suggest cutting these expenditures? And by how much." And
who is there who is going to suggest halting the reckless expansion of

our money supply and risking a recession? The situation is so bad that

no politician dares to suggest where to begin in correcting it. Once

more, that is considered the path of political suicide.

The DUemma

This is the ominous dilemma that confronts us. Some ofmy read-

ers must have recognized that the title of this article is taken from the

tide of a poem—'The Road Not Taken"—by Robert Frost. The last

stanza of that poem reads:

I shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I

—

I took the one less travelled by.

And that has made all the difference.

Perhaps most of us have had a similar experience, either figura-

tively or literally. You may have driven on a throughway, for example,

toward a destination to which you had never driven before, and may
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have been told, or may have figured out fixxn a map, that you should

get off, say, at Exit 23. And then, suddenly and too late, you realize

that you have driven past Exit 23. You can't turn back. You must look

for the next exit, nliich may be miles ahead, and hope you will know
what to do when you get there. You realize that wu arc going to be

late, so \'ou start almost unconsciously to speed up, but arc aware that

you are only going faster in the uTong direction.

We have reached such a dilemma in our political and economic life.

We have taken the uTong road, and we have been on it so kxig that

getting back on the right one seems almost hopeless. The longer wx
stay on the wrong political road, the more difficult it is to corrca the

error.

If—to take one example out of a hundred—rent conrol has been

imposed for only a short time, so that the axTragc of controUcd rents

is snll about 90 percent of u-hat fire market rents u-oukl be, it is no

great political problem to remove the controls. But if, as has sometimes

happened, rent controls have been imposed so king in a sc\erc mflation

that the controUcd rents averaged only 10 percent of free market rates,

then any attempt to rcmme the controls might bring on riocs. This

has happened frequently in recent \rar$ in countries in which, for

example, the government has been subsidizing ftxxl prices and can no

longer afford it.

The wnmg n>ad has been tfie road ofgtnemment economic inter-

vention. The nght nud would have been to permit and encourage free

markets. There arc, it is true, a number of polinaans today who praise

the free market in speeches, but there arc ven- feu- people, e>m among
economists, who understand why the free market solves so many m-

tractablc pn>blcms and performs so many near-miracles.

The market d<xrs this because it reflects and responds to c\en'-

btxly's demand and to exervbody's suppk, and it reflects to some

extent cn enbtxly's expectations regarding tfie future. This means that

it makes the maximum use of ocn'btxly's knowledge, and not merely

the knowledge of a handful of officials. It reflects this knowledge by

ct)nstant daily changes in prices of mdiMdual commodities and ser-

vices. These pnce changes arc daily directing producrion out of this

comnKKlit>' and into that, reducing surpluses and rclioing siKxtages.

The market dties not fulfill this function perfectl>', because oen-
one's knowledge is limited and subject to error; and tiicsc errors do
not necessarih' cancel each other. But the market is constandv and
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quickly correcting these errors. It works incomparably better in maxi-

mizing and properly directing incentives than any other imaginable

system. Only when this truth is sufFiciendy recognized by the public

will the free market be restored.
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The Torrent ofLaws

All over the United Sutes, if you are reading this in a daylight

hour, there is a ceaseless dounpour of nc^^ la\%-s. Ever\' day some of

us, some\N'here, are being encumbered or shackled b>' still more restric-

tions. There are just too many lau-s.

But how do we tell how many la^-s are too many, and which ones

are pernicious?

Let us begin uith some elementarv- considerations. A law may be

defined as an edia which either forbids you to do something or com-

pels you to do something. Sometimes, it is true, it may be merely a

guiding rule uhich tells you how to do something, ex defines proce-

dures or standards, like weights and measures. But such standard-

setting laws are feu- in number. Most lau-s arc pa)hibinons or compul-

sions—in short, commands.

Why are lau's necessan? The>' are nccessar>', first of all, to prexent

people from injuring or aggressing against their neighbors; to prevent

thefr and fraud, vandalism and violence. On the mcxe positi\r side,

the)' are necessary' to lay down rules of actKHi, st) that others may know
what to expect of us and w c of others, st) that we may anticipate each

other's actions, keep out of each t>ther's way, and Mt>rk and aa so far

as possible in ctK)peration and harmtmy.

In a mtxlem s<Kiet>, the tralTic lau-s epitomize bw in general.

V\Ticn the) instruct us to keep an the nghi side, to drive within a

specified speed limit on a given street or highway, to sti>p at a red

light, tt) signal our intended turns, the>- may seem to an impatient

driver to be restricting his liberty , to be prexentmg him from getting

to his destination in minimum time. But because these restrictions

apply to cvcrvone el.se, the\' are, if thev are well ccxKeixed, helping not

onlv' him but all of us to get to tmr multitudinous destinatKxis in the

minimum time m which this can be done srrKxKhly and safely.

How many traffic laws do we need? That is a difficult question to

answer numerically. A general traffic cixie need consist onh' of a few

simple rules, but thev- could all, it wxxild seem, easily be embodied in

From the lanuan 1979 issue of Thg Fntmam.
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a single statute. In any case, if the government confined itself to enact-

ing a code of laws simply intended to prevent mutual aggression and

to maintain peace and order, it is hard to see how such a code would

run into any great number of laws.

England in 1854

Now let us look at the situation we actually face. In order to get

an adequate picture, let us begin by comparing it with the situation as

it existed more than a century ago in, for example, England. Let us

take the year 1854, when the British philosopher Herbert Spencer

wrote an essay on "Overlegislation." Some of us are apt to assume that

the mid-nineteenth century in England was perhaps the time and place

when a great nation came nearest to a laissez-faire regime. Spencer did

not find it so. He found the country buried under needless legislation,

and piling up more. With the change of a few details, his essay sounds

as if it were written yesterday:

Take up a daily newspaper and you will probably find a leader

exposing the corruption, negligence, or mismanagement of

some State department. Cast your eye down the next column,

and it is not unlikely that you will read proposals for an exten-

sion of State supervision Thus, while every day chronicles

a failure, there every day reappears the belief that it needs but

an Act of Parliament and a staff" of officers, to effect any end

desired.

Spencer went on to refer to mid-nineteenth-century England's

"20,000 statutes, which it assumes all Englishmen to know, and which

not one Englishman does know." He found officialdom systematically

slow, stupid, extravagant, unadaptive, and corrupt; and yet given more

and more duties to ftilfill. Instead of being confined to its primary duty

of protecting each individual against others, the State is asked in a

hundred ways to protect each individual against himself—"against his

own stupidity, his own idleness, his own improvidence, rashness, or

other defect."

"It is in the very nature of things," he continued, "that an agency

employed for two purposes must ftilfill both imperfectly."
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. . . And if an insdnition undertakes, not two functions, but a

score—if a government, whose oflSce it is to defend citizens

against aggressors, foreign and domestic, engages also to dis-

seminate Christianit)', to administer charit)', to teach children

their lessons, to adjust prices of food, to inspect coal mines,

to regulate railways, to superintend housebuilding, to arrange

cab-fares, to look into people's stink-traps, to vaccinate their

children, to send out emigrants, to prescribe hours of labor,

to examine kxlging-houses, to test the knowledge of mercan-

tile captains, to provide public libraries, to read and authorize

dramas, to inspea passenger-ships, to sec that small duellings

are supplied uith water, to regulate endless things from a

banker's issues doun to the boat fares on the Scqxntinc—is

it not manifest that its primarv' dut>' must be ill discharged in

proportion to the multiplicity' of affairs it busies itself with?

Let us now pass o\-er a centur\' and a quarter, and sec how our

situation today compares uith England's then.

It is the individual states that cnaa the \iwi that affect their citizens

most often and most intimately in their daily li\ing. A figure a\-eraging

the number of lau's passed each year in each of the SO states >%t)uld be

hard to compile on a continuing basis arxi perhaps mean less than

particular examples. Let us take our tv%-o most popuknis states, Nen'

York and California. During 1975, 1976, and 1977, the New York

state legislature passed, rcspeaiN-ely, 870, 966, and 982 public lau-s.

("Private laws" arc n<w included here, as these individually iSkd onh'

a handful of people. ) Dunng these same three \-ears tfK California sutc

legislature passed 1280, 1487, and 1261 public laws.

Prohibitions or Rule-Changes

Now let us look at the implications of this. WTut does a new law

do? It either puts a neu prohibition ex a neu- compulsion on each of

us (or a large number of us), or it changes the rules uiwler uliich we

ha\-e hitherto been acting. So on the basis of these figures tf)e citizens

of individual states are being subjected to an axrrage of about a thou-

sand new prohibitions or rule<hanges oer\' year. No one is excused

from not knowing u hat exers' one of these new lau-s commands. I leave

it to the reader to picture u-hat all this means in terms ofhuman liberty.
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But we have not even got to Federal laws. Supposedly, these are

only needed to cover such matters as interstate commerce and are

subject to severe limitations by the Constitution, so an innocent reader

of that document might not see the need for many such laws. Though
the Federal books were presumably blank when it started, the First

Congress, which began on March 1789, did not see the need for many
Federal laws. It enacted only 94.

But then, as more and more laws were piled up, succeeding Con-
gresses were convinced that more and more additional laws were nec-

essary. The 85th Congress, which opened in January 1957, enacted

1,009 laws; the 94th, which began in January 1975, enacted 588. The
ten Congresses during that period enacted an average of735 laws each,

which means an average of 367 new Federal laws a year—or one new
law every day. The reader should be reminded that individually many
of these laws ran to well over 100 pages each.

Congressional Promises

The mania for piling up additional laws—new compulsions or

prohibitions or changes of the rules—seems to be endemic in our

democratic process. Every two years, when a new Congress is chosen,

the rival candidates are eager to convince the voters that they can

shower more blessings upon them than their respective competitors.

'There ought to be a law," they tell the voters, to forbid this or that,

or to give you this or that. "If I am elected, I will introduce a bill"—to

guarantee you this or that. So almost every Congressman introduces

at least one bill with his name attached to it.

In the 94th Congress, which began in January, 1975, 3,899 bills

were introduced in the Senate and 15,863 in the House—an average

of 37 bills per member. These are by no means unusual figures. In the

93rd Congress, 4,260 bills were introduced in the Senate and 17,690

bills in the House. It is at least one stroke of luck for the country that

only about one in every 30 or more such bills survives to enactment.

But the individual Congressman who introduces it has made his point.

He has "carried out his promise" to the voters.

It has been estimated that American legislative bodies ranging

from city councils to Congress pass 150,000 new laws every year.^

This total does not mean too much, because only a small section of the

total applies to the residents of any given town or state. But a very
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meaningful figure would be the total number of live laws that still do
apply to American residents of any given cit>' or state.

Since its beginning Congress has enacted more than 40,000 laws.

It is a fair assumption that most of these are still operative in some

form.

When we come to the indi\idual states we get to some really

formidable figures. For Connecticut I am oflficialh' infbmied that: **We

do not have information on the 'hve' lau-s now on the books, but it is

our understanding that there are about 3,500,000 >%x>rds in the ele%'cn

volumes of the General Sututcs.''^ The legislative authorities of Cali-

fornia regret that so far as the number of "prcsendy opcratixe statures'*

of that state are concerned, "no such enumeration is readilv obtain-

able,"' though '*most ( but ncK all ) enactments of the California legisla-

ture are codified in one of twcnt>'-eight codes." And the Department

of State of Neu- York informs me that so far as the total of live lau's

on the state's bcx>ks are concerned, *^mfortunately, we don't ha\'c the

answer to this question." So far as the '^ccMisohdated" (as distmguished

from the '"^unconsolidated") laws arc aMxemed, howoer, these can

be found m "six volumes ccnenng 891 pages." No one is allonrd to

plead ignorance of any of these state bu-s, of course, if he happens to

violate one.

Lx>cal Ordinances

VNTien u-e come u> the number of* to\Mi and cit>' ordinances to

which each of us is subject, it is dtfficuh ti> say precisely what v^txikl

be an average figure But in Bosttw, for example, ttK Building Code
alone contains abt>ut SOO pages; in addition, ttK Cit>' of Boston code

consists of approximately 300 pages of ordmances and 300 pages of

statutes. The Administranxc Cxxie of Neu* York City consists of ten

volumes mnning to a total of 8,000 pages There are also 23 thick

volumes of nngbmdcr n<Hebtx>ks containing the rules and regulations

of cit>' agencies published since 1967

But on top of all of these lau-s—Federal, state, and kxal —is piled

the greatest mi)untain of all—the endless orders, regulations, and

edicts issued by the Federal and state "independent agencies." There

are 89 separate Federal independent agencies listed in the Congres-

sional Directors for 1977. These are in addition to the innumerable
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commissions, "offices," "services," and "administrations" listed under

the 12 cabinet departments. As long ago as 1954 the Hoover Commis-
sion found that the Federal government embraced no fewer than 2,133
different functioning agencies, bureaus, departments, and divisions.

And practically all of them were running "programs."

It was 10 years ago that Delaware Congressman William V. Roth
and his staff made an eight-month statistical study and came up with

the finding that "no one, anywhere, knows exacdy how many Federal

programs there are"—or who is spending how much on what. Accord-

ing to the 1968 Roth study, the Federal government at that time had

1,571 identifiable programs. Questionnaires sent to various agencies

drew spotty responses. Inquiries were made as to the purpose of some

478 programs in Health, Education and Welfare; only 21 responded.

In August 1978, Congressman Gene Taylor from Missouri, going

through stacks of the Code of Federal Regulations, found that the

Code ran to 19,789 pages in 1938, to 20,643 in 1958, to 73,149 in

1976, and calculated it would top 120,000 pages by the end of 1978.

Adding the Costs

How can we add up the countless costs, penalties, discourage-

ments, delays, hazards, impediments, obstructions, that these orders

place in the way of production and commerce?

Even if we give up the futile attempt to add up the government

regulations numerically, we can still point to some of the costs and

hardships that they impose on the taxpayer, the motorist, the business-

man, the homeowner, the consumer, the worker, the investor, and the

nation as a whole. In the July Tax Review of 1978, published by the

Tax Foundation of New York, Murray L. Weidenbaum, a former As-

sistant Secretary of the Treasury, has detailed some of these costs:

• The oudays of 41 regulator agencies are esimated to have in-

creased from $2.2 billion in the fiscal year 1974 to $4.8 billion in fiscal

1979, a growth of 1 15 percent over the five-year period.

• Federally mandated safety and environmental features increased

the price of the average passenger automobile by $666 in 1978.

• There are over 4,400 different Federal forms that the private

sector must fill out each year. That takes 143 million man hours. The

Federal Paperwork Commission recendy estimated that the total cost
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of Federal paperwork imposed on private industn' ranges from $25

billion to $32 billion a year, and that **a substantial portion of this cost

is unnecessary."

• Regulatory requirements imposed by Federal, state, and local

governments arc adding bet^^een $1,500 and $2,500 to the cost of a

typical new house.

• On the basis of a conservatiNc estimating procedure, the aggre-

gate cost of compKing with Federal regulation came to $62.9 billion

in 1976, or over $300 for each man, woman, and child in the United

Sutes. On the same basis, these costs may haxT reached $96.7 billion

in the fiscal year ending September 30, 1978.

• The minimum-wage law has priced hundreds of thousands of

people out of the labor markets. One increase alone has been shouTi,

on the basis of careful research, to ha>'e reduced teen-age empkmnent
by 225,000.

• Approximately $10 billion of new prix'ate capital spending is

de\'oted each year to meeting gmrmmentally-mandated enNiron-

mcntal, safety, and similar regulations rather than bemg mvcsted in

profit-making projects. Edward Denison of the Brookmgs Institution

has estimated that in recent years these deflections of private inx-cst-

ment fW>m prcxluctive uses ha\r resulted in a kws of approximateK'

one-fourth of the potential annual increase in pnxluctivit>'.

• The nation as a whole feeb the efTca of gin emment regulation

in a reduced rate of innoxation and in many other >%'a\*5. The adN-erse

consequences ofgtnemment intervention in business decision-making

range fn)m a slowdown in the availabilit>' of neu* pharmaceutical prod-

ucts to the cancellation of numerous small pension plans.

Congressman Ciene Tayk>r, whose figures on the extent of the

Cxxle of Federal RegulaticHis I ha\e pre>iously cited, declares: The
cost imposed on the American econ<imy b\' federal regulatorv' activity'

is now nK)re than $60 billion per year. This servTs to drix-c up the cost

of consumer items, hara.vses small businessmen, fuels inflation, and

increases the tax burden on the individual citizen.**

An Ominous Trend

Suppose we turn back from our sunn- of the present enormous

power and a>nm>l now exercised b>' goxemment, to a kx>k at its

grouth since 1854 in England when Herben Spencer was alread)'
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expressing his alarm at the extent of that control. If the reader will

glance down the list of the interferences that Spencer was then deplor-

ing, he will see that our own government is still engaged in all ofthem,

or their equivalent (with the exception only of disseminating Christi-

anity and sending out emigrants), but has added literally hundreds

more.

In 1977 The Conference Board of New York was referring to

some ofthat year's economic interventions: price and income controls;

limitations on profits; growing representation of workers and govern-

ment on company boards of directors; statutory wage hikes; credit

limitations; foreign exchange and import controls; limitations on for-

eign ownership; rent controls and subsidies; regulations on land-use

planning; environmental, safety, and consumer protection regulations;

antitrust laws; direct and indirect taxes; and government ownership.

But the list could have been indefinitely extended.

There are two or three ways of trying to measure the size or

growth of government quantitatively. One index is the number of

people that it wholly or partly supports. In 1940 all American govern-

ments. Federal, state, and local, were employing 4,474,000 people. In

1977, the number was 14,624,000. The Federal government alone,

in 1978, employed 2,066,000 persons in its armed forces and

1,930,100 in ftill-time permanent civilian employment. In addition, it

was making Social Security payments to some 33 million persons, and

the Congressional Budget Office was estimating that about 44 million

were receiving some form of welfare aid.

The annual expenditures of the Federal government tell a succinct

story. If we take them at ten-year intervals since 1929, we get the

following result:

Year
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If any forecaster had dared to predia in 1929 that 50 years later

the Federal government would be spending nearly 160 times as much
in dollars in a single year (or 43 times as much in "real" terms), nobocK'

would have belioed him. By such a comparison, we have had a 4,200

percent growth in the Federal government since 1929.

A Bewildering Mass ofGovernment Interventions

Some readers may object that it is meaningless to complain about

the mere number of lau-s; that we should careflilh' separate the *'good'*

lau's from the ''bad," and deplore only the latter. \NTiat this objection

overlooks is that the mere multiplicanon and pn>lifcration of lau's is

itself a major oil. Ever>' unnecessan* law is itself bound to be perni-

cious. And almost all lau-s that interfere uith the functioning of the

free market tend to dela\' or proent nccessarx' readjustments in the

balance of prcxlucti<Mi and consumption and to have other a>nse-

quences opposite to those that the framers intended. WTien the rules

of the game arc being changed cNerv- day. when the tcKalirv' of lau-s and

regulatioas reaches the tens of thcnisands and the hundreds of thou*

sands, the number of legislative blunders must multiply far mcKe than

proportionately. How is it possible to talk of" retaining our liberties,

for example, when collectively we arc subjected not only to thousands

of prohibitiom and compulsions but to daily increasing prohibitKXis

and compulsions?

More than 40 years ago the Su-edish eamomist Gustav Cassell was

warning: "The leadership of the state m eaxvxnK affain ... is neces-

sarily connected with a beunkienng mass ofgtnemmental interferences

of a steadily cumulative nature. The arbitranness. the mistakes and the

incMtable contradictions of such a polit) uill, as daily experience

shows, only strengthen the demand for a more ratKNial ccxxdmatKMi

of the different measures and, therefore, ft>r unified leadership. For

this reason planned economy uill alwa>'s tend to desrlop into dictator-

ship."

WTiatcNcr the outcome may be, the future seems ominous. By

whatcxer standard uc measure it—the number of lau-s, the rate at

which neu- ones are enacted, the multiplication of bureaus and agen-

cies, the number of ofTicehokiers, pensioners, and relief-recipients the

taxpayer is forced to support, the tcHal or rclanve tax kud, the total or

per-capita expenditures—there has been an accelerative growth in the
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size, arbitrary power, and incursion of government, and in the new
prohibitions, compulsions, and costs it keeps imposing upon us all.

1. Newsweek, January 10, 1977.

2. Letter, June 7, 1978, from Agnes L. Kerr, Director, Administrstive-Lcgislative

Division, Office of the Secretary of State, State of Connecticut.
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From Spencer's 1884 to Orwell's 1984

In 1884, Herbert Spencer >*Tote what quickh' became a celebrated

book. The Man Versus the Suae. The book is seldom referred to iww,

and gathers dust on librarv' shehes—if, in fact, it is still stocked by

many libraries. Spencer's political xicu-s arc regarded bw most present-

day writers, who bother to mention him at alL» as *^cxtreme Uiissez

fain," and hence "discredited."

But any open-minded person u'ho takes the trouble today to read

or reread The Man Versus the State uill probabh' be startled b\' two

things. The first is the uncanny dairvwance uith u-hich Spencer fore-

saw what the future encroachments of the State httc likely to be on

individual libert)', aboxe all m the economic realm. The second is the

extent to which these encroachments had alrcad\' occurred in 1884,

the year in which he was %%Titing.

The present generation has been brought up to belio-e that gov-

ernment concern for **s<Kial justice" and kx the plight of the need)'

was something that did rKX ex-en exist until the Ne\% Deal came along

in 1933. The ages prior to that have been pictured as periods when

no one "cared," u-hen laissez fairc was rampant, when exxrybody u-tio

did not succeed in the cutthroat aimpetitKKi that was euphcmisticalh'

called free entcrpnse—but was simph* a $>-$tem ofdog-eat-dog and the

dcx'il-takc-ihc-hindmost—^^-as allo%%Td to starvT. AikI if the present

generation thmks thi.s is true e\en of the 1920s, it is absolutely sure

that it was so in the 1880s, which it \%-oukl probabh' regard as the \xry

peak of the proalence of laissez fiure.

The Seeds of Change

Yet the nc\% reader's initial astonishment H'hen he starts Spencer's

book may begin to wear off before he is half\%'ay through, because one

cause for surprise explains the other. All that Spencer was doing was

ro project or extrapolate the legislati\-e tendencies existing in the 1 880$

into the future. It was because he was so dear-sightedh' appalled b\'

From th.c Fcbruan 1969 tssur <if Tht Frmmm
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these tendencies that he recognized them so much more sharply than

his contemporaries, and saw so much more clearly where they would
lead if left unchecked.

Even in his Preface to The Man Versus the State he pointed out

how "increase in freedom on form" was being followed by "decrease

of freedom in fact
"

Regulations have been made in yearly growing numbers, re-

straining the citizen in directions where his actions were previ-

ously unchecked, and compelling actions which previously he

might perform or not as he liked; and at the same time heavier

public burdens . . . have ftirther restricted his freedom, by less-

ening that portion of his earnings which he can spend as he

pleases, and augmenting the portion taken from him to be

spent as public agents please.

In his first chapter, 'The New Toryism," Spencer contends that

"most of those who now pass as Liberals, are Tories of a new type."

The Liberals of his own day, he points out, had already "lost sight of

the truth that in past times Liberalism habitually stood for individual

freedom versus State-coercion."

So the complete Anglo-American switch of reference, by which a

"liberal" today has come to mean primarily a State-interventionist, had

already begun in 1884. Already "plausible proposals" were being made

"that there should be organized a system of compulsory insurance, by

which men during their early lives shall be forced to provide for the

time when they will be incapacitated." Here is already the seed of the

American Social Security Act of 1935.

Spencer also pays his respects to the anti-libertarian implications

of an increasing tax burden. Those who impose additional taxes are

saying in effect: "Hitherto you have been free to spend this portion

ofyour earnings in any way which pleased you; hereafter you shall not

be free to spend it, but we will spend it for the general benefit."

Spencer next turns to the compulsions that labor unions were even

then imposing on their members, and asks: "If men use their liberty

in such a way as to surrender their liberty, are they there after any the

less slaves!*"

In his second chapter, "The Coming Slavery," Spencer draws at-

tention to the existence of what he calls "political momentum"—the
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tendency of State interventions and similar political measures to in-

crease and accelerate in the direction in which the\' have already been

set going. Americans have become only too familiar uith this momen-

tum in the last few years.

Spencer illustrates: The blank form of an inquiry daih' made is

—

*We have already done this; why should we not do that?"' The buying

and working of telegraphs b\' the State" [which alread}* existed in

England when he wrote], he continued^ "is made a reason for urging

that the State should buy and work the railwaN-s." And he went on to

quote the demands of one group that the State should take possession

of the railways, "uith or without compensation.**

The British State did not buy and work the railwaN-s until 64 years

later, in 1948, but it did get around to it, prcciseh- as Spencer feared.

It is not only precedent that prompts the constant spread of inter-

ventionist measures, Spencer pomts out, "but also the ncccssit)- which

arises for supplementing ineffective measures, and for dealing uith the

artificial oils continually caused. Failure docs not destroy faith in the

agencies empkiyed, but merely suggests more stringent use of such

agencies or wider ramificatums of them." One lUustratKMi he gi\r$ is

how "the c\ ib produced b\- compulsorv* chant\' arc now proposed to

be met by compulsorv- insurance." Today, in America, one could point

to scores ofexamples (from measures to cure "the deficit in the balance

of paNTnents" to the ciMistant mulnplicatKXi of measures to fight the

government's "war on pcnerrv") of interventKxis mainly designed to

remove the artificial c\ lis brought about b>' prcxKHis interventions.

One Turn I>cservcs Another

HNcr)'w here, Spencer goes on, the tacit assumption is that "g«n-

emmcnt should step in \vhene%er an\thtng is ntx going nght The

more numcn>UN gov cmmental interventiom become ... the more kxid

and perpetual the demands for intenentK>n." Evcr\' additional relief

measure rai.scs hopes t)f further ones:

The iTK^re numen>us public instrumentalities become, the

more is there generated in citizens the notion that e\er\thing

is to be done fi>r them, and nothing b>' them. Even- generation

is made less familiar ^%ith the attainment of desired ends by

individual actions or private agenaes; until, oxntually, gov-
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emmental agencies come to be thought of as the only available

agencies.

Forms of Slavery

"All socialism," Spencer concludes, "involves slavery That
which fundamentally distinguishes the slave is that he labors under
coercion to satisfy another's desires." The relation admits of many
gradations. Oppressive taxation is a form of slavery of the individual

to the community as a whole. 'The essential question is—How much
is he compelled to labor for other benefit than his own, and how much
can he labor for his own benefit?"

Even Spencer would probably have regarded with incredulity a

prediction that in less than two generations England would have rates

of income tax rising above 90 per cent, and that many an energetic and

ambitious man, in England and the United States, would be forced to

spend more than half his time and labor working for the support of

the community, and allowed less than half his time and labor to pro-

vide for his family and himself

Today's progressive income tax provides a quantitative measure-

ment of the relative extent of a man's economic liberty and servitude.

Those who think that public housing is an entirely new develop-

ment will be starded to hear that the beginnings of it—as well as some

of its harmful consequences—^were already present in 1884:

Where municipal bodies turn housebuilders [wrote Spencer],

they inevitably lower the values of houses otherwise built, and

check the supply of more The multiplication of houses,

and especially small houses being increasingly checked, there

must come an increasing demand upon the local authority to

make up for the deficient supply And then when in towns

this process has gone so far as to make the local authority the

chief owner of houses, there will be a good precedent for

publicly providing houses for the rural population, as pro-

posed in the Radical program, and as urged by the Democratic

Federation [which insists on] the compulsory construction of

healthy artisans' and agricultural laborers' dwellings in propor-

tion to the population.
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One State intervention Spencer did not foresee was the future

imposition of rent controls, u-hich make it unprofitable for private

persons to own, repair, or renovate old rental housing or to put up
new. The consequences of rent control provoke the indignant charge

that "private enterprise is simply not doing the job" of pro\iding

enough housing. The conclusion is that therefore the government

must step in and take over that job.

What Spencer did expressh' fear, in another field, was that public

education, proWding gratis what private schoob had to charge for,

would in time destroy the private schoob. What, of course, he did not

foresee was that e\'entually the government uxxiki prmide ftee tuition

even in tax-supported colleges and universities, thus more and more

threatening the continuance of private colleges and universities—and

so tending more and more to produce a uniform conformist education,

with college faculties ultimateh' dependent for their jobs on the gov-

ernment, and so doeloping an economic interest in professing and

teaching a statist, pro-government and socialist ideok^*. The tendency'

of government-supported education must be fmally to achieve a gov-

ernment monopoly of education.

Andcnt Roots ofTyranny

As the "liberal" readers of 1969 may be shcKked to learn that the

recent State intencnriom which tfK>' regard as the latest expressKXis

of advanced and compassionate thought urre anticipated in 18S4, so

the statist readers of Spencer's day must haxr been shocked to Icam

from him how many of the latest State interventKHU t>f 1884 were

anticipated in Roman times and in the Middle Ages. For Spencer

reminded them, quoting an histonan, that in Gaul, during the decline

of the Roman Empire, "so numerous v^-erc the receivers in comparison

with the payers, and so eiKxmous the v^right of taxation, that the

laborer broke douTi, the plains became deserts, and woods grew where

the plough had been."

Spencer reminded hu readers also of the usury law's uiKlcr Louis

XV in FraiKe, which raised the rate of interest "from fi\x to six wlicn

intending to reduce it to four.** Fie reminded them of the laws against

"forestalling"" (bu\ing up goods in ad\'ance for later resale), also in

early France. The effect of such lau-s was to prevent anxxme from

buying "more than t>*o busheb of ulieat at market," wliich pre\'entcd
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traders and dealers from equalizing supplies over time, thereby intensi-

fying scarcities. He reminded his readers also of the measure which,

in 1315, to diminish the pressure of famine, prescribed the prices of
foods, but which was later repealed after it had caused the entire disap-

pearance ofvarious foods from the markets. He reminded them, again,

of the many endeavors to fix wages, beginning with the Statute of

Laborers under Edward III (1327-77). And still again, of statute 35

of Edward III, which aimed to keep down the price of herrings (but

was soon repealed because it raised the price). And yet again, ofthe law

of Edward III, under which innkeepers at seaports were sworn to

search their guests "to prevent the exportation of money or plate."

This last example will uneasily remind Americans of the present

prohibition of private gold holdings and gold export, and of the

Johnson Administration's attempt to put a punitive tax on foreign

travel, as well as the actual punitive tax that it did put on foreign

investment. Let us add the still existing prohibitions even by allegedly

advanced European nations against taking more than a tiny amount

of their \oc2\ paper currency out of the country!

The Federal Bulldozer Then

I come to one last specific parallel between 1884 and the present.

This concerns slum clearance and urban renewal. The British govern-

ment of Spencer's day responded to the existence of wretched and

overcrowded housing by enacting the Artisans' Dwellings Acts. These

gave to local authorities powers to pull down bad houses and provide

for the building ofgood ones:

What have been the results? A summary of the operations

of the Metropolitan Board of Works, dated December 21,

1883, shows that up to last September it had, at a cost of a

million and a quarter to ratepayers, unhoused 21,000 persons

and provided houses for 12,000—the remaining 9,000 to be

hereafter provided for being, meanwhile, left houseless. This

is not all Those displaced . . . form a total of nearly 11,000

artificially made homeless, who have had to fmd corners for

themselves in miserable places that were already overflowing.
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Those who arc interested in a thorough study of the prcscnt-dav

parallel to this arc referred to Professor Martin Anderson's The Federal

Bulldozer (M.I.T. Press, 1964; McGraw-Hill paperback, 1967). I

quote just one short paragraph from his findings:

The federal urban renewal program has actually aggra-

vated the housing shortage for low-income groups. From
1950 to 1960, 126,000 dweUing units, most of rfiem low-rent

ones, were destroyed. This study estimates that the number
of nev%' dwelling units constructed is less than one-fourth of

the number demolished, and that most of the nc^%' units arc

high-rent ones. Contrast the net addition of millions of stan-

dard dwelling units to the housmg supply by pn\atc enterprise

with the minute construction effort of the federal urban re-

ncual program, (p. 229)

There is an eloquent paragraph in Spencer's book reminding his

readers of the '80s of what thc\ did not owe to the State:

It IS not to the State that h-c owt the multitudinous useful

inventions from the spade to the telephone; it is not the State

which made possible extended na\ igatKxi b\' a de\-ek)ped as-

tn)nomy; it was ikk the State which made the discoveries in

physics, chcmistn*, and the rest, which guide modem manu-

facturers. It was not the State which do iscd the machinerv' (ot

prtxiucing fabncs of oers' kind, for transferring men and

things fn>m place to place, and for ministering in a thousand

ways to our comforts. The world ^Mde transactions a>nducted

in merchants' ortices, the rush t>f" trartic filling our streets, the

retail distributing sx-stem which bnngs oen'^ing within ca$>'

reach and deli\ crs the neccssanes of life daih- at our doors, arc

not of governmental ongin. All these arc results of the sponu-

neous activities of citizca\, separate or gnniped.

Aggravated Waste

Our present-da\ statists arc busily trung to change all this. The>-

are seizing billions of additional dollars ln>m the taxpa\-ers to turn

them oxer for "scientific research." By this compulsorily subsidized
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government competition they are discouraging and draining away the

funds for private scientific research; and they threaten to make such

research, in time, a government monopoly. But whether this will result

in more scientific progress in the long run is doubtful. True, enor-

mously more money is being spent on "research," but it is being

diverted in questionable directions—in military research; in developing

greater and greater superbombs and other weapons of mass destruc-

tion and mass annihilation; in planning supersonic passenger airplanes

developed on the assumption that civilians must get to their European

or Caribbean vacation spots at 1,200 or 1,800 miles an hour, instead

of a mere 600, no matter how many eardrums or windows of

groundlings are shattered in the process; and fmally, in such Buck

Rogers stunts as landing men on the moon or on Mars.

It is fairly obvious that all this will involve enormous waste; that

government bureaucrats will be able to dictate who gets the research

funds and who doesn't, and that this choice will either depend upon

fixed arbitrary qualifications like those determined by Civil Service

examinations (hardly the way to fmd the most original minds), or

upon the grantees keeping in the good graces of the particular govern-

ment appointee in charge of the distribution of grants.

But our Welfare Statists seem determined to put us in a position

where we will be dependent on government even for our future scien-

tific and industrial progress—or in a position where they can at least

plausibly argue that we are so dependent.

A Denial of Private Property

Spencer next goes on to show that the kind of State intervention

he is deploring amounts to not merely an abridgment but a basic

rejection of private property: A "confusion of ideas, caused by looking

at one face only of the transaction, may be traced throughout all the

legislation which forcibly takes the property of this man for the pur-

pose of giving gratis benefits to that man." The tacit assumption un-

derlying all these acts of redistribution is that:

No man has any claim to his property, not even to that

which he has earned by the sweat of his brow, save by the

permission of the community; and that the community may

cancel the claim to any extent it thinks fit. No defense can be
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made for diis appropriation of A's possessions for the benefit

of B, save one which sets out with the postulate that sodet)'

as a whole has an absolute right over the possessions of each

member.

In the final chapter (just preceding a Postscript) Spencer con-

cluded: *The function of Liberalism in the past was that of putting a

limit to the powers of kings. The function of true Liberalism in the

future will be that of putting a limit to the power of Parliaments."

In endorsing some of the arguments in Spencer's TheMan Venus

the State, and in recognizing the penetration of many of his insights

and the remarkable accuracy* of his predictions of the political future,

we need not necessarily subscribe to oen.' positKNi that he took. The

very title of Spencer's book was in one rcspea unfortunate. To speak

of 'Mie man versus the State" is to imply tiut the State, as stub, is

unnecessary and e%il. The State, of course, is absolutely indispensable

to the preservation of law and order, and tiK promodon of peace and

social cooperation. WTut is unnecessary and evil, what abridges tiie

libert\' and threatens the true \^-elfarc of the individual, is tiK State that

has usurped excessive pou'ers and grown be>'ond its legitimate func-

rions—the Superstate, the socialist Stare, the redistnbuh\*e Sute in

brief, the ininically misnamed "Welfare Stare."

But Spencer was certainK' nght in the main thrust of his argument,

which was essentially that of Adam Smith and other classical liberals,

that the two indispensable functions ofgcnrmment are first, to proccct

the nation against aggressuxi from any other nation, and second, to

pnncct the individual citizen from ttie aggrevMcxi, injmtKC, or oppres-

sion of any other citizen—and ilut evrrv* cxtensKxi of the functions of

government bev^ond these two primar>' duties shouki be scrutinized

with jealous vigilance.

Wc arc deeply indebted to Herbert Spencer for recognizing with

a sharper e>c than any of his awtemptiraries, and warning tiKm

against, **the coming slaxrrv'" toward uhKh the State of their oun
time was drifting, and ro>%'ard v^'tuch ur are more swiftly drifting

today.

It is more than a grim coincidence that Spencer was warning of

the coming slaverv' in 1884, and that George Orwell, in our time, has

predicted that the full consummanon of this slavery vvill be reached in

1984, exactlv one centurv later.
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"Planning" vs. the Free Market

When we discuss "economic planning," we must be clear concern-

ing what it is we are talking about. The real question being raised is

not: plan or no plan? but whose plan?

Each of us, in his private capacity, is constandy planning for the

future: what he will do the rest of today, the rest of the week, or on

the weekend; what he will do this month or next year. Some of us are

planning, though in a more general way, ten or 20 years ahead.

We are making these plans both in our capacity as consumers and

as producers. Employees are either planning to stay where they are,

or to shift from one job to another, or from one company to another,

or from one city to another, or even from one career to another.

Entrepreneurs are either planning to stay in one location or to move

to another, to expand or contract their operations, to stop making a

product for which they think demand is dying and to start making one

for which they think demand is going to grow.

Now the people who call themselves "Economic Planners" either

ignore or by implication deny all this. They talk as if the world of

private enterprise, the free market, supply, demand, and competition,

were a world of chaos and anarchy, in which nobody ever planned

ahead or looked ahead, but merely drifted or staggered along. I once

engaged in a television debate with an eminent Planner in a high

official position who implied that without his forecasts and guidance

American business would be "flying blind." At best, the Planners im-

ply, the world of private enterprise is one in which everybody works

or plans at cross purposes or makes his plans solely in his "private"

interest rather than in the "public" interest.

Now the Planner wants to substitute his orm plan for the plans of

everybody else. At best, he wants the government to lay down a Master

Plan to which everybody else's plan must be subordinated.

This article was reprinted in the December 1962 issue ofThe Freeman from an address

at die 1962 meeting of die Mont Pelerin Society in Knokke, Belgium.
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It Involves Compulsion

It is this aspca of Planning to which our attention should be

direaed: Planning always involves compulsion. This may be disguised

in various ways. The government Planners uill, of course, tr\' to per-

suade people that the Master Plan has been drav^n up for their oun
good, and that the only persons who are going to be coerced are those

whose plans are '*not in the public interest."

The Planners will say, in the ncwVf fashionable phrascok>g>\ that

their plans are not "imperative,** but merely "indicative.** The)' will

make a great parade of "democracy,** freedom, cooperation, and non-

compulsion b\' "consulting all groups**
—

"Labor," "Industry*,** the

Government, oen "Consumers Representatives**—in drawing up the

Master Plan and the specific "goals** or "targets.** Of course, if ihe>'

could really succeed in giving exw-body his proportionate uright and

voice and freedom of choice, if oerkixxiy urre alk»%'ed to pursue the

plan of production or consumption of specific goods and services that

he had intended to pursue or uxHild haxe pursued an>'>%'ay, then the

whole Plan would be useless and pomtlcss, a complete waste of energ)'

and time. The Plan v^xnild be meaningful onh- if it forced the produc-

tion and consumption of dsffermt things or different quantities of

things than a free market would have pnnided. In shcxt, it utHild be

mcaningtui only insofar as it put aimpulsKxi on tomeboih and forced

some change in the pattern of production and consumption.

There are v^'o excuses for this aKTOon. Oik is that the free market

produces the mrvn^ gy**^^ ^nd that onh- government Planning and

direction couki assure the pnxJuction of the "right" ones. This is the

thesis popularized b\' J. K. Galbraith. The other excuse is that the free

market d(Ks not pnxluce enot^ goods, and that onh' government

Planning couki speed things up. This is the thesis of the apostles of

"ect>nomic gnw-th."

The "Five-Year Plans**

Ixt us take up the "Galbraith" thesis first. I put his name in quota-

tion marks because the thesis kmg antedates his presentation of it. It

is the basis of all the communist "Five-Year Plans" v^iiich arc nou' aped

by a score of socialist nations. WTiile these Plans may consist m setting

out some general "overall" percentage of production increase, their
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characteristic feature is rather a whole network of specific "targets" for

specific industries: there is to be a 25 percent increase in steel capacity,

a 15 percent increase in cement production, a 12 percent increase in

butter and milk output, and so forth.

There is always a strong bias in these Plans, especially in the com-
munist countries, in favor of heavy industry, because it gives increased

power to make war. In all the Plans, however, even in noncommunist
countries, there is a strong bias in favor of industrialization, of heavy

industry as against agriculture, in the belief that this necessarily in-

creases real income faster and leads to greater national self-sufficiency.

It is not an accident that such countries are constandy running into

agricultural crises and food famines.

But the Plans also reflect either the implied or explicit moral judg-

ments of the government Planners. The latter seldom plan for an in-

creased production of cigarettes or whisky, or, in fact, for any so-called

"luxury" item. The standards are always grim and puritanical. The

word "austerity" makes a chronic appearance. Consumers are told that

they must "tighten their belts" for a litde longer. Sometimes, if the last

Plan has not been too unsuccessful, there is a little relaxation: consum-

ers can, perhaps, have a few more motor cars and hospitals and play-

grounds. But there is almost never any provision for, say, more golf

courses or even bowling alleys. In general, no form of expenditure is

approved that cannot be universalized, or at least "majoritized." And
such so-called luxury expenditure is discouraged, even in a so-called

"indicative" Plan, by not allowing access by promoters ofsuch projects

to bank credit or to the capital markets. At some point government

coercion or compulsion comes into play.

'The Nation" Cannot Afford It

This disapproval and coercion may rest on several grounds. Nearly

all "austerity" programs stem from the belief, not that the person who
wants to make a "luxury" expenditure cannot afford it, but that "the

nation" cannot afford it. This involves the assumption that, if I set up

a bowling alley or patronize one, I am somehow depriving my fellow

citizens of more necessary goods or services. This would be true only

on the assumption that the proper thing to do is to tax my so-called

surplus income away from me and turn it over to others in the form

ofmoney, goods, or services. But if I am allowed to keep my "surplus"
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income, and am forbidden to spend it cm bowling alley's or on im-

ported wine and cheese, I will spend it on something else that is not

forbidden. Thus when the British austerity' program after World War
II prevented an Englishman fixxn consuming imported luxuries, on

the ground that **the nation" could not afford the "farcign exchange*

or the *^mfavorable balance of pa^inents," officials were shocked to

find that the mone\' was being squandered on football pools or dog

races. And there is no reason to suppose, in any case, that the **dollar

shortage" or the **unfavorable balance of paNTnents" >*'as helped in the

least. The austerit\' program, insofar as it was not enforced b\' higher

income taxes, probabh' cut douTi potential exports as much as it did

potential imports; and insofar as it u'as enforced b\' higher income

taxes, it discouraged exports b\' restricting and discouraging produc-

tion.

But we come nou' to the specific Galbraith thesis, growing out of

the agelong bureaucratic suspicion of luxun* spending, that consumers

generally do not knou- ho\%* to spend the income thc\' haN-c earned;

rfiat the)' buy u'hatocr advertisers tcU them to bu>'; that consumers

arc, in short, boobs and suckers, chitmicalh' >A*asting their money on

trivialities, if not on absolute junk. The bulk of consumers also, if left

to themselves, show atrocKxis taste, and crave cense automobiles uith

ridicuk)us tailfins.

Bureaucratic Choice

The natural conclusion from all this—and Galbraith docs not hesi-

tate to draw it—is that a>n$umer$ ought to be depnxrd of freedom of

choice, and that gmemment bureaucrats, full of \Msdom—of course,

of a ver>- unconventional Mvisdom—shoukl make their consumptive

choices for them. The consumers should be supplied, not with %%'hat

the>' themselves want, but \Mth u-hat bureaucrats of exquisite taste and

culture think is gocxl for them. And the way to do this is to tax away

from people all the inaime thc>' have been foolish enough to earn

abo\-e that required to meet their bare necessities, and turn it over to

the bureaucrats to be spent in wa^-s in which the latter think u-ould

rcalK- do people the most good—more and better roads and parks and

playgrounds and schools and telexision programs—all supplied, of

course, by government.

And here Galbraith resorts to a neat semantic trick. The goods and
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services for which people voluntarily spend their own money make up,

in his vocabulary, the "private sector" ofthe economy, while the goods
and services supplied to them by the government, out of the income
it has seized from them in taxes, make up the "public sector." Now the

adjective "private" carries an aura of the selfish and exclusive, the in-

ward looking, whereas the adjective "public" carries an aura of the

democratic, the shared, the generous, the patriotic, the outward look-

ing—in brief, the public-spirited. And as the tendency of the expand-

ing welfare state has been, in fact, to take out of private hands and

more and more take in to its own hands provision of the goods and

services that are considered to be most essential and most edifying

—

roads and water supply, schools and hospitals and scientific research,

education, old-age insurance, and medical care—^the tendency must be

increasingly to associate the word "public" with everything that is

really necessary and laudable, leaving the "private sector^' to be associ-

ated merely with the superfluities and capricious wants that are left:

over aft:er everything that is really important has been taken care of

If the distinction between the two "sectors" were put in more

neutral terms—say, the "private sector" versus the "governmental sec-

tor," the scales would not be so heavily weighted in favor of the latter.

In fact, this more neutral vocabulary would raise in the mind of the

hearer the question whether certain activities now assumed by the

modem welfare state do legitimately or appropriately come within the

governmental province. For Galbraith's use of the word "sector," "pri-

vate" or "public," cleverly carries the implication that the public "sec-

tor" is legitimately not only whatever the government has already

taken over but a great deal besides. Galbraith's whole point is that the

"public sector" is "starved" in favor of a "private sector" overstuffed

with superfluities and trash.

Voluntary versus Coercive

The true distinction, and the appropriate vocabulary, however,

would throw an entirely different light on the matter. What Galbraith

calls the "private sector^' of the economy is, in fact, the voluntary sec-

tor; and what he calls the "public sector" is, in fact, the coercive sector.

The voluntary sector is made up of the goods and services for which

people voluntarily spend the money they have earned. The coercive

sector is made up of the goods and services that are provided, regard-
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less of the wishes of the indi\icluaL, out ofthe taxes that are seized fix>m

him. And as this sector grows at the expense of the voluntan' sector,

we come to the essence of the welfare state. In this sute nobody paN's

for the education of his own children but e\er\'body pa\'s for the

education of cv'er\'body else's children. NobocK* paN-s his oun medical

bills, but e\'er>'body pa>'s ever^-body else's medical bills. Nobody helps

his own old parents, but e\erybody else's old parents. Nobody pro-

vides for the contingcnc)' of his ou-n unempb\-ment, his onmi sickness,

his own old age, but exenbody provides for the unemploNincnt, sick-

ness, or old age of exenbody else. The welfare sute, as Basdat put it

with uncanny clairvoxance more than a century ago, is the great fiction

b\' which oerv'body tnes to live at the expense of ex-cnbody else.

This is not only a fiaion; it is bound to be a failure. This is sure

to be the outcome whcnoer effort is separated from rexvard. UTkii

people who earn more than the average have their '^surplus," or the

greater part of it, seized from them in taxes, and when people who earn

less than the average have the deficieno-, <x the greater part ot" it,

turned o\er to them in hand-outs and doles, the production of all

must sharply decline; for the energctK and able V»c their incentive to

prcxluce more than the a\eragc, and the slothful and unskilled kisc

their incenti\c to improve their condition.

The Growth Plannen

I have spent so much time in anah-zing the fallacies of the Gal-

braithian school of econcxnic Planners that I ha\r left m)-Klf little in

which to analN-zc the fallacies ot" the Gnmth Planners. Many of their

fallacies are the same; but there arc Mime imponant differences.

The chief difference is that the Galbraithians beliexr that a free

market ecimomy pnxiuces tcK> much (though, of ctnirse, the>' are the

^SvTong" gixxls), u-tKreas the Grouthmen beliexr that a free market

economx' ckxrs not pnxiucc nearh enough. I uiU not here deal uith all

the .statistical em)rs, gaps, and fallacies in their arguments, though an

analvsis of these ak>nc couki (Kcupx- a fat b(K>k. I want to concentrate

on their idea that some form i>f gin emment direction or coercion can

b>' some strange magic increase production abo\e Jhc loel that can be

achieved when oenbcxiy enjov-s economic freedom.

For It seems to me self-oident that when people are free, produc-

tion tends to be, if not maximized, at least optimized. This vi because.
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in a system of free markets and private property, everybody's reward
tends to equal the value ofhis production. What he gets for his produc-

tion (and is allowed to keep) is in fact what it is worth in the market.

If he wants to double his income in a single year, he is free to try—and
may succeed if he is able to double his production in a single year. If

he is content with the income he has—or if he feels that he can only

get more by excessive effort or risk—he is under no pressure to increase

his output. In a free market everyone is free to maximize his satisfac-

tions, whether these consist in more leisure or in more goods.

But along comes the Growth Planner. He fmds by statistics

(whose trustworthiness and accuracy he never doubts) that the econ-

omy has been growing, say, only .8 percent a year. He concludes, in a

flash of genius, that a growth rate of 5 percent a year would be faster.

How does he propose to achieve this?

What Rate of Growth?

There is among the Growth Planners a profound mystical belief

in the power of words. They declare that they "are not satisfied" with

a growth rate of a mere 2.8 percent a year; they demand a growth rate

of 5 percent a year. And once having spoken, they act as if half the job

had already been done. If they did not assume this, it would be impos-

sible to explain the deep earnestness with which they argue among
themselves whether the growth rate "ought" to be 4 or 5 or 6 percent.

(The only thing they always agree on is that it ought to be greater than

whatever it actually is.) Having decided on this magic overall figure,

they then proceed either to set specific targets for specific goods (and

here they are at one with the Russian Five-Year Planners) or to an-

nounce some general recipe for reaching the overall rate.

But why do they assume that setting their magic target rate will

increase the rate of production over the existing one? And how is their

growth rate supposed to apply as far as the individual is concerned? Is

the man who is already making $50,000 year to be coerced into work-

ing for an income of $52,500 next year? Is the man who is making

only $5,000 a year to be forbidden to make more than $5,250 next

year? If not, what is gained by making a specific "annual growth rate"

a governmental "target"? Why not just permit or encourage everybody

to do his best, or make his own decision, and let the average "growth"

be whatever it turns out to be?
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The way to get a maximum rate of"ecxxiomic growth"—assuming

this to be our aim—is to give maximum encouragement to production,

employment, saving, and investment. And the way to do this is to

maintain a free market and a sound curreno'. It is to encourage profits,

which must in turn encourage both investment and empkn-ment. It is

to refi-ain from oppressive taxation that siphons away the frinds that

would otherwise be available for investment. It is to allow free wage

rates that permit and encourage frill emplov-ment. It is to allow free

interest rates, which would tend to maximize saving and investment.

The Wrong Policies

The way to slow down the rate of economic growth is, of course,

precisely the opposite of this. It is to discourage production, employ-

ment, saving, and investment b\' incessant interventions, controls,

threats, and harassment. It is to frorni upon profits, to declare that

the)' are excessive, to file constant antitrust suits, to control pnccs b\'

law or by threats, to levy confiscatorv- taxes that discourage neu' invrst-

ment and siphon off the frinds that make investment po&siblc, to hold

doun interest rates artificially to the pomt u-herc real saving is discour-

aged and malinvcstment encouraged, to depnvr emplo>*ers of genuiiK

ftredom of bargaining, to grant excessive immunities and privileges

to labor unions so that their demands arc chronicalh' excessive and

chronically threaten uncmpkn-ment—and then to tr>' to offset all these

policies b>' government spendmg, defKits, and monetary' infiatKxi. But

I have just described prcciseh- the policies that most of the faiutical

Gro\%thmen advtxate.

Their recipe fr)r inducing grouih ali»'a\'s turns out to be—infla-

tion. This does lead to the iUmwm of grovMh, H-hich is measured in

their statistics in monetary* terms. What the Grtwthmen do not realize

is that the magic of inflation is ah^-av's a short-run magic, and quickly

played out. It can >%t)rk temporarik aixi under special conditions

—

u'hen it causes prices to nsc faster than wages and so restores or ex-

pands profit margirts. But this can happen onh* in the early stages of

an inflation which is not expected to continue. And it can happen even

then only because of the temporan' acquiesceiKe or passi\it\' of the

labor union leaders. The conscqueiKes of this short-lived paradise arc

malinvcstment, waste, a v%*anton redistribution of wealth and iiKome,

the growth of speculation and gamblmg, immoralit\' and corruption.
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social resentment, discontent and upheaval, disillusion, bankruptcy,
increased governmental controls, and eventual collapse. This year's

euphoria becomes next year's hangover. Sound long-run growth is

always retarded.

In Spite of^The Plan"

Before closing, 1 should like to deal with at least one statistical

argument in favor of government Planning. This is that Planning has

actually succeeded in promoting growth, and that this can be statisti-

cally proved. In reply I should like to quote from an article on eco-

nomic planning in the Survey published by the Morgan Guaranty

Trust Company ofNew York in its issue of June 1962:

There is no way to be sure how much credit is due the

French plans in themselves for that country's impressive 4^2

percent average annual growth rate over the past decade.

Other factors were working in favor ofgrowth: a relatively low

starting level after the wartime destruction, Marshall Plan

fiinds in the early years, later an ample labor supply siphonable

from agriculture and from obsolete or inefficient industries,

most recently the bracing air of foreign competition let in by

liberalization of import restrictions, the general dynamism of

the Common Market, the breakthrough of the consumer as a

source of demand. For the fact that France today has a high

degree of stability and a strong currency along with its growth,

the stern fiscal discipline applied after the devaluation of late

1958 must be held principally responsible. That a plan is ftil-

filled, in other words, does not prove that the same or better

results could not have been achieved with a lesser degree of

central guidance. Any judgment as to cause and effect, of

course, must also consider the cases of West Germany and

Italy, which have sustained high growth rates without national

planning of the economy.

In brief, statistical estimates of growth rates, even if we could

accept them as meaningftil and accurate, are the result of so many

factors that it is never possible to ascribe them with confidence to any

single cause. Ultimately we must fall back upon an a priori conclusion.
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yet a conclusion that is confirmed b\' the ulioie range ofhuman experi-

ence: that when each of us is free to work out his ou-n eccMKxnic

destiny, within the framev^ork of the market economy, the institution

of private property', and the general rule of law, \%e will all improve

our economic condition much faster than when we arc ordered around

bv bureaucrats.
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Private Property, Public Purpose

The socialists and communists propose to cure poverty by seizing

private property, particularly property in the means of production, and
turning it over to be operated by the government.

What the advocates of all expropriation schemes fail to realize is

that property in private hands used for the production of goods and
services for the market is already for all practical purposes public

wealth. It is serving the public just as much as—in fact, far more
effectively than—if it were owned and operated by the government.

Suppose that a single rich man were to invest his capital in a

railroad owned by himself alone. He could not use this merely to

transport his own family and their personal goods. That would be

ruinously wasteful. If he wished to make a profit on his investment,

he would have to use his railroad to transport the public and their

goods. He would have to devote his railroad to a public use.

And unlike a government agency, the private owner is obliged by

self-preservation to try to avoid losses, which means that he is forced

to run his railroad economically and efficiently. And also unlike a

government agency, the private capitalist is nearly always obliged to

face competition—which means to make the services he provides or

the goods he sells superior or at least equal to those provided by his

competitors. Therefore the private capitalist normally serves the public

far better than the government could if it took over his property.

Looked at from the standpoint of the service they provide, the private

railroads today are worth vasdy more to the public than to their own-

ers.

Though socialists chronically fail to understand it, there is nothing

original in the theme just stated. It was hinted at in Adam Smith:

"Every individual is continually exerting himself to fmd out the most

advantageous employment for whatever capital he can command. It is

his own advantage, indeed, and not that of the society, which he has

in view. But the study of his own advantage naturally, or rather neces-

From the December 1970 issue o(The Freeman.
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sarily leads him to prefer that employment which is most advantageous

to the societ)'."^

At another point Adam Smith was e\'en more explicit:

Ever)' prodigal appears to be a public enemy, and e\'er>' frugal

man a public benefactor The principle u-hich prompts to

save, is the desire of bettering our condition An augmenta-

tion of fortune is the means b>' u-hich the gicatci part of men
propose and wish to better their condition [AJnd the most

likely way of augmenting their fortune, is to save and accumu-

late some part of what the>' acquire [The funds the\' accu-

mulate] arc destined for the maintenance of productixr la-

bor The productive pourrs of the same number of laborers

cannot be increased, but in consequence either of some addi-

tion and improvement to those machines and instruments

which facilitate and abridge labor; or of a more proper dixision

and distribution of empkn-mcnt. In either case an additional

capital is almost alwa>'s required.^

In the histon* ofeconomic thought, hox^rver, it is astonishing how
much this truth was neglected or forgotten, e%-en bx' some of Smith's

most eminent successors. But the thetxem has been rexix-cd, and some

of its corollaries more explicidy exanuncd, b>' sorral vkTitcrs in the

present centur>'.

How Henry Ford Profitably Served the PubUc

One of them was George E. Roberts, director of the U. S. Mint

under three Presidents, who was responsible for the Monthly Economic

Utter of the National Cir\ Bank of Nex%' York from 1914 until 1940.

An example often cued b>' Roberts was Henn* Ford and his auto-

mobile plant. Roberts pointed txit in the July letter of 1918 that the

portion of the profits of Henrv' Ford's automobile business that he had

invested in the do ck>pment and manufacture of a farm tractor was

not dexoted to Ford's pnxatc v^ants; nor was that portion x%'hich he

invested in fiimaces for making steel; nor that portion invested in

workingmen's houses. "If Henrv* Ford had exceptional talent for the

direction of large productive enterprises the public had no reason to
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regret that he had an income of $50,000,000 a year with which to

enlarge his operations. If that income came to him because he had a

genius for industrial management, the results to the public were prob-

ably larger than they would have been if the $50,000,000 had been

arbitrarily distributed at 50 cents per head to all the [then, 1918]

population of the country."

In brief, only that portion of his income which the owner spends

upon himself and his dependents is devoted to him or to them. All the

rest is devoted to the public as completely as though the title ofowner-

ship was in the state. The individual may toil, study, contrive, and save,

but all that he saves inures to others.

But the Ford Motor Company, from the profits of which the

original owner drew so little for his own personal needs, is not a

unique example in American business. Perhaps the greater part of

private profits are today reinvested in industry to pay for increased

production and service for the public.

Profits After Taxes Average 4 Percent of Sales

Let us see what happened, for example, to all the corporate profits

in the United States in 1968, 50 years after George Roberts was writ-

ing about the Ford Company. These aggregate net profits amounted

before taxes to a total of $88.7 billion (or one-eighth of the total

national income in that year of $712.7 billion).

Out of these profits the .corporations had to pay 46 percent, or

$40.6 billion, to the government in taxes. The public, of course, got

directly whatever benefit these provided. Corporate profits afi:er taxes

then amounted to $48.2 billion, or less than 7 percent of the national

income.

These profits aft:er taxes, moreover, averaged only 4 cents for every

dollar of sales. This meant that for every dollar that the corporations

took in from sales, they paid out 96 cents—pardy for taxes, but mainly

for wages and for supplies from others.

But by no means all of the $48.2 billion earned afi:er taxes went

to the stockholders of the corporations in dividends. More than half^

$24.9 billion—was retained or reinvested in the business. Only $23.3

billion went to the stockholders in dividends.

There is nothing untypical in these 1968 corporate reinvestment
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figures. In c\'cn' one of the six years preceding 1968 the amount of

funds retained for reinvestment exceeded the total amount paid out in

dividends.

Moreover, e\'en the $25 billion figure understates corporate rein-

vestment in 1968. For in that year the corporations suffered $46.5

billion depreciation on their old plant and equipment. Nearlv all of

this was reinvested in repairs to old equipment or to complete replace-

ment. The $24.9 billion represented reinvestment of profits in tidsU-

tumal or gready improxed equipment.

And e\'en the $23.3 billion that finalh' went to stockholders was

not all retained b>' them to be spent on their personal consumption. A
great deal of it was reinvested in neu- enterprises. The amount is not

precisely ascertainable; but the U. S. Department of Commerce esti-

mates that total personal savings in 1968 exceeded $40 billion.

Thus because of both corporate and pervKial saving, an ever- in-

creasing supply is pnxiuced of finished gtxxls and servures to be shared

by the American masses.

In a modem economy', tn brief, those who savr and invest can

hardly help but serve the publK. As Mises has put it: **In the market

society' the pn>pnetors of capital and land can enjov' their property

only by empkning it ft>r the satisfactKNi of other people's wants. The>'

must serve the comumers in (Kder to have any j^ivantage from what

IS their own. The xrr^- fact that the>' own means of production forces

them to submit to the wishes of the public. Ownership is an asset onh'

for those uho know how to cmpkn* it in the best poewible way (or the

benefit of the aMisumers. It is a scKial fuiKtion."^

It follows from this that the nch can do the most gixxl for the

ptx)r if the\* rrfrain frxxn ostcntatKHi and extravagance, and if instead

the>' save and invest their savmgs in industries pnxJucing gocxls for the

masses.

F. A. Harper has gone so far as to v%Tite: "Both faa and kigic seem

to me to support the view that savings invested in privately owned
economic t(x>b of pnxiuctKKi amount to an act of chant\'. And further,

I believe it to be—as a n-pe—the greatest economic charit>' of all.***

Professor Harper supports this viev%' bv' quoring, among otfKTs,

from Samuel Johnson, who once said: **You are much surer that vthi

arc doing gtxxl when vchi pay monev' to those y^^hn u-ork, as a rectxn-

pense of their labor, than when vthi^^tiy mone)' merely in charity."*
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So, saving and sound investment are by far the most important
means by which the rich can confer benefits on the poor.

Saving and Investment

This theme has found expression in this century by a deplorably

small number of writers. One of the most persuasive was Hardey
Withers, a former editor of the famous London Economist, who pub-
lished an ingratiating little book in 1914, a few weeks before the

outbreak of the First World War, called Poverty and Waste.^ The con-

tention of his book is that when a wealthy man spends money on
luxuries he causes the production of luxuries and so diverts capital,

energy, and labor from the production of necessaries, and so makes
necessaries scarce and dear for the poor. Withers does not ask him

... to give his money away, for he would probably do more
harm than good thereby, unless he did it very carefully and

skilfully; but only to invest part of what he now spends on
luxuries so that more capital may be available on luxuries so

that more capital may be available for the output of necessar-

ies. So that by the simultaneous process of increasing the sup-

ply of capital and diminishing the demand for luxuries the

wages of the poor may be increased and the supply of their

needs may be cheapened; and he himself may feel more com-

fortable in the enjoyment of his income.

^

Yet in spite of the authority of the classical economists and the

inherent strength of the arguments for saving and investment, the

gospel of spending has an even older history. One of the chief tenets

ofthe "new economics" ofour time is that saving is not only ridiculous

but the chief cause of depressions and unemployment.

Adam Smith's arguments for saving and investment were at least

partly a refutation of some of the mercantilist doctrines thriving in the

century before he wrote. Professor Eli Heckscher, in his Mercantilism

(2 vol., 1935), quotes a number of examples of what he calls "the

deep-rooted behef in the utility of luxury and the evil of thrift. Thrift,

in fact, was regarded as the cause of unemployment, and for two

reasons: in the first place, because real income was believed to diminish
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by the amount of money which did not enter into exchange, and

secondly, because saving was believed to withdraw monev' from circu-

lation.'^

An example ofhow persistent these fallacies were, long after Adam
Smith's refutation, is found in the words that the sailor-tumed-novcl-

ist. Captain Marryat, put into the mouth of his hero, Mr. Midshipman

Easy, in his novel by that name published in 1836: The luxur>', the

pampered state, the idleness—if you please, the uickedness—of the

rich, all contribute to the support, the comfort, and the emplovment

of the poor. You may behold extravagance—it is a vice; but that ven'

extravagance circulates monev', and the vice of one contributes to the

happiness of many. The onh' vice which is noc redeemed bv' producing

commensurate good, is avarice."

Mr. Midshipman Easy is supposed to have learned this v%isdom in

the navy, but it is almost an exaa summarv' of the doctrine preached

in Bernard Mandcville's F»bU ofthe Bea m 1714.

Luxury Spending

Now though this doctriiK is false in its attack on thrift, there is

an important germ of truth in it. The nch can hardh' prevent them-

selves fhxn helping the pcxx to some extent, almost regardless of how
thev' spend or save their mooev'. So far from the wealth of the nch

being the cause of the povcrt>' of the poor, as the imnKmorial popular

fallacT has it, the ptxM- are made less poor b\' their economic relations

with the nch. Even if the nch spend their monev' fiK>lishly and waste-

fully, thev' give emplov-ment ti> the ptxx as servants, as suppliers, even

as panders to their vices. But what is too often forgotten is that if the

rich saved and invested their monev' thev' v^-ould noc only give employ-

ment to just as many people producing capital goods, but that as a

result of the reduced costs ot' produaion and the increased supply of

consumer gtxxis which this investment brought about, the real wages

of the u'orkers and the supply of gixxls aiKi services av ailable to them

would gready mcrcase.

VVTiat is also forgotten bv' the defenders of luxur\' spending is that,

though it improves the condition of the poor v^'ho cater to it, it also

increases their dissatisfaction, unrest, and resentment. The result is

increased envy of, and sullenness toward, those who are making them

better off.
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The first eminent economist who attempted to refute Adam
Smith's proposition that "every prodigal appears to be a public enemy,

and every fi^gal man a public benefactor" was Thomas R. Malthus.

Malthus's objections were partly well taken and partly fallacious. I have

examined them rather fully in another place;^ and I shall content myself

here with quoting a few lines from the answer that a greater economist

than Malthus, David Ricardo, made at the time (circa 1814-21): "Mr.

Malthus never appears to remember that to save is to spend, as surely

as what he exclusively calls spending I deny that the wants of

consumers generally are diminished by parsimony—they are trans-

ferred with the power to consume to another set of consumers."^^

John Maynard Keynes

We have yet to discuss the views of the most influential opponent

of saving in our time—John Maynard Keynes.

It is widely believed, especially by his disciples, that Lord Keynes

did not condemn saving until, in a sudden vision on his road to

Damascus, the truth flashed upon him and he published it in The

General Theory ofEmployment, Interest, and Money in 1936. AU this is

apocryphal. Keynes disparaged saving almost from the beginning of

his career. He was warning his countrymen in a broadcast address in

January, 1931, that "whenever you save five shillings, you put a man
out of work for a day." And long before that, in his Economic Conse-

quences of the Peace, published in 1920, he was writing passages like

this:

The railways of the world which [the nineteenth century]

built as a monument to posterity, were, not less than the Pyra-

mids of Egypt, the work of labor which was not free to con-

sume in immediate enjoyment the full equivalent of its efforts.

Thus this remarkable system depended for its growth on

a double bluff or deception. On the one hand the laboring

classes accepted from ignorance or powerlessness, or were

compelled, persuaded, or cajoled by custom, convention,

authority, and the well-established order of Society into ac-

cepting, a situation in which they could call their own very

little of the cake that they and Nature and the capitalists were

cooperating to produce. And on the other hand the capitalist
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classes were allowed to call the best part of the cake theirs and

were theoreticalh' free to consume it, on the tacit underhing

condition that the\' consumed ven' litde of it in practice. The
duty of "saving" became nine-tenths of \irtue and the growth

of the cake the object of true religion. There grcMs- round the

nonconsumption of the cake all those instincts of puritanism

which in other ages has nithdraun itself from the u-orki and

has neglected the arts of production as well as those of enjoy-

ment. And so the cake increased; but to what end was not

clearh' contemplated. Individuals ux>uld be exhorted not so

much to abstain as to defer, and to cultivate the pleasures of

sccurit)' and anticipation. Saving was for old age or for \*our

children; but this was only in thci>rN'—the virtue of the cake

was that it uas ne\er to be consumed, neither b)' \t>u nor b)'

your children after you. (pp. 19-20)

This passage illustrates the irresponsible flippanc)' that runs

through so much of Kev-nes's u-ork. It was clearK' >*Titten tonguc-in-

check. In the ven- next sentences Kev-nes made a left-handed retraction:

**In writing thus I do not necessarily disparage the practices of that

generation. In the unconscious recesses of its being Socict)' kne^' u-hat

it was about," etc.

Yet he let his derision stand ti> d<^ its harm.

If wc accepted Kevnes's original passage as sinccreh' UTittcn, ut
would have to point out in reply: ( 1 ) The railway's of the u*orld cannot

be .serioush compared with the pyramids of Egvpt, because the rail-

ways enormously impnned the pnxiuaion, transpcxtation, and avail-

ability' of g(xxls and senices for the masses. (2) There was no bluflfand

no deception. The \\t)rkers uho built the railroads virre perfcaly

'^free" to consume in immediate enjtn-ment the ftill equivakmt of their

efforts. It was the capttaJsst clxvses that did nearly all the saving, not the

workers. (3) Even the capitalist classes did consume 9mgt of their slice

of the cake; the\' were simply uise enough to reftidn from consuming

aU of it in the .same year as the>- baked it.

This point is so ftindamental, and both KevTKs and his disciples

have .so conftised themselves and others with their mockcn' and intel-

lectual somersaults, that it is worth making the matter plain by con-

struaing an illustrative table.
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Results in Ruritania: A Larger "Cake"

Let us assume that in Ruritania, as a result of net annual saving

and investment of 10 percent of output, there is over the long run an
average increase in real production of 3 percent a year. Then the pic-

ture of economic growth we get over a ten-year period runs like this

in terms of index numbers:
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No Allowances for Dcprcdatkm

There is a further point to be taken into account. Our table is buik

on the assumption that there has been a rut annual sasing and invest-

ment of 10 percent a year; but in order to achie\e this Ruritania nill

probably have to have z£iroa annual saN-ing and investment of, say,

twice as much, or 20 percent, to cover the repairs, depreciation and

deterioration taking place every year in housing, roads, trucks, ficto-

ries, equipment. This is a consideration for u-hich no room can be

found in KevTies's simplistic and mocking cake analog)'. The same kind

of reasoning which would make it seem silly to sa\r for new capital

would also make it seem silh' to save enough e\'en to replace old capital.

In a Keynesian world, in ntiich saNing was a sin, production would

go lower and lower, and the uorld uould get poorer and poorer.

In the illustrative table I have b>' implication assumed the k)ng run

cqualit)' of saving and inN-estment. Kc^tks himself shifted his concepts

and definitions of both saxing and investment repeatedly. In his Gen-

eral Theory the discussion of their relation is hopelessly amfiised. At

one point (p. 74) he tells us that saving and investment are **necessarily

equal" and "merely different aspects of the same thing." At arKxher

point (p. 21) he is telling us that the\' are "tu-o csscntialh* difTerent

activities" without e\'en a '*nexu$."

Produce, Save, Invest

Let us, putting all this aside, tn- to kx>k at the matter both simply

and realistically. Ixt us define saving as an excess of production over

consumption; and let us define investment as the empkninent of this

unconsumed excess to create addituxial means of pnxluction. Then,

though saving and investment are not aluaNs nruaanJy equal, cner the

long run thc\' tend ti> equalin*.

New capital is formed by prcxluction combined uith saving. Be-

fore there can be a given amount of investment, there must be a pre-

ceding equal amount of saving. Saving \s the first half of the action

necessan' for more investment. To complete the aa of fomiing capital

it is of course necessan* to complement the negative factor of saving

with the ptwitivc factor of devoting the thing savrd to a productive

service [But] saving is an indispensable condition precedent of the

formation of capital
.

" *

'
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Keynes constantly deplored saving while praising investment, per-

sistently forgetting that the second was impossible without the first.

Of course it is most desirable economically that whatever is saved

should also be invested, and in addition invested prudently and wisely.

But in the modem world, investment follows or accompanies saving

almost automatically. Few people in the Western world today keep

their money under the floor boards. Even the poorer savers put their

money out at interest in savings banks; and those banks act as interme-

diaries to take care of the more direct forms of investment. Even if a

man keeps a relatively large sum in an inactive checking deposit, the

bank in which he keeps it, trying always to maximize its profits or to

minimize losses, seeks to keep itself "fully loaned up"—that is, with

close to the minimum necessary cash reserves. If there is insufficient

demand at the time for commercial loans, the bank will buy Treasury

bills or notes. The result in the United States, for example, is that a

bank in New York or Chicago would normally lend out five-sixths of

the "hoarder's" deposit; and a "country bank" would lend out even

more of it.

Of course, to repeat, a saver can do the most economic good, both

for himself and his community, if he invests most of his savings, and

invests them prudendy and wisely. But—contrary to the theories of

the mercantilists and the Keynesians—even if he "hoards" his savings

he may often benefit both himself and the community and at least

under normal conditions do no harm.

To understand more clearly why this is so it may be instructive to

begin by distinguishing between three kinds of (or motives for) saving,

and three groups of savers—roughly the poor, the middle class, and

the wealthy.

Rent-Day Saving

Let us call the most necessary kind, which even the poorest must

practice, "rent-day saving." Men buy and pay for things over different

time periods. They buy and pay for food, for the most part, daily.

They pay rent weekly or monthly. They buy major articles of clothing

once or twice a year. A man who earns $10 a day cannot afford to

spend $10 a day on food and drink. He can spend on them, say, not

more than $6 a day, and must put aside $4 a day from which to pay

out part at the end of the month for rent, light, and heat, and another
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part for a winter overcoat at the end of six months, and so on. This is

the kind of saving ncccssar>' to ensure one's ability' to spend throu^-

out the year. "Rent-day saxing^ can symbolize all the sa\ing necessarv

to pay for regularly recurrent and unavoidable living expenses. Obvi-

ously this kind of saxing, sustained only for weeks or a season., is not

cumulative and can in no circumstances be held responsible for busi-

ness depressions. It is utter irresponsibility' to ridicule it.

Rainy-Day Saving Can't Cause Depression

The next kind of sa\ing, which applies especially to the middle

classes, or moderately well off, is u-hat we may call *'rainy-day sa\ing."

This is saving against such possible contingencies as \o&& of a job,

illness in the famil\', death of the breaduinner, or the like.

It is this "rainy-day saxing" that the Kc^iKsians most depkxc, and

from which thc>' fear the direst consequences. Yet even in extreme

cases it does not, except in ven- special cxxUcal circumstances, tend to

bring about any depression or caxKxnic skiwdou-n.

Let us consider, for example, a societ>' consisting entirely of

"hoarders" and "misers." The\- are hoarders and misers in this sense:

that the)' all assume the>' are gomg to li\r till 70 but v^-ill be forced to

retire at 60; and the\' want to ha\c as much to spend in each of their

last ten years as in their 40 working years from 20 to 60. This means

that each famih' will save one- fifth of its annual income o>er 40 years

in order to have the same amount to spend in each of its fmal ten years.

VVc are deliberately assuming the extreme case, so let us assume

that the mone>' saved is ntH invested in a business or in stocks or

bonds, is not o en put in a sa\ ings bank, earns no interest, but is simply

"hoarded."

This of course would permit no ea>nomic impnnement vk-hatcvcr,

but if it were the regular permanent way t>f life in that communit>', at

least tt wndd not UaJ to a lUprtssum. The people who refrained from

buying a certain amount of anisumers' goods and services would not

be bidding up their pnces; the> would simply be leaving them for

others to buy. If this saving for old age were the regular and expeaed

way of life, and not scxne sudden unanticipated mania for saWng, the

manufacturers of ctMisumers' goods \%x>ukl not have produced an over-

supply to be left on their hands; the older people in their $e\'enth

decade wouki in fact be spending more than similarly aged people in
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a "spending" society, and the unspent savings of those who died would
revert to the spending stream. Over a long period, year by year, there

would be just as much spent as in a "spending" society.

Let us remember that money saved, in an evenly-rotating econ-

omy, where there is neither monetary inflation nor deflation, does not

go out of existence. Savings, even when they are not invested in pro-

duction goods, are merely deferred or postponed spending. The money
stays somewhere and is always finally spent. In the long run, in a

society with a relatively stable ratio between hoarders and spenders,

savings are constandy coming back into the spending stream, through

old-age spending or through deaths, keeping the stream at an even

flow.

What we are trying to understand is merely the effect of saving ^^r

se, and not of sudden and unanticipated changes in spending and sav-

ing. Therefore we are abstraaing from the effects produced by unex-

pected changes in spending and saving or changes in the stock of

money. If even a heavy amount of saving were the regular way of life

in a community, the relative production and prices of consumers' and

producers' goods would already be adjusted to this. Of course, if a

depression sets in from some other cause, and the prices of securities

and of goods begin to fall, and people suddenly fear the loss of their

jobs, or a further fall in prices, this may lead to a massive and unantici-

pated increase in saving (or more exacdy in nonspending) and this may

of course intensify a depression already begun from other causes. But

depressions cannot be blamed on regular, predictable, anticipated sav-

ing.

Some readers may contend that I have not yet imagined the most

extreme case of saving—a society, say, all the members of which per-

petually save more than half as much as they earn, and keep saving,

not for old age, or for any reasonable contingency, but simply because

of a "religion" of saving. In brief, these would be the cake noncon-

sumers of Keynes's satire. But such an imaginary society involves a

contradiction of assumptions. If the members of that society intended

always to live at their existing modest or even mean level, why would

they keep exerting themselves to produce more than they ever expected

to consume? That would be pathologic to the point of insanity.

Keynes's allegory of the extent of supposed nineteenth-century thrift

was surely his own hallucination.
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Capitalistic Saving for Investment in Industry

Wc come finally to the third type of saving—^what we may call

"capitalistic" saving. This is sa\ing that is put aside for investment in

industry—either directly, or indirecth' in the fomi of sa\ings twuik

deposits. It is saving that \ields interest or profits. The sa\-er hopes, in

his old age or e\'en earlier, to live on the income \ielded b\' his invrst-

ments rather than b>' consuming his saved capital.

This type of **capitalistic" sa\ing was until recently confined to the

very rich. Indeed, even the ven' rich u-ere not able to take advantage

of this x\\>c of saving until the modem development of banks and

corporations. As late as the beginning of the eighteenth centun* we

hear of Lxxidon merchants on rfKir retirement taking a chest of gold

coin with them to the counm- uith rfK intention of gradualK' drawing

on that hoard for the rest of their lives. '^ Today the greater part even

of the American middle classes, however, en|o\' the advantage of capi-

talistic saving.

To sum up. Contran' to age-okl prejudices, the wraith of the rich

is not the cause of the povertv' of the poor, but helps to alleviate that

povertv'. No matter u-hether it is their intention or not, almost any-

thing that the rich can legally do tends to help the poor. The spending

of the rich gives emplov-ment to the poor. But the saving of the rich,

and their investment of these savmgs in the means of productK>n, gives

just as much emplovment, and in addition nukes that empknment
constandy more produaivc and more highh' paid, v^'hile it also con-

stantly increases and cheapens the production of necessities and ameni-

ties for the masses.

The rich shoukl of course be dirccdy charitable in the conventional

sense, tt) pet>plc u ho because of illness, disability', or other misfortune

cannot take emplovTiKnt or earn enough. Conventional forms of pri-

vate charitv' should constantly be extended. But the most effectivr

charitv' on the part of the nch is to live simpK', to avx>id extravagarKe

and ostentatious display, and to save and invest so as to provide more

people with increasingly productive jobs, and to provide the masses

with an ever-greater abundance of the necessities and amenities of life.
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Keynesianism in a Nutshell

John Ma\Tiard Keynes was, basicalh% an inflationist. This has not

been clearly recognized because he ne\er spelled out, step by step, the

ccMisequences of his proposed remedy for unemploNinent and depres-

sion. That remedy was deficit spending bs' the government. He recog-

nized that increased gmemment spending paid for b>' equalh' in-

creased taxation would not '^add purchasing power."* The increased

taxation would oflfiset any "stimulus" that the increased government

spending would provide. What counted, he confessed, was the go\"em-

ment deficit. But he failed to take his readers be\ond this step. How
would that deficit be financed? Either the mone>' would have to be

borrowed, or ne>%' (paper) mone>' or credit >%x>uld ha\-e to be created.

But if the mone\' were borrowed, then the prcNious spending stimulus

would be reN-ersed b\' a deflation y^•hen the borrouing was repaid. The

only thing to pre\ent this rexersal wcxild be ti> allou- the new spending

to remain outstanding. In other utxds, the Kexncsian solution to

every slow-doun in business or rise in unempknmcnt was still another

dose of inflaticxi.

I may point out (if that is still deemed neccssarv* in this inflationar>'

era) that no inflation of which ur have histoncal knowledge resulted

in sound and continued basiness expansion but only in currenc)' depre-

ciation, a wanton rcdistnbutKMi of pn>fiis and losses, disorganized

output, and eaMKxnic demoralization. This has been tnie whether we
begin uith the cx)inage debasement of ancient Rome or the paper

mone\' scheme of John I^w in 1716.

The lessons of inflation arc soon fbrgoctcn. The\' apparently must

be releamed in cnxtv' generanon.

From the fOomnbcr 1982 HMc oTTlv frm
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Defining Poverty

Any study of poverty should logically begin widi a definition of

the problem we are trying to solve. Precisely what is poverty?

Of the thousands of books and articles on the subject that have

appeared over the last two centuries, it is astonishing how few have

troubled to ask this question. Their writers have taken it for granted

that both they and their readers knew precisely what was being dis-

cussed. Yet popularly the term is very vague. It is nearly always em-

ployed in a relative rather than an absolute sense. In Victorian England

it became the fashion for some politicians to say that "the Rich and the

Poor form Two Nations." But as every family's income, if arranged

on a scale according to its dollar amount, would probably form a dot

on a continuous smooth curve, the dividing line between the poor and

the not-poor would be an arbitrary one. Is the poorer half of the

population anywhere to be called the Poor, and the richer half the

Rich?

The discussion today is conducted dominantiy in these compara-

tive terms. Our reformers are constantiy telling us that we must im-

prove the condition of the lowest fifth or the lowest third of the

population. This way of discussing the subject was made fashionable

by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in his Second Inaugural address

in January, 1937: "I see one-third of a nation ill-housed, ill-clad, ill-

nourished." (The objective standards on which this statement was

based were never specified.)

It is obvious, however, that all merely relative definitions of pov-

erty make the problem insoluble. Ifwe were to double the real income

of everybody, or triple it, there would still be a lowest third, a lowest

fifth, or a lowest tenth. Comparative defmitions lead us, in fact, into

endless difficulties. If poverty means having less than one wants, nearly

all of us are poor. If poverty means being worse off than somebody

else, then all but one of us is poor. An enormous number of us are, in

fact, subjeaively deprived. As one writer on poverty succinctiy put it

From the September 1971 issue oi The Freeman.
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nearly 60 years ago: "\i is part of man's nature no'cr to be satisfied as

long as he sees other people better off than himself."^

Attempt at Definition

A discussion of the role that envy plan's in economic and all human
affairs can be deferred to another place. In any case u-c arc dri\'cn to tr>'

to find an absolute or objective definition of poxert)'. This turns out

to be more difficult than it might at first seem. Suppose we say that a

man is in poverty when he has less than enough income^ or less than

enough in nutrition (and shelter and ckxhing), to maintain himself in

normal health and strength. We soon find that the objective determina-

tion of this amount is b\' no means simple.

Let us turn to some of the recent ''official'' defmitions in the

United States. In Januar\% 1964, when President Johnson was launch-

ing his "war on poNert)," the annual report of the Council of Eco-

nomic Advisers contained a long section on the problem. This offered

not one but several definitions of pcncrt)'. One was relative: "One fifth

of our families and nearly one-fifiEh of our total population arc poor."

A second uas at least parth' subjectix-e: "By the poor we mean those

who arc not no\^' maintaining a decent standard of li\ing—those

whose basic needs exceed their means to satisfy* them." Each of us

might have his on^ti conception of a "decent" standard, and every

family might have its tm-n ideas of its "needs." A third definition was:

"Povert)' is the inabtlm- to satisfy- mmimum needs."

The Omncil of Economic Adxisen, basing its estimates on "low-

cost" fcxxi budgets compiled b\* the Social Sccunty Administration,

decided that the povcrt> "Unindarv' line" was established b>' "a family

whose annual monc>' income ironx all sources was $3,000 (before taxes

and expressed m 1962 pnces)." Yet, on the N-erv* next page the Council

report declared that in 1962 "5.4 million families, containing more

than 1 7 million persons, had ttxal incomes belou- $2,000." How could

these 1 7 million persons exist and survnc if tiK\- had so much less than

enough "to satisfi- minimum needs"?

In a SO-page study published m 1965,^ Rose D. Friedman sub-

jected these Qxincil estimates to a tixxough anah'sis. Using precisely

the same data and the same concept of "nutritive adequacy" as the

Council, she found that the dividing line between the poor and the

not poor would be not $3,000, but a figure around $2,200 as the
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relevant income for a nonfarm family of four. Where the Council on
the basis of its figure estimated that 20 percent of all American families

in 1962 were poor, Mrs. Friedman found that on her adjusted calcula-

tion only about 10 percent were poor.

I must refer the interested reader to the full text of her study for

the details of her excellent analysis, but two of her disclosures will be

enough to illustrate the carelessness of the Council's own estimates.

One astonishing error by the Council was to use its $3,000 a year

estimate as the "poverty boundary" for all families of any size, Mrs.

Friedman's estimates ranged from $1,295 for two-person households,

to $2,195 for four-person households, to $3,155 for households of

seven persons or more. (The official "poverty line" estimates now also

specify a similar range of differences for families of different sizes.)

A second error of the Council was equally astonishing. Based on

a previous official estimate that a poor family of four needed about

$1,000 a year in 1962 for adequate nutrition, the Council multiplied

this amount arbitrarily by three to get what the family needed for all

purposes. But it is notorious that poorer families spend a larger pro-

portion of their income on food than do richer families. Mrs. Friedman

found that this multiple of three was much higher than the level at

which three-fourths ofthe families concerned did get along on and still

get an adequate diet. She found that the amount actually spent for

food, on the average, by a family of four with an income of $2,200

was about $1,250 a year. In other words, the fraction of income spent

on food at this level was about 60 percent and not 33 percent. Yet the

official "poverty line" estimates, at this writing, are still kept unrealisti-

cally high by continuing to be implicidy based on this arbitrary multi-

ple of three times adequate diet costs.

One of the great problems involved in arriving at any objective

standard of poverty is the constandy changing concept ofwhat consti-

tutes "adequate" nutrition. This was once measured in calories. As

time has gone on, and scientific research has continued, it has been

insisted that adequacy also requires certain amounts of protein, cal-

cium, iron. Vitamin A, thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, ascorbic acid, etc.

The newest insistence has been on the need for a multitude of amino

acids. Recently a nutrition survey done at Pennsylvania State College

concluded that "only one person in a thousand escapes malnutrition!"^

On this basis even affluence is no assurance of nutritional adequacy.

Yet compare this scientific ideal not only with the historic situation
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before the present century, when getting enough to eat was the major

problem of the great majorit)- of the populace of the world, but with

the conditions that still prevail among that majorit)'. Compared with

a supposed subsistence minimum of 3,500 calories, half the people of

the world today still get less than 2,250 calories per day, and live on a

diet primarily of cereal in the form of millet, wheat, or rice. Another

20 percent get less than 2,750 calories per person per day. Onlv the

well-to-do three-tenths of the human race today get more than 2,750

calories as well as a varied diet which provides the calories that not

only satisfy hunger but also maintain health.^

Official estimates of "povcm* threshold" income b\' Federal bur-

eaus arc still unrcalisdcally high. I quote from a recent official bulletin:

The decade of the sixties has witnessed a sizable reduction in

the number of persons living in povcrt)'. Since 1959, the first

year for wiiich data on poverty are available, there has been

an average annual decline of 4.9 percent in the number of

poor persons. However, betv*ccn 1969 and 1970, the number

of poor persons increased bv' about 1 .2 million, or 5. 1 percent.

This is the first time that there has been a signifKant increase

in the povert>' population. In 1970, about 25.5 million per-

sons, or 13 percent of the population, v^-ere below the poveri>'

level, according to the results of the Current Population Sur-

vey conduacd in March, 1971 bv* the Bureau of the Census.

Yet though the estimate of the pcxK was then onh* 13 percent of

the population compared v%ith about 20 percent m 1962, the govern-

ment statisticians v^ere still using their old high estimate for 1962

—

and wnting up the dollar amount year b\' year to correspond with

increases in the CxKisumer Price Index. The same bulletin quoted

above informs us: *The povern' threshold for a nonfarm 6unily of four

was $3,968 in 1970 and $2,973 in 1959.^ If Mrs. Friedman's more

careful calculations had been used, the *'poveri>' thrcshoy for a non-

farm family of four would have been closer to $2,900 than to $3,968

in 1970 and the percentage of **the poor" would have been closer to

7 percent than to 12.6. In faa, an earlier bulletin of the Bureau of the

Census,** which had estimated that "about 1 out of 10 families were

poor in 1969, compared with about 1 out of 5 in 1959," informs us
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that if the Bureau's various "poverty thresholds" for families of differ-

ent sizes were decreased to 75 percent of its existing estimates (i.e. to
approximately die levels suggested by Mrs. Friedman's calculations),

then "the number of poor persons would drop by 40 percent in 1969,
and die poverty rate for persons would drop from 12 percent to 7
percent."

It is clear from all this that government bureaucrats can make the

numbers and percentage of "the poor," and hence the dimensions of
the problem of poverty, almost whatever they wish, simply by shifting

the definition.

Changing the Answer

And some of our American bureaucrats have been doing just that.

On December 20, 1970, for example, the Bureau of Labor Statistics

announced that, as of the spring of that year, it took a gross income
of $12,134 to maintain a family of four on a "moderate" standard of

living in the New York-northeastern New Jersey area. The implication

was that any family of four with a smaller income than that was less

than "moderately" well off and presumably the taxpayers should be

forced to do something about it.

Yet the median income of a typical American family^ was estimated

by the Bureau of the Census to be only $9,433 in 1969. This means

that half of the number of American families were receiving less than

that. Clearly a good deal less than halfofAmerican families were lucky

enough to be receiving the "moderate" income of $12,134.

Most of those who try to frame a defmition of poverty no doubt

have in mind some practical purpose to be served by such a defmition.

The purpose of the Federal bureaucracy is to suggest that any income

below its defmition constitutes a problem requiring government relief,

presumably by taxing the families who earn higher incomes to supple-

ment or subsidize the lower. If the present official U. S. definitions of

poverty were applied to a country like India, we would have to label

as poverty stricken the overwhelming majority of its population. But

we do not have to go to India for such an example. Ifwe go back only

a littie more than forty years ago in our own country, we fmd that in

the so-called prosperous year 1929, more than halfofthe people in the

United States would have been labeled "poor" if the "poverty-thresh-
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old" income since developed by die Council ofEconomic Advisers had

dien been applied. (This is based on statistical comparisons that fully

allow for the changes in the price le\'cl in the meantime.)*

Let us look at one more example of the consequences of establish-

ing an excessive or merely relative definition of poNrrty:

*The term povem' may connote hunger, but this is not what is

usually meant in discussions about povem' in America. Consider, for

example, the facilities available to the poor. Tunica Count)', Missis-

sippi, is the poorest count)' in our poorest sute. About eight out of

every ten families in this count)' had incomes under $3,000 in 1960

[i.e., under the official '*povert>'-thrcshold" le\'el] and most of them

were poor b\' national standards;m 52 percent o^-ned tcle\'ision sets,

46 percent owned automobiles, and 37 percent ou-ned washing ma-

chines. These families might ha\T been dcpri\*cd of hope and poor in

spirit, but their material possessiom, though low b>' American stan-

dards, would be the en\y of the majorit)- of mankind today.'

Preserving the Incentive

To sum up: It is difficult, and perhaps impckssible, to frame a

completely objective definition of po\-ert\'. Our conception of poverty

necessarily involves a value judgment. People in different ages, in dif-

ferent countries, in different personal circumstances, y^iW hisx different

ideas of what constitutes po\*ert>', depending on the range of condi-

tions to which the)' themselves are accustomed. But >%'hile the concep-

tion of ptwert)' ^^'\U necessarily be to some extent rclatix-e and ev-cn

individual, we should make ex-erv' effort to keep it as objective as we

can. Otherwise if, for example, our national income in real tcnm con-

tinues to rise as much in the next forty years as in the past forty years,

our social reformers u'iU tend to raise corrcspondingh' their standard

of what constitutes "poN-ert)'." And if this happens, the paradoxical

result u'ill be that the problem of pmert)- \%-ill seem to xhcm to be

getting larger all the time N^-hen it is realh' getting smaller all the time.

One >%'riter has serkxish' suggested that v^'c ''define as poor any

famih' u-ith an income less than one-half that of the median funity.**'®

But on this definition, if the income of all groups increased more or

less proportionateh', as in the past, and b>' no matter what rate or

what multiple, the percentage of "the poor^ would never go down.
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while the implied absolute amount of relief required would keep soar-

ing.

Our definition obviously should not be such as to make our prob-

lem perpetual and insoluble. We must avoid any defmition that implies

the need of a level of help or any method of help that would tempt the

recipient to become permanendy dependent on it, and undermine his

incentives to self support. This is likely to happen whenever we offer

an able-bodied adult in charity or relief more than or even as much as

he could earn by working. What he needs is a level of subsistence

sufficient to maintain reasonable health and strength. This subsistence

level must constitute our working defmition of the poverty line. Any
reliefprogram that tries to provide more than this for idle able-bodied

adults will in the end do more harm than good to the whole commu-

nity.
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Why Some Arc Poorer

Throughout histor}', until about the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury, mass po\'em' wis nearly ocn-v^-here the normal condition of

man. Then capital accumulation and a series of major inventions ush-

ered in the Industrial Re\'olution. In spite of occasional setbacks, eco-

nomic progress became accelerative. Today, in the United States, in

Canada, in nearly all of Europe, in Australia, Neu- Zealand, and Japan,

mass poverty has been practicalh* eliniinated. It has either been con-

quered or is in process of being conquered b)- a progressive capitalism.

Mass poverty is still found in most of Latin America, most of Asia, and

most of Africa.

Yet e\'en the United States, the most affluent of all countries,

continues to be plagued b\' "pockets" of povert>' and b\' individual

povert)'.

Temporary pockets of poNem*, or of distress, arc an almost ncccs-

san' result of a free competitive enterprise s^-stcm. In such a system

some fimis and industries are gro^^'ing or being bom, others arc

shrinking or dN-ing; and many entrepreneurs and u-orkers in the d>ing

industries are unwilling or unable to change their residence or their

(Kcupation. Pockets of pmcrn- may be the result of a failure to meet

domestic or foreign competition, of a shrmkage or disappearance of

demand for some pnxluct, of mines or wells that havr been exhausted,

of land that has become a dust bowl, and of droughts, floods, earth-

quakes, and other natural disasters. There is no way of pre\enting

most of these contingencies, and no all-encompassing cure f(x them.

Each is likely to call fi>r its oun special measures of allexiabon or

adjustment. W'hateNer general measures may be ad\isable can best be

considered as pan of the broader problem of individual po\*erty.

This problem is nearly alwax-s referred to b\' socialists as '*the para-

dox of poverty' m the midst of plenty." The implication of the phrase

is not only that such po\ crt)' is inexcusable, but that its existence must

be the fault of those ulio haxe the '^knt)." We are most likely to see

Fmm the Jinuan- 1972 lanic of Thi Fmrnm
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the problem clearly, however, ifwe stop blaming "society" in advance

and seek an unemotional analysis.

Diverse and International

When we start seriously to itemize the causes ofindividual poverty,

absolute or relative, they seem too diverse and numerous even to clas-

sify. Yet in most discussion we do fmd the causes of individual poverty

tacidy divided into two distinct groups—those that are the fault of the

individual pauper and those that are not. Historically, many so-called

"conservatives" have tended to blame poverty entirely on the poor:

they are shiftless, or drunks or bums: "Let them go to work." Most
so-called "liberals," on the other hand, have tended to blame poverty

on everybody but the poor: they are at best the "unfortunate," the

*'underprivileged," if not actually the "exploited," the "victims" of the

"maldistribution of wealth," or of "heartless laissezfaire."

The truth, of course, is not that simple, either way. We may,

occasionally, come upon an individual who seems to be poor through

no fault whatever of his own (or rich through no merit of his own).

And we may occasionally fmd one who seems to be poor entirely

through his own fault (or rich entirely through his own merit). But

most often we find an inextricable mixture of causes for any given

person's relative poverty or wealth. And any quantitative estimate of

fault versus misfortune seems purely arbitrary. Are we entided to say,

for example, that any given individual's poverty is only 1 percent his

own fault, or 99 percent his own fault—or fix any definite percentage

whatever? Can we make any reasonably accurate quantitative estimate

of the percentage even of those who are poor mainly through their

own fault, as compared with those whose poverty is mainly the result

of circumstances beyond their control? Do we, in fact, have any objec-

tive standards for making the separation?

A good idea ofsome ofthe older ways of approaching the problem

can be obtained from die article on "Poverty" in The Encyclopedia of

Social Reform, published in 1897.1 x^is refers to a table compiled by a

Professor A. G. Warner in his book, American Charities. This table

brought together the results of investigations in 1890 to 1892 by the

charity organization societies of Baltimore, Buffalo, and New York

City, the associated charities of Boston and Cincinnati; the studies of

Charles Booth in Stepney and St. Pancras parishes in London, and the
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statements of Bohmcrt for 76 German cities published in 1886. Each

of these studies tried to determine the "chief cause" of poN'ert\' for each

of the paupers or poor families it listed. Twcnt\' such "chief causes"

were listed altogether.

Professor Warner converted the number of cases listed under each

cause in each study into percentages, u'here\'er this had not alrcad)'

been done; then took an unweighted average of the results obtained

in the fifteen studies for each of these "Causes of Povert)' as Deter-

mined b\' Case Counting," and came up ^^^th the fbUouing percent-

ages. First came six "Causes Indicating Misconduct": Drink 1 1 .0 per-

cent, Immoralit)' 4.7 Laziness 6.2, Inefficieno- and Shiitlessness 7.4,

Crime and Dishonest)- 1.2, and Rming Disposition 2.2—making a

total of causes due to miscondua of 32.7 percent.

Professor Warner next itemized fourteen "Causes Indicating Mis-

fortune": Imprisonment of Bread Winner 1.5 percent. Orphans and

Abandoned 1 .4, Neglect b\ Relatives 1 .0, No Male Support 8.0, Lack

of EmpUnment 17.4, Insufficient Emplm-ment 6.7, Poorlv Paid Em-
ploNTTient 4.4, Unhealthy or Dangcnms Empkn-ment 0.4, Ignorance

of English 0.6, Accident 3.5, Sickness ck Death in Famih' 23.6, Ph)'si-

cal Defea 4. 1 , Insanit)* 1 .2, and Oki Age 9.6—making a tocal ofcauses

indicating misfortune of 84.4 percent.

No Objective Standards

Ixt me say at once that as a statistical exercise this table is close to

worthless, fiiU of more confusKHis and discrepancies than it seems

worth anah-zing here. Weighted and unweighted averages are hope-

lessly mixed. And certainly it seems strange, fi>r example, to list all cases

of uncmpioN-mcnt or poorly paid empkn-ment under "misft>mine" and

none under pcrstjnal shortcomings.

E\en Profes.sor Warner points out hou- arbitran- most of the fig-

ures are: "A man has been shiftless all his life, and is nou- oW; is the

cause of po\ ert>' shiftlessness or old age? ... Perhaps there is hardh' a

single case in the whole 7,000 uherc destitution has resulted from a

single cause."

But though the table has little value as an effort in quantification,

any attempt to name and classify- the causes of po\en\' does call atten-

tion to how man\ and varied such causes there can be, and to the
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difficulty of separating those that are an individual's own fault from
those that are not.

An effort to apply objective standards is now made by the Social

Security Administration and other Federal agencies by classifying poor
families under "conditions associated with poverty." Thus we get com-
parative tabulations of incomes of farm and nonfarm families, ofwhite
and Negro families, families classified by age of "head," male head or
female head, size of family, number of members under 18, educational

attainment of head (years in elementary schools, high school, or col-

lege), employment status ofhead, work experience ofhead (how many
weeks worked or idle), "main reason for not working: ill or disabled,

keeping house, going to school, unable to find work, other, 65 years

and over"; occupation of longest job of head, number of earners in

family; and so on.

These classifications, and their relative numbers and comparative

incomes, do throw objective light on the problem, but much still

depends on how the results are interpreted.

Oriented Toward the Future

A provocative thesis has been put forward by Professor Edward
C. Banfield of Harvard in his book. The Unheavenly City.''^ He divides

American society into four "class cultures": upper, middle, working,

and lower classes. These "subcultures," he warns, are not necessarily

determined by present economic status, but by the distinctive psycho-

logical orientation of each toward providing for a more or less distant

future.

At the most future-oriented end of this scale, the upper-class indi-

vidual expects long life, looks forward to the future of his children,

grandchildren, even great grandchildren, and is concerned also for the

future of such abstract entities as the community, nation, or mankind.

He is confident that within rather wide limits he can, if he exerts

himself to do so, shape the future to accord with his purposes. He
therefore has strong incentives to "invest" in the improvement of the

future situation—i.e., to sacrifice some present satisfaction in the ex-

pectation of enabling someone (himself, his children, mankind, etc.)

to enjoy greater satisfactions at some future time. As contrasted with

this:
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The lower-class individual lives from moment to momen^ If

he has any awareness ofa future, it is of something fixed, fated,

beyond his control: things happen to him, he does not make

them happen. Impulse governs his beha\ior, either because he

cannot discipline himself to sacrifice a present for a fiiture

satisfaction or because he has no sense of the ftiturc. He is

therefore radicalh' impro\ident: u'hatc\'er he cannot consume

immediately he considers valueless. His bodih- needs (espe-

cially for sex) and his taste for "actjon" take precedence o\*er

everything else—and certainly over any work routine. He
works only as he must to stay ali\'e, and drifts from one un-

skilled job to another, taking no interest in the work.^

Professor Banfiekl docs not attempt to offer precise estimates of

the number of such k)wcr-dass individuals, though he docs tell us at

one point that **such ['multiproblcm*] funilics constitute a small pro-

portion both of all families in the cit>' (perhaps 5 percent at most) and

of those with incomes bckw the po\crr\- line (perhaps 10 to 20 per-

cent). The problems that the>' present arc out of proportion to their

numbers, however; in St. Paul, Minnesota, for example, a $un*e>'

showed that 6 percent of the dt>''$ funilics absorbed 77 percent of its

public assistance, 5 1 percent of its health services, and S6 percent of its

mental health and corrcctuxi ca»e>%xxk sctvtccs.'**

Obviously if the **lou-cr class culture" in our cities is as persistent

and intraaable as Professor Banfieki contends (and no one can doubt

the fidelitv' of his portrait of a sizable group), it sets a Umit on wlut

government policv* makers can accomplish.

By Merit, or by Luck

In judging any program of relief, our forefathers usually thought

it necessarv' to distinguish sharply betvuxen the "deserving" and the

*\indeserving" poor. But this, as ur have seen, is extremely difficult

to do in practice. And it raises troublesome phikisophic problems.

We commonly think of two main factors as determining any pamcular

individual's state of povertv- or wealth—personal merit, and *iuck.''

"Luck" we tacidy define as anvthing that causes a person's economic

(or other) status to be better or worse than his personal merits or

efforts \%x>uld have earned for him.
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Few of us are objective in measuring this in our own case. If we
are relatively successful, most of us tend to attribute our success wholly

to our own intellectual gifts or hard work; if we have fallen short in

our worldly expectations, we attribute the outcome to some stroke of

hard luck, perhaps even chronic hard luck. If our enemies (or even

some of our friends) have done better than we have, our temptation

is to attribute their superior success mainly to good luck.

But even ifwe could be strictiy objective in both cases, is it always

possible to distinguish between the results of "merit" and "luck"? Isn't

it luck to have been bom of rich parents rather than poor ones? Or to

have received good nurture in childhood and a good education rather

than to have been brought up in deprivation and ignorance? How
wide shall we make the concept of luck? Isn't it merely a man's bad

luck if he is bom with bodily defects—crippled, blind, deaf, or suscep-

tible to some special disease? Isn't it also merely bad luck if he is bom
with a poor intellectual inheritance—stupid, feeble-minded, an imbe-

cile? But then, by the same logic, isn't it merely a matter of good luck

if a man is bom talented, brilliant, or a genius? And if so, is he to be

denied any credit or merit for being brilliant?

We commonly praise people for being energetic or hardworking,

and blame them for being lazy or shiftless. But may not these qualities

themselves, these differences in degrees of energy, be just as much

inbom as differences in physical or mental strength or weakness? In

that case, are we justified in praising industriousness or censuring lazi-

ness?

However difficult such questions may be to answer philosophi-

cally, we do give definite answers to them in practice. We do not

criticize people for bodily defects (though some of us are not above

deriding them), nor do we (except when we are irritated) blame them

for being hopelessly stupid. But we do blame them for laziness or

shiftiessness, or penalize them for it, because we have found in practice

that people do usually respond to blame and punishment, or praise and

reward, by putting forth more effort than otherwise. This is really

what we have in mind when we try to distinguish between the "deserv-

ing" and the "undeserving" poor.
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What Happens to Incentive

The important question always is the effect ofoutside aid on incen-

tives. We must remember, on the one hand, that extreme weakness or

despair is not conducive to incentive. Ifwe iced a man viho has actualh-

been starving, we for the time being probably increase rather than

decrease his incentives. But as soon as we give an idle able-bodied man
more than enough to maintain reasonable health and strength, and

especially if we continue to do this over a prolonged period, we risk

undermining his incentive to u'ork and support himself There arc

unfortunately many people who prefer near-desdtudon to taking a

steady job. The higher ue make any guaranteed floor under incomes

the larger the number of people who uill sec no reason either to ux>rk

or to sa\'c. The cost to oen a wealthy community' could ultimately

become ruinous.

An "ideal" assistance program, whether private or goxTmrncntaL,

would ( 1 ) supply e\'cn.'one in dire need, through no fault of his o>mi,

enough to maintain him in reasonable health; (2) woukl p\x nothing

to anybody not in such need; and (3) \%-oukl not diminish or under-

mine anybcxiy's incentive to uxxk or save or improve his skills and

earning power, but utHild hopefully c\en increase such inccnti\rs.

But these three aims arc extremely difficult to reconcile. The nearer

we come to achioing any one of them fulh, the less likch >%r are to

achie\'c one of the othen. Stxiet)- has found no perfect solution of this

problem in the past, and seems unlikely to find one in the future. The
best wc can kx)k forward to, I suspca, is some norr-quite-satisfactory

comprt)mise.

Fortunately, in the United States the problem of relief is now
merely a residual problem, likely to be of a>nstantly diminishing im-

portance as, under free enterprise, ur constantly increase nxal pnxluc-

tion. The real problem of povcn>- is not a problem of "distribution'*

but of pnxiuction. The pcx)r arc pcx>r not because something is being

withheld fix>m them but because, for whatcx-cr reason, thc>' are not

prtxiucing enough. The only permanent way to cure their poverty i$

to increase their earning power.

1 Ed tn Wm D r Blm (Nr» Yort ?yx^ & W^iulb)
2 Bostcm Uttk BrtmTi, 19*10

3 IM, p S3

4 /M., p 127.
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Should We Divide the Wealth?

From time immemorial there have been reformers who demanded
that wealth and income should be "divided equally"—or at least divided

with less glaring inequalities than the reformers saw around them.

These demands have never been more insistent than they are today.

Yet most of them are based, in the first place, on a completely errone-

ous idea ofthe extent to which present wealth or income in the United

States is "maldistributed." An American socialist, Daniel De Leon,

announced in a celebrated speech in 1905 that, on the average, the

owners of American industry grabbed off 80 percent of the wealth

produced in their factories, while the workers got only 20 percent. ^

His contention was widely accepted and exerted great influence.

Yet the truth, as we have seen in the article on 'The Distribution

of Income" (The Freeman, October 1971), is exacdy the opposite.

Labor in America is getting the lion's share of the nation's output. In

recent years the employees of the country's corporations have been

getting more than seven-eighths of the corporate income available for

division, and the shareowners less than an eighth. More than 70 per-

cent of the personal income in the nation in 1970 was received in the

form of wages and salaries. Business and professional income totaled

less than 7 percent, interest payments only 8 percent, and dividends

only 3 percent.

The truth seems to be that personal income in this country is

already distributed roughly in proportion to each person's current con-

tribution to output as measured by its market value. Some people, of

course, inherit more wealth than others, and this affects their total

personal income. How large a role this plays is statistically difficult to

determine, but the income distribution figures just cited would indi-

cate that the role is minor. As a percentage of the total population,

there are today very few "idle rich," however conspicuous a few play-

boys may make themselves at the night clubs and gaudy playgrounds

of the world.

From the February 1972 issue oiThe Freeman.
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Moreover, the "surphis" money simply doesn't exist to raise mass

incomes very much. In 1968, out of a total of 61 million income

taxpayers, 383,000, or six-tenths of 1 percent, paid taxes on incomes

of $50,000 or more. Their total adjusted gross income came to some
$37 billion, or 6.6 percent of total gross incomes reported. Out of this

amount they paid a little more than $13 billion, or 36 percent of their

income, in taxes. This left them uith about $24 billion for themsehes.

Suppose the government had seized the whole of this and distrib-

uted it among the 200 million total population. This wtxild Yavc come
to $120, or $10 more a month, per person. As the disposable personal

per capita income in 1968 was $2,939, this expropriation would havx

raised the average income of the recipients b\' 4 percent to $3,059.

(Per capita income actually rose an^-uay to $3,108 in 1969 and to

$3,333 in 1970.) Of course if the gmemment resorted to any such

violent expropriation, it could not repeat it after the first >rar, for the

simple reason that people u-ould cease earning incomes of $50,000 a

year or more to be seized.

A Dcstnictive Process

Any attempt to equalize uralth and income b>' forced rcdistribu-

rion must destnjy wealth and income. We can recognize this most

clearly if we begin unth the extreme case. If the median income per

family has been $10,000 a year, and u-e decide that cscty famih' must

be guaranteed exaah' that and no famih* can be alkmrd to retain more

than that, then uc uill dcstnn- all economK incenti\es to \%*ork, earn,

improve one's skills, or sa\-e. Those u-ho had been getting less than

that would no longer need to uT)rk for it; those who had been getting

more \%'ould no longer see the point m working for the surplus to be

seized, or e>-en in working at all, since their income would be *guaran*

teed" in any ca.se. People could be got to uxxk onh' b>' coercion; most

labor would be forced labt>r, and ver>' little of it ^^tHiJd be skilled or

efficient.

The so-called **instina of ^^-orkmanship,*" uithout economic re-

wards, would ha\e nothing to guide it into one channel rather than

another, and nothing to hold it beNXMid the point of fatigue. Uscftil

and profitable work utmid be black-market v^xtrk. Those who survivrd

would do so at a near-subsistence loxl.
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But the same kind of results, less extreme in degree, would follow
from less extreme redistribution measures. The most fashionable of
these at the moment is the Guaranteed Annual Income, I have akeady
analyzed this at length, together with its most popular variant, the
Negative Income Tax, in my book, Man vs. the Welfare State,'^ and
will only briefly indicate the objections to it here.

A guaranteed minimum income would not have quite the universal

destructive effect on incentives as would an attempt to impose a com-
pulsorily equal income, with the ceiling made identical with the floor.

At least people earning incomes above the minimum guarantee,

though they would be oppressively taxed, would still have some incen-

tive to continue earning whatever surplus they were allowed to retain.

But all those guaranteed a minimum income, whether they worked or

not, would have no incentive to work at all ifthe guaranteed minimum
were above what they had previously been earning, or were capable

of earning, only a moderate amount above the guarantee.

It is clearly wrong in principle to allow the government forcibly

to seize money from the people who work and to give it uncondition-

ally to other able-bodied people where they accept work or not. It is

wrong in principle to give money to people solely because they say

they haven't any—and especially to support such people on a perma-

nent and not merely on a temporary emergency basis. It is wrong in

principle to force the workers and earners indefmitely to support the

nonworkers and nonearners.

This must undermine the incentives of both the workers and the

nonworkers. It puts a premium on idleness. It is an elementary require-

ment of economic incentive as well as justice that the man who works

for a living should always be better off because of this, other things

equal, than the man who refuses to work for a living.

We have to face the fact that there are a substantial number of

people who would rather live in near-destitution without working

than to live comfortably at the cost of accepting the disciplines of a

steady job. The higher we raise the income guarantee (and once we

adopted it, the political pressures would be for raising it constandy),

the greater the number of people who would see no reason to work.

Nor would a so-called "Negative Income Tax" do much to solve

the problem. The Negative Income Tax is merely a misleading euphe-

mism for a tapered-off guaranteed minimum income. The proposal is

that for every dollar that a man earns for himself, his government
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income subsidy would be reduced, say, onh' 50 cents, instead of being

reduced b\' the whole amount that he earns. In this way, it is argued,

his incentive for self-support would not be entireh' destroyed: for e\'en'

dollar he earned for himself he would be able to retain at least half.

This proposal has a certain surface plausibility'; in fact, the present

writer put it forward himself more than thirty' years ago,^ but aban-

doned it shortly thereafter when its flaws became oident. Let us look

at some of these:

1. The NIT (negative income tax), b>' neglecting the careful appli-

cant-by-applicant investigation of needs and resources made by the

traditional relief s\'stem, ntxild, like a flat guaranteed income, open the

government to massive fraud. It u-ould also, like the flat guaranteed

income, force the gmemment to support a family whether or not it

was making any effort to support itself.

2. It is true that the NIT u-ould not dcstrov' inccnti\TS quite as

completely as the flat guaranteed income, but it would seriousK' under-

mine them nonetheless. It u-ould still give millions of people a guaran-

teed income whether the\' >%*orkcd or not. Once more we must keep

in mind that there are a substantial number of people wfw prefer

near-destitution in idleness to a comfortable li\ing at the cost of work-

ing. It is true that under the NFT scheme the>- \%THild be allowed to

keep halfof annhing the>' earned fSor themscKes up to nearK* r\%'ice the

amount of the basic NTT benefit, but the\' uxniki tend to Vrck upon

this as the equivalent of a tax of 50 percent on these earnings, and

many u'ould not think such eammgs worth the trouble.

3. The NIT might pane e\-en more expenstN-e for the taxpaycn

than the flat guaranteed income. The sptnisors of NIT, in their original

monetar\' illu-strations, pn>p<wcd that the *i>reak-off pomt" of their

scheme would be something like the official *'po\*erty threshold" in-

come—which is now ( 1972) about $4,320 for a nonfarm famih' of

four. At this point no NIT benefits uxxikl be paid. If the family's

income was onh' $3,320, falling short of the po\-ert>'-line income by

$1,000, then a $500 NIT benefit uxmld be paid. And if dK family's

earned income was zero, then a benefit of $2,160 uxxild be paid.

But, of a>urse, if no other gmemment subsidy were paid to the

family (and the original NIT sponsors proposed that their plan be a

complete substitute for all other \*elfarc payments) then the gmrm-
ment would be pa\ing the poorest families only haifo( u'hat its awn
administrators officiallv declared to be the fminmmm on wtiich such
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families could reasonably be expected to live. How could such a pro-
gram be politically defended?

As soon as the NIT program gets into practical politics, therefore,

the pressure will be irresistible to make the payment to a family with
zero income at least equal to the official poverty-line income. If this

means $4,320 for a family of four, say, then some NIT payment must
be made to each family until its income reaches twice the official pov-
erty-line income, or $8,640 for every family of four. And this means
that even if a family were already earning much more than the official

poverty-line income—say, $8,000 a year—it would still have to be

subsidized by the government. "Everybody must be treated alike."

4. This would be ruinously expensive, but it is still not the end.

The subsidized families would object to paying a 50 percent income

tax (as their spokesmen would put it) on everything they earned for

themselves. So they would be allowed to earn a certain amount entirely

exempted from such a deduction. (Such an exemption has already been

granted on self-earnings of Social Security recipients, and it is proposed

in a pending Congressional bill to enact an NIT.) This would make
the NIT still more crushingly expensive for the remaining taxpayers.

5. There would be political pressures every year for increasing the

amount of these exempted earnings. In fact, a 50 percent "income tax

on the poor" would be denounced as an outrage. In time the proposal

would be certain to be made that dl the self-earnings of the NIT
subsidy recipients be exempted from any offsetting deductions what-

ever. But this would mean that once a family had been granted the

initial minimum income guarantee of, say, $4,320 a year, it would still

be getting that full sum in addition to whatever it earned for itself. But

"everybody must be treated alike." Therefore there would be no break-

off point, or even any tapering off. Every family—including the

Rockefellers, the Fords, the Gettys, and all other millionaires—would

get the full guaranteed income.

This end-result cannot be dismissed as mere fantasy. The principle

of a government subsidy to any family, no matter how rich, is already

accepted in our own Social Security scheme and in Great Britain under

the name of "family allowances." It is merely that the amounts are

smaller. So the Negative Income Tax, as a social measure, turns out to

be only a halfway house. Carried to its logical conclusion, it becomes

a uniform guaranteed handout to industrious and idle, thrifty and

improvident, poor and rich alike.
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6. It is an anddimax to point out, but it needs to be done, that

there is no political possibility that a flat guaranteed incx>me or a 'iiega-

tive income tax" would be enaaed as a complete substitute for the

existing mosaic of welfare and relief measures. Can we seriously imag-

ine that the specific pressure groups now getting veterans' allou^ances,

farm subsidies, rent subsidies, relief payments, Sodal Securit>' benefits,

food stamps. Medicare, Medicaid, old age assistance, unemployment

insurance, and so on and so on, would quietly give them up, uith out

protests, demonstrations, or riots? The overwhelming probability' is

that a guaranteed income or NIT program u-ould simply be thrown

on top of the whole present rag-bag of welfare measures piled up o\'cr

the last 30 to 40 years.

We may put it doun as a political law that all State handout

schemes tend to grow and gro\%' until they bring on a hyper-inflation

and finally bankrupt the State.

Land Reform

Perhaps I should doote at least one or tMkt) paragraphs here to

so-called "land reform." This appears to be the most ancient of

schemes for forcibly di>iding the uralth. In 133 B. C„ for example,

Tiberius Gracchus succeeded m getting a law passed m Rome sorrely

limiting the number of acres that any one person could possess. The

typical "land reform" since his day, repeatedly adopted in backward

agricultural countries, has consisted in confiscatmg die big estates and

cither "coUeaivizmg" them or breaking them up into snull pkxs and

redistributing these among the peasants. Because there are always

fe%\'er such workable parcels than families, and because, though each

parcel of land may be of the same ntxTunal acreage, each has a diflferent

nature, fertility, kxation, and degree of doelopment (^ith or >%ithout

clearance, grading, irrigation, roads, buildings, and the like), each must

ha\'e a diftercnt market value. The distnbutMMi of land can nc\er be

universal and can noer be "fair"; it must necessarily faxxx a selected

gn>up, and some more than others uithin that group.

But apart fixxn all this, such a measure always reduces efliciency

and pnxluction. From the moment it is proposed that property be

seized, its ou-ners "mine" its fertility and refuse to inxrst another dollar

in it, and some may not e\'en raise another crop. It does not pay to use

nxxicm equipment on small farms, and in any case the owners arc
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unlikely to have the necessary capital. "Land reform" of this type is an
impoverishment measure.

The Henry George scheme of a 100 percent "single tax" on
ground rent would also discourage the most productive utilization of
land and sites, and adversely affect general economic development. But
to explain adequately why this is so would require so lengthy an expo-

sition that I must refer the interested reader to the excellent analyses

that have already been made by Rothbard, Knight, and others.^

Progressive Taxation

Among the "advanced" nations of the West, however, the most
frequent contemporary method of redistributing income and wealth

is through progressive income and inheritance taxes. These now com-
monly rise to near-confiscatory levels. A recent compilation^ compar-

ing the highest marginal income-tax rates in fifteen countries yielded

the following results: Switzerland 8 percent, Norway 50, Denmark
53, West Germany 55, Sweden 65, Belgium 66, Australia 68, Austria

69, Netherlands 71, Japan 75, France 76, United States 77, Canada

82, United Kingdom 91, and Italy 95 percent.

Two main points may be made about these hyper-rates: (1) they

are counter-productive even in raising revenues, and (2) they do hurt

not only the rich but the poor, and tend to make them poorer.

All the revenues yielded by the U. S. personal income tax of 1968,

with its rates ranging from 14 to 70 percent, plus a 10 percent sur-

charge, would have been yielded, with the same exemptions and de-

ductions, by a flat income tax of 21.8 percent. If all the tax rates above

50 percent had been reduced to that level, the loss would not have

been as much as it took to run the government for a full day. In Great

Britain, in the fiscal year 1964-65, the revenue from all the surtax rates

(ranging above the standard rate of 41V4 percent up to 96Vi percent)

yielded less than 6 percent of all the revenue from the income tax, and

barely more than 2 percent of Britain's total revenues. In Sweden, in

1963, the rates between 45 and 65 percent brought in only 1 percent

of the total national income-tax revenue. And so it goes. The great

masses of the people are accepting far higher rates of income tax than

they would tolerate if it were not for their illusion that the very rich are

footing the greater part of the bill.

One effect of seizing so high a percentage of high earnings is to
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diminish or remove the incentive to bring such earnings into existence

in the first place. It is verv' difficult to estimate this effect in quantitative

terms, because we are comparing actualities merely with might-be's

and might-have-been's. In March, 1947, the National Cit>' Bank^ based

on reports of the Bureau of Internal Re\enue, presented the illuminat-

ing table below. (The dollar figures stand for millions of dollars.)
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Equality, Once for All

A socialist proposal that used to be aired frequently a generation

or two ago, but is not much heard now (when the emphasis is on
trying to legislate permanent equalization of incomes), is that the

wealth of the country ought to be distributed equally "once for all,"

so as to give everybody an even start. But Irving Fisher pointed out in

answer that this equality could not long endure.*^ It is not merely that

everybody would continue to earn different incomes as the result of

differences in ability, industry, and luck, but differences in thrift alone

would soon re-establish inequality. Society would still be divided into

"spenders" and "savers." One man would quickly go into debt to

spend his money on luxuries and immediate pleasures; another would

save and invest present income for the sake of future income. "It

requires only a very small degree of saving or spending to lead to

comparative wealth or poverty, even in one generation."

Even communists have now learned that wealth and income can-

not be created merely by alluring slogans and Utopian dreams. As no

less a figure than Leonid I. Brezhnev, First Secretary of the Soviet

Communist party, recently put it at a party congress in Moscow: "One

can only distribute and consume what has been produced, this is an

elementary truth. "-^ What the communists have still to learn, however,

is that the institution of capitalism, of private property and free mar-

kets, tends to maximize production, while economic dictatorship and

forced redistribution only discourage, reduce, and disrupt it.

1. See Howard E. Kcrshncx, Dividin£i the Wealth (Devin-Adair, 1971), pp. 17-24.

2. (New RocheUe, N.Y.: Arlington House, 1969), pp. 62-100.

3. In The Annalist (pubUshed by The New York Times), Jan. 4. 1939.

4. Murray N. Rothbard, Power and.Market: Government and. the Economy ( Institute for

Humane Studies, Inc., 1970), pp. 91-100. Frank H. Knight, 'The FaUacies in the 'Single

Tax'," The Freeman, August 10, 1953.

5. First National City Bank ofNew York.

6. Elementary Principles ofEconomics (New York: Macmillan, 1921), pp. 478-483.

7. The New York Times, May 29, 1971.
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False Remedies for Poverty

From the beginning of histon- sincere reformers as uxU as dema-

gogues have sought to abolish or at least to al)e\iate pox-erty through

state action. In most cases their proposed remedies have onh' served

to make the problem worse.

The most frequent and popular of these proposed remedies has

been the simple one of seizing from the rich to give to the poor. This

remedy has taken a thousand different forms, but the>' all come down
to this. The wealth is to be "shared," to be •'redistributed," to be

"equalized." In faa, in the minds of many reformers it is not po\rrty

that is the chief oil but inequality'.

These direa redistnbution schemes (irwludrng ''land reform" and

''the guaranteed iiKome" ) arc so immediately reloant to the problem

of povert)' that the>' warrant separate treatment. Here I must content

myself with reminding the reader that all schemes for redistributing

or equalizing incomes or \%'ealth must undermine or de$tro\- incentives

at both ends of the economic scale. Thc> must reduce or abolish the

incentives of the unskilled and shiftless to improve their condition by

their oun efforts, and oen the able and industrious Hill see little point

in earning anvthing be\*ond what ihc> arc aUowed to keep. These

redistribution schemes must incMtably reduce the size of the pie to be

rcdi.stributed. The>' can cxily lexcl down. Thetr king-run effixt must

be to reduce pnxluaion and lead toward natxxial impmrrishment.

The problem u c face here is that the false remedies for pm-ert)' arc

almost infinite in number. An attempt at a thorough refutation of any

single one of them wixild run to dispn>portionate length. But some

of these false remedies arc so widely regarded as real c*urcs or mitiga-

tions of po\ert\' that if I do not refer to tiKm, I may be accused of

having undertaken a comprehensive anal^-sis of the remedies for pov-

erty' while ignoring some of the most obvious.

What I shall do, as a cixnpromise, is to take up some of the more

popular of the alleged remedies for po\ert>' and indicate briefly in each

From the Fcbnun 1971 tmtc a( Tht Frwim
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case the nature of their shortcomings or the chief fallacies involved in

them.i

Unions and Strikes

The most widely practiced "remedy" for low incomes in the last

two centuries has been the formation ofmonopolistic labor unions and

the use of the strike threat. In nearly every country today this has been

made possible to its present extent by government policies that permit

and encourage coercive union tactics and inhibit or restrict counterac-

tions by employers. As a result of union exdusiveness, of deliberate

inefficiency, of featherbedding, of disruptive strikes and strike-threats,

the long-run effect of customary union policies has been to discourage

capital investment and to make the average real wage of the whole

body of workers lower, and not higher, than it would otherwise have

been.

Nearly all of these customary union policies have been dishearten-

ingly shortsighted. When unions insist on the employment of men
that are not necessary to do a job (requiring unneeded firemen on

Diesel locomotives; forbidding the gang size of dock workers to be

reduced below, say, 20 men no matter what the size of the task; de-

manding that a newspaper's own printers must duplicate advertising

copy that comes in already set in type, etc.) the result may be to

preserve or create a few more jobs for specific men in the short run,

but only at the cost ofmaking impossible the creation of an equivalent

or greater number ofmore productive jobs for others.

The same criticism applies to the age-old union policy ofopposing

the use of labor-saving machinery. Labor-saving machinery is only

installed when it promises to reduce production costs. When it does

that, it either reduces prices and leads to increased production and sales

of the commodity being produced, or it makes more profits available

for increased reinvestment in other production. In either case its long

run effect is to substitute more productive jobs for the less productive

jobs it eliminates. Yet as late as 1970, a book appeared by a writer who

enjoys an exalted reputation as an economist in some quarters, oppos-

ing the introduction of labor-saving machines in the underdeveloped

countries on the ground that they "decrease the demand for labor"^

The natural conclusion from this would be that the way to maximize

jobs is to make all labor as inefficient and unproductive as possible.
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Overtime Rates

A similar judgment must be passed on all "sprcad-the-work''

schemes. The existing Federal Wage-Hour Law has been on the books

for many years. It provides that the employer must pay a 50 percent

penalty overtime rate for all hours that an empknec works in excess

of 40 a week, no matter how high the empk>\'ee*s regular hourly rate

of pay.

This provision was inserted at the insistence of the unions. Its

purpose was to make it so costly for the empk)yer to ux)rk men over-

time that he would be obliged to take on additional workers.

Experience shows that the provision has in faa had the effect of

narrowly restricting the length of the u-orking week. In the ten year

period, 1960 to 1969 inclusive, the axrrage annual work week in

manufacturing varied only between a k)w of 39.7 hours in 1960 and

a high of 41.3 hours in 1966. Even monthly changes do not show
much variation. The bwest average working v^Tck in manufacturing

in the fourteen months fnxn June, 1969 to July, 1970 was 39.7 hours

and the highest was 4 1 hours.

But it does not follow that the hour-restriction either created more
long-term jobs or yielded higher total paNToUs than would havr existed

without the ccxnpulsorv' 50 percent mrrtime rate. No doubt in iso-

lated cases more men have been empknrd than \%xHikl otherwise have

been. But the chief effea of the over time law has been to raise produc-

tion costs. Firms already* ux>rking full standard time often have to

refuse neu' orders because the>' cannot afford to pay the penalt>' over-

time necessar\' to fill those orders. The>' cannot afford to take on new
employees to meet what may be onh- a temporanh- higher demand
because the\' may also have to install an equivalent number of addi-

tional machines.

Higher prcxluction costs mean higher prices. The>' must therefore

mean narn>wed markets and smaller sales. Thc>' mean that feuer goods

and services arc produced. In the kxig run the interests of the whole

body of workers must be adverse!)- affected by compulsory overtime

penalties.

All this is not to argue that there cxight to be a kxiger work week,

but rather that the length of the u-ork week, and the scale of overtime

rates, ought to be left to voluntary' agreement between individual
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workers or unions and their employers. In any case, legal restrictions

on the length of the working week cannot in the long run increase the

number of jobs. To the extent that they can do that in the short run,

it must necessarily be at the expense of production and of the real

income of the whole body of workers.

Minimum Wage Laws

This brings us to the subject of minimum-wage laws. It is pro-

foundly discouraging that in the second half of the twentieth century,

in what is supposed to be an age of great economic sophistication, the

United States should have such laws on its books, and that it should

still be necessary to protest against a nostrum so futile and mischie-

vous. It hurts most the very marginal workers it is designed to help.

I can only repeat what I have written in another place. ^ When a law

exists that no one is to be paid less than $64 for a 40-hour week, then

no one whose services are not worth $64 a week to an employer will

be employed at all. We cannot make a man worth a given amount by

making it illegal for anyone to offer him less. We merely deprive him

of the right to earn the amount that his abilities and opportunities

would permit him to earn, while we deprive the community of the

moderate services he is capable of rendering. In brief, for a low wage

we substitute unemployment.

But I cannot devote more space to this subject here. I refer the

reader to the careful reasoning and statistical studies of such eminent

economists as Professors Yale Brozen, Arthur Burns, Milton Fried-

man, Gottfried Haberler, and James Tobin, who have emphasized, for

example, how much our continually rising legal minimum wage re-

quirements have increased unemployment in recent years, especially

among teen-aged Negroes.

The Mounting Burden ofWelfare Plans and Taxes

In the last generation there has been enacted in almost every major

country of the world a whole sackful of "social" measures, most of

them having the ostensible purpose of "helping the poor" in one re-

spect or another. These include not only direct relief, but unemploy-

ment benefits, old-age benefits, sickness benefits, food subsidies, rent
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subsidies, fami subsidies, veterans' subsidies—in sccmingh' endless

profusion. Many people receive not only one but many of these subsi-

dies. The programs often overlap and duplicate each other.

What is their net effect? All of them must be paid for by that

chronically forgotten man, the taxpayer. In perhaps half the cases, Paul

is in effect taxed to pay for his own benefits, and gains nothing on net

balance (except that he is forced to spend his earned money in other

directions than he himself uxxild have chosen). In the remaining cases,

Peter is forced to pay for Paul's benefits. When any one of these

schemes or a further expansion of it, is being proposed, its political

sponsors alwaN's dwell on ulut a generous and compassioiute go\'em-

ment should pay to Paul; the>' ncglea to mention rfiat this additional

money must be seized fixxn Peter. In order that Paul may receive the

equivalent of more than he earns, Peter must be alloM^-cd to keq> kss

than he earns.

The mounting burden of taxation not onh' uiKkrmines individual

incentives to increased work and earnings, but in a score of ways

discourages capital accumulation and distorts, unbalances, and shrinks

production. Total real wealth and income is nude smaller than it

would otherwise be. On net balance there is more po\Tm' rather than

less.

But increased taxation is so unpopular that most of these *VxiaI''

handout schemes arc onginally eiuaed >%ithout enough increased

taxation to pay for them. The result is chronic gcnrmment deficits,

paid for b\' the issuarKe of additional paper mone>'. And this has led

in the last quarter centun* to the constant depreciation of the purchas-

ing power of practicalh' o-er>' currmcN in the \%-ork!. All creditors,

including the buyers of gtnrmment bonds, insurance polic>- holders,

and the depositors in savings banks, arc s\-stematKally cheated. Oikc
more the chief victims are the working and saving families with moder-

ate incomes.

Yet even-where this monetarv' mflanon, eventually so disruptive

and ruinous to orderly balanced production, is rationalized bv' politi-

cians and even bv' putative eaxximists as iKcessarv' for **full empk>\'-

ment" and "economic gn^wth." The truth is that if this monetary

inflation is persisted in, it can onh' lead to economic disaster.
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Price and Wage Controls

Many of the very people who originally advocate inflation (or the

policies which inevitably lead to it), when they see its consequences of

raising prices and money wages, propose to cure the situation, not by

halting the inflation, but by having the government impose price and

wage controls. But all such attempts to suppress the symptoms enor-

mously increase the harm done. Price and wage controls, to precisely

the extent that they can be made temporarily effective, only distort,

disrupt, and reduce production—again leading toward impoverish-

ment.

Yet here again, as with the other false remedies for poverty, it

would be an unjustifiable digression to spell out in detail all the falla-

cies and evil consequences of special subsidies, improvident govern-

ment spending, deficit financing, monetary inflation, and price-and-

wage controls. I have myself dealt with these subjects in two previous

books: The Failure of the New Economics* and What Tou Should Know
About Inflation^ and there is, of course, an extensive literature on the

subject. The chief point to be reiterated here is that these policies do

not help to cure poverty.

Another false remedy for poverty is the progressive income tax, as

well as a very heavy burden of capital gains taxes, inheritance taxes, and

corporate income taxes. All of these have the effect of discouraging

production, investment, and capital accumulation. To that extent they

must prolong rather than cure poverty.

Outright Socialism

We come now to the final false remedy for poverty to be consid-

ered in this article—outright socialism.

Now the word "socialism" is loosely used to refer to at least two

distinct proposals, usually but not necessarily tied together in the

minds of the proposers. One of these is the redistribution of wealth

or income—if not to make incomes equal, at least to make them much

more nearly equal than they are in a market economy. But the majority

of those who propose this objective today think that it can be achieved

by retaining the mechanisms of private enterprise and then taxing the

bigger incomes to subsidize the smaller incomes.
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By "outright socialism" I refer to the Marxist proposal for "the

public ownership and control of the means of production."

Now one of the most striking differences bet>%'een the 1970s and

the 1950s, or even the 1920s, is the rise in the political popularity of

Socialism Two—the redistribution of income—and the decline in the

political popularity of Socialism One—government ounership and

management. The reason is that the latter, in the last half centur\\ has

been so widely tried. Particularly in Europe there is now a long history

of government ownership and management of such "pubbc utilities"

as the railroads, the elecnic light and power industries, the telegraph

and telephone. And e\•c^^'^^'herc the history- has been much the same

—

deficits practically always, and in the main poor service compared uith

what prixate enterprise supplied. The mail service, a goxrmmcnt mo-

nopoly nearly e\'cr>'whcrc, is also ncarh' c\cr\'whcrc notorious for its

deficits, inefficienc)', and inertia. (The contrast with the performance

of "private" industrv' is often blurred, howorr, in the United States,

for example, b\' the slow strangulatKNi of the railroads, telephone, and

power companies b>' government regulation and harassment.

)

As a result of this historv-, most of the socialist parties in Europe

find that the\' can no longer attraa votes b>- promising to nationalize

e\'en more industries. But what is still not recognized b\' the socialists,

b>' the public, or oen b\' more than a small minorit>' of ecomxnists, is

that present gen emment ou-nership and management ol" tndustnes,

not only m "capitalist" Europe but e\'en in So\iet Russia, wx)rks onh'

as well as it does because it is parasitK for accounting on the ^^-orld

market prices established b\' pnvate enterprise.

Too Much Taken for Granted

Wc arc so accustomed to the miracle of pri\'ate enterprise that we
habitually take it for granted. But how does private industry sohr the

incredibly ctxnplex pn>blem of turning out tens of thousands of differ-

eni gtxxls and services in the pn>portK)n$ m x^-hich the>' are wanted

b>' the public? How docs it decide how many k)aves of bread to pro-

duce and ho\%' man\' overcoats, how many hammers and how many
houses, how many pins and how many Pontiacs, how many teaspoons

and how man>' telephones? And how does it decide the no less difficult

problem of which arc the most economical and effiaent methods of

producing these gtxxls?
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It solves these problems through the institutions of private prop-

erty, the free market, and the existence ofmoney—through the interre-

lations of supply and demand, costs and prices, profits and losses.

When shoes are in deficient supply compared with the marginal

cost of producing them, their price, and therefore the margin of profit

in producing them, will increase in relation to the price and margin of
profit in producing other things. Therefore, the existing producers

will turn out more shoes, and perhaps new producers will order ma-
chinery to make them. When the new supply catches up with existing

demand, the price of shoes, and the profit of making them, will fall;

the supply will no longer be increased. When hats go out of fashion

and fewer are worn, the price will decline, and some may remain

unsalable. Fewer hats will be made. Some producers will go out of

business, and the previous labor and salvageable capital devoted to

producing hats will be forced into other lines. Thus, there will be a

constant tendency toward equalization of profit margins (comparative

risks considered) in all lines. These yearly, seasonal, or daily changes

in supply and demand, cost and price, and comparative profit margins,

will tend to maintain a delicate but constantly changing balance in the

production of the tens of thousands of different services and com-

modities in the proportions in which consumers demand them.

The Competitive Role

The same guide of comparative money prices and profits will also

decide the kinds and proportions of capital goods that are turned out,

as well as which one of hundreds of different possible methods of

production is adopted in each case.

In addition, within each industry as well as between industries,

competition will be taking place. Each producer will not only be trying

to turn out a better product than his competitors, a product more

likely to appeal to buyers, but he will also be trying to reduce his cost

of production as low as he possibly can in order to increase his margin

of profit—or perhaps even, if his costs are already higher than average,

to meet his competition and stay in business. This means that competi-

tion always tends to bring about the least-cost method ofproduction

—

in other words, the most economical and efficient method of produc-

tion.

Those who are most successful in this competition will acquire
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more capital to increase their production still further; those who arc

least successful will be forced out of the field. So capitalist production

tends constantly to be drawn into the hands of the niost efficient.

But how can this appallingly complex problem ofsuppKing goods

in the proportions in which consumers want them, and with the most
economical production methods, be solved if the institutions of capi-

talism—private ownership, competition, free markets, nK»ne>', prices,

profits and losses—do not exist?

The Baffling Problem of EoMiomic Cakulatioo

Suppose that all property'—at least in the means of production—is

taken oxer b>' the sute, and that banks and mone>' and credit arc

abolished as vicious capitalist institutions; ho>%' is the government to

solve the problem of u'hat goods and services to produce, of what

qualities, in \%'hat proportions, in u-hat localities, and b\' u-hat techno-

logical methods?

There cannot, let us keep in mmd, be a hundred or a thousand

different decisions b\' as many different bureaucrats, with each allowed

to decide independently hou- much of one gi\m produa must be

made. The available amount of land, capital, and labor is alwa\'s lim-

ited. The factors of production needed to make A arc thercfi)rc not

available for B or C; and so on. So there must be a single unified

mcr-all decision, with the relative amounts and proportions ro be

made of each commixlit>' all planned in ad> ance m relation to all the

others, and uith the factors of productxin all allocated in the corre-

sponding proportKMis.

So there must be only one Master Production Plan. This could

concci\ably be adopted b\' a series of majority' voces in a parliament,

but in practice, to stop interminable debate and to get an\thmg done,

the broad decisions would be made by a small handful of men, and the

detailed execution would probabh' be turned ovrr to one Master Di-

rector who had the final wt>rd.

How >%txild he go about soKing his problem?

V\'c must keep in mind that x%ithout free competitive markets,

mone>\ and mone>'-pnces, he would be helpless. He would know, of

course (if the seizure of the means of productx)n has only recendy

occurred), that people under a capitalist sx-stem lived m a certain num-

ber of houses of vanous qualities, wore a certain amount of clothing
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consisting of such and such items and qualities, ate a certain amount
of food consisting of such and such meats, dairy products, grains,

vegetables, nuts, fruits, and beverages. The director could simply try

to continue this pre-existing mix indefmitely. But then his decisions

would be completely parasitic on the previous capitalism, and he
would produce and perpetuate a completely stationary or stagnant

economy. If such an imitative socialism had been put into effect in,

say, the France of 1870, or even of 1770, or 1670, and France had
been cut off from foreign contacts, the economy of France would still

be producing the same type and per capita quantity of goods and

services, and by the same antiquated methods, as those that had existed

in 1870, or even in 1770, or 1670, or whatever the initial year of

socialization.

It is altogether probable that even if such a slavishly imitative

production schedule were deliberately adopted it would overlook

thousands of miscellaneous small items, many of them essential, be-

cause some bureaucrat had neglected to put them into the schedule.

This has happened time and again in Soviet Russia.

What Shall Be Produced?

But let us assume that all these problems are somehow solved.

How would the socialist Planners go about trying to improve on

capitalist production? Suppose they decided to increase the quantity

and quality offamily housing. As total production is necessarily limited

by existing technological knowledge and capital equipment, they could

transfer land, capital, and labor to the production of more such hous-

ing only at the cost of producing less food, or less clothing, or fewer

hospitals, or schools, or cars, or roads, or less of something else. How
could they decide what was to be sacrificed? How would they fix the

new commodity proportions?

But putting aside even this formidable problem, how would the

Planners decide what machines to design, what capital goods to make,

what technological methods to use, and at what localities, to produce

the consumers' goods they wanted and in the proportions they wanted

them?

This is not primarily a technological question, but an economic

one. The purpose of economic life, the purpose of producing any

thing, is to increase human satisfactions, to increase human well-being.
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In a capitalist system, if people are not uilling to pay at least as much
for the consumer goods that have been produced as was paid for the

labor, land, capital equipment, and raw materials that were used to

produce them, it is a sign that production has been misdirected and

that some ofthese productive factors have been wasted. There has been

a net decrease in economic well-being instead of an increase.

There are many feasible methods—crucible, Bessemer, open

hearth, electric furnace, basic ox>'gen process—of making steel from

iron. In fact, there are today a thousand tcdinicalh' feasible ways of

making almost anything out of almost an\thing. In a private enterprise

system, what decides which method will be used at a gi\'en place and

time is a comparison of prospective costs.

And this necessanly means costs in terms of money. In order to

compare the economic efficiency' of one productiN-c method wth an-

other the metlKxis must be reduced to some common denominator.

Othen^isc numerical comparison and cakulation are impossible. In a

market s\'$tcm this common denominator is achie\-cd b\' cximpansons

in terms of mone>' and of prices stated m mooe%'. It is onh' b\' this

means that society' can determine u-tiether a gi\-en comnKxlit>' is being

prtxiuced at a profit or a k>ss, or at \%hat comparatix-e profits or losses

any number of different aNnnxxiities are being pnxiuced.

"Playing^ Capitalism

In recent yc^xs c\xt\ the most doctnnairt communist countries

have beccxne aware of this. The>' are going to be guided hereafter, the%'

say, by pn>fit and kns. An industry- must be profitable to |ustif\' itself.

So the)' fu mone>' pnces for orrvthing and measure profit and loss in

monetan' terms.

But this IS merely 'Splaying" free markets. This is "pbying** capital-

ism. This imitation is tiK unintended tbtters' tfut the communists now
pay to the .s\'stem the\' still ostensibly reject and dencxince.

But the rea.M>n whv this mcxk market system has so far proved so

disappointing is that the communist go\-emments do not know how
to fix pnces. The>' ha\e achiord whate\'er success they have had wficn

the>' haN-e simply used the quotations the\' found alread\' existing for

international commodities in the speculative markets—i.e., in the capi-

talist markets—in the Western \%x)rld. But there are a limited number
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of such grains and raw materials with international markets. In any
case, their prices change daily, and are always for specific grades at

specific locations.

In trying to fix prices for commodities and the multitudinous ob-
jects not quoted on these international markets the communist coun-
tries are at sea. The Marxist labor theory ofvalue is false and therefore

useless to them. We can not measure the value of anything by the

number of hours of "labor time" put into it. There are enormous
differences in the skill, quality, and productivity of different people's

labor. Nor can we, as suggested by some Soviet economists, base prices

on "actual costs of production." Costs of production are themselves

prices—the prices of raw materials, of factories and machinery, rent,

interest, the wages of labor, and so on.

Our Differences Guide Us

And nowhere, in a free market, are prices for long exacdy equal to

costs of production. It is precisely the differences between prices and

costs of production that are constantly, in a free market economy,

redirecting and changing the balance of production as among thou-

sands of different commodities and services. In industries where prices

are well above marginal costs of production, there will be a great

incentive to increase output, as well as in creased means to do it. In

industries where prices fall below marginal costs of production, output

must shrink. Everywhere supply will keep adjusting itself to demand.

Where prices have been set arbitrarily, real profits and losses can-

not be determined. If I am a commissar in charge of an automobile

factory, and do not own the money I pay out, and you are a commissar

in charge of a steel plant, and do not own the steel you sell or retain

the money you sell it for, and we are each ordered to show a profit, the

first thing each of us will do is to appeal to the Central Planning Board

to set an advantageous price (to him) for steel and for automobiles.

As an automobile commissar, I will want the price of the cars I sell to

be set as high as possible, and the price of the steel I buy to be set as

low as possible, so that my own "profit" record will look good or my
bonus will be fixed high. But as a steel commissar, you will want the

selling price of your steel to be fixed as high as possible, and your own
cost prices to be fixed low, for the same reason. But when prices are
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thus fixed blindly, politically, and arbitrarily, who will know what any

industry's real profits or losses (as distinguished fixxn its nominal

bookkeeping profits or losses) have been?

Decentralized Chaos

The problems of centralized direction of an economy are so insu-

perable that in socialist countries there arc periodicalh' experiments in

decentralization. But in an economy only half fire —that is, in an

economy in which e\'en>' factorv' is fire to decide how much to produce

of what, but in which the basic prices, wages, rents, and interest rates

are blindly fixed or guessed at b\' the sole ultimate ou-ner of the means

of production, the sutc—a decentralized s^-stcm could quickh' become

even more chaodc than a centralized one. If finished products m> n, 0,

p, and so on arc made from raw materials myh,cd, and so on in various

combinations and pn)port]ons, how can the indiMdual producers of

the raw matenals know how much of each to produce, and at u-hat

rate, unless thc\' know how much the producers of the finished pcxxl-

ucts plan to produce of the latter, how much raw matcnab the\' arc

going to need, and just u'hen the>' arc going to need them? And how
can the individual producer of raw material « or t)f finished produa

m know how much of it to produce unless he knows hoMk much of

that raw matcnal (k finished prtxiua others in his line arc planning to

produce, as well as rclanx-cK* hoM^' much ultimate consumers arc going

to want or demand?

An economic $\'stem \%ithcHit private propcrt>' and ficc-market

pncc guides must be chaotK. In a communistK $>'srcm, centraliixd or

decentralized, there will alwa>'s be unbalanced and unmatched pnxiuc-

tion, shortages of this and unusable surpluses of that, duplicaticxis,

bottlenecks, time lags, ineificienc>', and appalling waste.

In brief, scKialism is incapable of sol\ing the incredibly compli-

cated problem of economic calculation. That problem can be solved

only by capitalism.*

1. I have examined mnt at ihcac Khano m more detail ckrw-here (ducih' in my
Ltmmua m Om Lamm and inMm n tkt Wt^mn Stmt) and muM refer the intcreated reader

t» these and other kxuvcs (at more extended dncunion

2 Ctunnar M\-niaL Tht ChaHa^ tfWmU Pmtm (Pantheon Booka, 1970), pp 400-

401 and^KM
3 Af«N n tkt Wtifmn Stmtt ( Arttf^ion Houk. 1969). 23-25
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4. (Princeton: D. Van Nostrand, 1959).

5. (Princeton: D. Van Nostrand, 1960).

6. For a fuller discussion of the problem of economic calculation, see my novel. Time

WillRun Back (originally published by Appleton-Century-Crofts in 1951 as The Great Idea,

and republished under the new title by Arlington House in 1966). And see especially the

discussion by the great seminal thinker who has done more than any other to make other

economists aware of the existence, nature, and extent of the problem, Ludwig von Miscs,

in his Socialism: An Analysis (London: Jonathan Cape, 1936, 1951, 1953, 1969), and in his

Human Aaion (Chicago: Henry Regnery, third revised edition, 1963), pp 200-231 and

698-715. See also CoUectivist Economic Planning, edited by F. A Hayek (London: George

Roudedge, 1935), and Economic Calculation in the Socialist Society by T. J. B. HofF (London:

William Hodge, 1949).
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Income Without Work

A group of social reformers, impatient uith the present "rag bag*

of measures to combat povert\', propose to wipe it out in a single

swoop. The government wouJd simpk guarantee to eNenbody, re-

gardless of u'hether or not he worked, could work, or was uilling to

work, a minimum income. This guaranteed income utxild be sufficient

for his needs, "enough to enable him to live uith dignity*.

"

The reformers estimate that the guaranteed income ought to range

somewhere between $3,000 and $6,000 a >-ear for a family of four.

This is not merely the proposal of a fe\%' $tarn-e>"ed pri\ ate indi-

viduals. The National Commission on Technology-, Automation, and

Economic Progress, established b>' Congress in 1964, brought in a

115-page report to the President on Februar>- 4 of this vrar recom-

mending guaranteed incomes ft>r all. And in lanuarx' the President's

Q>uncil of EcorKHuic Advisers indicated appanal of **unifi>rmly deter-

mined payments to families based only on the amount b\' u-hich their

incomes fall short of minimum subsistence loels." This plan, the)'

declared, "could be administered on a uniN-ersal basis for all the poor

and u'ould be the most direct approach tt) reducing po\ert>
."

The plan is spelled out and argued in detail in a book called The

Guaranteed Imome, a symposium of articles b\* ten contnbutt>rs, edited

by Robert Theobald, who calls himself a "socio-economist." Mr.

Theobald hxs contnbuted three of the articles, including his preface.

Of the folIoNMng three paragraphs, Mr. Theobald prints the first

rs^'o entirely in italics:

This hookptvpates the esttMtshment cfnewprimipUs tpee^iaUh

tUs^fifud to break the Imk between jobs and mcome. ImpUmenta-

tion ofthese prtnapUs must neetssanh be corned out by thegovern'

ment. . .

.

H V Hi// need to adept the amctpt cfan absoluu comtitutwmal

right to an tnamu. This wotdd guarantee to every citizen of the

United States, and to every person who has resided within the

Fmmiheliih \9(st aax at Tht Frmmtm

248
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United States for a period offive consecutive years, the ri^ht to an
income from the federal government to enable him to live with

di£fnity. No £fovemment agency, judicial body, err other organiza-

tion whatsoever should have the power to suspend or limit any

payments assured by theseguarantees

If the right to these incomes should be withdrawn under

any circumstances, government would have the power to de-

prive the individual not only of the pursuit of happiness, but

also of hberty and even, in effect, of life itself. This absolute

right to a due-income would be essentially a new principle of

jurisprudence.

The contributors to this volume have arrived at these extraordinary

conclusions not only because they share a number of strange ideas of

jurisprudence, of "rights," of government, and of the true meaning of

liberty and tyranny, but because they share a number of major eco-

nomic misconceptions.

Nearly all of them seem to share the belief, for example, that the

growth of automation and "cybernation" is eliminating jobs so fast (or

soon will be) that there soon just won't be jobs for even the most

industrious. "The continuing impact of technical change will make it

impossible to provide jobs for all who seek them." The goal of "jobs

for all" is "no longer valid." And so on.

I

Ancient Fears ofAutomation

The fears of permanent unemployment as a result of technological

progress are as old as the Industrial Revolution in the late eighteenth

and early nineteenth century. They have been constandy reiterated in

the last 35 years and as often completely refiited. It is sufficient to point

out here that not only has the average unemployment of slighdy less

than 5 percent in the last 20 years not been growing, and that two-

thirds of the jobless have usually remained so for periods of not more

than ten weeks, but that the total volume oi employment in the United

States has reached a new high record in nearly every one ofthese years.

Even if it were true, as the authors of the guaranteed income

proposal contend, that the American free enterprise system will soon

become so productive that more than anybody really wants can be

produced in half the time as now, why would that mean the disappear-
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ancc of jobs? And how could that justify half the population^ say,

being forced to work 40 hours a week to support the other half in

complete idleness? Why couldn't e\'erybody work onh' in the morn-

ings? Or half in the mornings and the other half in the afternoons at

the same machines? Or why could not some people come in on Mon-
days, others on Tuesdays, and so on? It is difficult to understand the

logic or the sense of fairness ofthose >%iio contend that as soon as there

is less to be done some people must be supported in idleness b>' all the

rest.

"^An Absolute Right^

But that is preciseh' the contention of the adxtxatcs of the guaran-

teed annual income. These handout incomes arc to be gixm as **an

absolute constitutional right," and not to be >%ithheld •^mde^ mm
circumstances." (Theobald's italics.) This means that the recipients arc

to continue to get this income not onh' if thc>' absolutely refuse to seek

or take a job, but if the\' ihro^' the handout mone>' avi'ay at the races,

or spnmd it on prostitutes, on whiske>', cigarettes, marijuana, heroin,

or what not. The\' are to be gix-en "sufficient to li\T in dignit>'," and it

is apparcnth' to be no business of the taxpa>'ers if a recipient chooses

nonetheless to live without dignit>', and to devote his guaranteed lei-

sure to gambling, dissipation, drunkenness, debaucher>', dope addic-

rion, or a life ofcrime. **No gm-emmcnt agenc\\ judicial body, or other

organizati<xi whatsooer shouki ha\c the povk-cr to suspend or limit

any paNinents assured b>' these guarantees." This is surely a **nc^%'

principle of jurisprudence."

Unrealistic Coct Estimates

How much income do the guaranteed-income adNtxatcs propose

to guarantee? The\' differ regarding this, but practically all of them

think the government should guarantee at least v^'hat the\' and go\'em-

ment officials call the **minimum maintenance Icvd" or the "poverty-

income line." The Social Security* Administration calculated that tfic

1964 poN-ert)'-income line for nonfarm individuals was $1,540 a yrar.

A nonfarm family of four was defined as poor if its mone\' income was

bek)w $3,130. The Council of Economic Ad>iser$ has calculated that

by this standard 34 million out of our 190 million 1964 population.
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or 18 percent, were living in poverty. This is in spite of the $40 billion

total spent in welfare payments, of which it estimated that $20 billion

(in the fiscal year 1965) went to persons who were, or would other-

wise have been, below the poverty income line.

How much would a guaranteed income program cost the taxpay-

ers .> This would depend, of course, on how big an income was being

guaranteed. Many ofthe income guarantee advocates think that a guar-

antee merely of the poverty line income would be totally inadequate.

They appeal to other "minimum" budgets put together by the Social

Security Administration or the Bureau of Labor Statistics, some of

which run up to nearly $6,000 for a family of four.

One of the contributors to the Theobald symposium makes the

following estimates ofthe cost to the taxpayers of different guarantees:

For a "minimum maintenance" level of $3,000 a year: total cost,

$11 billion a year.

For an "economy" level of $4,000: $23 billion a year.

For a "modest-but-adequate" level of $5,000: $38 billion a year.

These figures are huge, yet they are clearly an underestimate. For

the calculations take it for granted that those who could get govern-

ment checks of $3,000 to $5,000 a year, as an absolute guarantee,

without conditions, would continue to go on earning just as much as

before. But as even one of the contributors to the Theobald sympo-

sium, William Vogt, remarks: "Those who believe that men will want

to work whether they have to or not seem to have lived sheltered

Hves."

Who Would Do the Work?

He goes on to point out, with refreshing realism, how hard it is

even today, before any guaranteed income, to get people to shine

shoes, wash cars, cut brush, mow lawns, act as porters at railroad or

bus stations, or do any number of other necessary jobs. "Millions of

service jobs are unfilled in the United States, and it is obvious that men

and women will often prefer to exist on small welfare payments rather

than take the jobs If this situation exists before the guaranteed

income is made available, who is going to take care of services when

everyone can live without working—as a right?"

Who is, in fact, going to take the smelly jobs, or any low-paid job,

once the guaranteed income program is in effect? Suppose, as a mar-
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ricd man with two children, your present income from some nast>' and

irregular work is $2,500 a year. Comes the income guarantee, and vou

get a check in the mail from the government for $630. This is accom-

panied by a letter telling you that you arc entided as a matter of

unconditional right to the povert\'-line income of $3,130, and this

$630 is for the difference between that and your earned income of

$2,500. You are happy—for just a day. Then it occurs to >'ou that nxhi

are a fool to go on working at your nast>' job or series of odd jobs for

$2, 500 when you can stop work entirely and get the full $3,130 fhwi

the government.

So the government uxxild, in fact, ha\T to pay out a tremendous

sum. In addition, it would create idleness on a huge scale. To prcdia

this result is not to take a c\iucal vio%-, but mcrch' to recognize realities.

The beneficiaries of the guaranteed income v^xHild mercK' be acting

sensibly from their outi point of \tcv%'. But the result \%xHild be that the

fifth of the population nou judged to be bck>w the povcrt\' line \%txild

stop producing e\'en most of the nccessan»' gixxis and services it is

producing now. The unpleasant jobs >%xHild not get done. There wxHild

be less total prtxluction, or total real income, to be shared b>' every-

body.

The Shifting "Poverty Line**

But so far we have been talkmg only about the efTea of the guaran-

teed income on the recipients x^-hcise prc>ious incomes have been be-

low the povert)' hne. VMiat about tfK cxhcr four-fifths of the popula-

tion, whose inctMTKs have prcMously been above it? V\Tui would be

the effect on tintr incentives and actKxu?

Suppose a married man with t>%t) chiklren found at the end of a

year that he had earned $3,500? And suppose he finind that his neigh-

bor, with the same-sized family, had simply watched telexision, hung

around a bar, or gone fishing dunng the \xm and had g(K a guaranteed

income fri>m the gtnemmcnt of $3,130? Wouldn't the worker begin

to think that he had been something of a sap to wx>rk so hard for a

mere $370 net, and that it u-ould be much better to lead a plcasandy

idle life for just that much less? And uxHildn't the same thmg occur to

all others whose earned mcomes \*'erc only slighth' aboxe the guaran-

tee?

It is not easy to say how far above the guarantee any man's iiKome
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would have to be for this consideration not to occur to him. But we
would do well to remember the following figures: The median or "mid-

dle" income for all families in 1964 was $6,569. The median income

for "unrelated" individuals was $1,983. People with these incomes or

less—i.e, half the population—^would be near enough to the guarantee

to wonder why they weren't getting any of it.

Someone Must Pay

If "everybody should receive a guaranteed income as a matter of

right" (and the italics are Mr. Theobald's), who is to pay him that

income? On this point the advocates of the guaranteed income are

either beautifully vague or completely silent. The money, they tell us,

will be paid by the "government" or by the "State." "The State would

acknowledge the duty to maintain the individual."

The state is a shadowy entity that apparently gets its money out

ofsome fourth dimension. The truth is, ofcourse, that the government

has nothing to give to anybody that it doesn't first take from someone

else. The whole guaranteed-income proposal is a perfect modem ex-

ample of the shrewd observation of the French economist Bastiat,

more than a century ago: 'The State is the great fiction by which

everybody tries to live at the expense of everybody else."

Rights vs. Obligations

None of the guaranteed-income advocates explicitly recognizes

that real "income" is not paper money that can be printed at will but

goods and services, and that somebody has to produce these goods and

services by hard work. The proposition of the guaranteed-income ad-

vocates, in plain words, is that the people who work must be taxed to

support not only the people who can't work but the people who won't

work. The workers are to be forced to give up part of the goods and

services they have created and turn them over to the people who

haven't created them or flady refuse to create them.

Once this proposition is stated blundy, the spuriousness in all the

rhetoric about "the absolute constitutional 'right' to an income" be-

comes clear. A true legal or moral right of one man always implies an

obligation on the part of others to do something or refrain from doing

something to ensure diat right. If a creditor has a right to a sum of
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money owed to him on a certain day, the debtor has an obligation to

pay it. If I have a right to freedom of speech, to privao% or to the

ownership of a house, evenone else has an obligation to respect it.

But when I claim a "right" to "an income sufficient to li\x in dignit)',*

whether I am willing to work for it or not, >*'hat I am rcalh' claiming

is a right to part o(somebody elsr^ earned income. What I am asserting

is that he has a dut>' to earn more than he needs or wants to live on so

that the surplus may be seized from him and turned ontt to me to live

on.

What the guaranteed-income ad\txatcs arc rcalh' saving, behind

all their high-sounding phrases and humanitarian rhetoric, is some-

thing like this: "Look, we find oursches uith this ^^-onderful apparatus

of coercion, the go\emment and its police forces. Why not use it to

force the workers to pav pan of their earnings over to the non>%'ork-

ers?"

Lack of Understanding

We can still bclie\c in the sincerit)' and good intentions of these

people, but only b>' assuming an appalling lack of understanding on

their part of the most clementarv' economic pnnciplcs. *This book,"

writes Robert Theobald, '*prt>poscs the establishment of ncu- prin-

ciples specifically designed to break the link bcrvkrcn jobs and income."

But we cann<x break the link bctuxcn jobs and income. True income

is not mone)', but the gtxxls and services that a mone>' will buy. These

goods and services ha\-c to be produced. The>' can onh' be produced

b\' u-ork, b\' jobs. We may, of course, break the link between the job

and the income ofrnprnrtiadmrptrsm, say Paul, b>' gi\ing him an income

whether he consents to take a job or not. But ut can do this onh' b>'

seizing part of the inaKne o( some other person, say Peter, from his

job. To belie\'e u-e can break the link between jobs and income is to

belie>e v,x can break the link berv^-een production and consumption.

Goods have to be produced b\' somebody before the>' can be consumed

b\' anybody.

Claimants to Be Trusted, Taxpayers to Be Examined

One reason for the agitation for an unconditionally guaranteed

income is the dislike of some social reformers for the **means test.*
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The means test is disliked on two grounds—that it is "humiliating"

or "degrading," and that it is administratively troublesome—"a com-
prehensive examination of means and resources, applicant by appli-

cant." The guaranteed-income advocates think they can do away with

all this by using the "simple" mechanism of having everybody fill out

an income tax blank, whereupon the government would send a check

to everybody for the amount that his income, so reported, fell below

the government's set "poverty-line" minimum.

The belief that this income-tax mechanism would be administra-

tively simple is a delusion. Before the introduction of the withholding

mechanism, before the reporting requirements for payments made to

individuals in excess of $600 in any year, and the still more recent

requirements for the reporting of even the smallest interest and divi-

dend payments, the income tax was in large part a self-imposed tax.

The government depended heavily on the taxpayer's conscientiousness

and honesty. To a substantial extent it still does.

The government can check the honesty of individual returns only

by a random or arbitrary sampling process. It is altogether probable

that more evasion and cheating go on in the low income-tax returns

than in the high ones—not because the big-income earners are more

honest, but simply because their chances ofbeing examined and caught

are higher. The amount of concealment and falsification that would

be practiced by persons trying to get as high a guaranteed income as

possible would probably be enormous. To minimize the swindling, the

government would have to resort to the same case-by-case and appli-

cant-by-applicant process as it does to administer current relief, unem-

ployment insurance, and social security programs.

Is a means test for relief necessarily any more humiliating than the

ordeal that the taxpayer must go through when his income tax is being

examined, and when every question he is asked and record he is re-

quired to provide implies that he is a potential crook? If the reply is

that this inquisition is necessary to protect the government from fraud,

then the same reply is valid as applied to applicants for relief or a

guaranteed income. It would be a strange double standard to insist

that those who were being forced to pay the guaranteed income to

others should be subject to an investigation from which those who

applied for the guaranteed income would be exempt.

Finally, the income-tax mechanism would be irrelevant to the real

problem with which the guaranteed-income advocates profess to be
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concerned. For the applicants would prcsumabh' be reporting last

year's income, which would have no necessan' relation to their present

need. An applicant's income in the previous year or other previous

period might be either much higher or much lower than it is today.

The process would not meet present emergencies, such as illness or

temporary loss of emploxxnent. The guarantecd-income payment

might either come too late or prove unnecded or excessive.

Old Subsidies Never Die

One of the main selling arguments ofthe guarantecd-income ad\x>-

cates is that its net cost to the taxpayers \%txiJd noc be as great as might

appear at first sight because it would be a submtMi for the present

"mosaic" or "rag bag" of measures designed to meet the same goal

—

Social Secunt)', unemplo\Tnent compensatKxi, Medicare, dirca relief,

free sch(X)l lunches, stamp plans, farm subsidies, housing subsidies,

rent subsidies, and all the rest.

Neither the record of the past nor a knowledge of political realities

supports such an expectation. One of the main selling arguments in the

middle 1930s, first for unemployment insurance and later for Social

Security, was that these pn)grams %%xxild take the place and elimmate

the need for the various relief programs and pa\-ments then m exis-

tence. But in the last 30 \xars these pnigrams ha\r continued to grow

year b\' year with only minor mtcnupcions. The result is that public

assistance pay-mcnts (including old-age assistance, aid to dependent

children, general a.v%istance, etc.) ha\tr nscn fnim a total of $657 mil-

lion m 1936 to 54,736 million m 1963, an increase of 620 percent.

And this cost is m adduum to the present $30 billion or more that the

Federal gtnemmeni now spends annually on Social Secunty and other

welfare pn>grams.

So n<K only ma> we expect that the giurantecd-income u-ould be

throx^Ti on top of all existing uelfarc paNincnts (wc can expea a tre-

mendous outcry against discontmuing any of them), but that demands

would ansc for cxMistant enlargement of the guaranteed amount. If the

average pay-ment urrc merely the dtffcmut betu-een an assumed ''pov-

erty-line" income of, say, $3,000 and u-hat the family had earned itself,

all heads of families earning less than $3,000 u-ould either quit work

or threaten to do so unless the>' urrc givxn the foil $3,000, and so

allowed to "keep" uhatexer thc\' earned thcmscK-es. And once this
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demand was granted (in an effort to avoid the wholesale idleness and

pauperization that would otherwise occur), the people whose earnings

were just above the government minimum, or less than twice as much,

would point out how unjustly they were being treated. And the only

"logical" and "fair" stopping place, it would be argued, would be to

give everybody the full minimum of $3,000 no matter how much he

was earning or getting from other sources.

Anyone who thinks such a prediction farfetched need merely recall

how we got into the present system ofpaying everybody over 72 Social

Security benefits regardless of his current earnings from other sources,

and paying benefits to every retired person over 65 regardless of the

size of his unearned income from other sources. By the same logic, the

British government pays comprehensive unemployment, sickness, ma-

ternity, widowhood, funeral and other benefits, and retirement pen-

sions, regardless of need or the size of the recipient's income.

Incentives Undermined

We have seen how the guaranteed-income plan, if adopted in the

form that its advocates propose, would lead to wholesale idleness and

pauperization among nearly all those earning less than the minimum

guarantee, and among many earning just a litde more. But it would

also undermine the incentives of those much further up in the income

scale. For they would not only be deprived ofthe benefits that they saw

millions of others getting. It is they who would be expected to pay

these benefits, through the imposition upon them of far more burden

some income taxes than they were already paying. If these taxes were

steeply progressive in proportion to income, as is probable, they would

discourage long hours and unusual effort.

It is difficult to make any precise estimate of the effect of a given

income-tax rate in discouraging or reducing work and production.

Different individuals will, of course, be differently affected. The activi-

ties of a man whose whole income comes in the form of a single salary

from a single job will be differendy affected than those of a surgeon, a

doctor, a writer, an actor, an architect, or anyone whose income varies

with the number of assignments he is willing to undertake or clients

he is willing to serve.

What we do know is that the higher income-tax rates, contrary to

popular belief, just don't raise revenue. In the current 1966 fiscal year.
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individiud income taxes are estimated m be raising $51.4 billion (out

of total revenues of $128 billion). Yet the tax rates in excess of 50

percent have been bringing in onh' about $250 million a year—less

than 1 percent of total income tax roenues and not enough to run

even the present government for a full day. (In other words, if all the

personal income-tax rates above 50 percent were reduced to that leNel,

the loss in re\enue would be only about $250 million. ) If these rates

above 50 percent were raised further, it is more probable that the\'

would raise less re\'enue than more. Therefore, it is the income tax rates

on the lower and middle incomes that would have to be raised most,

for the simple reason that 75 percent of the personal income of the

country is earned b\' people with less than $15,000 gross incomes.

Poverty for All

It is certain that high income tax rates discourage and reduce the

earning of income, and therefore the total pnxiuction of uealth, to

some extent. Suppose, for illustrati<xi, we begin with the extreme pro-

posal that we equalize oTr^ixxh'^s income by taxing away all income

in excess of the average in order to pay it ov-er to those v^ith incomes

below the average. (The guaranteed income proposal i$n*i too far away

from that!)

Let us say that the present per capita axxragc yearly income is

about $2,800. Then oenbody wtx) was getting less than that (and

would get just that whether he u-orkcd or not) v^tHikl, of course, as

with the guaranteed-income proposal, not need to work productively

at all. And no one who was earning mt>re than $2,800 \%'ould find it

worthwhile tt) continue tt> earn the excess, because it utmld be seucd

from him in any cxse. More, it uxHild soon occur to him that it wasn't

worthwhile earning e\en the $2,800, for it would be given to him in

any case; and his income ^^-ould be that >*'tKther he wcxkcd or not. So

if e\'er\'b<xly acted under an income equalization program merely in

the way that seemed most rational m his oun isolated interest, none

of us would u-ork and all of us utxild starve. We might each get $2,800

cash (if someone amid be found to continue to run the printing ma-

chines just for the fun of it), but there would be rxxhing to buy with it.

A less extreme equalization prc^am uxnild, of course, have less

extreme results. If only 90 percent of all incomes o\er $2,800 were

seized and people could keep 10 cents of o'cry "excess** dollar they
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earned, there would of course still be a litde incentive to earn a litde

more. And if everyone could keep 25 cents out of every dollar he

earned above the $2,800, the incentive would be slighdy higher.

But every tax or expropriation must reduce incentives to a certain

extent. The effect of the guaranteed-income proposal would be practi-

cally to wipe out incentives for those earning (or even wanting) no
more than the guarantee, and greatly to reduce incentives for all those

earning or capable of earning more than the guarantee. Therefore the

guaranteed income would reduce effort and earning and production.

It would violendy reduce the national income (measured in real terms).

And it would reduce the standard of living for four-fifths of the popu-

lation. The government might be able to pay out the specified amount

ofguaranteed dollar "income," but the purchasing power ofthe dollars

would appallingly shrink.

The Negative Income Tax

Recognizing the calamitous erosion of incentives that would be

brought about by a straight guaranteed income plan, other reformers

have advocated what they call a "negative income tax." This proposal

was put forward by the prominent economist Professor Milton Fried-

man of the University of Chicago, in his book Capitalism and Freedom,

which appeared in 1962. The system he proposed would be adminis-

tered along with the current income tax system.

Suppose that the poverty-line income were set at $3,000 per "con-

sumer unit" (families or individuals), and suppose that the negative

income tax (which is really a subsidy), were a flat rate of 50 percent.

Then every "consumer unit" (this is the statisticians' technical term)

whose income fell below $3,000 would be paid a subsidy of, say, 50

percent of the difference. If its earned income were $2,000, for ex-

ample, it would receive $500; if its earned income were $1,000 it

would receive $1,000; if its earned income were zero it would receive

$1,500.

Professor Friedman freely concedes that his proposal, "like any

other measure to relieve poverty . . . reduces the incentives of those

helped to help themselves." But he argues that "it does not eliminate

that incentive entirely, as a system of supplementing incomes up to

some fixed minimum would. An extra dollar earned always means

more money available for expenditure."
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It is true that the ^'negative income tax" would not have quite the

destructive efFea on incentives that the guaranteed income would.

Nevertheless, once the principle of the negative income tax were ac-

cepted, the demand would immediate!)' arise that the minimum sub-

sidy to be paid should be at least "adequate" to proxide a minimum
income to support a family "in decency' and dignit>'." So we would be

back to the minimum guaranteed income, plus supplemental subsidies

for those who already had some earned or priNate income of their

own. If this minimum were set at $3,130 for a married man with two

children (to return to the Social Security' Administration's "poxTrty-

line" figure), this subsidy would be reduced, say, b>' 50 cents ft>r o-cn'

dollar earned, and therefore would not stop entirely until the family's

own earned income had reached $6,240.

Not Enough Rich to Soak

How many billions of dollars m subsidies this would inx'oK'e, and

what rate of income tax ucxild be required or\ all families M^ith incomes

above 56,240 to raise the rcxenue neccssar\' to pay these subsidies, if

any rate could, I leave to the pn)fessional statisticians to calculate.

But it is ob\'iou$ that this program could not be paid for b\' "the

rich." Ifwe were to subsidize all family inccxnes below $6,240 it wtxild

be hardly consistent to tax them Yet net incomes below $6,000 (after

exemptions and deductions) arc na^- taxed at rates up to 22 percent,

beginning with 14 percent om on tfK first $500 of net income. In

fact, all personal net income of $6,000 or less is nou' tiK source of

nearly 80 percent of all pervmal income tax re\-enue. Yet, as I have

already pointed (Hit, the Omus Bureau calculates that tfK median

income for all families in 1964 was only $6,569; and taxpayers with

adjusted gn>s$ incomes of $15,000 or less rccenr tfuee-quarters of tfK

total personal income tlKre is to be taxed.

Neither a "negatixc inccxne tax" nor a guaranteed income plan of

the dimensions being suggested could possibly be put into effect with

dollars of present purchasing power.

It may be added that the negativx income tax would fia\T all tfK

administrative problems that %%xiukl afflia tfK guaranteed income pro-

posal—fraud, corruption, necessarv* applicantb>'-applicant inxTstiga-

tion, and irrclexance of paxinent to present need.

And once the main principle of eitfKr proposal were accepted, tfK
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minimum subsidy or guarantee demanded would be bound constantly

to increase. Anyone who doubts this need merely consult the history

ofunemployment insurance and social security benefits since the plans

were initiated in the 1930s. It is significant that several ofthe advocates

of the guaranteed income acknowledge that their idea originated with

the more modest negative income tax proposal of Milton Friedman.

They just expanded it.

So knowing what we do of political pressures, and of the past

history of relief, "social insurance," and other "antipoverty" measures,

we are forced to conclude that once the principle of either the negative

income tax or the guaranteed income were accepted, it would be made
an addition to and not a substitute for the present conglomeration of

relief and "antipoverty" programs. And even alone it would drastically

reduce the productive incentives of those earning less than the guaran-

teed amount and seriously reduce the incentives ofthose earning more,

because of the oppressive taxation it would necessarily involve. Its

overall effect would be to level real incomes down, not up.

Even at present our large and overlapping assortment of relief and

antipoverty measures is seriously reducing incentives to the production

that would otherwise be possible. Our social reformers have been

everywhere overlooking the two-sided nature ofthe problem of reduc-

ing poverty. The obstinate two-sided problem we face is this: How can

we mitigate the penalties of misfortune and failure without undermin-

ing the incentives to effort and success?

The Poor Laws ofEngland

Our social reformers—who sometimes talk as if no government

ever did anything to relieve the plight of the jobless and the poor until

the New Deal came along in 1933—are constandy deploring the al-

leged indifference, callousness, or niggardliness of our forefathers in

dealing with the poor. But wholly apart from private charity, previous

generations in their governmental capacity were sharply aware of the

problem of poverty and made some effort to alleviate it almost as far

back as the records go. There were "poor laws" in England even before

the days ofQueen Elizabeth. A statute of 1536 provided for the collec-

tion of voluntary funds for the relief of those unable to work. Eleven

years later the City ofLondon decided that these voluntary collections

were insufficient, and imposed a compulsory tax to support the poor.
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In 1572 a compulsor>' tax for this puqx>sc was imposed on a national

scale.

But the problem soon proved a very serious one for the people of

that age. The upper class was ver\' small numericalh' and proportion-

ately. The middle class itself was alwaN's ver>' dose to what we would
today call the poverty line. The workhouse and other conditions im-

posed on those on reliefseem ver\' cruel to us today. But our ancestors

were in constant fear that if the>' increased relief or relaxed the stem

conditions for it they would pauperize increasing numbers of the

population and create an insoluble problem.

At the beginning of the nineteenth centur\\ indeed, the cost c^

poor relief began to get out of hand. The total cost of the poor law

administration increased fourfold in the 32 Nxars bctwxcn 1785 and

1817, and reached a sixth of the total public expenditure. One Buck-

inghamshire village reported in 1832 that its expenditure on poor relief

was eight times what it had been in 1 795, and more than the rental of

the whole parish had been m that N-ear.

In face of statistics of this kind, England's Whig govemmcnt de-

cided to intervene. It appointed a royal commission, and in 1834 a new
and more severe poor law was passed in accordance with the commis-

sion's recommendatKMis.

The guiding pnnciple of the neu- law was that poor relief should

be granted to ablebtxiied ptxH- and their dependents only in well-

regulated uxirkhouscs under conditions inferior to those of the hum-
blest laborers outside. This seemed harsh, but the commissioners had

argued that "cNen- penny bestowed that tends to render the condition

of the pauper more eligible than that of the independent laborer is a

bount>' on indolence and vKe."

If the pendulum suoing too far in the direction of severity and

niggardliness in the middle nineteenth centun\ it may be swinging too

far in the direction of laxit>' and prodigality' today. A suxeping subsidi-

zation of idleness, such as is proposed b>' the guaranteed income,

would only weaken or destroy all incenoxr to effon, not only on the

pan of those who \%-erc subsidized and supp(xted, but on the pan of

those who would be ftmred to suppon them out of their own earnings.

There could be no faster way to impov-ehsh the nation.
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The Cure Is Production

One of the worst features of all the plans for sharing the wealth

and equalizing or guaranteeing incomes is that they lose sight of the

conditions and institutions that are necessary to create wealth and
income in the first place. They take for granted the existing size of the

economic pie; and in their impatient effort to see that it is sliced more
equally they overlook the forces that have not only created the pie in

the first place but have been baking a larger one year by year. Eco-

nomic progress and justice do not consist in beautiflilly equalized desti-

tution, but in the constant creation of more and more goods and

services, of more and more wealth and income to be shared.

The only real cure for poverty is production.

The way to maximize production is to maximize the incentives to

production. And the way to do that, as the modern world has discov-

ered, is through the system known as capitalism—the system of private

property, free markets, and free enterprise. This system maximizes pro-

duction because it allows a man freedom in the choice of his occupa-

tion, freedom in his choice of those for whom he works or who work

for him, freedom in the choice of those with whom he associates and

cooperates, and, above all, freedom to earn and to keep the fruits of

his labor. In the capitalist system each of us, with whatever exceptions,

tends in the long run to get what he creates or helps to create. When
each of us recognizes that his reward depends on his own efforts and

output, and tends to be proportionate to his output, then each has the

maximum incentive to maximize his effort and output.

No Effective Poverty Programs for Underdeveloped Countries

Capitalism brought the Industrial Revolution, and the enormous

increase in productivity which this has made possible. Capitalism has

enormously raised the economic level of the masses. It has wiped out

whole areas of poverty, and continues to wipe out more. The so-called

"pockets of poverty" constandy get smaller and fewer.

The condition of poverty, moreover, is relative rather than abso-

lute. What we call poverty in the United States would be regarded as

affluence in most parts of Africa, Asia, or Latin America. If an income

sufficient to enable a man "to live with dignity" ought to be "guaran-

teed" as a matter of "absolute right," why don't the advocates of a
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guaranteed income insist that this right be enforced first of all in the

poor countries, such as India and China, where the need is most wide-

spread and glaring? The reason is simpK' that eN-eii the better offgroups

in these nations have not produced enough wealth and income to be

expropriated and distributed to others.

One of the guaranteed-income ad\'ocatcs, in a footnote, admits

naively: ''We must also recognize that we still have no stratcg\' for the

elimination of povert)' in the under-doeloped countries." Of course

they haven't. The "strateg)'" would be the introduction of free enter-

prise, and of incentixes to work, to save, to accumulate capital, better

tools, and equipment, and to produce.

But would-be income guarantors ignore or despise the capitalistic

s)'stem that makes their dreams dreamable and gives their rcdistribute-

the-income proposals u-hateNer plausibilit)' the>' have. The capitalist

system has made this countrv' the most productiN-e and richest in the

world. It has continued to achioe its miracles e\-en in the last genera-

tion, and to increase them >xar b>' \rar. It has raised the a\rragc wrckly

factor)' wage from less than $ 1 7 in 1933 to S 1 10 today. Exm after the

rise in prices is allowed for, it has more than doubled our real per capita

disposable income—from 5893 in 1933 to $2,200 in 1965.

Allowed to ainrinue to operate uith om the rclatiN-e freedom

that it has enjoyed in recent >*ears, the capitalist $\-stem will continue

to produce these miracles. It will axitinue tti make progress against

ptnem- b\' ijfenrrui increase in income and wraith. But short-sighted

and impatient efforts tt) wipe out ptnert)- b>' soering the connection

between eflort and reward can on\\ lead tt> the gnmth t>f a totalitarian

state, and dcstni\' the economic progress that this countn' has so dearly

bought.
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On Appeasing Envy

Any attempt to equalize wealth or income by forced redistribution

must only tend to destroy wealth and income. Historically the best the

would-be equalizers have ever succeeded in doing is to equalize down-
ward. This has even been caustically described as their intention. "Your
levellers," said Samuel Johnson in the mid-eighteenth century, "wish

to level dawn as far as themselves; but they cannot bear levelling up to

themselves." And in our own day we find even an eminent liberal like

the late Mr. Justice Holmes writing: "I have no respect for the passion

for equality, which seems to me merely idealizing envy.''^

At least a handful ofwriters have begun to recognize explicidy the

all-pervasive role played by envy or the fear of envy in life and in

contemporary political thought. In 1966, Helmut Schoeck, professor

of sociology at the University of Mainz, devoted a penetrating book

to the subject.2

There can be litde doubt that many egalitarians are motivated at

least pardy by envy, while still others are motivated, not so much by

any envy of their own, as by the fear of it in others, and the wish to

appease or satisfy it.

But the latter effort is bound to be futile. Almost no one is com-

pletely satisfied with his status in relation to his fellows. In the envious

the thirst for social advancement is insatiable. As soon as they have

risen one rung in the social or economic ladder, their eyes are fixed

upon the next. They envy those who are higher up, no matter by how
litde. In fact, they are more likely to envy their immediate friends or

neighbors, who are just a litde bit better off, than celebrities or million-

aires who are incomparably better off. The position of the latter seems

unattainable, but of the neighbor who has just a minimal advantage

they are tempted to think: "I might almost be in his place."

Moreover, the envious are more likely to be mollified by seeing

others deprived of some advantage than by gaining it for themselves.

It is not what they lack that chiefly troubles them, but what others

This article, a chapter in Hazlitt's book, The Conquest ofPoverty, published by Arlington

House, appeared in the March 1972 issue of The Freeman.
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have. The envious are not satisfied with eqiialit\'; thc>' secrcdy yearn

for superiority and revenge. In the French revolution of 1848, a

woman coal-heaver is reported to have remarked to a richh' dressed

lady: Tes, madam, eventhing's going to be equal now; I shall go in

silks and youTl carr>' coal."

Envy is implacable. Concessions merely whet its appetite for more
concessions. As Schoeck writes: "Man's en\y is at its most intense

where all are almost equal; his calls for redistribution are kxidcst when
there is virtually nothing to redistribute."^

(We should, of course, alwav-s distinguish that merely negati\T

envy which begrudges others their advantage from the positi\e ambi-

tion that leads men to active emulation, competition, and creative

effort of their own.)

But the accusation of enw, or e\'cn of the fear of odicrs' envy, as

the dominant motive for any redistribution proposal, is a serious one

to make and a difficult if not impossible one to prove. Moreover, the

motives for making a proposal, oxn if asccnainable, are irrelevant to

its inherent merits.

We can, nonetheless, appK' certain objcctivr tests. Sometimes the

motive of appeasing other people's envy is openh* avowed. Socialists

will often talk as if some fonn of superbh' equalized destitution were

preferable to "maldistnbuted" plent\'. A national income that is rapidly

growing in abstilutc terms for practKally csxvy one v%iU be depk>rcd

because it is making the nch ncher. An implied and lomctimcs avowrd

principle of the British Labor Part\- leaders after World War II was

that "Nobody should have v^-hai ex-erv-body can't havx."

Equality, Yes; Abundance, No!

But tlK main objective rest of a social proposal is not merely

whether it emphasizes equality' more than abundance, but whether it

goes further and anempts to promote equalit\- at the expense of abun-

dance. Is the pn>pt»cd measure intended primanly to help the poor,

or to penalue the nch? And uxHild it in faa punish the rich at tiic cost

of also hurting even-one else?

This is the actual effea, as we saw earlier,^ of steeply progressive

income taxes and confiscaton* inheritance taxes. These are not only

counter-productiNT fiscalh' (bringing in less revenue from tiie higher
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brackets than lower rates would have brought), but they discourage

or confiscate the capital accumulation and investment that would have

increased national productivity and real wages. Most ofthe confiscated

fiinds are then dissipated by the government in current consumption
expenditures. The long-run effect ofsuch tax rates, ofcourse, is to leave

the working poor worse off than they would otherwise have been.

There are economists who will admit all this, but will answer that

it is nonetheless politically necessary to impose such near-confiscatory

taxes, or to enact similar redistributive measures, in order to placate

the dissatisfied and the envious—in order, even, to prevent actual revo-

lution.

Appeasement Provokes Envy

This argument is the reverse of the truth. The effect of trying to

appease envy is to provoke more of it.

The most popular theory of the French Revolution is that it came

about because the economic condition of the masses was becoming

worse and worse, while the king and the aristocracy remained com-

pletely blind to it. But Tocqueville, one of the most penetrating social

observers and historians of his or any time, put forward an exactly

opposite explanation. Let me state it first as summarized by an eminent

French commentator in 1899:

Here is the theory invented by Tocqueville The lighter

a yoke, the more it seems insupportable; what exasperates is

not the crushing burden but the impediment; what inspires

to revolt is not oppression but humiliation. The French of

1789 were incensed against the nobles because they were cd-

most the equals of the nobles; it is the slight difference that can

be appreciated, and what can be appreciated that counts. The

eighteenth-century middle class was rich, in a position to fill

almost any employment, almost as powerful as the nobility. It

was exasperated by this "alm^sf' and stimulated by the proxim-

ity of its goal; impatience is always provoked by the fmal

strides.^

I have quoted this passage because I do not fmd the theory stated

in quite this condensed form by Tocqueville himself Yet this is essen-
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dally the theme of his UAnden BJ^inu et la Revolutiony and he pre-

sented impressive factual documentation to support it.

As the prosperit)' which I have just described began to

extend in France, the communit\' noertheless became more

unsettled and uneas)% pubhc discontent greu' fierce; hatred

against all esublished institutions increased. The nation was

visibly advancing toward a roolution

It might be said that the French found their position the

more intolerable precisely where it had become better. Surpris-

ing as this faa is, histon' is full of such contradictions.

It is not alwav-s b>' going from bad to worse that a countr\'

falls into resolution . It happens most frcqucndy that a people,

which had supported the most crushing lau-s without com-

plaint, and apparcndy as if the\- were unfclt, throu-s them off

with violence as soon as the burden begins to be diminished.

The state of things destroyed b\' a rc\ olution is almost alwas-s

someu'hat better than that which immediately preceded it; and

expcnencc has shou-n that the most dangcnxis moment for a

bad government is usuall> that when it enters upon the >%x)rk

of refonn. Nothing shoa of great political genius can sax-c a

soN'creign who undertakes to rchor his subjects after a long

pen<xi of oppressKMi. The oils which ^xrc endured with pa-

tience so long as the>- \%-erc ino ttable seem intolerable as stxm

as a hope can be entertained of escaping from them. The

abuses which arc rcmoxrd seem to lay bare those which re-

main, and to render the sense of" them more acute; the evil has

decreased, it is true, but the perception of the e\il is more

keen

No one any kmger contended m 1 780 that France was in

a state of decline; there seemed, on the contrar)', to be just

then no bounds to her progress. Then it was that the theory

of the continual and indefinite perfectibility' of man took its

ongin. Twent)' years before nothing was to be hoped of the

future: then nothing was to be feared. The imagination, grasp-

ing at this near and unheard of felicit>', caused men to overlook

the advantages the> alrcad>- possessed, and humed them for-

ward to something ncu-.*
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Aggravated by Sympathy

The expressions of sympathy that came from the privileged class

itselfonly aggravated the situation:

The very men who had most to fear from the fury of the

people declaimed loudly in their presence on the cruel injustice

under which the people had always suffered. They pointed out

to each other the monstrous vices of those institutions which

had weighed most heavily upon the lower orders: they em-

ployed all their powers of rhetoric in depicting the miseries of

the common people and their ill-paid labor; and thus they

infuriated while they endeavored to relieve them/

Tocqueville went on to quote at length from the mutual recrimina-

tions of the king, the nobles, and the parliament in blaming each other

for the wrongs of the people. To read them now is to get the uncanny

feeling that they are plagiarizing the rhetoric of the limousine liberals

ofour own day.

All this does not mean that we should refrain from taking any

measure truly calculated to relieve hardship and reduce poverty. What

it does mean is that we should never take governmental measures

merely for the purpose of trying to assuage the envious or appease the

agitators, or to buy off a revolution. Such measures, betraying weak-

ness and a guilty conscience, only lead to more far-reaching and even

ruinous demands. A government diat pays social blackmail will pre-

cipitate the very consequences that it fears.

1. The Corrapondence ofMr. Justia Holmes and HaroldJ. Laski (ed. M. De Wolfe Howe,

2 vol. Cambridge, Mass. 1953). From Holmes to Laski, May 12, 1927, p. 942.

2. Helmut Schoeck, Envy (English translation, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1969).

3. Ibid., p. 303.

4. "Should We Divide the Wealth?" in The Freeman, February, 1972, p. 100.

5. Emile Faguet, Politicians and Moralists of the Nineteenth Century (Boston: Little,

Brown; 1928), p. 93.

6. Alexis de Tocqueville, On the State of Society in France before the Revolution of 1789.

London: John Murray, 1856, pp. 321-324. Also available as The OldRejfime and the French

Revolution in a Doubleday paperback.

7. Ibid., pp. 329-330.
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The Cure for Poverty

The theme of this study is the conquest of poverty, not its ^aboli-

tion." Poverty can be alleviated or reduced, and in the Western world

in the last two centuries it has been almost nuraculously alle\iatcd and

reduced; but poverty is ultimately individual, and individual povertv-

can no more be ''abolished^ than disease or death can be abolished.

Individual or family povertv' results when the '^breadwinner" can-

not in faa win bread; when he cannot or does not produce enough to

support his family or even himself. And there will alwav-s be some

human beings who will temporarily or pcrmanenth' lack the ability to

provide even for their own self-support. Such is the condition of all

of us as young children, of many of us when v^t fall ill, and of most of

us in extreme old age. And such is the permanent condition of some

who have been struck bv* misfortune—the blind, the crippled, the

feebleminded. Where there arc so many causes there can be no all-

embracing cure.

It IS fashionable to say today that *VxietV'" must solve the problem

of poverty'. But basically each individual—or at least each family—must

solve its own problem of povcrtv'. The overwhelming majoritv' of fami-

lies must produce more than eiKxigh for their own support if there is

to be any surplus available for the remaining families that cannix or

do not provide enough for their own suppt)rt. VNlKrc the majontv' of

families do ntx panide en<xigh for their own supptxt—where societv'

as a whole docs not provide ciKxigh for its own support—no "ade-

quate relief sv-stcm" is even tcmporarih* possible. Hence *Socicty* can-

not solve the problem of povert>' until the overv^-helming majoritv- of

families have already solved (and in faa slighdy more than solved) the

problem of their oun povertV'.

All this is merciv' stating in an other form the Paradox of Relief:

The richer the community, the las the need/or rtUrf, but the more it is »bU

to providi; the poorer the community, thejfrtmttr the netdfrr relief, hut the

less tt is abU to provide.

From the June 1972 muc ofTV frun—

w
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And this in turn is merely another way of pointing out that relief,

or redistribution of income, voluntary or coerced, is never the true
solution of poverty, but at best a makeshift, which may mask the
disease and mitigate the pain, but provides no basic cure.

Government ReliefMeasures Intensify the Disease

Moreover, government relief tends to prolong and intensify the

very disease it seeks to cure. Such relief tends constandy to get out of
hand. And even when it is kept within reasonable bounds it tends to

reduce the incentives to work and to save, both of those who receive

it and of those who are forced to pay it. It may be said, in fact, that

practically every measure that governments take with the ostensible

object of "helping the poor" has the long-run effect of doing the

opposite. Economists have again and again been forced to point out

that nearly every popular remedy for poverty merely aggravates the

problem. I have analyzed in this study such false remedies as "land

reform," the guaranteed income, the negative income tax, minimum-
wage laws, laws to increase the power of the labor unions, opposition

to labor-saving machinery, promotion of "spread-the-work" schemes,

special subsidies, increased government spending, increased taxation,

steeply graduated income taxes, punitive taxes on capital-gains, inheri-

tances, and corporations, and outright socialism.

But the possible number of false remedies for poverty is infinite.

Two central fallacies are common to practically all ofthem. One is that

of looking only at the immediate effect of any proposed reform on a

selected group of intended beneficiaries and of overlooking the longer

and secondary effect of the reform not only on the intended beneficiar-

ies but on everybody. The other fallacy, akin to this, is to assume that

production consists of a fixed amount ofgoods and services, produced

by a fixed amount and quality of capital providing a fixed number of

"jobs." This fixed production, it is assumed, goes on more or less

automatically, influenced negligibly if at all by the incentives or lack

of incentives of specific producers, workers, or consumers. "The prob-

lem of production has been solved," we keep hearing, and all that is

needed is a fairer "distribution."

What is disheartening about all this is that the popular ideology

on all these matters shows no advance—and if anything even a retro-

gression—compared with what it was more than a hundred years ago.
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In the middle of the nineteenth ccntun' the English economist Nassau

Senior was writing in his journal:

It requires a long train of reasoning to show that the capital

on which the miracles of cisilizadon depend is the slow and

painful creation of the economy and enterprise of the few, and

of the industr)' of the many, and is destroyed, or driven away,

or proented from arising, by any causes u'hich diminish or

render insecure the profits ofthe capitalist, or deaden the activ-

ity' of the laborer; and that the Sutc, b\' rclioing idleness,

improxidcnce, or miscondua frtxn the punishment, and de-

priving abstinence and foresight of the regard, u-hich ha\-e

been provided for them b\- nature, may indeed dcstro)* \%'calth,

but most certainly will aggravate povcit>'.*

Man thnxighout histon* has been searching for the cure for pov-

erty', and all that time the cure has been before his eyes. Fortunately',

as far at least as it applied to their actions as individuals, the majority*

ofmen instinctively recognized it—^i-hich was why they- sur>ived. That

individual cure was Work and Saung. In terms of social organization,

there ooived spontaneously from thu, as a result of no one's conscious

planning, a sy'stem of division of labor, freedom of exchange, and

economic ccK>peration, the outlines of which hardh* became apparent

to our forebears until two centunes ago. That sy-stem is now knou'n

either as Free Enterprise or as Capitalism, according as men wish to

honor or disparage it.

It is this sy-stem that has hfred mankind out of mass po\-ercy'. It is

this system that in the last century-, in the last generation, e\-cn in tfic

last decade, hxs acceleratively been changing the face of the >%x)rid, and

has provided the masses of mankind unth amenities that c\en kmgs did

not possess or oen imagine a fc\% generations ago.

Because of indix idual misfortune and individual uxakncsscs, there

will always be stimc individual poxerty' and e\"en "pockets" of pox-crt)'.

But in the more prospennis Western countries today, capitalism has

already- reduced these to a merely residual pn)blem, u-hich uill become

increasingly exsy tt> manage, and of constantly- diminishing impor-

tance, if stKiety contmues to abide m the main by- capitalist pnnaples.

Capitalism in the advanced countries has already-, it bears repeating.
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conquered mass poverty, as that was known throughout human history

and almost everywhere, until a change began to be noticeable some-
time about the middle of the eighteenth century. Capitalism will con-

tinue to eliminate mass poverty in more and more places and to an
increasingly marked extent if it is merely permitted to do so.

In a previous article ("False Remedies for Poverty," The Freeman,

February 1971), I explained by contrast how Capitalism performs its

miracles. It turns out the tens ofthousands ofdiverse commodities and
services in the proportions in which they are socially most wanted, and

it solves this incredibly complex problem through the institutions of

private property, the free market, and the existence of money

—

through the interrelations of supply and demand, costs and prices,

profits and losses. And, of course, through the force of competition.

Competition will tend constandy to bring about the most economical

and efficient method of production possible with existing technol-

ogy—and then it will start devising a still more efficient technology.

It will reduce the cost of existing production, it will improve products,

it will invent or discover wholly new products, as individual producers

try to think what product consumers would buy if it existed.

Those who are least successful in this competition will lose their

original capital and be forced out of the field; those who are most

successful will acquire through profits more capital to increase their

production still further. So capitalist production tends constandy to

be drawn into the hands of those who have shown that they can best

meet the wants of the consumers.

True Help for the Poor

Those who truly want to help the poor will not spend their days

in organizing protest marches or relief riots, or even in repeated protes-

tations of sympathy. Nor will their charity consist merely in giving

money to the poor to be spent for immediate consumption needs.

Rather will they themselves live modestiy in relation to their income,

save, and constandy invest their savings in sound existing or new enter-

prises to create not only more jobs but better paying ones ("Private

Wealth, Public Purpose," The Freeman, December 1970).

The irony is that the very miracles brought about in our age by the

capitalist system have given rise to expectations that keep running
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ahead even of the acxrlerating progress, and so have led to an incred-

ibly shortsighted impatience that threatens to destroy the ver>' s)'stem

that has made the expectations possible.

If that destruction is to be pre\'ented, education in the true causes

of economic improvement must be intensified be>'ond anything yet

attempted.

1. Nassau Senior, Jmamml Ktft m Frmma mU luJr/rm, 184S-S2 (Loodon: Hcnn S.

King, 2nd ed 1871 ), Vol I, pp. 4-5.
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The Story ofNegro Gains

The myth still assiduously cultivated in some quarters is that the

Negro community has been sunk in hopeless poverty and despair,

because it has not been allowed to participate in the general economic
prosperity of the last ten or 20 years. The actual record does not
support this.

What we find, in fact, is that the Negroes as a whole have not only

made great absolute economic gains in this period, but gains at least

ftilly proportional to those made by the white population.

The median income of Negro families in 1949 (calculated in 1969
prices) was $2,538. In 1959 this had risen to $3,661, and in 1969 to

$6,191. Thus the median income had risen 44 percent in the ten years

from 1949 to 1959, and 144 percent in the 20 years to 1969. This

was a real gain in "constant" dollars and therefore owed nothing to

the steep rise in prices during the period. The percentage of Negro
families with incomes under $3,000 (also calculated in constant 1969

dollars) fell from 58.1 percent in 1949 to 41.9 percent in 1959 and

to 20.4 percent in 1969.

Thus the Negroes not only shared proportionately with the whites

in the economic improvement of the 20-year period, but somewhat

better than proportionately. Compared with the 144 percent increase

in Negro family "real" incomes between 1949 and 1969, white family

real incomes in the same period increased only 97 percent.^

Interpreting the Statistics

I have presented the figures in this way in order to emphasize the

real economic progress made by the blacks in this twenty-year period.

But these figures standing by themselves could give a misleading im-

pression. They fail to call attention to the big gap still remaining be-

tween the incomes of white and black families. In 1949, when the

median income of Negro families was $2,538 (in 1969 prices) the

From the November 1971 issue o( The Freeman.
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median incxxnc of white families was $4,973. In 1969, when the me-

dian income of black families had risen to $6,191, that of u'hite fiimi-

lies had risen to $9,794. Thus the median income of black families,

which averaged only 51 percent of that of uliite families in 1949, had

advanced to no more than 63 percent in 1969.

This, of course, is still far fixmi satisfactorv'; but the comparison

should not lead us to depreciate the extent of the blacks' real gains.

Some writers talk as ifthe only gain worth talking about that the blacks

have made is this gain in comparison uith increased white incomes.

But this is a captious and confused \%'ay of kx>king at the matter, and

leads to some paradoxical results. Suppose in this lO-x-car period the

gains of Negro families had been the same as the>' were in absolute

terms, but that the real incomes of white families had shown no im*

provement whatexer. Then though onh' 20.4 percent of Negro fami-

lies would have had incomes under $3,000 in 1969, 23.4 percent of

white families would still have had such bw incomes, as the\' did in

1949. And though the median income of Negn) families uxHiki have

been $6,191 in 1969, the median income of white families (in 1969

prices) would have been only $4,973, as it was in 1949. In both

respects the Negro families, though uith no better incomes in absolute

terms than the>' actually had in 1969, v^txild have been better off than

the white families. QHikJ this be senously regarded as a more desirable

all-around situatKHi?

In still other way's the Negro has made great pa)grcss in the last

ten or n%'ent>- years. A leadmg example is in the field of education. In

1957, the median years of schcx>l completed b>' nonwhitc men (y^ho

were eighteen years of age and mrr, and who u-ere in the labor force)

stocxi at 8.0 years; for white men the corrcsptxiding figure was 1 1.5

vears, a gap of 3.5 years. By 1967, ho\%-e>-er, the median yrars of

sch(X)ling for nonu-hite men increased to 10.2 \-ears, and for ^-hite

men the figure had increased tt> 12.3 \Tars, reducing the difference to

2.1 years.

DtiTerenccs Within Groups

One trouble with all the comparisons I haxr made so far is that,

because the>- arbitrarily gnnip all u-hites together on the one hand, and

all blacks tt>gether on the other (for the sake of making o\er-all com-

parisons), the>' may help to encourage the naive tendency of many
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people to think ofthe black community as a homogeneous, undifferen-

tiated group all in the same circumstances and with the same oudook.
But as Negro leaders have reminded us, for example: "Young Negroes
are at least as hostile toward their elders as white New Leftists arc

toward their liberal parents."^ In addition Negroes are separated by
great gaps in experience—Northern from Southern, urban from ru-

ral—and great differences in income. In 1967, for example, the relative

spread in incomes among the nonwhite population was even greater

than among the whites. The lowest fifth of white families received 5.8

percent of the total income of such families, the highest fifth received

40.7 percent, and the top 5 percent of families 14.9 percent. But
among nonwhite families, the lowest fifiJi received only 4.4 percent of
the total income of such families, the highest fifth 44.7 percent, and
the top 5 percent received 17.5 percent.

These differences are emphasized further when we compare se-

lected groups of black families from different regions, with the corre-

sponding white groups. In 1969, for the nation as a whole, black

families earned 61 percent as much as their white counterparts (com-

pared with 54 percent in 1960). But in the North and West, black

families over-all earned 75 percent as much as white families. More
striking, Northern black families with the husband and wife under age

35 both present, averaged an $8,900 annual income in 1969, or 91

percent ofthe average of their white counterparts, compared with only

a 62 percent average in 1960. Still more striking. Northern black

families with the husband and wife under age 24 averaged 107 percent

of the income of their white counterparts. (The Census Bureau thinks

this is probably the result of a sampling error. But that the income of

such black families is at least equal to that of their white counterparts

is suggested by the result of a similar sampling in 1968; this showed

such black family incomes averaging 99 percent of corresponding

white incomes.)

It is significant that where we find the Negroes making the least

progress comparatively is in the areas where the free market is not

allowed to operate. This is particularly striking in labor union member-

ship. In the unionized trades the unwritten rule seems to be that the

higher the pay, the harder it is for blacks to get in. They make up 11

percent of the labor force. But at latest count, in such high-paying

trades as plumbers, sheet-metal workers, electrical workers, and eleva-

tor constructors, less than 1 percent of the workers are black.^
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Minimum Wage Laws and Other Interventions Cause

Unemployment

In one important respect, the position of the Negroes has retro-

gressed. An increasing gap has de\'eloped bet>\'ecn dK respective rates

of unemployment of whites and blacks. In June of 1971, the over-all

rate of unemploNinent among whites was 5.2 percent, among Negroes

9.4 percent. A difference of this sort has long existed. For example,

even in the relatively good emploNinent years 1950 to 1954 inclusive,

when the white unemploNinent rate averaged 3.7 percent, the rate for

Negroes averaged 6.8 percent. Part of this difference probably re-

fleaed discrimination by employers, and pan of it the exclusion of

Negroes from unions. In those five years unempknment among teen-

agers ( 16 to 19) was also higher, as it is no\%', than in the working force

as a whole. But the gap in this respect bet\*ecn white and black teen-

agers was comparatively small. UnemploNinent among \%'hitc teen-

agers in 1950 to 1954 averaged 10.3 percent, and among black teen-

agers 11.1 percent.

Since that time the situation has been steadily deteriorating. In

June of 1971 the uncmpkn-mcnt rate anxxig white teenagers was 13.5

percent, while among black teenagers it reached the appalling level of

33.8 percent.

By far the main cause of this has been the Federal minimum wage

law. Minimum wage legislation has been on the books since 1938, but

in March 1956 the minimum rate was jacked up from 75 cents to $1

an hour, and it has since been raised b\' succcssi\'e jumps to $1.60 an

hour in Februan* 1968. But the law cannot make a worker \%-orth a

given amount by making it illegal for an>'one to offer him less. It can

merely make it unprx>fitable for cmpkners to hire \M>rkers of k)w skills,

and therefore fonrcs such v%t)rkers into unempknTtient. One of the

greatest helps vse could gi\-c the Negn) today Htxild be to repeal the

statutory' minimum wage.

What our politicians still do not realize is that the greatest counter-

aaing force to racial discrimination is the free market. As the econo-

mist W. H. Hutt has put it, The market is cokx-blind." If an em-

ployer can make 4 greater profit b>- empkning a Negro than a white

man at a given job, he is likely to do it. Even the militant Negro Marcus

Garve\' recognized this, though in a some>%'hat cynical manner:
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It seems strange and a paradox, but the only convenient friend

die Negro worker or laborer has in America at the present
time is the white capitalist. The capitalist being selfish—seek-
ing only the largest profit out of labor—is willing and glad to

use Negro labor wherever possible on a scale reasonably below
the standard union wage ... but ifthe Negro unionizes himself

to the level of the white worker, the choice and preference of
employment is given to the white worker.^

In a free market, however, Negro employment does not necessarily

depend on acceptance of a lower wage rate. If a Negro—say an out-

standing professional baseball player or musician—is clearly superior

to the best white competitor, he is likely to be employed in preference,

at an even higher rate, because the employer expects to make a greater

profit on him.

Not a Separate "Black Economy," but Full Admission to the

Market

The chief hope for the economic progress of the Negroes lies not

in some dream-world effort to form a separate "black economy," but

in their becoming and being accepted as a more fiilly integrated part

of a great expanding capitalist economy. In spite of the discrimination

that still exists, the economic position of the Negro in the United

States is not only in comparably higher than in Haiti or in any of the

all-black countries of Africa, but higher than most whites even in the

industrialized countries of Europe,

For what the best available statistical comparisons are worth, here

they are: As compared with a median annual income of $2,138 for

Negro unrelated individuals in 1968, the per capita gross national

product for that year was $91 in Haiti, $238 in Ghana, $298 in Zam-

bia, and $304 in the Ivory Coast. In Chad, the Congo, Mali, Niger,

and Nigeria, it ranged from a low of $63 to a high of $88.^

Turning to European comparisons: In the early 1960s, when it

was calculated that some 44 percent ofAmerica's nonwhite population

was below the so-called poverty line of $3,000 a year, it developed

that some 75 percent of Britain's entire, predominantiy white, popula-

tion was also below that line.^ The $2,138 median income for Ameri-
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can unrelated Negroes in 1968 compares >*ith a per capita gross na-

tional product for that year of $1,544 in Austria, $2,154 in Belgium,

$2,206 in West Germany $1,418 in Italy, and $1,861 in die United

Kingdom.

What chiefly counts is the producti\it\' of the u-hole economy;

what counts is the maximization of the incentives to that productiN-it)'.

And those incentives are maximized >%'hen opportunities arc maxi-

mized—u'hen we neither favor nor discriminate against any man be-

cause of his color, but treat e>'eT>x>ne according to his merits as an

individual.

1 Source; Dqnrancnc of Canvncrcc, Bureau cf the Com*; Etmmmm Rjfmt tftkt

Prtadtnt, Fcbnury 1971. Tabk C-20. p 220

2. Ba>'ard Ruson in Hmrftri Afyarwr. ]anuanf 1970.

3. Author** Mwrcr Tmm. Apnl 6. 1970.

4. Quoted tn Bj>-and Rumn. Hmrftri Mi^fmmt, )«nuo- 1970.

5 Soune Suumntml Aktrma. 19^. p 810

6. Author'i MNifve: M. Sumian Evam m SatmmJ Rmnr BmOttm, Febnunr S. 1970.
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The Ballooning Welfare State

Most of the self-styled liberals of the present day would be aston-

ished to learn that the father of the welfare state that they so much
admire was none other than the fervent antiliberal and advocate of
"blood and iron," Otto von Bismarck.

"He was the first statesman in Europe to devise a comprehensive
scheme of social security, offering the worker insurance against acci-

dent, sickness, and old age. This Bismarckian 'socialism' later became
a model for every other country in Europe. It represented in part the

paternalistic function of the state which Bismarck, as a conservative,

had always held."^ Bismarck's scheme of compulsory insurance went
into effect in 1883, and was soon even baptized by German journalists

as der Wohlfahrtsstaat.

The example of Germany was followed by Austria in 1888 and by

Hungary in 1891.

It was not till 1912 that compulsory health insurance was intro-

duced in Great Britain, under Lloyd George's National Insurance Act

of 1911. In 1925 came contributory old-age, widows' and orphans'

pensions. Unemployment insurance was put on a fresh basis in the

Unemployment Act of 1934, which set up at the same time a national

system of unemployment assistance. In 1945 the Family Allowance

Act was passed. It provided for payment to every family, rich or poor,

of an allowance for each child, other than the eldest. In 1946 came the

National Health Service Act, offering free medical services and medi-

cines to everyone.

Then, in 1948, as a result of the report of Sir William Beveridge,

the whole system ofcompulsory contributions for social insurance was

immensely extended, with wider unemployment benefits, sickness

benefits, maternity benefits, widows' benefits, guardians' allowances,

retirement pensions, and death grants.

The continuous expansion of "social security" and welfare services

in Great Britain is typical of what has happened in most other coun-

tries in the Western world over the last half century. The broad pattern

From the April 1972 issue oiThe Freeman.
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has been remarkably similar: a multitude of *'insurance'' programs,

supported in part by compulsorv' cxMitributions and in part by general

tax funds, ostensibh' protecting everyone against the hazards of pov-

erty, unemployment, accident, sickness, old age, malnutrition, "sub-

standard" housing, or almost any other imaginable lack; programs

expanding year by year in the number of contingencies covered, in the

numl)er of beneficiaries under each program, in the size of indi\idual

benefits paid, and of course in the total financial burden imposed.

So, year by year, the tendenc)' has been for e>'en»' ^%x)rking person

to pay a higher percentage of his earned income either for his own
compulsory "insurance' or for the support ofodiers. Year b\' year, also,

the total burden of taxes tends to go up, both absolutely and propor-

tionately. But dirca and acknouledgcd taxes have tended to go up less

than total expenditures. This has led to chronic deficits that arc met

by printing more irredeemable paper monc>', and so to the almost

universal chronic inflation that marks the present age.

Growth of Wcl£u« Programs in the US. since 1935

Let us kx>k at the ballooning welfare state in detail as it has deN-el-

oped in our ou-n countrv'.

We may begin \%nth President Franklin D. Rtxwcxrlt's 1935 mes-

sage to Congress in u-hich he declared: The Federal Go\-emment

must and shall quit this business of relief. . . . Continued dependence

upon relief induces a spintual and moral disintegration, fundamentally

destructive to the national fiber."

The contention v^-as then made that, if unempkn-ment and oki-agc

"insurance" were put into effect, pcnm^' and distress u-ouki be rc-

lie\'ed b>' contnbuton* pn>gram$ that did not destnn* the incenti\r$

and self-respect of the recipients. Thus reliefcould gradually be tapered

off to negligible le\Tls .

The Social Securirv' Aa became law on August 4, 1935.

Let us sec first of all what happened to the okl-age provisions of

that aa. There have been anistant additions and expansions of bene-

fits. The act was oN-ertuulcd as earlv as 1939. Cox-erage was broadened

substantiaUy in 1950 In 1952, 1954, 1956, 1958, and 1960 (note dK
correspondence uith years of Congressional elections) there were fur-

ther liberalizations of co\-erage or benefits. The 1965 amendments

added Medicare for some 20 million beneficiaries. The 1967 amend-
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ments, among other liberalizations, increased payments to the 24 mil-

lion beneficiaries by an average of 13 percent and raised minimum
benefits 25 percent. In 1969, retirement and survivors benefits were
raised again by about 15 percent, effective January 1, 1970.

(It is sometimes argued that these benefit increases fi-om 1950 to

1970 were necessary to keep pace with increases in living costs. Actu-

ally, the increases in individual monthly benefits totaled 83 percent,

compared with a 51.3 percent increase in consumer prices over the

same period.)

From $60 to $936

From 1937 to 1950, Social Security was financed by a combined

tax rate of only 2 percent on both employer and employee (1 percent

each) on wages up to $3,000 a year. Since then both the rates and the

maximum wage base have been increased every few years. In 1972 the

combined tax rate is 10.4 percent (5.2 percent on each the employer

and the employee) on a maximum wage base that has been raised to

$9,000. The result is that whereas the maximum annual payment up

to 1950 was only $60, it has risen to $936.

In 1947, payroll tax collections for old-age and survivors insurance

amounted to $1.6 billion; by 1970, these taxes had increased to $39.7

billion.

At the beginning, the Social Security program was sold to the

American public as a form of old-age "insurance." The taxes were

represented as the "premiums" paid for this insurance. Everybody who
was getting benefits was assured that he could accept these with no

loss of "dignity," because he was "only getting what he had paid for."

This was never true, even at the beginning, and has become less

true year by year. The low-wage receivers have always been paid much

more in proportion to their "premiums" than the higher-wage receivers.

The disparity has been increased with succeeding revisions of the act.

The typical beneficiary even today is receiving benefits worth about

five times the value of the payroll taxes he and his employer paid in.^

A Bad Mixture of Insurance and Handouts

The OASDI program has developed into a mixed system of insur-

ance and welfare handouts, with the welfare element getting constandy
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larger. It is today a bad system judged either as insurance or as wel£ire.

On the one hand, benefits in excess of the amounts the\' paid for arc

being given, in some cases, to persons who arc not in need of welfare.

On the other hand, persons who are in faa receiNing welfare handouts

are being taught to believe that the>' are getting onh' "earned" insur-

ance. Obviously, welfare programs can be expanded even faster than

otherwise if they are masked as "contributon' insurance" programs.

Our concern here, howe\er, is not uith the defects of the OASDI
program but primarily \%ith its rate ofgrowth. In 1947, Social Security

benefit pa^incnts cmered only old-age and surNivors insurance and

amounted to less than half a billion dollars. In 1956, disabilit)' insur-

ance was added, and in 1965, health insurance. In 1970, these pay-

ments reached about $39 billion.

Unemployment Insurance

Now, let us look at unempknmcnt insurance. This pfX)gram was

also set up under the Social Secunt\' Act of 1935. But u-hercas old-age

insurance uas on a strictly national basis, uncmpkn-mcnt insurance

was instituted on a state- b\'-state basis within the bcxMd scope ot" cer-

tain Federal criteria.

While proN'isions ha\'c dififercd in cadi of the fifn- sutcs, uncm-

pknincnt insurance has sh<m-n the same chronK grtmth tendeno' as

old-age benefits. In 1937, the states t>pK-ally m^uircd pencxls of two

or three ueeks before any bciKfits ucrc paid. The theorv- behind this

was that a man just out of empkn-ment uxHild have at least some

minimum savings; that the state uxxild be gi\'en time to determine his

benefit nghts; and that the benefit funds should be conserved for more

serious contingencies b\ rcducmg <k eliminating pax-ments for short

periods of uncmpkiymeni. Now the waiting period has been reduced

to only iNic u-cck, and in some sutcs does not exist at all.

In contrast uith the $15 to $18 ^*cckly benefit ceilings in various

states in 1940, the maximums now range between $40 and $86 a

week, exclusive of dependents' alkmances in some states.

Reflecting both kgislaied increases and nsing wage IcncIs, nation

-

uide average weekh* benefit payments increased fhxn $10.56 in 1940

to $57.72 in 1971 . Even after allouing for higlKr consumer prices, the

real increase in purchasmg pourr of these a\-erage benefits was 63

percent, and the\' continue to increase much faster than either wages
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or prices. For example, from its average in 1969, the weekly payment
in June, 1971, had increased 25 percent as compared to an 8 percent

increase in wages and an 11 percent increase in prices.

Fulltime Benefits

As of 1971, state legislation had increased the maximum duration

ofunemployment benefits from the predominantly prevailing 16-week
level in 1940 to 26 weeks in 41 states—and oflonger duration ranging

to 39 weeks in the other states. In December, 1971, Congress voted

to provide 13 weeks additional benefits in states with sustained unem-
ployment rates of more than 6V2 percent. This made it possible for

workers in such eligible areas to draw such benefits up to a total of 52

consecutive weeks.

Total annual benefit payments increased from about one-half bil-

lion dollars in 1940 to $3.8 billion in 1970—^more than a seven-fold

increase and the highest payout in history. In 1970 alone, total benefits

increased 80 percent ($1.7 billion) over the 1969 level. The combina-

tion of legislated increases in maximum weekly benefits and in maxi-

mum duration of the benefits has increased nearly tenfold the total

benefits potentially payable to the individual unemployed worker in a

year's period (dollars per week multiplied by the number of weeks).

^

This is bound to increase still further. On July 8, 1969, President

Nixon called upon the states to provide for higher weekly unemploy-

ment compensation benefits. He suggested that weekly maximums be

set at two-thirds of the average weekly wage in a state so that benefits

of 50 percent of wages would be paid to at least 80 percent of insured

workers. Only one state—Hawaii—responded prompdy with the fiill

raise suggested, but other states have scheduled future increases.

There can be no doubt that unemployment compensation reduces

the incentive to hold on to an old job or to find a new one. It helps

unions to maintain artificially high wage rates and it prolongs and

increases unemployment. One economist has likened it to "a bounty

for keeping out of the labor market."*

Moreover, it is a complete misnomer to call it unemployment "in-

surance." In the United States the workers do not even make a direa

contribution to it (though in the long run it must tend to reduce the

real pay of the steady worker). Like so-called government old-age

"insurance," it is in fact a confiased mixture of insurance and handout.
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Those who arc continualh' urging an increase in the percentage of the

previous wage-rate paid, or the extension of rfie bcnefit-pa)ing period

(to avoid undisguised relief), forget that it \Tolates ordinan- vv'elfarc

standards ofequity by paying larger sums to the pre\iousl\' better-paid

woriters than to the pre\ioush' lower-paid u-orkers.

But apart from these shortcomings, vA\zi we arc primarih' con-

cerned with here is the tendency of unempknTncnt compensation,

once adopted, to keep growing both as a percentage of weekh- u-ages

and in the length of idle time for ^^'hich it is paid.

Just what success, if any, the increasingh' costh' Social Security* and

unemployment compensation programs have had in enabling the Fed-

eral government to "quit this business of relief wc shall sec in a

subsequent article.

1. Encydtftdim BrummmtM, 1965. vtidt -Bomvck.* Vol 3. p. 719.

2. Colin D Ctfnpbdl mi RoKiiunr G. Canipbcl. "CottBcncfic Rjon under the

Federal Old-age Imurancc Pragrani." U S. fom Eoononac Cootmbcc, Old-«fc Incnme

Auurance. Part III (Waihmfion, DC, (J. S Gamrmmtnt ?twKm§ CNBoe, December

1967). pp 72-M
3. Much of the fbrcyonf material on Sooal Sccunn- and unempkiyracnt eompcmaoon

u derived frxxn ciudies bv the AmerKan Emerproe Lcwmiie, Waihnfian, D C
4 W H Hurt. n^ThmrnftSttUmmm (London ]anmhm Cape, 1939). p 129
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Welfarism Gone Wild

Both Social Security and unemployment compensation were pro-

posed in large part on the argument of Franklin D. Roosevelt and
others in 1935 that they would enable the government to "quit this

business of relief."

Though all the social "insurance" programs he asked for were

enacted, together with a score of others, and though all of these sup-

plementary or "substitute" programs have been constantly enlarged,

direct relief, instead of showing any tendency to diminish, has in-

creased beyond anything dreamed of in 1935.

The number of welfare recipients in New York City alone jumped

from 328,000 in 1960 to 1,280,000 in October, 1971 (exceeding the

total population of Baltimore) and was still growing. On March 10,

1971, the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare re-

ported that more than 10 percent of the residents of the nation's

twenty largest cities were on welfare. In New York City, Baltimore,

St. Lx)uis, and San Francisco, it was one person in seven; and in Bos-

ton, one in five. The Mayor of Newark, N. J., told Congress on Janu-

ary 22, 1971 that 30 percent of the population in his city was on relief

For the whole country, the number of people on welfare grew

from 6,052,000 in 1950 to 7,098,000 in 1960, to 9,540,000 in 1968,

to 12,912,000 in September 1970, and to 14,480,000 in September

1971.

Because payments to individuals kept increasing, total expendi-

tures for reliefgrew still faster. A condensed record is on the next page.

In the fiscal year 1971, relief expenditures of $18.6 billion were

running at more than four times the rate of 1960, more than 16 times

the rate of 1940, and more than 53 times the rate of 1936.

To economize on figures, I have not only confmed myself to five-

year interval comparisons, but I have not shown the division between

state and local funds. Yet these comparisons are part ofthe explanation

of the skyrocketing growth of these relief figures. It will be noticed

From the May 1972 issue o( The Freeman.
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Social Welfare Expenditures

(in millions of dollars)
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where this brings about equality of income for all. If I have a '^ght"

to a "minimum income sufficient to live in decency," u'hether I am
willing to work for it or not, \\'hy don't I also have a '^ght" to just as

much income as you have, regardless of u'hether vou earn it and I

don't?

Once the premise is accepted that povert)' is ne\er the fault of the

poor but the fault of "society'" (i.e., of the self-supporting), or of "the

capitalist system," then there is no definable limit to be set on relief,

and the politicians who want to be elected or re-elected will compete

with each other in proposing nen- "uelfarc" programs to fill some

hitherto "unmet need," or in proposing to increase the benefits or

reduce the eligibility requirements of some existing program.

No complete count seems to exist any-uherc of the present total

number of welfare programs. The $171 billion expenditure for social

welfare in the fiscal year 1971 is officially diNided into roughh' $66

billion for "social insurance," $22 billicxi for "public aid," $11 billion

for "health and medical programs." $10 billion for "NTterans' pro-

grams," $56 billion for "education," nearly $ 1 billion for "housing,"

and $5 billion for "other social %%*elfare." But these sub-totab are in

turn made up of 47 different groups of programs, and many of these

in turn consist of many separate programs.^

A Jungle of Agcndcs

The weary taxpayrr reads about such things as food stamps, job

training, public housing, rent supplements, "mcxicl cities," commu-
nity-action pn>ject5, legal services for the poor, neighborhood health

centers, FAT, OfTice of EconomK Opportunity (OEO), Medicaid,

Old-Age Assistance (OAA), Aid to the Blind ( AB), Aid to the Perma-

nently and Totally Di.sabled (APTD), Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC), General Assistance (GA), manpoMV'er training pro-

grams. Head Start, N'ISTA, and on and on, and has no idea u'fiether

one is included under another, u-hether they duplicate each other's

functions, which, if any, have been discontinued, or which arc just

about to start. All he knows is that there seems to be a nc\*' one c\'er>'

month.

In 1969, Mrs. Edith Green, a Democratic Congrcssu-oman from

Oregon, asked the Library* of Congress to compile the total amount

of fluids a family could recei\*c from the Federal gwemment if that
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family took advantage of all the public assistance programs that were
available.

Taking a hypothetical family of a mother with four children—one
a pre-schooler, one in elementary school, one in high school, and one
in college—the library informed her of the following:

This family could collect $2,800 from public assistance; $618 from
medical assistance because of AFDC; $336 in cash value for food
stamps; and about $200 from OEO for legal services and health care.

The family would also be entided to public housing or rent supple-

ments ranging in value from $406 to $636.

The preschool child would be entided to enter Head Start, the

average cost being $1,050 for each youngster. The child in high school

would be eligible for $1,440 worth of services from Upward Bound
and the youngster in college would be eligible for an education oppor-

tunity grant that could be worth anywhere from $500 to $1,000. He
also would be eligible for a National Defense Education Act loan, and

if he took advantage ofthe forgiveness feature, he could get an outright

grant of $520, He would also be eligible for a work study program

costing in the neighborhood of $475. If the mother wanted to partici-

pate in the job opportunity program, this would be worth $3,000.

So this imaginary family, a mother with four children, would be

able to take advantage of grants and services worth $11,513 for the

year.

In another hypothetical case, a mother with eight children could

total an annual welfare income of $21,093.^

In 1968 Congressman William V. Roth, Jr., and his staffwere able

to identify 1,571 programs, including 478 in the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare alone, but concluded that "no one,

anywhere, knows exactiy how many Federal programs there are."

In February 1972, administration wimesses testified before a Con-

gressional committee that there were 168 separate Federal programs

geared in whole or in part to combating poverty. But as the total

expenditures of these 168 programs were only $31.5 billion (out of

$92 billion of Federal "social welfare expenditures") this must have

been an incomplete list.^

While the Federal government keeps piling up new welfare pro-

grams, under Democratic or Republican administrations, almost every

individual program shows a tendency to snowball. One reason is that

when Congressmen propose a new program, the expenditure set in the
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initial year is almost always comparatively moderate, to allav opposi-

tion—the "entering wedge" technique; but annual increases in spend-

ing are built into the law. Another reason is that when a neu' welfare

program is launched, it takes people a little while to catch on to it; and

then the stampede begins. A still furdier reason is that the bureaucrats

who administer the program—eager to demonstrate their oun \icari-

ous compassion and liberality', as well as the indispensabilit\' of their

jobs—not only interpret the eligibility' requirements ver\' lenienth', but

actively campaign to advise potential **clients'* of their 'legal right* to

get on the rolls.

There has been a great deal of discussion in the last few years

regarding the extent of fraud and cheating among those on relief From
the ver>' nature of the problem this can noer be exactly knoun; but

the evidence indicates that it is substantial.

In Januarv', 1971, after a door-to-door check on urlfare cases, the

State of Ne\'ada struck about 22 percent of the recipients—3,000 peo-

ple—from the relief rolls. TTie State Welfare Dirccti>r reported that

the>' had been cheating taxpayers out of a millK)n dollars a xrar

through failure to report income (nrm other sources, including uncm-

pIoNTTient benefits. The director blamed the frauds on a Federal regula-

tion that permitted welfare applicants to obtain aid simph* b\' stating

that thc\' met all qualifications.

In Michigan, state welfare officials disco%rrcd cases of money be-

ing pocketed b\' welfare clients fcx dental ^-ork which >*'as ncxrr per-

formed.

In California, j gn>up of San Francisco Bay area residents—all fully

employed—conducted an cxpenment tK> pm\e to count\' super\'i$ors

how easy it is tt> get on relief. The>' trax-eled the circuit of welfare

offices, applying for and getting on >%Tlfare, usualh' without e\en fur-

nishing identification. Gcn-emor Reagan said that **one managed to

get on welfare ftxir times under fcxir different names in one day—all

at the same office."

In his message to the California legislature, Goxrmor Reagan

pointed out: The same government that requires a taxpa>ing citizen

to document o er>- statement on his tax return decrees that questioning

a urlfarc applicant demeans and humiliates him."

A spot check of welfare rolls in Ne>*' York City b\' the General

Accounting Office, reported in September, 1969, showed that 10.7

percent of all families on relief there did not meet the eligibility re-
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quirements, and that 34.1 percent of those who were eligible were

being overpaid.^

In 1971, New York City Comptroller Abraham Beame revealed

that the city was losing $2 million a year as a result of forged checks.

More millions were lost because people on relief falsely complained

that they had not received their checks; they were mailed duplicates.

Simply requiring those on relief to come and pick up their checks,

rather than getting them by mail, lowered New York City's welfare

lists by about 20 percent.

It is impossible to know how much of the blame for the national

and local welfare mess is to be put on relief cheaters and how much
on loose administration. It is made so easy to get and stay on relief

legally that cheating hardly seems necessary.

On January 12, 1969, The New York Times ran a front-page story

under the headline: "Millions in City Poverty Funds Lost by Fraud

and Inefficiency." It reported that "Multiple investigations of the city's

$122-million-a-year anti-poverty program are disclosing chronic cor-

ruption and administrative chaos," and quoted an assistant district

attorney as saying: "It's so bad that it will take ten years to fmd out

what's really been going on inside the Human Resources Administra-

tion." The next day Secretary ofLabor W. Willard Wirtz said that New
York City had the worst administrative problem of any antipoverty

program in any city in the country.

But the New York situation kept getting worse. In January, 1971,

a welfare mother and her four children were assigned to the Waldorf

Astoria, one of New York's most elegant hotels, at a cost of $152.64

for two days. The City's welfare agency claimed with a straight face

that there was no room elsewhere. But many other routine practices

ofthe City were almost as costly, with entire hotels "temporarily" filled

with relief families at hotel rates. One family was put up at the Broad-

way-Central at a cost of $390.50 a week. Another, a welfare family of

fifi:een, was put up at a Bronx motel at a rental that would add up to

$54,080 a year.6

Dependent Children

Much the fastest growing relief program has been Aid to Families

with Dependent Children (AFDC). In the ten years from 1960 to

1970 the number of people aided by this program increased fi-om
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3,023,000 to 9,500,000. Costs soared from $621 million in 1955 to

$4.1 billion in 1970.

The nationwide cheating on this is probabK' higher than on anv

other welfare program. The reason is that a mother and her children,

legitimate or illegitimate, become eligible for AFDC relief if there is

no employed father present. The mothers report that the fither has

"deserted." The faa is," according to one authorit)', "that in manv
cases the father never really deserts. He just stav's out of sight so the

woman can get on AFDC rolls. In slum areas, evePk-one knows this

goes on. It is widespread in New York Cit\'." Governor Reagan re-

ported that he knew there were 250,000 homes in California where

the father had run out.

One of the fundamental causes for the huge and grouing load of

relief cases is that there is no adequate investigation of cligibilitv. The
excuse offered b\' some welfare uxxkcrs is: **Ir*s impossible to do ade-

quate eligibility' checks. There isn't time. It's a question of helping

people who need help—rather than catching people who need catch-

ing."

Still another reason why there is no adequate inv'cstigation of eligi-

bility' is that Federal bureaucratic regulations disaxirage it. As Gover-

nor Reagan has put it: The regulations are interpreted to mean that

no caseworker can challenge or qucstKin a vvelfare applicant's sute-

ments."'

Instead of tr\'ing to reform this situation, the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare seems mamh' concerned to defend it.

It has published and circulated widely a b(x>klet called H'eifarr Myths

vs. h'acts. This turns legitimate cnticisms xntti **m\th$" bv gn»slv mer-

stating them, and then pnxiuces quesnonable answers. For example:

**M\th: The \%-elfare mils are full of able-bodied loafers.

**Faa: Ixss than 1 percent of welfare reapients are able-bodied

unemployed males."

This figure, implying that it \%-ould ha\r a negligible effea on

v\elfare to find jobs for these men, is incTedibK' k)w. It is apparcndy

achieved by treating any phv'sical impairment, however trivial, as a

qualification fi>r family relief; it ignores empkwable women; and it

ignores the fact that the average relief family consists of 3.7 persons,

who would move off the rolls if the breadv^inner v^mt to work. An-

other example:

**Mvth: Once on welfare, alH'avs on welfare.
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"Fact: The average welfare family has been on the rolls for 23
months The number of long-term cases is relatively small."

A 23-month avera£ie for families on relief is hardly something to

be complacent about, even if the figure is accurate. The Department's

own charts show that more than a third of those on welfare have been

there three years or more. Moreover, the Depaitment's average docs

not count "repeaters." If a family were on relief for, say, 23 months,

off a month, back on for another 23 months, and so on, it would not

raise the average. Nor does any figure based on relief at any given point

in time count the prospective remaining period each case will be on

the rolls. Already families have been found on relief for three genera-

tions.^

Small wonder that President Nixon, in his State of the Union

message of January, 1971, called the existing American relief system

"a monstrous, consuming outrage."

1. Statistical Abstract ofthe United States: 1971, table no. 430, p. 271, xnd Social Security

Bulletin, December 1971.

2. See Social Security Bulletin, December 1971.

3. Human Events, December 13, 1969.

4. NewTork Times, February 16, 1972.

5. These examples were cited in an article "Welfare Out of Control" in U. S. News &
WorldReport, February 8, 1971. By coincidence. Time mdNewsweek also carried long feature

stories on welfare in their issues of the same date, covering similar material.

6. rt>w, February 8, 1971.

7. U. S. News& WorldReport, March 1, 1971.

8. An excellent analysis of the HEW Welfare Myths vs. Facts pamphlet appeared in The

Wall StreetJournal of January 27, 1972, by Richard A. Snyder, a member of the Pennsvlva-

nia Senate.
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Uruguay: Welfare State Gone Wild

If there were a Nobel prize for the most extreme or worst ex-

ample of the uelfare state (and if such outright cxxnmunist states as

Russia and China were made ineligible), whkh countn* has done

most to earn it?

The decision would be a hard one. Among the outstanding candi-

dates would be Britain, France, Sweden, and India. But the British

case, though the most familiar, is certainly not the worst; it is the most

discussed and most deplored because ofthe former eminence of Britain

in the world.

The traged)' certainly reaches its greatest dimensions in India^ with

much of its 500 million population alwa\'s on the Nvrgc of famine, and

kept there by an incredible muture of economic controls, planning,

welfansm, and Mxialism, imposed b\' its central and state goxemments.

Moreover, India has always been a povert>-stricken countn', periodi-

cally swept by drought or fkxxls resulting in human miscrv' on a cata-

strophic scale, and it is often difficult to calculate just bow much worse

off its governmental policies have made it.

Perhaps the most dramatic example of a ccnrntry needlessly ruined

b)' **u'elfare'' policies is Uruguay Here is a countrv* onh' about a third

larger than the state of Wisconsin, uith a population of just under 3

million. Ya that populatuMi is prcdominanth- of European origin, with

a literac)' rate estimated at 90 peRent. This countn- once was distin-

guished among the natioas of Latin America for its high U\ing stan-

dards and gcxxl management

Uruguay adopted an elaborate state pensKwi system as earK' as

1919. But its major mnibles seem to have begun after March 1952,

u'hen the office of president was abolished, and Uruguay was governed

by a nine-man national council elected ft>r a four-N-ear term, six mem-
bers of which belonged to the majonn' parn* and three to the leading

minorit> part)-. All nine were given equal power.

UTiat is .so discouraging about the example of Urugiuy is not onh'

that its welfare programs persisted, but that the\' became more extreme

From the Apnl 196/9 uMue o(Tht Ff
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in spite of the successive disasters to which they led. The story seems
so incredible that instead of telling it in my own words, I prefer to

present it as a series of snapshots taken by different firsthand observers

at intervals over the years.

The first snapshot I present is one taken by Karel Norsky in The

Manchester Guardian Weekly of July 12, 1956:

"Uruguay today offers the sad spectacle of a sick Welfare State. It

is living in a Korean boom-day dream No politician comes out

with the home truth that this country's wide range of welfare services

has to be paid for with funds which have to be earned. Demagogy is

used as a sedative. The result is that the foreign payments deficit is

increasing, internal debt soaring, wage demands accumulating, prices

rising, and the Uruguayan peso rapidly depreciating. Nepotism is rife.

Now one in every three citizens in Montevideo, which accounts for a

third of the country's 3 million inhabitants, is a public servant, draws

a small salary, is supposed to work half a day in a Government office,

and more often than not spends the rest of his time doing at least one

otherjob in a private enterprise Corruption is bynomeans absent

*'The foreign payments deficit has been running at a monthly rate

of about 5 million pesos. The public servants are asking for a substan-

tial increase in salaries. The meat-packing workers are on strike for

higher pay and a 'guaranteed' amount of a daily ration of four pounds

of meat well below market price

"No politician here can hope to get a majority by advocating aus-

terity, harder work, and the sacrifice of even some of the Welfare State

features."

I should like to pause here to underline this last paragraph, for it

illustrates what is perhaps the most ominous aspect of the welfare state

everywhere. This is that once a subsidy, pension, or benefit payment

is extended to any group, it is immediately regarded as a "right." No
matter what the crisis facing the budget or the currency, it becomes

"politically impossible" to discontinue or reduce it. We will fmd this

repeatedly illustrated in Uruguay.

The next snapshot I present was taken by S. J. Rundt & Associates

ofNew York nearly seven years later, in April, 1963:
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•Tn one of his first statements the new President of the National

Q)unciJ admitted that Uruguay is practicalh' bankrupt He made
it pretty clear, howe\'er, that the country's welfare s\'stcm of long

standing will remain more or less unchanged.

"The 'social laboratory' of the Americas,' Uruguay has launched a

legislative program which goes much further toward the complete

^welfare state' than any similar plan in this hemisphere The govern-

ment grants family allowances based on the number of children; em-

ployees cannot be dismissed uithout proper indemnification; both

men and women vote at the age of 18

"An elaborate and all-encompassing state pension s>'stcm was in-

troduced as early as 1919. Financed b>' pa\ToU deductions of 14 to 17

percent, which must be matched b>' empkn'ers, a pension is available

to any Uruguayan at the age of 55 after 30 >Tars of ux>rk, or at 60 after

ten years. At retirement, the worker drau-s his highest salan*, plus

what has been deducted for pensions Empbyccs obtain fixe medi-

cal service and arc entitled to 20 dav-s of annual vacation with pay. The
government takes care of expectant and nursing mothers.

The over>%'helming expenses of a super-u-clfarc state (\^'hcre

nearly one- fifth of the population is dependent on gmemment sala-

ries) and the uncenain income fitxn a prcdcxnmanth' livestock and

agricultural economy ha\e left their marks. Today, Uruguay is in se-

vere financial and fiscal stress

**Infiation is rampant— Local production has declined sharpK*.

Unemplo^TTKnt has risen. There arc many scx-erc strikes. Income ftrxn

tourism has fallen off markedly

"So far as exchange controls and import rcstrictKxu arc concerned,

Uruguay has tried them all

—

"In an effort to promt an other bming spree in 1963, the new
Administration decreed an import ban for 90 da>-s on a v^-ide array of

goods considered nonessential All told, the ban applies to about

one-third of all Uruguayan importations. . . . The smugging of goods,

mainh' fn)m Brazil and Argentina, has become one of the foremost

headaches of Monte\idco planners

"Capital flight during 1963 is estimated at between $40 million

and $50 million

—

The budget deficit in 1961 nearK' doubled to 210 million pesos.

The situarion turned from bad to u-orse in 1962 n-hen the Treasur)'

recorded the largest deficit in 30 years Press reports cite a red
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figure of807 million pesos. The Treasury is said to owe by now nearly

700 million pesos to the pension funds and roughly a billion pesos to

Banco de la Republica. The salaries of public officials are at least one
month behind schedule

"Labor costs in Uruguay, the Western Hemisphere's foremost

welfare state, are high. The many contributions toward various social

benefits—retirement, family allotments, sickness, maternity, accident,

and unemployment insurance—vary from industry to industry, but the

general average for industry as a whole is at least 50 percent of the

payroll. In some sectors, the percentage is much higher ....

"Social unrest is rising Widespread and cosdy strikes have be-

come the order of the day. As a rule, they involve demands for pay

hikes, sometimes as high as 50 percent."

Our third snapshot was taken by Sterling G. Slappey in Nation's

Business magazine four years later, in April, 1967:

"Montevideo—^Two hundred imported buses are rusting away on

an open dock while Uruguayan government bureaucrats bicker with

each other over payment of port charges. The buses have not moved
in nearly four years.

"Scores of men listed under false female names receive regular

government handouts through Uruguay's socialized hospitals. They

are listed as 'wet nurses.'

"At many government offices there are twice as many public ser-

vants as there are desks and chairs. The trick is to get to work early so

you won't have to stand during the four to six hour work-day that

Uruguayan bureaucrats enjoy.

"It is rather common for government workers to retire on full pay

at 45. It is equally common to collect on one retirement while holding

a second job or to hold a job while collecting unemployment compen-

sation. These are a few of the facts of life in Uruguay—a nation gone

wild over the welfare state

"Between 40 and 45 percent of the 2.6 million people in this once

affluent land are now dependent on the government for their total

income. These include youthful 'pensioners' who have no great prob-

lem getting themselves fired or declared redundant, thereby qualifying

for large retirement benefits
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**At any given moment eight to ten strikes are going on, in a nation

which until fifteen years ago called itself "the S^^itzcrland of Latin

America' because its people were so industrious, bus>', and neat. Mon-
tevideo is now one of the world's filthiest cities outside the Orient.

The people have so little pride left the>' Utter their streets with pper
and dump their nastiest garbage on the curb

"Besides controlling meat and wool production and suppKing

meat to Monte\'ideo, the goNemment also entirely operates:

*Tishing; seal catching; alcohol production; life and accident in-

surance; the PTT—post office, telephone and telegraph; petroleum

and kerosene industry; airlines; railroads; tug boats; gambling casinos;

k>tteries; theaters; most hospitals; tele\ ision and radio channels; three

official banks; the largest transit company

"In 1950 the Uruguayan peso. South America's most solid coin,

was worth 50 cents. During a six day period last Februan*, the value

of the peso slumped from 72 to the $ 1 to 77.

"Cost of living went up 88 percent in 1965. During 1966 the

increase was somethmg like 40 to 50 percent.

To keep pace the gtncmmcnt has increased its spending, ground

out more paper mone\' and lavishly passed out huge pay raises—some

as high as 60 percent a year

"One fiscal expert diagnoses Uruguay's tnnibles as 'English sick-

ness' which, he says, means tr>ing to get as much as possible out of the

community' while contributing as littk as possible towards it.

"Until President Gcstido tiK)k over. Uruguay had been ruled for

fifteen years b>' a nine-member cxxincil in a coUegute sx-stem ofgmrm-
ment. It was idealistic, unN*t>rkable, and rather silly from the stan. It

quickly fragmented, nuking the gmemment a coalitKm ofsom differ-

ent gn)ups. Fvcr> year a different member of the council took mrr as

president, or council chief.

The collegiate sN-stem was a Tammany Hall patronage-t^pe of

group. Instead of each part>' watching the opposition, all took care of

their fnends and got their cousins goNemmcnt sinecures.

"The western ux>rld has rarely seen such patronage, nepotism,

favorinsm."

The return to a Presidential s^'stcm brought hopes that Uruguay's

extreme welfarism cxHild now be mitigated. But here is our fourth
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snapshot, taken by C. L. Sulzberger for The New Tork Times of Octo-
ber 11, 1967:

"Montevideo—Contemporary England or Scandinavia might well

take a long southwesterly look at Uruguay while murmuring: There
but for the grace of God go I.' For Uruguay is the welfare state gone
wild, and this fact, at last acknowledged by the government, brought

about today's political crisis and the declaration of a state of emer-

gency.

'This is the only country in the Western Hemisphere where the

kind of democratic socialism practiced in Norway, Labor Britain, or

New Zealand has been attempted. Alas, thanks to warped conceptions

and biased application, the entire social and economic structure has

been set askew. Here charity begins at home. One out of three adults

receives some kind of pension. Forty percent of the labor force is

employed by the state. Political parties compete to expand a ridicu-

lously swollen bureaucracy which only works a thirty-hour week

'The cost of living has multiplied 32 times in the past decade.

Gross national production has actually declined 9 percent and this year

will take a nose dive

"Instead of having one President, like the Swiss they elected a

committee and, not being Swiss, the Uruguayans saw to it the commit-

tee couldn't run the country. The result was a system of self-paralysis.

"Anyone can retire on full salary after thirty years on the job, but

with ftill salary worth one thirty-second of its worth ten years ago, the

pension isn't very helpfiil. To compound the confiision, trade unions

make a habit of striking. Right now the bank employes reftise to han-

dle government checks so neither wage-earners nor pension-receivers

get paid

'This was a needless tragedy. Uruguay has proportionately more

literacy and more doctors than the United States. It is underpopulated

and has a well-developed middle class

"Uruguay should serve as a warning to other welfare states."

Our fifth snapshot was taken by S. J. Rundt & Associates on

August 6, 1968:

'The mess continues . . . and seems to perpetuate itself. . .
.
The

government is getting tougher and Uruguayans more obstreperous.
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The powerful and sharpK' leftist, communist-led 400,000 member
CNT ( National Workers Convention) is on and off 24-hour work

stoppages in protest against the lid clamped on pay boosts by the price,

wage, and dividend freeze decreed on June 28 The currently severe

six-month drought has brought a gloomy brownout, after a 50 percent

reduction in electric po^^'er use was decreed The near-darkness

helps sporadic anti-gONerment rioting and terrorist acONities. A leading

pro-government radio transminer was destroyed by bombs Train

service has been severeh' curtailed and at times no neu'spapers are

published— Last year there were 500 strikes; the dismal record uill

surely be broken in 1968

—

**Of a population of around 2.6 million, the number of gainhilh'

active Uruguayans is at the most 900,000. Pensioners number in ex-

cess of 300,000. Months ago the uncmpkn-ed came to 250,000, or

almost 28 percent of the work force, and the figure must now be

higher

**The government ckised at least three supermarkets and man>'

stores for having upped pnces. as \%ell as such institutions as pnvate

hospitals that had violated the wage-pncc freeze decree. But despite

rigid press censorship and Draconian and-riot and and-strike ukases,

threatening punishment b>' militan' tribunals, calm fails to return."

Our sixth and final snapshot of a continuing crisis is from a Ntw
Tork Tmm dispatch of Ianuar>' 21, 1969:

**Striking Government empkn-ccs noted in dountouTi Mon-
tevideo tcxlay, smashing windows, setting up flaming barricades and

sending tounsts fleeing in panK. The police reported that one person

had been killed and 32 injured.

*The demonstrators acted in groups of 30 to 50, in racing ttuxHigh

a 30-bkxk area, snaHing traffic v%ith ttieir bamcades, and attacking

buses and automobiles. The police fcxight back \%ith tear gas, high-

pressure water hoses and clubs

The stnking ci\ il serv ants uere demanding pavment of monthly

salarv bonuses of $24, u-hich the\' sav are tx^-o months overdue."
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These six snapshots, taken at different intervals over a period of
twelve years, involve considerable repetition: but the repetition is part

of the point. The obvious reforms were never made.

Here are a few salient statistics to show what was happening be-

tween the snapshots:

In 1965 consumer prices increased 88 percent over those in the

preceding year. In 1966 they increased 49 percent over 1965. In 1967
they increased 136 percent over 1966. By August, 1968 they had

increased 61 percent over 1967.

The average annual commercial rate of interest was 36 percent in

1965. In 1966, 1967, and August 1968 it ranged between 32 and 50

percent.

The volume ofmoney increased from 2,924 million pesos in 1961

to 10,509 in 1965, 13,458 in 1966, and 27,490 in 1967.

In 1961 there were 1 1 pesos to the American dollar. In 1965 there

were 60; in 1966, there were 70; in early 1967 there were 86; at the

end of 1967 there were 200, and after April 1968 there were 250.

Uruguay's warning to the United States, and to the world, is that

governmental welfarism, with its ever-increasing army of pensioners

and other beneficiaries, is fatally easy to launch and fatally easy to

extend, but almost impossible to bring to a halt—and quite impossible

politically to reverse, no matter how obvious and catastrophic its con-

sequences become. It leads to runaway inflation, to state bankruptcy,

to political disorder and disintegration, and finally to suppressive dicta-

torship. Yet no country ever seems to learn from the example of an-

other.
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Foreign Investment vs. Foreign Aid

At the beginning of Chapter III of his History ofEngUmdy Thomas
Babington Macaulay uTOte:

"In e\'er\' experimental science there is a tendency- toward perfec-

tion. In e\'er\' human being there is a uish to ameliorate his ovni

condition. These t\%'o principles have often sufficed, e\en vs-hen coun-

teraaed b\' great public calamities and b\- bad institutions, to earn*

civilization rapidly forward. No ordinan- misfortune, no ordinan' mis-

gON'emmcnt, will do so much to make a nation UTCtched as the con-

stant effort of e\erv' man to better himself uill do to make a nation

prosperous. It has often been found that profuse expenditures, hea\y

taxation, absurd commercial restnaKxis, corrupt tribunals, disastrous

wars, seditions, persecutions, conflagrations, inundaricxis, have not

been able to destro)' capital so fast as the exertions of private citizens

have been able to create it. It can easih* be pro\ed that, in cxir outi

land, the national wealth has, during at least six centuries, been almost

uninterruptedly increasing— This pn>gress, having continued during

many ages, became at length, about the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tun', portentously rapid, and has pnKccdcd, during the mnctccnth,

with accelerated vekKirv.**

We t(X) often forget this basic truth. Would-be humanitarians

speak constantly t(xlay of **thc \»cm>us circle of pcnert)'." Po\err\, tho'

tell us, pnxluces malnutrition and disexsc. u-hich produce apathv and

idleness, which perpetuate ptnert)-; and no progess is possible without

help from outside. This theory* is today propounded unceasingh', as if

it were axiomatic. Yet the hi.stK>n of nations and indi\iduab shows it

to be false

It is not only **thc natural ef!on v^-hich e%er\' man is conhnually

making to better his ou-n condituMi" (as Adam Smith put it oen
before Macaulay) that we need to consider, but the constant effort of

most families to gi\e their children a **better start" than the\' en|o\'ed

themselves. The p<x>rest people under tlK most primirive conditions

\%x>rk first of all for ftxxi, then for ckxhmg and shelter. Once the>' ha\*c

Fnwn the CVn^bcr 1970 issue of Tht Frram
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provided a rudimentary shelter, more of their energies are released for
increasing the quantity or improving the quality of their food and
clothing and shelter. And for providing tools. Once they have acquired
a few tools, part of their time and energies can be released for making
more and better tools. And so, as Macaulay emphasized, economic
progress can become accelerative.

One reason it took so many centuries before this acceleration actu-

ally began, is that as men increased their production of the means of
subsistence, more of their children survived. This meant that their

increased production was in fact mainly used to support an increasing

population. Aggregate production, population, and consumption all

increased; but per capita production and consumption barely increased

at all. Not until the Industrial Revolution began in the late eighteenth

century did the rate of production begin to increase by so much that,

in spite of leading to an unprecedented increase in population, it led

also to an increase in per capita production. In the Western world this

increase has continued ever since.

So a country can, in fact, starting from the most primitive condi-

tions, lift itself from poverty to abundance. If this were not so, the

world could never have arrived at its present state of wealth. Every

country started poor. As a matter of historic fact, most nations raised

themselves from "hopeless" poverty to at least a less wretched poverty

purely by their own efforts.

Specialization and Trade

One of the ways by which each nation or region did this was by

division of labor within its own territory and by the mutual exchange

of services and products. Each man enormously increased his output

by eventually specializing in a single activity—by becoming a farmer,

butcher, baker, mason, bricklayer, or tailor—and exchanging his prod-

uct with his neighbors. In time this process extended beyond national

boundaries, enabling each nation to specialize more than before in the

products or services that it was able to supply more plentifully or

cheaply than others, and by exchange and trade to supply itself with

goods and services from others more plentifully or cheaply than it

could supply them for itself

But this was only one way in which foreign trade accelerated the

mutual enrichment ofnations. In addition to being able to supply itself
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with more goods and cheaper goods as a result of foreign trade, each

nation supplied itself with goods and services that it could otherwise

not produce at all, and ofwhich it would perhaps not even have known
the existence.

Thus foreign trade educate each nation that participates in it, and

not only through such ob\ious means as the exchange of books and

{:)eriodicals. This educational effea is particularK' important when hith-

erto backward countries open their doors to industrialh' ad\'anced

countries. One of the most dramatic examples of this occurred in 1854,

when Commodore Pern' at the head of a U. S. naval force *^rsuaded"

the Japanese, after 250 years of isolation, to open their doors to trade

and communication \*ith the U.S. and the rest of the world. Part of

Perry's success, significandy, was the rcsuh of bringing and showing

the Japanese such things as a modem telescope, a model telegraph, and

a model railway, >%'hich delighted and amazed dKm.

Some Steps May Be Skipped

Western reformers today, praising some hitherto backward coun-

try, in Africa or Asia, uill explain hou- much smarter its natixes arc

than u'c of the West because thc>- have **leapcd in a smgle decade ftom

the se\enteenth into the twentieth centurv'." But the leap, while p>raise-

worthy, is not so surpnsing when one recalls that u-hat the natives

mainly did was to import the machines, instruments, tcchnok)g>', and

kno>% -how that had been do-ek)pcd dunng those three centuries by

the scientists and tcchnKians of the West. The backward countries

were able to bvpass home a>al ftimaccs, gaslight, the street car, and

e\'en, in most cases, the railroad, and to impon Western automobiles.

Western knowledge of road-buikling. Western airplanes and airliners,

telephones, central oil heaters, electric light, radio and telotsion, re-

frigeratt>rs and air conditicwiing, clectnc hearers, $to\es, dishwashers

and clothes washers, machine tools, factories, plants, and Western

technicians, and then to send stxne of their N-outh to Western colleges

and universities to become technicians, engineers, and scientists. The

backward countries imported, in brief, their **grcat leap forward."

In fact, not merely the rccenth' backward countries of Asia and

Africa, but c\ct\ great industrialized Western nation, not excluding

the United States, owes a ven»' great part—indeed, the major part—of
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its present technological knowledge and productivity to discoveries,

inventions, and improvements imported from other nations. Notwith-
standing die elegant elucidations by the classical economists, very few
of us today appreciate all that the world and each nation owes to
foreign trade, not only in services and products, but even more in

knowledge, ideas, and ideals.

International Investment

Historically, international trade gradually led to international in-

vestment. Among independent nations, international investment de-

veloped inevitably when the exporters of one nation, in order to in-

crease their sales, sold on short-term credit, and later on longer-term

credit, to the importers of another. It developed also because capital

was scarcer in the less developed nation, and interest rates were higher.

It developed on a larger scale when men emigrated from one country

to another, starting businesses in the new country, taking their capital

as well as their skills with them.

In fact, what is now known as "portfolio" investment—^the pur-

chase by the nationals of one country of the stocks or bonds of the

companies of another—has usually been less important quantitatively

than this "direct" investment. In 1967 U. S. private investments

abroad were estimated to total $93 billion, of which $12 billion were

short-term assets and claims, and $81 billion long-term. Of American

long-term private investments abroad, $22 billion were portfolio in-

vestments and $59 billion direct investments.

The export of private capital for private investment has on the

whole been extremely profitable for the capital-exporting countries.

In every one of the twenty years from 1945 to 1964 inclusive, for

example, the income from old direct foreign investments by U. S.

companies exceeded the outflow of new direct investments. In that

twenty-year period new outflows of direct investments totaled $22.8

billion, but income from old direct investments came to $37.1 billion,

plus $4.6 billion from royalties and fees, leaving an excess inflow of

$18.9 biUion. In fact, with the exception of 1928, 1929, and 1931,

U. S. income from direct foreign investments exceeded new capital

oudays in every year since 1919.^

Our direct foreign investments also gready stimulated our mer-
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chandisc exports. The U. S. Department of Commerce found that in

1964, for example, $6.3 billion, or 25 percent of our total exports in

that year, went to affiliates ofAmerican companies overseas.

It is one ofthe ironies ofour time, however, that the U. S. Govern-

ment decided to put the entire blame for the recent "balancc-of-pav-

ments deficit" on American investments abroad; and beginning in

mid- 1963, started to penalize and restria such investment.

The advantages of international investment to the capital-import-

ing countr>' should be oen more obvious. In any backward countr\'

there are almost unlimited potential ventures, or ''investment opportu-

nities," that arc not undertaken chiefly because the capital to stan them
does not exist. It is the domestic lack of capital that makes it so difficult

for the '^inderdeveloped" countrv- to climb out of its >%Tctched condi-

tion. Outside capital can enormousK* accelerate its rate of improve-

ment.

Investment fixxn abroad, like domestic investment, can be of nv-o

kinds: the first is in the form of fixed interest-bearing k>ans, the second

in the form of dirca equity- investment in u-hich the foreign investor

takes both the risks and the profits. The politicians of the capital-

importing a>untr\- usually prefer the first. The%' sec their rutionals,

say, making 1 5 or 30 percent annual gross profit on a \mturc, paving

off the foreign lender at a rate of only 6 percent, and keeping the

difference as net profit. If the foreign investor makes a similar asscss-

nKnt of the situation, hourver, he naturally prefers to make the dirca

cquitv' investment himself

But the foreigner's preference in this regard does not necessarily

mean that the capital-imp*>rting countr\' is injured. It is to its own
advantage if its government puts no vexatious rcstnctxins on the form

or conditions of the private foreign investment. For if the foreign

investor imports, in addition to his capital, his ovmi (usualh) superior

management, cxpenence, and technical knou-how his enterpnse may
be more likely to succeed. He cannot help but gi\T empk^v-ment to

labor in the capital-importing countrv*, even if he is allowed to bring

in labor freeh* fhim his ou-n. Self-interest and wage-rate differentials

will probably soon lead him tt> displace most of u-hatcver common or

even skilled labor he originalK* brings in from his ou-n country with

the labor of the host countr\'. He will usually supply the capital-im-

porting a>untr\' itself with some article or amenit\' it did not have

before. He will raise the average marginal productivity of labor in the
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country in which he has built his plant or made his investment, and his
enterprise will tend to raise wages there. And if his investment proves
particularly profitable, he will probably keep reinvesting most of his

profits in it as long as the market seems to justify the reinvestment.

There is still another benefit to the capital-importing country from
private foreign investment. The foreign investors will naturally seek
out first the most profiitable investment opportunities. If they choose
wisely, these will also be the investments that produce the greatest

surplus ofmarket value over costs and are therefore economically most
productive. When the originally most productive investment opportu-
nities have been exploited to a point where the comparative rate of
return begins to diminish, the foreign investors will look for the next

most productive investment opportunities, originally passed over. And
so on. Private foreign investment will therefore tend to promote the

most rapid rate of economic improvements.

Foreigners Are Suspect

It is unfortunate, however, that just as the government of the

private-capital-exporting country today tends to regard its capital ex-

ports with alarm as a threat to its "balance of payments," the govern-

ment of the private-capital-importing country today tends to regard its

capital imports at least with suspicion if not with even greater alarm.

Doesn't the private capital-exporting country make a profit on this

capital? And if so, mustn't this profit necessarily be at the expense of

the capital-importing country? Mustn't the latter country somehow
be giving away its patrimony? It seems impossible for the anticapitalist

mentality (which prevails among the politicians of the world, particu-

larly in the underdeveloped countries) to recognize that both sides

normally benefit from any voluntary economic transaction, whether a

purchase-sale or a loan-investment, domestic or international.

Chief among the many fears of the politicians of the capital-im-

porting country is that foreign investors "take the money out of the

country." To the extent that this is true, it is true also of domestic

investment. If a homeowner in Philadelphia gets a mortgage from an

investor in New York, he may point out that his interest and amortiza-

tion payments are going out of Philadelphia and even out of Pennsyl-

vania. But he can do this with a straight face only by forgetting that

he originally borrowed the money from the New York lender either
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because he could not raise it at all in his home city or because he got

better terms than he could get in his home cit\'. If the New Yorker

makes an equit>' investment in Penns\ivania, he may take out all the

net profits; but he probably employs Pennsyhania labor to build his

factory and operate it. And he probably pa\'s out $85 to $90 annuallN'

for labor, supplies, rent, etc., mainly in Pennsylvania, for e\'en' $10 he

takes back to New York- (In 1969, American manufacturing corpora-

tions showed a net profit after taxes of only 5.4 percent on total value

of sales.) They take the monc>' out of the countrv'^ is an objection

against foreign investors resulting e%'en more fiom xenophobia than

fi-om anticapitalism.

Fear of Foreign Control

Another objection to foreign investment b>' politicians of the capi-

tal-importmg countn- is that the foreign investtjrs may "dommatc" the

borrowing country's economy. The implKanon (made m 1965 b>' the

de Gaulle govemnKnt of France, for example) is that American-o\%iKd

companies might come to ha\'e too much to say about the economic

decisions of the government of the countries in u'hich the>' arc kxratcd.

The real danger, h«ue\er, is the other way round. The foreignsmiled

company puts itself at the merc>- of the go\emment ot" the host anin-

xxy. Its capital in the form of buiklings, equipment, drilled uxlls and

refineries, de\rk>pcd mines, and om bank deposits, may be trapped.

In the last tA%'ent>-five \-ears, particularh' m Latin America and the

Middle East, as American oil companies and others haN-e found to their

sorrow, the dangers ot* discnminatorN' labor legislanon, onerous taxa-

tion, harassment, or e\en expropnatKxi, are \xr\ real.

Yet the anticapitalistic, xenophobic, and other prqudKes against

private foreign mxrstment have been so uidesprcad. in both the coun-

tries that wouki gain from importing capital and the countries that

wouki profit frtJm exporting it, that the ginemments in bcxh sets of

countries have imposed taxes, la\i*$ and regulatKHU, red tape, and other

obstacles to discxnirage it.

At the same time, paradoxicalh\ there has gro>%ii up in the last

quarter-centurv' pou-erfiil political pressures in both sets of countries

in favor of the ncher a>untnes/n>v^ afpuul mwmy to the poorer in the

fonn of govemment-to-govemmcnt "aid.**
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The Marshall Plan

This present curious giveaway mania (it can only be called that on
the part of the countries making the grants) got started as the result

of an historical accident. During World War II, the United States had
been pouring supplies—munitions, industrial equipment, foodstuffs

—

into the countries of its allies and co-belligerents. These were all nomi-

nally "loans." American Lend-Lease to Great Britain, for example,

came to some $30 billion and to Soviet Russia to $11 billion.

But when the war ended, Americans were informed not only that

the Lend-Lease recipients could not repay and had no intention of

repaying, but that the countries receiving these loans in wartime had

become dependent upon them and were still in desperate straits, and

that further credits were necessary to stave off disaster.

This was the origin of the Marshall Plan.

On June 5, 1947, General George C. Marshall, then American

Secretary of State, made at Harvard the world's most expensive com-

mencement address, in which he said: "The truth of the matter is that

Europe's requirements, for the next three or four years, of foreign food

and other essential products—principally from America—are so much

greater than her present ability to pay that she must have substantial

additional help, or face economic, social, and political deterioration of

a very grave character."

Whereupon Congress authorized the spending in the following

three-and-a-half years of some $12 billion in aid.

This aid was widely credited with restoring economic health to

"free" Europe and halting the march of communism in the recipient

countries. It is true that Europe did fmally recover from the ravages

of World War II—as it had recovered from the ravages ofWorld War

I. And it is true that, apart from Yugoslavia, the countries not occupied

by Soviet Russia did not go communist. But whether the Marshall

Plan accelerated or retarded this recovery, or substantially affeaed the

extent of communist penetration in Europe, can never be proved.

What can be said is that the plight of Europe in 1947 was at least as

much the result of misguided European governmental economic poli-

cies as of physical devastation caused by the war. Europe's recovery

was far slower than it could have been, with or without the

Marshall Plan.
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This was dramadcalh' demonstrated in West Gcrmanv in 1948

when the actions between June 20 and Juh' 8 of Economic Minister

Ludwig Erhard in simultaneously halting inflation, introducing a thor-

oughgoing currency' reform, and rcmming the strangling netv^'ork of

price controls, brought the German ''miradc" of rccoverv.

As Dr. Erhard himselfdescribed his action: '*\\^e decided upon and

re-introduced the old rules of a free economy, the rules ofUttssezfiure.

We abolished practicalh' all controb over allocation, prices and wages,

and replaced them uith a price mechanism controlled prcdominanth'

by mone\'."

The result was that German industrial production in the second

half of 1948 rose from 45 percent to nearly 75 percent of the 1936

lc\'el, u'hile steel production doubled that year.

It is sometimes claimed that it was Germany's share of Marshall aid

that brought on the rccmer\'. But nothing similar occurred in Great

Britain, for example, which received more than n%Tce as much Marshall

aid. The German per capita gn»$ naticxial pnxlua, measured in con-

stant prices, increased 64 percent between 1950 and 1958, u-hcreas

the per capita increase in Great Britain, simiUrh* measured, rose only

15 percent.

Once American poliricians got the idea that the Amencan taxpam
ou'ed other countries a lixing, it ftilkmed logicalh' that his dut>' could

not be limited to just a (c^^'. Surely thai dut>' was to see that pcnrrt)'

was abolished e\'er>'^%'he^e in the ux)Hd. And so in his inaugural address

of Januan- 20, 1949. President Truman called for **a bold ne%%- pro-

gram** to make *^hc benefits of cxir scientific advances and industnal

progress available for the imprcn emcnt and gn>uth of underde\ek>ped

areas This pn>gram can greatly increase the industrial activity' in

other natioas and can raise substantialh- their standards of living.**

Because it was so labeled in tiK Truman address, this program

became knoun as "Point Four." Under it the "emergenok'" foreign aid

of the Marshall Plan, >* hich u as onginally ro run ftw three or four years

at most, was universalized, and has now been running for more than

rwent)' x-ears. So far as its adxtxates and built-in bureaucracy' are con-

cerned, it is to last unril foreign po\-err\' has been abolished from the

face of the earth, or unril the per capita "gap" bet^ren incomes in the

backward countries and the advanced countries has been dosed—oxn
if that takes fore\er.

The cost of the program already is appalling. Total disbursements
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to foreign nations, in the fiscal years 1946 through 1970, came to

$131 billion. The total net interest paid on what the U. S. borrowed
to give away these funds amounted in the same period to $68 billion,

bringing the grand total through the 25-year period to $199 billion.2

This money went altogether to some 130 nations. Even in the

fiscal year 1970, the aid program was still operating in 99 nations and
five territories of the world, with 51,000 persons on the payroll, in-

cluding U. S. and foreign personnel. Congressman Otto E. Passman,

chairman of the Foreign Operations Subcommittee on Appropria-

tions, declared on July 1, 1969: "Ofthe three-and-a-half billion people

of the world, all but 36 million have received aid from the U. S."

Domestic Repercussions

Even the colossal totals just cited do not measure the total loss

that the foreign giveaway program has imposed on the American econ-

omy. Foreign aid has had the most serious economic side-effects. It

has led to grave distortions in our economy. It has undermined our

currency, and contributed toward driving us off the gold standard. It

has accelerated our inflation. It was sufficient in itself to account for

the total of our Federal deficits in die 1946-70 period. The $199

billion foreign aid total exceeds by $116 billion even the $83 billion

increase in our gross national debt during the same years. Foreign aid

has also been sufficient in itself to account for all our balance-of-pay-

ments deficits (which our government's policies blame on private for-

eign investment)

.

The advocates of foreign aid may choose to argue that though our

chronic Federal budget deficits in the last 25 years could be imputed

to foreign aid, we could alternatively impute those deficits to other

expenditures, and assume that the foreign aid was paid for entirely by

raising additional taxes. But such an assumption would hardly improve

the case for foreign aid. It would mean that taxes during this quarter-

century averaged at least $5 billion higher each year than they would

have otherwise. It would be difficult to exaggerate the setbacks to

personal working incentives, to new ventures, to profits, to capital

investment, to employment, to wages, to living standards, that an

annual burden of $5 billion in additional taxation can cause.

If, finally, we make the "neutral" assumption that our $131 or

$199 billion in foreign aid (whichever way we choose to calculate the
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sum) was financed in cxaa proportion to our actual deficit and tax

totals in the 25-year period, we merely make it responsible for part of

both sets of evils.

In sum, the foreign aid program has immensely set back our own
potential capital development. It ought to be obvious that a foreign

giveaway program can raise the standards of living of the so-called

*Hmderdeveloped areas** of the world onh' b\' lowering our own living

standards compared with what the\' could otherwise be. Ifour taxpay-

ers arc forced to contribute millions of dollars for hydroelectric plants

in Afiica or Asia, they obviously have that much less for productive

investment in the U. S. If thcv' contribute $10 million dollars for a

housing projea in Uruguay, thev* have just that much less for their

own housing, or any odKr cost equivalent, at home. Even our own
socialist and statist do-gooders would be shaken if it occurred to them
to consider how much might have been done uith that $131 or $199
billion of foreign aid to mitigate pollution at home, build subsidized

housing, and relieve **the plight of our atics." Free enterprisers, of

course, \%ill lament the foreign giveaway on the far more realistic calcu-

lation of how enormously the production, and the u-ealth and welfare

of every class of our population, could havx been increased b\' $131

to $ 199 billion in more private investment in nevn- and better tools and

cost-reducing equipment, and in higher livmg standards, and m more

and bcncr homes, hospitals, schools, and umversities.

The PoUtkal Arguments

What have been the economic or political compensations to the

United States for the staggering cost of its foreign aid program? Most
of them have been lUusorv-.

VNlien our successive Presidents and foreign aid officials make in-

spirational speeches m h\xx of foreign aid, thev' dv^rll chiefly on its

alleged humanitarian virtues, on the need for American genenwitv' and

a>mpassion, on our dutv' to relieve the suffering and share the burdens

of all mankind. But when thev* arc tnmg n^ get the necessary appro-

priations out of Congress, thev' recognize the advisability of additional

arguments. So thev' appeal to the American taxpayer's material self-

interest. It will redound to his benefit, tfKV' argue, in three wan: (1)

It will increase our foreign trade, and consequendy the profits from it.

(2) It will keep the underdeveloped countries from going communist.
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(3) It will turn the recipients of our grants into our eternally grateful

friends.

The answers to these arguments are clear:

1. Particular exporters may profit on net balance from the foreign

aid program, but they necessarily do so at the expense of the American
taxpayer. It makes little difference in the end whether we give other

countries the dollars to pay for our goods, or whether we directly give

them the goods. We cannot grow rich by giving our goods or our

dollars away. We can only grow poorer. (I would be ashamed of

stating this truism ifour foreign aid advocates did not so systematically

ignore it.)

2. There is no convincing evidence that our foreign aid played any

role whatever in reversing, halting, or even slowing down any drift

toward communism. Our aid to Cuba in the early years of the pro-

gram, and even our special favoritism toward it in assigning sugar

quotas and the like, did not prevent it from going communist in 1958.

Our $769 million of aid to the United Arab Republic did not prevent

it from coming under Russian domination. Our $460 million aid to

Peru did not prevent it from seizing American private properties there.

Neither our $7,715 million aid to India, nor our $3,637 million aid

to Pakistan, prevented either country from moving deeper and deeper

into socialism and despotic economic controls. Our aid, in fact, subsi-

dized these very programs, or made them possible. And so its goes,

country after country.

3. Instead of turning the recipients into grateful friends, there is

ever-fresh evidence that car foreign aid program has had precisely the

opposite effect. It is pre-eminendy the American embassies and the

official American libraries that are mobbed and stoned, the American

flag that is burned, the Yanks that are told to go home. And the head

ofalmost every government that accepts American aid fmds it necessary

to denounce and insult the United States at regular intervals in order

to prove to his own people that he is not subservient and no puppet.

So foreign aid hurts both the economic and political interest of the

country that extends it.

The Unseen Costs ofUtopian Programs

But all this might be overlooked, in a broad humanitarian view, if

foreign aid accomplished its main ostensible purpose of raising the
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living levels of the cxHintries that received it. Yet both reason and

experience make it dear that in the long run it has predseh' the oppo-

site effect.

Of course, a country cannot give away $131 billion without its

doing something abroad (though we must always keep in mind the

reservation—instead of something else at home). If the mone\' is spent

on a public housing project, on a hydroelectric dam, on a steel mill (no

matter how uneconomic or ill-ad\iscd), the housing or the dam or the

mill is brought into existence. It is Nisible and undeniable. But to point

to that is to point only to the \isible gross gain while ignoring the costs

and the offsets. In all sorts of waN-s—economic, political, spiritual—the

aid in the long run hurts the recipient countrx'. It becomes dependent

on the aid. It loses sclf-rcspca and sclf-rchance. The poor countr>'

becomes a pauperized countr%\ a beggar countr>'.

There xs a profound contrast bctHxcn the effects of foreign aid and

of voluntary private investment. Foreign aid goes from government

to gmemment. It is therefore almost incMtabh statist and soaahsric.

A gocxl pan of it goes into prosiding more goods for immediate

consumption, which may do nothing to increase the country's produc-

tive capacit>'. The rest goes into goxrmment projects, government

five-year plans, go\'emment airlines, go^rmment hydroelectric plants

and dams, or go\cmmcni steel mills, erected pnncipally f<)r prestige

reasons, and for kx>king impressive in colored phtxographs, regardless

of u'hether the projects arc economicalh' justified or self-supporting.

As a result, real ccononuc improxement is retarded.

The Insoluble Dilcnuna

Frcxn the ver>- beginning, foreign aid has faced an insoluble di-

lemma. I called attentiiNi to this in a book published in 1947, WiU
Dollars Savt the World?, u-hen the Marshall Plan was proposed but not

yet enacted:

Intergtjx-emmental k>an$ (the\' ha\x since become mainly

gifts, which (xily intensifies the problem] are on the horns of

this dilemma. Ifon the one hand they are nude without condi-

rions, the funds arc squandered and dissipated and fail to ac-

awnplish their purpose. The>' may exm be used for the precise

opposite of the purpose that the lender had in mind. But if the
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lending government attempts to impose conditions, its at-

tempt causes immediate resentment. It is called "dollar diplo-
macy"; or "American imperialism"; or "interfering in the in-

ternal affairs" of the borrowing nation. The resentment is

quickly exploited by the Communists in that nation.

In the 23 years since the foreign-aid program was launched, the
administrators have not only failed to fmd their way out of this di-

lemma; they have refused even to acknowledge its existence. They have
zigzagged from one course to the other, and ended by following the

worst course of all: they have insisted that the recipient governments
adopt "growth policies"—which mean, in practice, government "plan-

ning," controls, inflation, ambitious nationalized projects—in brief,

socialism.

If the foreign aid were not offered in the first place, the recipient

government would fmd it advisable to try to attract foreign private

investment. To do this it would have to abandon its socialistic and
inflationary policies, its exchange controls, its laws against taking

money out of the country. It would have to abandon harassment of

private business, restrictive labor laws, and discriminatory taxation. It

would have to give assurances against nationalization, expropriation,

and seizure.

Specifically, if the nationals of a poor country wanted to borrow

foreign capital for a private project, and had to pay a going rate of,

say, 7 percent interest for the loan, their project would have to be one

that promised to yield at least 7 percent before the foreign investors

would be interested. If the government of the poor country, on the

other hand, can get the money from a foreign government without

having to pay interest at all, it need not trouble to ask itself whether

the proposed project is likely to prove economic and self-liquidating

or not. The essential market guide to comparative need and utility is

then completely removed. What decides priorities is the grandiose

dreams of the government planners, unembarrassed by bothersome

calculations of comparative costs and usefulness.

The Conditions for Progress

Where foreign government aid is not freely offered, however, a

poor country, to attract private foreign investment, must establish an
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actual rccx>rd of respecting private property and maintaining free mar-

kets. Such a free-enterprise policy by itself, even if it did not at first

attract a single dollar of foreign investment, would give enormous

stimulus to the economy of the country that adopted it. It would first

of all stop the flight of capital on the part of its own nationals and

stimulate domestic investment. It is constantly forgotten that both do-

mestic and foreign capital investment arc encouraged (or discouraged)

by the same means.

It is not true, to repeat, that the poor countries arc necessarily

caught in a *Vicious circle of povcrt)'," from which they cannot escape

without massive handouts from abroad. It is not true that '*the rich

countries arc getting richer uiiile the poor countries arc getting

poorer." It is not true that the "gap" between the liMng standards of

the poor countries and the rich countries is growing e\er vrtdcr. Cer-

tainly that is not true in any proportionate sense. From 1945 to 1955,

for example, the average rate of growth of Latin American cxNintrics

in national income was 4.5 percent per annum, and in output per head

2.4 percent—both rates appreciably higher than the coiTCsponding

figure for the United States.*

Intervention Breeds Waste

The foreign aid ideolog)' is mercK the relief ideology, the guaran-

teed-income ideologx', applied on an international scale. Its remedy,

like the domestic relief rcmcd\', is to ''abolish po\Trt>'" b>' seizing from

the rich to give to the poor. Both propotab sv'stcmatkally ignore the

reasons for the poverty the>' seek to cure. Neither draws any distinction

between the povert>' caused by misfortune and the poverty brought

on by shiftlessncss and fblh*. The adNtxates of both proposals forget

that their chief attention should be directed to restoring the incennves,

self-reliance, and produawm of the poor family or the poor country, and

that the principal means ofdomg this is tiirough the free market.

In sum, go\'emment-to-govemmcnt foreign aid promoces sutism,

centralized planning, socialism, dependence, pauperization, ineffi-

ciency, and waste. It prokxigs the povert\' it is designed to cure. Vol-

untary private investment in private enterprise, on the other hand,

promotes capitalism, production, independence, and self-reliance. It is

by attracting foreign prix'atc inNrstment that the great industrial na-

tions of the worid were once helped. It is so that America itself was
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helped by British capital, in the nineteenth century, in building its

railroads and exploiting its great national resources. It is so that the

still "underdeveloped areas" of the world can most effectively be

helped today to develop their own great potentialities and to raise the

living standards of their masses.

1. See The United States Balance of Payments (Washington: International Economic

Policy Association, 1966), pp. 21 and 22.

2. Source: Foreign Operations Subcommittee on Appropriations, House of Represen-

tatives, July 1, 1970.

3. Cf."Some Observations on 'Gapology,'" by P. T. Bauer and John B. Wood in

Economic Age (London), November-December 1969. Professor Bauer is one of the few

academic economists who have seriously analyzed the fallacies of foreign aid. See also his

Yale lecture on foreign aid published by The Institute ofEconomic Affairs (London), 1966,

and his article on "Development Economics" in Koads to freedom: Essays in Honour of

FriedrichA. von Hayek (London: Roudedge & Kegan Paul, 1969). I may also refer the reader

to my own book. Will Dollars Save the World? (Appleton, 1947), to my pamphlet. Illusions

of Point Four (Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y.: Foundation for Economic Education, 1950),

and to my chapter on The Fallacy of Foreign Aid" in my Man vs. the Welfare State

(Arlington House, 1969).
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Why Anticapitalism Grows

A correspondent who describes himself as "a 26-year old college

graduate who strongly supports a system of free enterprise," recently

wrote me to say that he is "continuously confronted with questions

that are most difficult to answer." He appended a list of 10 of them,

and asked for my comments.

I offer my answer here. To save space, I have not repeated his

questions, assuming they can be clearly guessed from my replies.

Dear Mr.

The number of faults that have been alleged against capitalism are

without limit. Few of the allegations have any merit, and when they

do the reason will usually be found to lie deep in the weaknesses of

human nature itself. Practically all the criticisms tacidy assume that the

imputed faults could be easily cured by some form of socialism or

communism, or some ad hoc government intervention that would, in

fact, usually make the complained-about condition much worse.

With these preliminary remarks, let me try to give brief answers

to your ten questions.

1. Capitalism does depend upon the consumption of natural re-

sources, and some of these could eventually be depleted. But this must

happen under any conceivable system of production when the popula-

tion becomes large enough in comparison with the resources. But

capitalism has proved resourceful in fmding substitutes or for provid-

ing for renewal of resources (as in scientific forestry, for example).

2. There will probably always be some efforts toward collusion and

private price-fixing. Encouraging private competition is probably the

best cure for this, plus appropriate laws against clearly harmful collu-

sion.

3. Not only do utilities often give lower rates to those who use

more power; nearly all sellers give lower rates to bigger consumers

From the July 1983 issue of The Freeman.
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because they can be supplied with the commodity' at a lower cost. If

big automobile companies consume more steel than a small hardware

manufacturer, this does not necessarih' mean that big companies are

using steel more wastefiilly.

4. Private capitalism means free competition. Capitalism has far

less tendency toward concentration than does socialism, and well-

drafted laws can prevent coerdve methods of concentration. True, big

companies can sometimes lower prices excessiveh' to trv to drive out

small competitors, but they can do this only at a serious cost to them-

selves. It is more often alleged than proved that such practices happen

with any real frequency'.

5. True, adequate capital is sometimes difficult for small producers

to obtain. But it can be obtained by sa\'ings, by previous profits from

small-scale operations, or by bonoM^'ing. The borrou-ing can be done

if a would-be enterpriser can convince a friend or a bank that he is

likely to be successful. For a goxemment agency to supply capital to

individuals to become producers would only breed favoritism, corrup-

tion, and scandalous v^'aste.

6. True, officers or directors of big corporabans can somedmes try

to use the capital and management of their company pnmanlv to en-

rich themselves. Such praaices can be minimized by watchful stock-

holders and appropriate corporate bu's and law enforcement. But

companies in wfiich the practices occur extcnsi\-cly will soon go broke

and be eliminated in fa\t)r of honestly-run companies.

7. There is no scientific way of measunng *'pmducti\'ity^ in a

scr\'ice-orientcd economy. Most of the current attempts to measure it

rest on fallacious assumptions. The total value of output is essentially

subjective, and not objectively measurable. The official GNP calcula-

tions are largely fraudulent. A shon crop of wheat or com, for ex-

ample, usually selb fw a greater money total than an abo\'e-nonTial

cn>p. If we axild produce oerythmg anybody wanted, the national

income would be zero. As nothing woukl be scarce, nothing could

command a price.

8. It is sometimes difficult to know what injuries on the job arc the

fault of the individual worker and u'hat of bad working conditions

supplied by the employer. In any case, almost o-erywhere today the

employer is legally obliged to pay **worknicn's compensation" for most

such injuries.

9. True, capitalism does not supply "equal" housing or "equal"
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pay. If we tried to do the latter, regardless of die difference between
the skills and industry of different workers or even whether a man did
not work at all, we would soon destroy all incentives to production
and have little creation of housing or anything else.

10. There is nothing "inhuman" about capitalism itself. It docs
not legally compel compassion or charity on the part of private indi-

viduals, but neither does it stand in the way. Socialism assumes that

nobody will help the poor unless the politicians compel him to. Capi-
tahsm is, in fact, the most "human" of all systems. It provides the

greatest amount of material goods and services, both necessities and
luxuries, for humanity. It supports the greatest number of human
beings, and provides the more successful with a surplus above their

needs capable of being turned over to the less successful, voluntarily

or through taxation. Without capitalism, in short, most of its present

detractors wouldn't be around today to denounce it.

A Flawed System

One final word. Your questions tacidy assume that capitalism is

the system we are now in fact living under. We are not. We are living

under what the late Ludwig von Mises called "sabotaged" capitalism.

We are hving under a network of government interventions that dis-

courage or prevent capitalism from doing its work. With the "progres-

sive" income tax, the government expropriates a crucial part of pre-

cisely the funds that would otherwise be invested in increased produc-

tion and employment. By imposing minimum wage laws, encouraging

coercive unionism, and subsidizing unemployment, government has

brought about excessive American wage rates in many lines—making

our automobile and steel industries at the moment unable to compete

against foreign imports, and bringing about chronic unemployment.

Having done this, the politicians denounce our domestic manufactur-

ers for no longer being "competitive," "aggressive," or "innovative,*

and propose still more interventions to force them to be so. Thus

anticapitalism begets still more anticapitalism.
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Can Wc Keep Free Enterprise?

Nine-tenths of what is written today on economic questions is

either an implied or explicit attack on capitalism. The attacks arc occa-

sionally answercd. But none of the ansu-ers, oen u-hen the>' arc heard,

arc ever accepted as conclusive. The attacks keep coming, keep multi-

plying. You cannot pick up n-out daih' ne^-spaper uithout encountering

half a dozen. The sporadic ansu-crs arc lost in the torrent of accusation.

The charges or implied charges oumumber the rebuttals ten to one.

What is wrong? Does capitalism, after all, have an indefensible

case? Have its champions been not only hopelessh* oumumbercd but

hopelessly outargued? We can hardh' think so if v^r recall onh' a few

of the great minds that have undertaken the task of defense, directly

or indirectly, in the past—Hume, Adam Smith, Ricardo, Makhus,

Bastiat, Senior, B<>hm-Bawerk, John Bates Clark; or of the fine minds

that have undertaken it in our da>'—Luduig \xxi Miscs, F. A. Hayek,

Milton Friedman, Murray Rochbard, Hans Sennhotz, Israel Kirzncr,

David McCord Wright, and so many others.

What, then, is uTong? I venture to suggest that no defense of

capitalism, no matter how brilliant or thomu^, \*ill e\er be generalh'

accepted as defmiri%-e. The attacks on capitalism stem from at least five

main impulses or propensities, all of u'hich uill probabh' be wth us

permanenth', because the>' seem to be inherent in our nature. They

are: ( 1 ) genuine compassion at the sight of indi\idual misfortune; (2)

impatience for a cure; (3) enw; (4) the propen$it>' ro think onh' of tfie

intended or immediate results of any proptwed gmemmcnt interven-

tion and to ovcrkx>k the secondary' or kxig-term results; and (5) the

propensit)' to compare any actual state of affairs, and its inoitable

defects, u-ith some hjpotherical ideal.

These five driN-es or tendencies blend and o\-eriap. Let us kx>k at

them in order, beginning \%ith compassion. Most of us, at the sight of

extreme po\cm\ are mo\ed to want to do something to reliox it—or

to get others to relioe it. And we are so impatient to sec the poverty

relie\'ed as soon as possible that, no matter how forbidding the dimen-

From the |une 1973 tame of 7>r Frmmm.
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sions of the problem, we are tempted to think it will yield to some
simple, direa, and easy solution.

The Role ofEnvy

Let us look now at the role of envy. Few of us are completely free

from it. It seems to be part ofman's nature never to be satisfied as long
as he sees other people better off than himself Few of us, moreover,
are willing to accept the better fortune ofothers as the result ofgreater
effort or gifts on their part. We are more likely to attribute it at best

to "luck" if not to "the system." In any case, the pressure to pull down
the rich seems stronger and more persistent in most democracies than
the prompting to raise the poor.

Envy reveals itself daily in political speeches and in our laws. It

plays a definite role in the popularity of the graduated income tax,

which is firmly established in nearly every country today, though it

violates every canon of equity. As J. R. McCulloch put it in the 1830s:

'The moment you abandon the cardinal principle of exacting from all

individuals the sameproportion oftheir income or oftheirproperty, you arc

at sea without rudder or compass, and there is no amount of injustice

or folly you may not commit."

McCulloch's prediction has been borne out by events. Historically

almost every time there has been a revision of income-tax rates the

progression has become steeper. When the graduated income tax was

first adopted in the United States in 1913, the top rate was 7 percent.

Some thirty years later it had risen to 91 percent. In Great Britain the

top rate went from 8V4 to 97^2 percent in a similar period. It has been

repeatedly demonstrated that these confiscatory rates yield negligible

revenues. The reduction of real income that they cause is certainly

greater than the revenue they yield. In brief, they have hurt even the

taxpayers in the lower brackets.

Yet envy has played a crucial role in keeping the progressive in-

come tax. The bulk of the taxpayers accept far higher rates of taxation

than they would if the rates were uniform; for the taxpayers in each tax

bracket console themselves with the thought that their wealthier neigh-

bors must be paying a far higher rate. Thus though about two-thirds

(65.5 percent) of the income tax is paid (1969) by those with adjusted

gross incomes of $20,000 or less, there is an almost universal illusion

that the real burden of the tax is falling on the very rich.
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But perhaps the greatest reason why governments again and again

abandon the principles of free enterprise is mere short-sightedness.

They attempt to cure some supposed economic e>il dirccth' bv some
simple measure, and completely fail to foresee or oen to ask what the

secondary or long-term consequences of that measure will be.

Tampering with Money

From time immemorial, u-henoer gmemments have felt that their

country was insufficiendy wealthy, or when trade was stagnant or

unemployment rife, the theon* has arisen that the fundamental trouble

was a "shortage of money." After the in\'ention of the printing press,

when a government could stamp a slip ofpaper with any denomination

or issue notes u-ithout limit, any imaginabk increase in the mone>'

supply became possible.

What uxs not understood was that any stimulati\-e effca u'as icm-

porarv', and purchased at excessi\r cost. If the boom was obtained by

an overexpansion of bank credit, it was bound to be followed b>' a

recession or crisis when the new credit was paid off. If the boom u'as

obtained b\' printing more gmemment fiat mone>', it temporarily

made some people ncher only at the cost of making other pet>ple (in

real terms) poorer.

When the suppK* of monc\' is increased, the purchasing po\%'er of

each unit must corresponding!)' fall. In the kxig run, nothing whatorr
is gained b\' increasing the issuance of paper mtxK>'. Prices of goods

tend, other things equal, to nse pa>portKxutely unth the increase in

mone>' supply. If the sttxk of mone>' is doubled, it can in the kmg run

purchase no more gixxis and serxiccs than the smaller stock of money
\%'oukl ha\c done.

And yet the gtnemment of nearh' c\xr\ countrv- in the work! today

IS busily increasing the issuance of paper mone\-, partl\' if not entireh'

because of its belief that it is ''relieving the shortage of mone)'** and

''promoting faster economic grouth." This illusion is intensified by

the habit of counting the currency unit as if its purchasing pouter were

constant. In 1971 there was a great outburst of hurrahs because the

GNP (gross national produa) had at last surpassed the magic figure

of a trillion dollars. (It reached $1,046 billion.) It was forgotten that

if the putarivc GNP of 1971 had been stated in terms ofdollars at their

purchasing power in 1958 this 1971 GNP wouki havx come to only
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$740 billion, and if stated in terms of the dollar's purchasing power
in 1939 would have come to only $320 billion.

Yet monetary expansion is everywhere today—in every country
and in the International Monetary Fund with its SDK's—^the official

policy. Its inevitable effect is rising prices. But rising prices are not
popular. Therefore governments forbid prices to rise.

And this price control has the enormous political advantage of
deflecting attention away from the government's own responsibility

for creating inflation, and by implication puts the blame for rising

prices on the greed of producers and sellers.

Price CJontrol

The record of price controls goes as far back as human history.

They were imposed by the Pharaohs of ancient Egypt. They were

decreed by Hammurabi, king of Babylon, in the eighteenth century

B. C. They were tried in ancient Athens.

In 301 A. D., the Roman Emperor Diocletian issued his famous

edict fixing prices for nearly 800 different items, and punishing viola-

tion with death. Out of fear, nothing was offered for sale and the

scarcity grew far worse. After a dozen years and many executions, the

law was repealed.

In Britain, Henry III tried to regulate the price ofwheat and bread

in 1202. Antwerp enacted price-fixing in 1585, a measure which some

historians believe brought about its downfall. Price-fixing laws en-

forced by the guillotine were also imposed during the French Revolu-

tion, though the soaring prices were caused by the revolutionary gov-

ernment's own policy in issuing enormous amounts of paper currency.

Yet from all this dismal history the governments of today have

learned absolutely nothing. They continue to overissue paper money

to stimulate employment and "economic growth"; and then they

vainly try to prevent the inevitable soaring prices with ukases ordering

everybody to hold prices down.

Harmful Intervention

But though price-fixing laws are always futile, this docs not mean

that they are harmless. They can do immensely more economic damage

than the inflation itself They are harmful in proportion as the legal
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pricc-ccilings arc below what unhampered market prices would be, in

proportion to the length of time the price controls remain in effect,

and in proportion to the stricmess with which the\' arc enforced.

For if the legal price for any commodity, whether it is bread or

shoes, is held by edict substantially below what the free market price

would be, the low fixed price must overencourage the demand for it,

discourage its production, and bring about a shortage. The profit mar-

gin in making or selling it will be too small as compared with the profit

margin in producing or selling something else.

In addidon to causing scarcities of some commodities, and botdc-

necks in output, price-control must ex-entualh* distort and unbalance

the whole structure of production. For not onh- the absolute quann-

ties, but the proportions in which the tens of thousands of different

goods and services arc produced, are determined in a free market by

the relative suppK' and demand, the rclati\'e money prices, and the

relative costs of production of commodities A, B, C, and N. Market

prices have work to do. The>' arc signals to both producers and con-

sumers. The\' tell where the shortages and surpluses are. The\' tell

which commodities arc going to be more profitable to produce and

which less. To remove or destroy or forbid these signals must discoor-

dinate and discourage production.

Selective Controls—No Stopping PUoe

GffurtU price controb are comparativrh' rare. Governments more
often prefer to put a ceiling on one particular price. A fa\t)ritc scape-

goat since World War I has been tfie rent of apartments and houses.

Rent controls, oikc imposed, arc scxnctimes continued for a gen-

eration or more. When i[\c\ arc imposed, as the>' nearh' ah%'a>'s arc, in

a period of inflation, the frozen rents \X2i bs year become less and less

realistic. The kxig-term effort is that the landkirds have neitiier ttK

incentive nor the funds to keep tlK rental apanments or houses in

decent repair, let alone to improve them. Losses often force ou-ners to

abandon their properties entirely. Private builders, fearing the same

fate, hesitate ti> erca new rental housing. Slums proliferate, a shortage

of housing de\'ek)ps, and the majority of taunts, in whose supposed

interest the rent control was imposed in the first place, become worse

off than CNcr.

Perhaps the oldest and most widespread form of price control in
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the world is control of interest rates. In ancient China, India, and
Rome, and nearly everywhere throughout the Middle Ages, all interest

was called "usury," and prohibited altogether. This made economic
progress all but impossible. Later, the taking of interest was permitted,

but fixed legal ceilings were imposed. These held back economic pro-

gress but did not, like total prohibition, prevent it entirely.

Yet political hostility to higher-than-customary interest rates never

ceases. Today, bureaucrats combat such "exorbitant" rates more often

by denunciation than by edict. The favorite government method today

for keeping interest rates down is to have the monetary managers flood

the market with new loanable fiinds. This may succeed for a time, but

the long-run effect of overissuance of money and credit is to arouse

fears among businessmen that inflation and rising prices will continue.

So lenders, to protect themselves against an expected fall in the future

purchasing power of their dollars, add a "price premium." This makes

the gross market rate of interest higher than ever.

The propensity of politicians to learn nothing about economics is

illustrated once again in the laws governing foreign trade. The classical

economists of the eighteenth century utterly demolished the argu-

ments for protectionism. They showed that the long-run effect of pro-

tective tariffs and other barriers could only be to make production

more inefficient, to make consumers pay more and to slow down
economic progress. Yet protectionism is nearly as rampant as it was

before 1776, when The Wealth ofNations was published.

The Conquest of Poverty

In the same way, all the popular political measures to reduce or

relieve poverty are more distinguished for their age than for their

effectiveness.

The major effect of minimum wage laws is to create unemploy-

ment, chiefly among the unskilled workers that the law is designed to

help. We cannot make a worker's services worth a given amount by

maidng it illegal for anyone to offer him less. We merely deprive him

of the right to earn the amoimt that his abilities and opportunities

would permit him to earn, while we deprive the community of the

moderate services he is capable of rendering. We drive him on relief

And by driving more people on relief by minimum-wage laws on

the one hand, while on the other hand enticing more and more people
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to get on relief by cx>nstantly increasing the amounts we offer them,

we encourage the runaway growth of relief rolls. Now, as a way to

'*cure*' this growth, reformers come forward to propose a guaranteed

annual income or a "negative income tax." The distinguishing feature

of these handouts is that they are to be given automadcalh', without a

means test, and regardless of uliether or not the recipient chooses to

work. The result could onh' be enormously to increase the number of

idle, and correspondingly to increase the tax burden on those who
work. We can always have as much uncmpk^^-ment as wc arc willing

to pay for.

At bottom, almost every goxemmcnt "antipovcrt)'" measure in

histon' has consisted of seizing pan of the earnings or saxings of Peter

to support Paul. Its ine\'itabie k>ng-run result is to undermine the

incentives of both Peter and Paul to v^txk or to save.

What is oveHookcd in all these government interventions is the

miracle of the market—the amazing way in u-hich free enterprise maxi-

mizes the incentives to production, to \*-ork, innmation, efficienc\',

saving, and investment, and graduates both its penalties and regards

with such accurac)' as to tend to bnng about the prtxluction of the

tens of thousands of wanted goods and services in the proportions in

which they arc most demanded bs consumers. Only free private enter-

prise, in faa, can solve what economists call this problem ofeconomic

calculation.

The Probkm ofCakuUtion

Socialism is incapable of sohing the problem. The bureaucratic

managers of natKMialized industries may be conscientious. God-fearing

men; but as the\' have no fear of suffering personal losses through error

or inefficieno', and no hope of gaining personal pmfits through cost-

cutting or danng innmation, the>- are bound, at best, to become safe

routineers, and to tolerate a torpid inefficienc)'.

But this IS the smallest pan of the problem. For a complete social-

ism would be without the guide of the market, uithoui the guide of

mone)' prices or of costs in terms of mone\'. The bureaucratic managers

of the socialist economy would not knou- uluch items they were pro-

ducing at a social proBt and which at a social loss. Nor would they

know how much to trv- to produce of each item or service, or ho\%' to
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make sure that the production of tens of thousands of different com-
modities was synchronized or coordinated. They could, of course (as

they sometimes have), assign arbitrary prices to raw materials and to

the various finished items. But they would still not know how much
or whether the bookkeeping profits or losses shown reflected real prof-

its or losses. In short, they would be unable to solve the problem of
economic calculation. They would be working in the dark.

The directors of a socialist economy would have to fix wages arbi-

trarily, and if these did not draw the right number ofcompetent work-

ers into making the various things the directors wanted produced, and

in the quantities they wanted them to be produced, they would have

to use coercion, forcibly assign workers to particular jobs, and direct

the economy from the center, in a military kind of organization. This

militarization and regimentation ofwork is what, in fact, Cuba, Russia,

and Red China have resorted to.

Rising Expectations

We come finally to the fifth reason that I offered at the beginning

for the chronic hostility to free enterprise. This is the tendency to

compare any actual state of affairs, and its inevitable defects, with some

hypothetical ideal; to compare whatever is with some imagined para-

dise that might be. In spite of the prodigious and accelerative advances

that a dominantly private enterprise economy has made in the last two

centuries, and even in the last two decades, these advances can always

be shown to have fallen short of some imaginable state of affairs that

might be even better.

It may be true, for example, that money wages in the United States

have increased fivefold, and even after all allowance has been made for

rising living costs, that real wages have more than doubled in the last

generation. But why haven't they tripled? It may be true that the

number of the "poor," by the Federal bureaucrats' yardstick, fell from

20 percent of the population in 1962 (when the estimate was first

made) to 13 percent in 1970. But why should there be any poor people

left at all? It may be true that the employees of the corporations already

get seven-eighths of the entire sum available for distribution between

them and the stockholders. But why don't the workers get the whole

of it? And so on and so on.
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The very success of the system has encouraged constantly rising

expectations and demands—expectations and demands that keep rac-

ing ahead of what e\'en the best imaginable s\'stem could achioe.

The struggle to secure what we now know as capitalism—i.e, un-

hampered markets and private ownership of the means of pixxluc-

don—was long and arduous. It has proNcd an inestimable boon to

mankind. Yet if this system is to be saved from uillful destruction, the

task of the incredibly feu' who seem to understand how and why it

works is endless. They cannoc afford to rest their case on any defense

of free enterprise, or any exposure of socialism or other false remedies,

that they or their predecessors may have made in the past. There have

been some magnificent defenses o\'er the past t>*x) centuries, from

Adam Smith to Bastiat, and from Bohm-Bawerk to Miscs and Hayek.

But the\' arc not enough. Even' day capitalism faces some new accusa-

tion, or one that parades as neu*.

Eternal Vigilance—^Truth Needs Repeating

In brief, ignorance, shortsightedness, cnxT, impatience, good in-

tentions, and a Utopian idealism combine to engender an endless bar-

rage of charges against **thc s^'stem*"—which means agamst free enter-

prise. And so the return fire, if free enterprise is to be preserved, must

also be endless.

I find I ha\ c only been applying to one particular field an exhorta-

tion that Goethe once applied tt) all fiekis of knou ledge. In 1828 he

wrote in a letter to Eckermann: The truth must be repeated again and

again, because ent)r is awistanth' being preached round about us. And
not only b\' isolated individuals, but b\' the majont)'. In the neu-spapers

and enc>ck)pedia$, in the sch(x>ls and uni\ersities, o-erv'>%'herc error is

dominant, securely and comfortably ensconced m public opinion

which is on its side."

Yet above all in politKal and economic tfiought today, tlK need

to keep repeating the truth has a.ssumed an unprecedented urgency.

What is under constant and mountmg attack is capitalism—which

means free enterprise—which means economic freedom—which

means, in faa, the whole of human freedom. For as Alexander Hamil-

ton warned: "Power o\er a man's subsistence is po^rr ox-er his will."

What is threatened, in faa, is no less than our present ciWlizadon

itself; for it is capitalism that has made possible the enormous advances
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not only in providing the necessities and amenities of life, but in sci-

ence, technology, and knowledge of all kinds, upon which that civiliza-

tion rests.

All those who understand this have the duty to explain and defend

the system. And to do so, if necessary, over and over again.

This duty does not fall exclusively on professional economists. It

falls on each of us who realizes the untold benefits of free enterprise

and the present threat of its destruction to expound his convictions

within the sphere of his own influence, as well as to support others

who are expounding like convictions. Each of us is as free to practice

what he preaches as to preach what he practices. The opportunity is

as great as the challenge.
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The Task Confronting Libertarians

From time to time over the last thim- years, after I have talked or

written about some nc^- restriction on human libern- in the economic

field, some ne>\' attack on p»riN ate enterprise, I have been asked in

person or received a lener asking, "VNTut can I do" —to fight the

inflationist or socialist trend? Other uxiters or lecturers, I find, are

often asked the same question.

The ansuer is sekiom an eas>' one. For it depends on the circum-

stances and ability- of the questioner—u-ho may be a businessman, a

houseu'ifc, a student, informed w not, intelligent or not, articulate or

not. And the answer must Nan- with these presumed circumstances.

The general answer \s easier than the particular ansv^er. So here I

want to vsTite about the task no%%' confronting all libertarians consid-

ered collccti\ely.

This task has beccxne tremendous, and seems to groMk- greater e\er\'

day. A to% nations that haxe already gone aimpletely communist, like

Soviet Russia and its satellites, tr\ , as a result of sad experience, to draw

back a little from cixnplete centrali/atKm, and experiment with one or

tuo quasi -capitalistic techniques; but the utKki's prevailing drift—in

more than 100 i>ut of the 107 nations and mininatKNis that are now
nKmbcrs of the International Monetan- Fund—is in the direction of

increa.Mng .uKialism and contn>U

ITie txsk of the tiny mmont) that is tr\ing U) combat this socialistic

dnft seenvs nearix hopeless. The war must be fiHight on a thousand

fronts, and the true libertanans are grossly oumumbercd on practically

all these fnMUs.

In a thousand fields the \%elfan$ts, statists, socialists, and interven-

tionist.s are daih dnxing for more restnctiiMis on individual libert>'; and

the libertarians mast combat them. But (c^^ of us individually have the

time, cnerg\ , and special knou ledge to be able to do this in more than

a handftil of subjects.

One of our gra\ est problems is that %v e find ourselves conftonting
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armies of bureaucrats already controlling us, and with a vested interest

in keeping and expanding the controls they were hired to enforce.

A Growing Bureaucracy

Let me try to give you some idea of the size and extent of this

bureaucracy in the United States. The Hoover Commission found in

1954 that the Federal government embraced no fewer than 2,133
different functioning agencies, bureaus, departments, and divisions. I

do not know what the exact count would be today, but the known
multiplicity of Great Society agencies would justify our rounding out

that figure at least to 2,200.

We do know that the full-time permanent employees in the Federal

government now number about 2,615,000.

And we know, to take a few specific examples, that of these bu-

reaucrats 15,400 administer the programs of the Department ofHous-

ing and Urban Development, 100,000 the programs (including Social

Security) of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and

154,000 the programs of the Veterans Administration.

If we want to look at the rate at which parts of this bureaucracy

have been growing, let us take the Department of Agriculture. In

1929, before the U. S. government started crop controls and price

supports on an extensive scale, there were 24,000 employees in that

Department. Today, counting part-time workers, there are 120,000,

five times as many, all of them with a vital economic interest—to wit,

their own jobs—in proving that the particular controls they were hired

to formulate and enforce should be continued and expanded.

What chance does the individual businessman, the occasional dis-

interested professor of economics, or columnist or editorial writer,

have in arguing against the policies and actions of this 120,000-man

army, even if he has had time to learn the detailed facts of a particular

issue? His criticisms are either ignored or drowned out in the orga-

nized counterstatements.

This is only one example out of scores. A few of us may suspect

that there is much unjustified or foolish expenditure in the U. S. Social

Security program, or that the unfunded liabilities already undertaken

by the program (one authoritative estimate of these exceeds a trillion

dollars) may prove to be unpayable without a gross monetary inflation.

A handful of us may suspect that the whole principle of compulsory
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government old-age and survivor's insurance is open to question. But

there are nearly 100,000 full-time permanent employees in the Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare to dismiss all such fears as

foolish, and to insist that we are still not doing nearh' enough for our

older citizens, our sick, and our >%idou's and orphans.

And then there are the millions of those ulio arc already on the

receiving end of these payments, v.'ho have come to consider them as

an earned right, who of course find them inadequate, and who arc

outraged at the slightest suggestion of a critical reexamination of the

subject. The political pressure for constant extension and increase of

these benefits is almost irresistible.

And O'cn ifthere weren't u-holc armies ofgQ\-cmmcnt economists,

statisticians, and administrators to ansurr him, the lone disinterested

critic, who hopes to have his criticism heard and respected b\' other

disinterested and thoughtful people, finds himself compelled to keep

up with appalling mountains of detail.

Too Many Cases to Follow

The National I^bor Relations Board, for example, hands down
hundreds of decisions orn' year in passing on **unfair'' labor practices.

In the fiscal year 1967 it passed on 803 cases **contcstcd as to the law

and the facts." Most of these decisions arc strongh' biased in h\xx of

the labor unions; many of them pervert the intention of the Taft-

Hartle>' hex. that the\' ostensibly enforvc; and in some of them the

board arrogates to itself ptmers that go far be\t)nd those granted by

the act. The texts of many of these decisions arc \xt\ kxig in their

statement of facts or alleged facts and of the Board's conclusions. Yet

how is the individual economist or editor to keep abreast of the deci-

sioas and to comment informcdly and intclligendy cxi those that in-

volve an important pnncipic t>r public interest?

Or take again such major agcnaes as the Federal Trade Commis-

sion, the Secunties and Exchange Commission, the Internal RcNxnue

SerN'ice, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Food and Drug

Administration, the Federal Cxxnmunications Commission. All these

agencies engage in quasi-legislanve, quasi-judicial, and administrative

fimaions. The>' issue rules and regulations, grant licenses, issue cease-

and-desist orders, award damages, and compel individuals and corpo-

rations to do or reft-ain fit>m many things. The\' often combine the
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functions of legislators, prosecutors, judges, juries, and bureaucrats.

Their decisions are not always based solely on existing law and yet

when they inflict injury on corporations or individuals, or deprive

them of constitutional liberties and legal rights, appeal to the courts is

often difficult, cosdy, or impossible.

Once again, how can the individual economist, student of govern-

ment, journalist, or anyone interested in defending or preserving lib-

erty, hope to keep abreast of this Niagara of decisions, regulations, and

administrative laws.> He may sometimes consider himself lucky to be

able to master in many months the facts concerning even one of these

decisions.

Professor Sylvester Petro of New York University has written a

full book on the Kohler strike and another full book on the Kingsport

strike, and the public lessons to be learned from them. Professor Mar-

tin Anderson has specialized in the follies of urban renewal programs.

But how many are there among us libertarians who are willing to—or

have the time to—do this specialized and microscopic but indispensa

zble research?

In July 1967, the Federal Communications Commission handed

down an extremely harmful decision ordering the American Telephone

& Telegraph Company to lower its interstate rates—which were al-

ready 20 percent lower than in 1940, though the general price level

since that time had gone up 163 percent. In order to write a single

editorial or column on this (and to feel confident he had his facts

straight), a conscientious journalist had to study, among other mate-

rial, the text of the decision. That decision consisted of 114 single-

spaced typewritten pages.

. . . and Schemes for Reform

We libertarians have our work cut out for us.

In order to indicate further the dimensions of this work, it is not

merely the organized bureaucracy that the libertarian has to answer; it

is the individual private zealots. A day never passes without some

ardent reformer or group of reformers suggesting some new govern-

ment intervention, some new statist scheme to fill some alleged "need"

or relieve some alleged distress. They accompany their scheme by cit-

ing statistics that supposedly prove the need or the distress that they

want the taxpayers to relieve. So it comes about diat the reputed
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"experts" on relief, unemployment insurance, social security, medicare,

subsidized housing, foreign aid, and the like are precisely the people

who are advocating more relief, unemploNinent insurance, social secu-

rity, medicare, subsidized housing, foreign aid, and all the rest.

Let us come to some of the lessons we must draw from all this.

Specialists for the Defense

We libertarians cannot content ourselves merely with repeating

pious generalities about libcrt)', free enterprise, and limited goNrm-

ment. To assert and repeat these general principles is absoiuteh' neces-

sary, of course, either as prologue or conclusion. But if ht hope to be

individually or collectively effective, we must indi\idually master a

great deal of detailed knowledge, and make ourselves specialists in one

or two lines, so that we can sho^' how our libertarian principles apply

in special fields, and so that u-c can convincingly dispute the propo-

nents of statist schemes for public housing, farm subsidies, increased

relief, bigger social sccurit\' beiKfits, bigger medicare, guaranteed in-

comes, bigger go\'emment spending, bigger taxation, cspedalh' more
progressive income taxation, higher tariffs or import quotas, restric-

tions or penalties on foreign in\estment and foreign traxel, price con-

trols, wage contn)U, rent contn)U, interest rate controls, more laws for

so-called "consumer protection," and still tighter rcgulatKxis and re-

strictioru on business e\'er\'\%'tierc.

This means, among ocIvt tiungs, that libertarians must fbrm and

maintain organizatums not only to promote their baiad principles—as

does, for example. The FoundatKMi for Economic EducatMJn—but to

prtMTKKe these pnnciples in special fields. I am thinkmg, for example,

of such excellent existing specialized organizaoons as the Qtizens For-

eign Aid Committee, the Economists' National Committee on Monc-

tar>' Polic)', the Tax Foundation, and so on. I am happy to report the

verv' recent formation of Amencans for Effective Law Enforcement.

We need not fear that too many of these specialized organizations

will be formed. The real danger is the opposite. The pnvate Ubertahan

organizations in the United States arc probably outnumbered ten to

one by communust, socialist, sutist, and other left-v^ing organizations

that ha\e shouTi themselves to be onh' too effective.

And I am sorr>' to report that almost noiK of the old-line business

associations that I am acquainted uith arc as effective as they could be.
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It is not merely that they have been timorous or silent where they
should have spoken out, or even that they have unwisely compromised.
Recently, for fear of being called ultraconservative or reactionary, they
have been supporting measures harmful to the very interests they were
formed to protect. Several of them, for example, have come out in

favor of the Administration's proposed tax increase on corporations,

because they were afraid to say that the Administration ought rather

to slash its profligate welfare spending.

The sad fact is that today most of the heads of big businesses in

America have become so confused or intimidated that, so far from
carrying the argument to the enemy, they fail to defend themselves

adequately even when attacked. The pharmaceutical industry, sub-

jected since 1962 to a discriminatory law that applies questionable and
dangerous legal principles that the government has not yet dared to

apply in other fields, has been too timid to state its own case effectively.

And the automobile makers, attacked by a single zealot for turning out

cars "Unsafe at Any Speed," handled the matter with an incredible

combination of neglect and ineptitude that brought down on their

heads legislation harmful not only to the industry but to the driving

public.

The Timidity of Businessmen

It is impossible to tell today where the growing anti-business senti-

ment in Washington, plus the itch for more government control, is

going to strike next. Only within the last few months Congress, with

little debate, allowed itself to be stampeded into a dubious extension

of Federal power over intrastate meat sales. When this article appears,

or shortly after. Congress may have passed a Federal "truth-in-lend-

ing" law, forcing lenders to calculate and state interest rates the way

Federal bureaucrats want them calculated and stated. There is also

pending an Administration bill in which government bureaucrats are

to prescribe "standards" telling just how surgical devices like bone

pins and catheters and even artificial eyes are to be made.

And a few weeks ago the President suddenly announced that he

was prohibiting American business from making further direct invest-

ments in Europe, that he was restricting them elsewhere, and that he

would ask Congress to pass some law restricting Americans from trav-

eling to Europe. Instead of raising a storm of protest against these
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unprecedented invasions of our liberties, most ncu'spapers and busi-

nessmen deplored their "necessity^ and hoped the>' would be onh'

"temporary."

The very existence of the business timidity that allows these things

to happen is evidence that go\'emment controk and power are alrcad\'

excessive.

Why are the heads of big business in America so timid? That is a

long story, but I will suggest a few reasons: ( 1 ) They may be entirch'

or largely dependent on government war contracts. (2) Thc>' ne\er

know when or on what grounds the\' uill be held guilty* of violating

the antitrust laws. (3) The)' nexer know u'hen or on u-hat grounds the

National Labor Relations Board vnXH hold them guilty of unfair labor

practices. (4) Thc>' ne\'er know v.'h/cn their personal income tax returns

will be hostilely examined, and thc\' arc certainh' not confident that

such an examination, and its findings, uill be entirely independent of

whether the)' have been personall)' friendly or hostile to the Adminis-

tration in power.

It will be noticed that the gmemmental actions or lau-s of which

businessmen stand in fear are actions or lau's that Icaxr a great deal to

admini-strativc discretitxi. DiscrctionarN* administratixr law should be

reduced to a minimum; it breeds bnberv' and axTupCKWi, and ts alwax's

potentially blackmail or blackjack law.

A Confusion of Interests

Libertarians arc learning to their sorroxK' that big businessmen

cannot necessarily be relied upon ro be their allies in the battle against

exteasicw of governmental encroachments. The reasons are many.

Sometimes businessmen uiU ad\-(Kate tariffs, import quotas, subsidies,

and restrictions ofcompetition, because the>' think, righth' or x^Tongly,

that these gtncmment interventions u-ill be in their personal interest,

or in the interest of their axnpanies, and arc not concerned whether

or not the)' may be at the expense of tfK general public. More often, I

think, businessmen advocate these interventions because they are hon-

estly confused, because the)' just don't realize >*'hat the actual conse-

quences uiU be of the particular measures the)- propose, or perceix'C

the cumulatiNc debilitahng effects of growing restrictions of human

liberrv'.
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Perhaps most often of all, however, businessmen today acquiesce

in new government controls out of sheer timidity.

A generation ago, in his pessimistic book. Capitalism, Socialism and
Democracy (1942), the late Joseph A. Schumpeter maintained the thesis

that "in the capitalistic system there is a tendency toward self-destruc-

tion." And as one evidence of this he cited the "cowardice" of big

businessmen when facing direct attack:

They talk and plead—or hire people to do it for them;

they snatch at every chance ofcompromise; they are ever ready

to give in; they never put up a fight under the flag oftheir own
ideals and interests—in this country there was no real resis-

tance anywhere against the imposition of crushing financial

burdens during the last decade or against labor legislation in-

compatible with the effective management of industry.

So much for the formidable problems facing dedicated libertarians.

They find it extremely difficult to defend particular firms and industries

from harassment or persecution when those industries will not ade-

quately or competendy defend themselves. Yet division oflabor is both

possible and desirable in the defense of liberty as it is in other fields.

And many of us, who have neither the time nor the specialized knowl-

edge to analyze particular industries or special complex problems, can

be nonetheless effective in the libertarian cause by hammering inces-

sandy on some single principle or point until it is driven home.

Basic Principles upon Which Libertarians May Rely

Is there any single principle or point on which libertarians could

most effectively concentrate? Let us look, and we may end by finding

several.

One simple truth that could be endlessly reiterated, and effectively

applied to nine-tenths of the statist proposals now being put forward

or enacted in such profusion, is that the government has nothing to

give to anybody that it doesn't first take from somebody else. In other

words, all its relief and subsidy schemes are merely ways of robbing

Peter to support Paul.

Thus, it can be pointed out that the modem welfare state is merely
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a complicated arrangement by which nobody pa>'s for the education

of his own children, but e\'erybod>' pays for the education of e\'ery-

body else's children; by which nobod)' pays his oun medical bills, but

everybody pays e\'er>'body else's medical bills; b\' u-hich nobody pro-

vides for his own old-age securit)-, but evenbody paN-s for e\en'body

else's old-age securit)'; and so on. Bastiat, uith uncanny clairvoyance,

exposed the illusive charaaer of all these welfare schemes more than a

century ago in his aphorism: The State is the great fiction b\' which

everybody tries to li\'e at the expense of e\'er>'bod)' else."

Another way of sho>%ing uhat is u-rong vsith all the sutc handout

schemes is to keep pointing out that you can't get a quart out of a pint

jug. Or, as the state giveaway programs must all be paid for out of

taxation, with each new scheme proposed the hbcrtarian can ask, "In-

stead of what?" Thus, if it is proposed to spend another $1 billion on

getting a man to the moon or doeloping a supersonic commercial

plane, it may be pointed out that this $1 biUnxi, taken in taxation, will

not then be able to meet a million personal needs or >%'ants of the

millions of taxpayers fixxn whom it is to be taken.

Of course, some champions of e\-cr-grcatcr governmental pawct

and spending recognize this ver\- u-ell, and like Professor J. K. Gal-

braith, for mstancc, the>' in\'ent the thcon- that the taxpayers, left to

themselves, spend the mone>' the> have earned xcrv* foolishly, on ail

sorts of tnvialities and rubbish, and that only the bureaucrats, b)' first

seizing it from them, uiU knou* how to spend it ^iseh'.

Knowing the Conscqucnccf

Another ven* important phiwiple to u-hich the libertarian can con-

standy appeal is to ask the statuts to consider the secondan' and long-

run consequences of their proposals as urll as merch' their intended

direct and immediate consequences. The sutists uill sixnctimes admit

quite freely, for example, that the)* ha\e nothing to give to anybody

that the)' must not first take hxxn somebody else. The>' uill admit that

the\- must rob Peter to pay Paul. But their argument is that the)' arc

seizing only fnnn nch Peter to suppon poor Paul. As President

Johnson once put it quite frankly in a speech on )anuar>' 15, 1964:

**We arc gomg ti> trv- to take all of the monc)- that we think is unneces-

sarily being spent and take it from the *ha\'c$' and p\x it to the 'have

nots' that need it so much."
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Those who have the habit of considering long-run consequences

will recognize that all these programs for sharing-the-wealth and guar-

anteeing incomes must reduce incentives at both ends of the economic
scale. They must reduce the incentives both of those who are capable

of earning a high income, but fmd it taken away from them, and those

who are capable of earning at least a moderate income, but fmd them-

selves supplied with the necessities of life without working.

This vital consideration of incentives is almost systematically over-

looked in the proposals of agitators for more and bigger government

welfare schemes. We should all rightly be concerned with the plight

of the poor and unfortunate. But the hard two-part question that any

plan for relieving poverty must answer is: How can we mitigate the

penalties of failure and misfortune without undermining the incentives

to effort and success) Most ofour would-be reformers and humanitarians

simply ignore the second half of this problem. And when those of us

who advocate freedom of enterprise are compelled to reject one of

these specious "antipoverty" schemes after another on the ground that

it will undermine these incentives and in the long run produce more

evil than good, we are accused by the demagogues and the thoughdess

of being "negative" and stony-hearted obstructionists. But the libertar-

ian must have the strength not to be intimidated by this.

Finally, the libertarian who wishes to hammer in a few general

principles can repeatedly appeal to the enormous advantages of liberty

as compared with coercion. But he, too, will have influence and per-

form his duty properly only if he has arrived at his principles through

careful study and thought. 'The common people of England," once

wrote Adam Smith, "are very jealous of their liberty, but like the

common people ofmost other countries have never righdy understood

in what it consists." To arrive at the proper concept and definition of

liberty is difficult, not easy. But this is a subject too big to be developed

further here.

Legal and Political Aspects

So far, I have talked as if the libertarian's study, thought, and

argument need be confmed solely to the field of economics. But, of

course, liberty cannot be enlarged or preserved unless its necessity is

understood in many other fields—and most notably in law and in

politics.
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Wc have to ask, for example, whether libertv', economic progress,

and political stability can be presened if we continue to allow the

people on relief—the people who are mainly or solely supported by the

government and who live at the expense of the taxpayers—to exercise

the franchise. The great liberals of the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries expressed the most serious misgivings on this point. John

Stuart Mill, writing in his Representative Government in 1861, did not

equivocate: "I regard it as required by first principles that the receipt

of parish relief should be a precmptof>' disqualification for the fran-

chise. He who cannot b>' his labor suffice for his outi support has no

claim to the privilege of helping himself to the mone>' of others." And
A. V. Dice\', the eminent British jurist, u-riting in 1914, also raised the

question whether it is wise to allow the recipients of poor relief to

retain the right to join in the election of a member of Parliament.

An Honest Currency and an End to Inflation

This brings me, fmalh', to one more single issue on u'hich ail those

libertarians who lack the time or background for specialized study can

effectively concentrate. This is m demanding that the government pro-

vide an honest currenc)*, and that it stop inflating.

This issue has the inherent advantage that it can be made dear and

simple because fundamentally it is clear and simple. All intlaDon is

government made. All inflation is the result of increasing the quantity

of monev' and credit; and the cure is simply to halt the increase.

If libertarians kne on tlK inflation issue, the>' are threatened with

the loss of even' cxher issue.

If libcrtanans could win the inflation issue, the>' could come dose

to winning oenthmg else. If thev' could succeed in halting the increase

in the quantm* of monc>-, it would be because the>' could halt the

chronic deficits that foree this increase. If the>' could halt these chronic

deficits, it >%x)uld be because thev* had halted the rapid increase in

welfare spending and all the scKialistic schemes that are dependent on

welfare spending. If thev* could halt the constant increase in spending,

the)' could halt the constant increase in government power.

The devaluation of the British pound a few months ago, though

it may shake the whole u'orld currencv' sv'stem to its foundations, may
as an offset have the bnger effea of helping the libertarian cause. It

exposes as never before the bankruptcy' of the Welfare State. It exposes
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the fragility and complete imdependability of the paper-gold interna-

tional monetary system under which the world has been operating for

the last twenty years. There is hardly one of the hundred or more
currencies in the International Monetary Fund, with the exception of

the dollar, that has not been devalued at least once since the I.M.F.

opened its doors for business. There is not a single currency unit—and

there is no exception to this statement—that does not buy less today

than when the Fund started.

The dollar, to which practically every other currency is tied in the

present system, is now in the gravest peril. If liberty is to be preserved,

the world must eventually get back to a full gold standard system in

which each major country's currency unit must be convertible into

gold on demand, by anybody who holds it, without discrimination. I

am aware that some technical defects can be pointed out in the gold

standard, but it has one virtue that more than outweighs them all. It

is not, like paper money, subject to the day-to-day whims of the politi-

cians; it cannot be printed or otherwise manipulated by the politicians;

it frees the individual holder from that form of swindling or expropria-

tion by the politicians; it is an essential safeguard for the preservation,

not only of the value of the currency unit itself, but of human liberty.

Every libertarian should support it.

I have one last word. In whatever field he specializes, or on what-

ever principle or issue he elects to take his stand, the libertarian must

take a stand. He cannot afford to do or say nothing. I have only to

remind you of the eloquent call to batde on the final page of Ludwig

von Mises's great book on Socialism written 35 years ago:

Everyone carries a part of society on his shoulders; no one

is relieved of his share of responsibility by others. And no one

can find a safe way out for himself if society is sweeping to-

ward destruction. Therefore everyone, in his own interests,

must thrust himself vigorously into the intellectual battle.

None can stand aside with unconcern; the interests of every-

one hang on the result. Whether he chooses or not, every man

is drawn into the real historical struggle, the decisive batde

into which our epoch has plunged us.
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The Literature of Freedom

The Free Man's Library is a descriptive and critical bibliography of

works on the philosophy of individualism
—

"indiN-idualism" in a broad

sense. The bibliography includes works which explain die ux>rkings

and advantages of free trade, free enterprise, and free markets; which

recognize the oils of excessive sute power; and u-hich champion the

cause of individual freedom of ux)rship, speech, and thought.

Such a compilation seemed to me to be increasingly urgent because

so few writers and speakers on public questions today rexeal any idea

of the wealth, depth, and breadth of the literature of freedom. VVTiat

threatens us today is not merely the outright totalitarian philosophies

of fascism and communism, but the increasing drifr of thought in the

totalitarian direction. Many people today who complaccndy think of

themselves as "middle-of theroaders" have no conception of the ex-

tent to which the)' have already taken o\er statist, s(Kialist, and collcc-

tivist assumptions—assumptions u-hich, if k)gically followed out, must

inevitably carr\' us further and further down the totalitarian road.

One of the crowning ironies of the present era is that it is precisely

the people who flatteringly refer to themsehes as "liberals" who have

forgotten or repudiated the essence of the true liberal tradition. The

t>'pical butts of their ndiculc arc such wnters as Adam Smith, Bastiat,

Cobden ("the Manchester SchcxiP), and Herbert Spencer. V\Tiatc\xr

erron any of these writers may hax-e been guUt>' of indi\idualh\ they

were among the chief architects of true hberalism. Yet our modem
"progressixes" now refer ti> this whole phiknophy contemptuously as

laissetfasre.

Man>' of tcxiay's arc most ekx^uent in their arguments for liberty

in faa preach phik)sophies that wtxUd destroy- it. It seems to be tNpical

of the bcx)ks of our intelligentsia to praise one kind of hbert>' inccs-

Thu csuv, y^iitch appeared in the |unr 19S6 usuc a( The frmmm, n taken from Hovy
Hazim'i intnxluction to hu book, Tht tm Mmmh Lthwry, a docnpcnr lutiaf of more than

S40 iKititarkling contnbutKms to the literarurc of fpccdora be|;innin§ with the earh- acvcn-

tcenth centun and earning thmu|ch to our own tune Moat of the boola liMed m Tht ffm

Mmm^ Ukrmn and mil in pnm arc available from the Foundnon for EaanoniK Education.

a the 1993 FEE Catakigue
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sandy while disparaging or ridiculing anodier kind. The liberty diat

diey so righdy praise is die liberty of diought and expression. But the

liberty that they so foolishly denounce is economic liberty.

Unfortunately the authors who have fallen into this practice in-

clude some of the finest minds of our generation. (I think particularly

of Bertrand Russell and the late Morris Cohen.) Such writers seem to

me to be at least in part reflecting an occupational bias. Being writers

and thinkers, they are acutely aware of the importance of liberty of

writing and thinking. But they seem to attach scant value to economic

liberty because they think of it not as applying to themselves but to

businessmen. Such a judgment may be uncharitable; but it is certainly

fair to say that they misprize economic liberty because, in spite of their

brilliance in some directions, they lack the knowledge or understand-

ing to recognize that when economic liberties are abridged or de-

stroyed, all other liberties are abridged or destroyed with them.

"Power over a man's subsistence," as Alexander Hamilton reminded

us, "is power over his will." And ifwe wish a more modem authority,

we can quote no less a one than Leon Trotsky, the colleague of Lenin,

who in 1937, in a moment of candor, pointed out clearly that: "In a

country where the sole employer is the State, opposition means death

by slow starvation: The old principle: who does not work shall not

eat, has been replaced by a new one: who does not obey shall not eat."

Liberty is a whole, and to deny economic liberty is finally to de-

stroy all liberty. Socialism is irreconcilable with freedom. This is the

lesson that most of our modern philosophers and litterateurs have yet

to learn.

Historically, the liberals fought against governmental tyranny;

against governmental abridgment of freedom of speech and action;

against governmental restrictions on agriculture, manufacture, and

trade; against constant detailed governmental regulation, interference,

and harassment at a hundred points; against (to use the phrases of the

Declaration of Independence) "a multitude of new offices" and

"swarms of officers"; against concentration of governmental power,

particularly in the person of one man; against government by whim

and favoritism. Historic liberalism called, on the other hand, for the

Rule of Law, and for equality before the law. The older conservatives

opposed many or most of these liberal demands because they believed

in existing governmental interferences and sweeping governmental

powers; or because they wished to retain their own special privileges
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and prerogatives; or simply because they were temperamcntalh' fearful

of altering the status quo, whate>'er it happened to be.

Those who flatteringly call themselves "liberals" today, and to

whom confused opponents allow or e\'en assign the name, arc for

nearly everything riiat the old liberals opposed. Most self-st>'led pre-

sent-day "liberals," particularly in America, arc urging the constant

extension of governmental power, of governmental intervention, of

governmental "planning." The>' constanth' press for a greater concen-

tration of governmental power, u'hether in the central government at

the expense of the Sutcs and localities or in the hands of a one-man

executive at the expense of any check, limitation, or oen investigation

by a legislature. And the>' look with favor on an eNer-grouing bureau-

cracy and on the spread of bureaucratic discretion at the expense of a

Rule of Law. Those who oppose this trend tou-ard a new despotism,

on the other hand, and plead for the preservation of the ancient free-

doms of the individual, arc today's conservatives. The intelligent con-

servative, in brief, is today the true defender of libcrt>'.

This conclusion should not seem too paradoxical. It was alwap

possible to reconcile intelligent conservatism uith real liberalism.

There is no conflia between uishing to conserve and hold the precious

gains that have been achioed in the past, which is the aim of the true

consenative, and wishing to earn* those achioements e\'cn further,

which is the aim of the true liberal.
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